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This ,is Gemini Launch Control. ~-240 minutes and counting. T-240 and counting 

on the Gemini 9-A mission. At this point in the countdown, the Gemini Launch 

Vehicle has just joined the countdown. The spacecraft of the Gemini . ..space- 

craft started about 2:3O a.m. this morning, that is 2:3O EST at the 360 minute 

mark in the count. So, we now have the launch vehicle in, all the major elements 

are in the count at this point and all is going very well. 

The Gemini Launch Vehicle was fueled last night in an operation that took 

about three hours and 15 minutes. Since the spacecraft count was picked up earlier 

this morning, all is going well. 

The backup pilots for the mission , Astronauts Jim Love11 and Buzz Aldrin are 

aboard the Gemini Spacecraft making their checks. They have been in there for about 

two and a half hours at this time. They will continue all the preliminary checks 

pending the arrival of the prime pilots, Tom Stafford and Gene Cernan, later in the 

iountdown. Stafford and Cernan should be up at this time and taking their physical 

and probably about to start breakfast. We will have a report on that as soon as 

we get that information on it. All going well now at ~-238 minutes, 43 seconds 

and counting. This is Gemini Launch Control. 

END OF TAPE 
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This is Gemini Launch Control T-235 minutes and counting. All 

going well in the Gemini 9 countdown at this time. We now have 

confirmation that the prime pilots for the mission, Tom 

Stafford and Gene Cernan were awakened in their Crew Quarters 

at the NASA Kennedy Space Center, Merritt Island, as planned 

in the astronaut countdown at 11 minutes passed the hour. They 

are just completing their physical examination at this time and 

will be sitting down to breakfast in about 5 minutes, or so. 

All going well with the astronauts in the Crew Quarters and with 

the countdown at Launch Complex lg. This is Gemini Launch Control. 

END OF TAPE 
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This is Gemini Launch Control. ~-208 minutes and counting. 208 and counting 

and all is going very well at Launch Complex 19 at the present time. The prime 

pilots for the Gemini 9-A mission, Astronauts Tam Stafford and Gene Cernan, are 

just about finishing up their breakfast at this time. They have one guest for 

breakfast at the Crew Quarters at the NASA Kennedy @ace Center in Merritt Island, 

and that is .Donald K. Slayton, who is Director of Flight Crew Operations for 

the NASA's Manned Spacecraft Center. 

Stafford and Cernan took their brief physical again a,short while ago. Doctor 

Duane Catterson, who directed the physical , reported that there is no change in the 

status of either of the astronauts physically since their last physical two days ago. 

Both pilots were described as being in excellent spirits, as usual. 

We have sane weather conditions, which we'll go over extensively at this point, 

F to cover the Cape area and the various contin.@noylanding areas throughout the ground 

track. The weather forecast for launch time in the Cape Kennedy area is as follows: 

Scattered clouds, at about 3000 feet, winds from the northeast at 15 knots, a sea 

state off shore at four feet and a temperature expected to be about 75 degrees. In 

,* themmc,we have acceptable landing conditions throughout, however, if we launch 

fl during the first window, we will over-f&v. a rather extensive area of showers in the 

western Atlantic. If we launch in the second window, we will fly the west Atlantic 

showers as well as the shower area just north of the equator. In the mid-Pacific 

some 300 miles northeast of Honolulu, the forecast is for scattered clouds, winds 

from the east at 15 knots , a sea state of five feet. Western Pacific landing zone. 

About 700 miles southeast of Toyko, overcast sky with ocgeea;ional rain, winds from 

the southwest, 12 knots, a sea state of four to five feet. In the eastern Atlantic 

landing zone, some509 miles west of the Cape Brady Islands, the forecast is for 

scattered to broken clouds, winds from the northeast at 12 knots, uea state of four 

feet. And in the prime landing in the west Atlantic , some 500 miles east of Mb&i 

also a forecast of scattered clouds, winds from the southeast 15 knots. All proceeding 
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*ell on the countdown at this time. The breakfast menu for astronauts Stafford 

and Cernan, was the usual astronauts fare of a Choice of jurice, fillet mignon, scrambled 

eggs, toast and coffee. 

Coming up on T-205 minutes and counting. This is Gemini Launch Control. 

END OF TAPE 
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This is Gemini Launch Control T-204 minutes and counting. T-204 

and counting, and all proceeding excellently in the Gemini 3 

countdown at this time. At Launch Complex 19 things are going 

well with both the Gemini spacecraft and the launch vehicle since 

the count began somt 2 hours and 40 minutes ago, The back-up 

pilots for the mission, astronauts Jim Love11 and Buzz Aldrin 

have left the Gemini spacecraft, they have been in there for about 

2,$ to 3 hours and they will be back a little later in the count 

to make the final check and report to the prime pilots, Tom Stafford 

and Gene Cernan at the white room. Stafford and Cernan as reported 

eariler were awakened at the planned time in the countdown for 

11:OO a.m. Eastern Standard Time. They've taken their physical 

\ and are just about finishing up breakfast at this time. They're 

due to depart their quarters at the NASA Kennedy Space Center 
. 

at Merritt Island at 21 minutes past the hour, to proceed to the 

ready room to don their suits and make the final preparations 

for the mission. All going well in the count and all going well 

in the Crew Quarters at this time. T-202 minutes and 50 seconds 

and counting. This is Gemini Launch Control. 

END OF TAPE 
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This is Gemini Launch Control at T-194 minutes and counting. 

T-194 all proceeding very satisfactorily with our checks at com- 

plex 19, with the Gemini spacecraft and launch vehicle. Astronauts 

Tom Stafford and Gene Cernan should be just about on their way 

now from the Crew Quarters at the NASA Kennedy Space Center Merritt 

Island, and starting the drive of some 7 miles to the ready 

room at Launch Complex 16 where they will don their space suits 

y. and make their final checks prior to departing for the launch 

pad at about 125 minute mark in the countdown, Their back-up 

pilots Jim Love11 and Buzz Aldrin have left t& Gemini spacecraft 

they have been in it for some 2 hours and 45 minutes. AS we 

prepare for the pressurization of the launch vehicle at 19, the 

complete area has to be evaaated at the time of pressurization 

of the launch vehicle, which is when we pressurize with the 

nitrogen at about 170 minutes into the count. Love11 and fidrin 

will return to the spacecraft when the area is clear to make the 

final checks, and then they'll be ready to report to the prime 

pilots when they arrive at the white room. Our count with the 

&mini Launch Vehicle also going very well, it was fueled in 

about 3 hours and 15 minutes last evening. Now, T-192 minutes 

and 35 seconds and counting. This is Gemini Launch Control, 

we'll now switcf. to the Mission Control Center in Houston. 

HOUSTON....... This is Gemini Control Houston. Our status board 

on the Manned Space Flight network j&completely clean, in other 

words there are no pieces of equipment that cannot support the 
augmented 

mission. At the present time the target docking adapter 

... ..... .._ ... 
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is nearing the end of the 27th revolution. It's present measure- 

‘< \ents in orbit are 161.9 natiXimiles apogee, 161.5 &&calmiles 

perigee; within 4/10 of a mile of being perfectly circular. 

' Here'in Mission Control the G$kmxm team of Flight Controllers 

that's been here since 9:30 Central Standard Time last night 

f is still carrying the ball and the White team, the launch team, 

will be in, in about an hour. At T-191 minutes and 30 seconds 

this is Gemini Control. 

END OF TAPE 
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This is Gemini Launch Control. T-184 minutes and counting. T-184, all going 

very well at this time. Astronauts Tom Stafford and Gene Cernan should be just 

about arriving at this point at the Ready-room at Launch Complex 16. They have 

cleared the White-room at the 109 foot level at Launch Complex 19 in preparation 

for the launch vehicle pressurization, which will be coming up in about 10 or 15 

minutes from this time. 

Above the spacecraft in the White-room, just above the hatches, located just 

between the two hatches so that it covers both of them if you will, there is,a sign 

located above the hatches. The sign has two little min.& couplets on it and it 

reads as follows, fl WE WERE KIDDING BEFORE, BUT NOT ANYMORE. GET YOURSELF INTO SPACE 

OR WE"LL TAKE YOUR PLACE." And it is signed Jim and Buzz, of course for backup pilots 

Jim Love11 and Buzz Aldrin. All is proceeding ve!?y well at this point as far as the 

Gemini Launch Vehicle is concerned. We've just made some checks on the radio command 

guidance system, these checks appear to be going well. 

~-182 minutes, 46 seconds and counting. This is Gemini Launch Control. 

END OF TAPE 
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This is Gemini Launch Control. T-l'74 minutes and counting -- T-174. All 

going very well at this time at Complex 19. We'll be coming up on our 

launch vehicle pressurization some five or ten minutes from this time. 

This is when we pressurize the propellant tanks in the Gemini launch 

vehicle -- both stages -- with nitrogen building up to some 30 pounds 

per square inch in the first stage and about 50 to 55 pounds per square 

inch in stage number two. We have made one slight jump in the countdown, 

if you will. We're -- an event scheduled for the 6G-minute mark in the 

count is occurring at this time. This is the so-called POGO activity 

in which we permit the oxidizer in the second stage to flow into a stand 

pipe -- a stand pipe that's specially built in the second stage area -- 

in order to suppress oscillations that could occur in the oxidizer system 

of the second stage. This usually comes at the 60-minute m-irk in the 

count. This is when we would open the prevalve -- the oxidizer prevalve -- 

to permit the flow of that nitrogen tetroxide oxidizer into the stand pipe 

area so that we will be able to suppress these oscillations;since the 

prevalves were opened on Wednesday's launch attempt and since they are 

still open at this time, the crew decided to go ahead with this particular 

test earlier, aiid it is in progress now. Astronauts Tom Stafford and 

Gene Cernan are .at the ready room making their final preparations. They'll 

come to the pad some 30 minutes from this time. T-172 minutes, 14 seconds 

and counting. This is Gemini Launch Control. 

END OF TAFE 
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This is Gemini Launch Control. T-164 minutes and counting. ~-164. We've 

now completed our pressurization of the Gemini Launch Vehicle. All is looking 

well, and on our early checks since completing our pressurization a short while 

ago, show that we are getting good readings on the pressure in both stages. The 

backup pilots , Astronauts Jim Love11 and Buzz Aldrin, now have reCurned to the 

Gemini spacecraft. They spent some two hours and 45 minutes in it earlier and 

will go through some further checks pending the arrival of the prime pilots, 

Tom Stafford and Gene Cernan. 

All is going well in our countdown at the present time. We'll now switch 

you to the Mission Control Center in Houston. 

This is Gemini Control. The augmented docking adapter is now on its 28th 

revolution. It is over the north central portion of Africia. Earlier we reported 

that the network status was completely green , since that time a teletype trans- 

mitter at the Woomera, Australia station is apparently on the fritz, but the 

station can support, however. 

A short while ago, Mr. Allen Sandy Sanderson, of the Space Flight Meteorological 

Group, here in Mission Control briefed the Mission Director and the Flight DirectJor 

on the global weather picture. At ~-162 minutes and 32 seconds, this is Gemini 

Control. 

END OF TAPE 
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This is &mini Launch Control at T-154 minutes and counting, T-154. 

All still proceeding very well with the countdown at this time. 

At Launch Complex 19, they're in the mist of a guidance control 

test between the mark 3 Burroughs computer and the Gemini Launch 

Vehicle. It appears to be going: well at this time. Because of 

the problem we had on Wednesday that we scrub the launch that 

the ground support failure concerns with up-dating the spacecraft 

computer, we're going to make some extra checks and some extra 

data reports into the computer during todays countdown. The 

computer at the M:ssion Control Center in Houston will feed data 

. up-date .to the Gemini spacecraft computer here at Launch Complex 

19, at the T-60 minute mark, T-30 minutes, T-15 minutes. We will 

feed the regular real-time up-date as we resume the count of 

T-3 minutes as reported yesterday the present plan is if we fail 

to get that up-date to the spacecraft T-3, we will still continue 

with the countdown and launch, using the latest data we ha e in 

the computer at that time. All is going well at ~-152 minutes, 

40 seconds in counting. This is Gemini Launch Control. 
. 

END OF TAPE 
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This is Gemini Launch Control. T-144 minutes and counting. T-144. All going 

well with the Gemini 9 countdown as it has been since the count picked up at about 

2:3O EST, this morning. 

The backup pilots, Jim Love11 and Ruzz Aldrin,still in the Gemini 9 spacecraft, 

in the White-*room in Launch Complex 19. They are reporting readouts at the present 

time to the blockhouse on a number of different items in the spacecraft's system. 

The prime pilots, Tom Stafford and Gene Cernan , are still in the Ready-room at 

Launch Complex 16, nearby making the final preparations before departing for the 

Launch Complex in about 15 minutes from this time, All proceeding very well 

is Gemini Launch Control. at T-143 minutes, 10 seconds and counting. This 

END OF TAPE 
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This is Gemini Launch Control. T-134 minutes and COUnting. All still going very 

well at Launch Complex 19, and in the Ready-roam at Launch Complex 16, where the 

astronauts, Tom Stafford and Gene Cernan, now have their space suits on and are making 

final purge checks prior to departing from that area due on the countdown in about 

eight minutes from this time. 

We're now aiming for a launch time of 11:39 and 33 seconds a.m. EST. We will 

have a built-in hold at the T-3 minute mark in the count. 

At Launch Complex 19, they've gone through a status check for..of prepardng 

for arrival of the prime crew. The crew will be inserted in the spacecraft at 

about the 115 minute mark in the count. Backups Jim Love11 and Buzz Aldrin still 

are in the Gemini spacecraft, as they have been for some...now a total time of some 

three and a half hours this morning, continuing the final checks and awaiting the 

arrival of the prime crew. 

All systems looking good at T-132 minutes and 50 seconds and counting. This 

is Gemini Launch Control. 

END OF TAPE 
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This is Gemini Launch Control T-131 minutes, 42 second; and count- 

ing all still going well at the pad. To correct the launch 

time maneuver, announced launch time we're aiming for, is 8:39 

and 33 seconds a.m. Eastern Standard Time. We'll have a hold 

at the T-3 minute mark, it's expected this hold will last some 

4 minutes, or a little more than 4 minutes at that time. Aiming 

for launch time again at 8:39 and 33 seconds a.m. EST. Now 

T-131 minutes, 10 seconds and counting. This is Gemini Launch 

Control. 

END OF TAPE 
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This is Gemini Launch Control. T-123 minutes and cc)unting. Astronauts Tom 

Stafford and Gene Cernan are on their way to Launch Complex 19 and their Gemini 9 

spacecraft. .Just a matter of moments ago, they departed fran the Ready-room at 

nearby Launch Complex 16 and will be at the elevator at 19 in a matter of a few 

minutes. Meanwhile at the Launch Pad, itself, we've gone through some status 

checks, scme final status checks for a crew ingress, all major activities reported 

that they were go for Crew Ingress, this is the two pilots coming aboard the 

spacecraft about seven or eight minutes from this &tie; 

We've ccmpleted a purge of the fuel cell of the Gemini spacecraft and it 

is also in a go position. About five minutes ago, the backup pilots, Jim Love11 

and Buzz Aldrin exited from the spacecraft. They had come aboard shortly after 

2:OO a.m. this morning and had spent most of the morning in the spacecraft making 

all the preliminary checks. They will be ready to report to Stafford and Cernan 

on their arrival in a matter of minutes from this time. T-121 minutes, 49 seconds 

and counting. This is Gemini Launch Control. 

END OF TAPE 
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This is Gemini Launch Control. T-119, 13 seconds and counting. Astronauts 

Tom Stafford and Gene Cernan are now in the White Room -- the 102-foot 

level at Launch Complex 13 ready to go aboard the Gemini spacecraft 

momentarily. They are getting a quick briefing from their pad leader 

and from the backup crew, Astronauts Jim Love11 and Buzz Aldrin. Shortly 

they will be g>ing over the shelf into the spacecraft itself. The pilots 

were awakened this mornink: at 4:ll EST. They took a quick physical. 

.Dr. Duane C-itterson reported that once again they were physically fit 

and in good spirits as usual. They sat down for breakfast, had the usual 

menu of a choice of juice, filet mignon, scrambled eggs, toast and coffee. 

Their one guest at breakfast was Deke Slayton, who is Director of Flight 

Crew Operations for the Manned Spacecraft Center. The astronauts departed 
\ 

the quarters at the NASA Kennedy Space Center Merritt Island about 5:2l A.M. EST, 

arriving at Launch Complex 16 some 30 minutes later. They spent the remainder 

of the time at the Ready Room at 15 donning their suits and making the final 

checks. They 'tre now both aboard the spacecraft at this time, and the 

technicians will make the early preparations hooking them up electronically 

into the systems, and the Flight Surgeon is standing bj in the Block House 

to start the first stage of tests which will be biomedical tests with the 

tw:) ,%strclnauts in the spacecraft. There also will be a rommunicstions check 

as the starter. All systems still going very well. T-117 minutes, 30 seconds 

and counting. This is Gemini Launch Control. 

END OF TAPE 
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This is Gemini Launch Control at T-114 minutes and counting. 

T-114, all still proceeding very ery well in the white room 

at Launch Complex 19. The countdown which now has been in 

progress for some 4=$ hours is still going very well. Tom 

Stafford and Gene Cernan are being electrically connected 

into their cockpit, and should be coming on the line shortly 

to talk to the block house and Astronaut Bill Aldrin, who is 

Stoney, or the Spacecraft Cormnunicator, located in the block 

house. All our check outs are still going very well at this 

time. We're aiming for a lauch time of 8:39 and 33 seconds a.m. 

EST, under the present‘parameters, We will hold at T-3 minutes 

for 4 minutes and 29 seconds. I want to correct one state- 

ment I made, Stoney, the Spacecraft Connnuicator is Bill Anders 

in the block house. Bill Anders is the commuicator who will 

be talking with the pilots in the final phases of the count. 

T-112 minutes, 53 seconds and counting. This is Gemini Launch 

Control. 

END OF TAPE 
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This is Gemini Launch Control. T-104 minutes and counting. l@+ and counting. 

All still proceeding very well in this countdown, which has now been in progress 

about four and a half hours. The hatches on the Gemini spacecraft were just closed 

a matter of a minute or so ago. Tom Stafford,the command pilot's hatch was first 

closed at the 105 mark and about 10 seconds later, the pilot's, Gene Cernan, had 

his hatch closed. All is still proceeding very well at this point. 

When the astronauts came into the White room, they brought a prop along with 

them. It was about two feet long and it was in the shape of a match. The crew 

requested that this match be brought back down from the White- room and presented 

to Martin Company Test's Conductor, Frank Cherry. Signifing that they want to have 

the match to help Frank to get the launch vehicle off today. 

T-103 minutes and five seconds:&nd counting. We now switch you to the Mission 

Control Center in Houston. 

This is Gemini Control in Houston.. At our Control Center, the white team of 

flight controllers have reported for duty and are manning the consoles at this 

moment. 0ii.r target vehicle is nearing the end of its 28th revolution and is now 

passing over the central Pacific. It's apogee is 161.9 nautical miles by 161.5 

nautical miles. Our flight controllers are now standing by and will pick up, that 

is the flight team will pick up the control of this mission. Also on hand here at 

Mission Control is Chris Kraft our Director of Flight Operations, who has just come 

into the roan. This is Gemini Control at 102 minutes, 14 seconds beforeethe launch 

END OF TAPE 
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This is Gemini Launch Control, T-94 minutes and counting. T-94 

all still proceeding very satisfactorily at Launch Complex 19. 

Astronauts Tom Stafford and Gene Cernan now getting settled in 

- their Gemini 9 spacecraft, and we're in the process of purging 

the spacecraft to bring it to 100 percent oxygen enviroment.. 

Meanwhile in the block house the crew is completing the checks 

on the final status of the spacecraft as for as the white room 

.is concerned, and the crew in the white room will be ready to 

depart shortly as we begin the so-called break-down separation 

for the erector lowering, which will come in a matter of 10 

or 15 minutes from this time. The astronauts have checked into 

the countdown and part of the over-all countdown, it all appears 

' to be going well at the time. T-93 minutes and 7 seconds and 

counting. This is Gemini Launch Control. 

END OF TAPE 
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This is Gemini Launch Control. ~-84 minutes and counting. All is proceeding 

very well at Launch Complex 19. Astronauts Tam Stafford and Gene Cernan reporting 

to the blockhouse of some of the early events of their checkouts during this final 

phase of the countdown. 

The launch crew in the blockhouse is about to start some Airborne Guidance checks. 

between test kit in the blockhouse that simulates the General Electric Burroughs 

C-and Guidance System and the Airborne Guidance System in the launch vehicle, itself. 

All is proceeding very well at this time. We're still aiming for a launch 

time bf about,8:39:33 EST, with a planned built-in hold of about four minutes and 

29 seconds at the T-3 minute mark in the countdown. We now switch you to Gemini 

Mission Control in Houston. 

This is Gemini Mission Control in Houston. Our target has now begun its 29th 

revolution. We have a report from the Wasp, the carrier located in the landing area 

designated PLA 1, the primary landing area. The Wasp is in its launch position, 

500 statute,: miles southeast of Bermuda and approximately I200 statute: miles east 

of the Cape. Wasp reports that the weather is beautiful, with scattered clouds, 

visibility 10 miles, waves three feet in height, winds are southeast at eight to 15 

knots, the temperature is 79 degrees F. This is Gemini Control, 82 minutes and 20 

seconds prior to lift-off. 

END OF TAPE 
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This is Gemini Launch Control T-74 minutes and counting. T-74 

all still proceeding very well. The pad leader in the white 

room just reported just a few moments ago, that he, the last man 

in the white room was just about to leave. The white room 

is now being evacuated in preparation for lowering the 138 foot 

erector that still surrounds the Gemini Launch Vehicle and space- 

craft at this time. Tom Stafford has reported in that it feels 

nice and cool in the spacecraft at this time, and now up to a 

100 percent oxygen in the spacecraft and they have had permission 

to open their visors. Our count is continuing, all looking good. 

In the mean-time in the block house we're making some checks with 

the Air Force Eastern Test Range, and with the Mission Control 

Center in Houston to be sure that all of these key locations, 

will receive the lift-off signal occurs as planned at 8:39 and 

33 seconds a.m., EST this morning. Now coming up on T-73 minutes 

and counting. This is Gemini Launch Control. 

END OF TAPE 
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This is Gemini Launch Control ccxuing up on T-64 minutes and counting. T-64 

everything still going very well with our countdown. The augumented target docking 

adapter now in the early phases of its 29th revolution , and in the Spacecraft at 

Launch Complex 19, the astronauts Tom Stafford and Gene Cernan has completed their 
check of all 

Switch List checks. This is al&witches in the cockpit to insure that they are in 

the proper position, for launch. Stafford also has just completed a series of 

ultra-high frequency communications checks from the spacecraft. We'll be coming 

up in a,matter of a minute or so on a Status check for the erector lowering, this 

will be followed in about seven or eight minutes by bringing down that 138 foot 

erect‘or, at Launch Complex 19. All is still proceeding very satisfactorily as 

the countdown has all morning. ~-63 minutes, eight seconds tid counting. This 

is Gemini Launch Control. 

END OR TAPE 
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This is Gemini L-Lunch Control. T-57 minutes, 13 seconds and count- 

ing. The 138 foo t erector is now coming dcwn at Launch Complex 19. 

When they first sow the sky 2s the Frector moved back, Gene Cernan 

exclaimed, "CJh, bc:y" ctnd Tom St~ft'ord lclokinr;l: up declared that "it 

was a gre%t day". The erector is n:lw coming down, this is abrJut 2 10 

minute operation. 

The erector was run by 11 l[)O horsepower motor in 3 winch system which 

first easeci the erector bwk t'rcm 1 hr? sp,+cecraft's comhinatiJn and then 

7CtS a3 z break as it eases the erect.'.)r down to its down position at 

the pad. The operation should take +:~u% 10 minutes if all ccoes well, 

in the me,intime the remainder i)f ttle aspects of the count goink: on at 

thjs time are a.11 #ciine well. T-‘,tib minutes, 18 seconds and countin r. 

This is Gemini Launch Cc.ntrol . 

ENL OF TAPE. 
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This is Gemini Launch Control T-54 minutes and counting, T-54 

and all going well with the countdown at this time. The erector 

is approaching its down position at the launch pad, all is 

going well with the erector lowering. As the astronauts Tom 

Stafford and Gene Cernan continue their check-outs in the 

spacecraft reporting back to the block house. Once we do get 

the erector down we will continue down with the count with some 

of the highlights being a report from the Flight Director at the 

T-40 minute mark on the Btatus of the ATDA which is coming around 

its 29 revolution. We will also test the propulsion system in 

the spacecraft at about the 20 minute mark. We're aiming toward 

an ignition of T-O of the Gemini Launch Vehicle at 8:39 and 30 

seconds a.m. EST. Lift-off will come 3 seconds after ignition 

or 8:39, 33 EST. A built in hold to coincide our launch with 

the ATDA in orbit will be declared at the 3 minute mark in the 

count, duration of the hold, 4 minutes and 29 seconds. Now T-52 

minutes and 43 seconds in counting. This is Gemini Launch Control. 

END OF TAPE 
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This is Gemini Launch Control, T-44 minutes and counting. T-44. 

Our countdown continues to preceed very well at this time. From 

their perch in the spacecraft at Launch Complex 19, Astronauts 

Tom Stafford and G?ne Cernan took a moment to look out a short 

while ago. They commented on a cloud that was passing over the 

spacecraft and Gene Cernan said from his location he could look 

over the beach at Cape Kennedy. He noted that the sun was shining 

and it looked'very beautiful over there on the beach. He also 

noticed a helicopter in the area, it was heading the general 

direction toward Launch Complex 19. As far as our computer 

situation is concerned today, we thought we'd mention a few facts 

about it at this time. In view of the problem th?t did cause the 

postponement of the launch on Wednesday, we will update the computel;, 

the spacecraft computer,with the proper flight parameters in the 

following manner. We will feed the data directly from the computer 

at Houston. We've already done this once at the T-60 mark. 

There will be direct feeds from the Houston computer to the space- 

crnft at T-30 and T-15 minutes in the count. After our hold at 

T-3 minutes when we resume the so called automatic update, will 

come from the GE Burroughs computer system here at the Czpe and 

it will be fed through the ground support system, winding up 

with a signal being generated to the spacecraft. If.as on 

Wednesday,this signal is not received by the spacecraft computer, 

we will continue the countdown using the latest update data that 

the computer already has stored and launch with that update data, 

We are still preceeding very well with the countdown. We're a 

number a minutes ahead on certain events. It's very possible 

that the so called static test of the spacecraft propulsion system 

which is due at the 20 minute mark in the count may come earlier. 

. 
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As soon as the crew in the spacecraft and the crew in the blockhouse 

are ready, they will proceed with that test. We do not have a 

time on it now, but it may come earlier then the planned 20 IUinllte 

mark in the count. We will now switch to the Gemini Mission Control 

Center in Houston. 

This is Gemini Control in Houston. Cur target vehicle at this 

time is on its 29 revolution. It is now coming up over the Carnarvon 

tracking station over Australia. Or at least within runge; The 

target actually is still on a - off the west coast of Australia. 

Here in Mission Control our Flight Director has green and GO 

buttons from all his controllers. The countdown is prweeding 

and our Flight Director and our Flight Controllers are taking part 

in that countdown. Flight Director on duty with the White Team is 

Gene Kranz. Our Spacecraft Communicator this morning will be 

Astronaut's Neil Armstrong who is primary and Astronaut Dick 

Gordon assisting him. Mission Director, William Schneider of 

the Office of Manned Spaceflight in Washington is here and at 

his console as is our Flight Surgeon Dr. Owen Coons who will be on 

duty with the White Team this morning. In the viewing room early 

today were Dr. Robert Gilruth, Director of Manned Spacecraft Center 

,xnd George Low{ our Deputy Director. This is Gemini Control in 

Houston, 40 minutes, 37 seconds before liftoff. We are green and 

GO in Houston. 

END OFTAPE. 
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This is Gemini Launch Control. T-34 minutes and counting. 

T-34. All still going excellently on Launch Complex 19 and our 

Gemini 9 countdown. As the ATDA target continues to swing around 

on its 29th revolution. At this point in our countdown, we are 

going through a series of flight control checks with the Gemini 

Launch Vehicle and overall telemetry checks between the launch 

vehicle and the Air Force Eastern Test Range Tracking Elaents. 

During this phase of the count also, the automatic sequencer, 

the so-called master operations control system, has come into 

effect in the Gemini countdown. This is the sequencer that 

controls and commands many of the actions that will occur over 

the final phases of the count. It will command sane ten acti- 

vities and monitor some 25 of the functions until we get to 

the T-5 minute mark and then we have a completely automatic 

operation from T-5 down to ignition and liftoff. All systems 

and all checkouts still going very well at the Pad at the 

present time. At T-32 minutes and 50 seconds and counting, 

this is Gemini Launch Control. 

END OF TAPE 
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This is Gemini Launch Control, T-24 minutes and counting. ~-24. We're 

still a little bit ahead on certain asper?ts of the countdown, however, this 

will have no effect on our launch time whatsoever. It remains at 8:39 and 

33 seconds A.M. EST. It has been reported a short while ago that we will be 

going on an azimuth of 87.4 degrees. In the meantime, we have completed teot- 

ing of' the spacecraft propulsion system, these are the thrusters at the base 

of the adapter of the Gemini spacecraft. We have fired the thrusters in a 

series of tests and that has been very satisfactory. These are the 25-pound 

thrusters at the base of the adapter and the astronauts have fired the 

thrusters to check them out in the three modes of yaw -- two modes of yaw 

and pitch. This is the propulsion system that will be used by the spacecraft 

in orbit. All is still going well. The thruster test; as reported, has been 

completed and now at T-23 minutes and counting. This is Gemini Launch Control. 

END OF TAPE 
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. 

This is Gemini Control T-14 minutes and counting. Here in 

Mission Control in Houston, we have had a final status check. . 

Our Flight Controller, Gene Kranz, has received a green go from 

all his flight controllers. We also had a communications check 

with the worldwide tracking network and communications are loud 

and clear at all points. Our target vehicle is now in its 29th 

revolution over the Pacific Ocean, apogee 161.9 nautical miles, 

perigee 161.5 nautical miles. We launch this morning on an 

azimuth of 87.4 degrees to the northeast. And during the lift- 

off, we will attempt to note for you the liftoff time the start 

of the spacecraft clock which is synchroni.zed with our ground 

clocks. The start of the roll program which is supposed to . 

start at 19 seconds, the start of the pitch program, cabin 

pressure will give you a 50 second mark at which time the space- 

craft and its launch vehicle will be moving 740 miles per hour 

or supersonic. We will note BECO, the booster engine cutoff 

point eight or 80 percent of the velocity needed for insertion 

at this time we are moving 18,000 feet per second. We will also 

note SECO, second stage engine cutoff and we will note whether 

we get a go for IVAR, which means that Tom Stafford will do the 

insertion velocity adjustment routine, firing his thrusters to 

correct any small inplane and velocity discrepancy, the go for IVAR 

will be given by our Flight Dynamics Controller, Ed Pavelka. At 

this time we turn you back to the launch team at the Cape. 

A- - - - -ti,,,,L i i & d ._ .._ 
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This is Gemini Launch Control at T-12 minutes, 15 seconds and 

counting. All still going very well on the countdown at Launch 

Complex 19. During that status check on the spacecraft that was 

reported from Houston, the Command Pilot also checked in, Tom 

Stafford and reported that it looked very good. Here in the 

Control Center at the Cape now the backup pilots, Jim Love11 and 

Buzz Aldrin, along with Deke Slayton and Astronaut Pete Conrad 

are sitting near the old Cap Corn position in the Mission Control 

Center, following the mission from here. At the launch pad, we 

are about to start one of the final key guidance checks between 

the mod 3 Guidance System here at Cape Kennedy and the Gemini 

Launch Vehicle. We are getting reports that all is still going 

very well in the count at this time. T-11 minutes and 26 seconds 

and counting. This is Gemini Launch Control. 

END OF TAPE 
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This is Gemini Launch Control, T-9 minutes and counting. All still 

going very well at Launch Complex 19, The Launch Vehicle Test 

Conductor has reported to all stations that we will have the planned 

built in hold at the three minute mark. Duration of the hold 

about four and a half minutes. Coming up in the countdown will be 

a status check of the various recovery systems by the Launch 

Vehicle Test Conductor. This is checking in with the various 

recovery elements including the helicopter. T-8 minutes and 31 

seconds and counting. This is Gemini Launch Control. 

END OF TAPE 
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This is Gemini Launch Control. T-4 minutes and counting 

T-4. We will be going into a planned built-in hold in the 

three minute mark in the count. Duration of the hold about 

four and a half minutes, aiming toward an ignition of the 

Gemini Launch Vehicle at 8:39:30 EST. We've gone through a 

whole series of status checks over the last several minutes. 

This included crewman one and crewman two in the spacecraft. 

Tom Stafford, when he reported in, used the term that his 

command pilot, Wall%- Schirra , used on the Gemini 6 Mission 

when it finally was launched. Stafford reported, I(For the 

1 third time, Go,(' when he gave his status report. Gene Cernan 

reported a little after that as he thanked the crew for their 

efforts and suggested that they all take a vacation, but then 

pointed out that they shouldn't start until about two seconds 

after ignition which, of course, would be just prior to lift- 

off of the Gemini vehicle. Now coming up on the hold. T-3 

minutes and holding. T-3 minutes and holding. The hold is 

expected to last for about four and a half minutes. We'll 

be resuming the countdown at 36 minutes and 30 seconds after 

the hour. This is Gemini Launch Control. 

END OF TAPE 
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This is Gemini Launch Control. We're still at T-3 minutes and 

holding. Our checkouts during the hold period at th? present 

time, all going well. We'll be picking up the count in about 

two minutes from this time, aiming towards a liftoff of 36 minutes 

and correction 39 minutes and 33 seconds after the hour. Once we 

do pick up the countdown one of the first activities once again 

will be the so called computer update. This is a feed from the 

GE Burroughs Guidance System to some ground systems here at the 

Cape and finally by radio frequency signal to the spacecraft 

itself. If this does not occur, if the information is either re- 

jected or if the signal does not get to the computer as occurred 

on Wednesday, we still will continue our countdown and go with 

the update parameters that were loaded aboard from Houston at 

the T-15 Mark in the countdown. All systems still going well at 

this time. Luring the final phases of the count, we're all on 

an automatic sequence at this time. The supervisor of Yange operb 

tion will give a clear to launch at about 2 minutes and 30 seconds. 

The power transfer will go on internal power to vehicle at one 

minute and 30 seconds and counting. The engines will be gimbaled 

both two - ah thrust chambers on the first stage of the Gemini will 

be gimbaled at one minute 20 seconds. The astronauts will be 

alerted of this because they will be able to feel this motion, in 

the Gemini spacecraft. The prevalves in the second stage that 

permits the oxidizing fuel to operate in the second stage will be 

opened at the 35 second mark. We'll get ignition at the zero mark 

in the countdown with a liftoff about three seconds thereafter. 

We'll be picking up the count shortly, still T-3 minutes and holding 

rit this time. About five or six seconds from now we will resume 'i 
L L - - A A L L iL IL. t L L A 1. ._ 
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the countdown. This is Gemini Launch Control, T-3 minutes and 

counting. T-3. 

(PAUSE) 

This is Gemini Launch Control, now at T-2 minutes and 30 seconds 

and counting. We have word here in the control renter that the 

spacecraft computer has accepted the update information from the 

Mod three system. Of course inf'ormatinns also gone by hardline 

to the Gemini Launch Vehicle. T-2 minutes and 15 seconds and 

counting. The Air Force Eastern Test Range has given the block- 

house an OK to launch at this point. Coming up at T-2 minutes. 

(PAUSE) . 

This is Gemini Launch Control, T-l minute,40 seconds and counting. 

We have a report that there was a switch over in Houston but now 

we have confirmation that the update data is in the computer. The 

ccmputer has -accepted this update data at T-l minute and 30 seconds 

and counting. T-l minute and 20 seconds and counting. All appears 

to be proceeding well at this point in the countdown, during the 

final phases. The astronauts have been alerted and we have gimbaled 

those engines as planned. The engines have swung, the first stage 

engines and our checkout still continues at this point. Coming up 

on 1 minute. T-60 seconds and counting. T-50. T-50 seconds and 

counting. We will get ignition at zero in the countdown,some three 

seconds thereafter 'liftoff will tome. During that period there 

will be :i period of about 1.8 seconds where we possibly will have 

the capability of shuting down if necessary. T-35 seconds and 

counting. T-30. T-25 seconds znd counting, we're on an automatic 

sequence, everything appears to be going well during this final 

phase. T-20 seconds and counting. T-15, T-10, 9, 8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 

3, 2, 1, zero. We have ignition. 

- k -- - L & A L - y. i i . h. a e __ 
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We have a liftoff. It looked like 39 minutes, 32 seconds after 

the hour. T plus 17 seconds.(T+17). Flight Dynamics reports 

the thrust looks good. The roll program has started. Roll program 

is completed. The pitch program has started. We have a liftoff 

time confirmed at 39:33 after the hour. We have reached 50 seconds 

into the flight. Spacecraft and its booster are moving at 740 miles 

per hour. We are now re,%ching for four nautical miles in altitude. 

T plus 1 minute and 20 seconds. The spacecraft is now approximately 

at the eight n-iutical miles in altitude the track looks good. We 

are about five nautical miles dmnrange. T plus 1 minute and 45 seconds 

*and we are at 12 nautical miles downrange and approximately 16 

nautical miles in altitude. The track still looks very good. 

T plus 2 minutes, 20 seconds. The flight crew have been notified 

that they are GO for staging. Spacecraft is now about 52 nautical 

miles - 50 nautical miles downrange and about 36 nautical miles in 

altitude and we ..have BECO, Booster Engine Cutoff. The thrust 

looks good. The track looks good. T plus 2 minutes, 50 seconds. 

Guidance Officer reports that the track looks real good to him. 

Flight Dynamics, Guidance and Surgeon all report that they look 

good. The spacecraft now is approximately 120 nautical miles 

downrange and approximately 60 nautical miles in altitude. Flight 

Dynamic &ays we're right down the middle. The vehicle is now about 

70 nautical miles in altitude and approximately coming up on 

200 nautical miles downrange. The track looks good, excellent. 

Flight Director, Gene Kranz has just completed a final status 

check. We are green and GO and that information has been passed on 

to Tom Stafford in Gemini 9. Gemini 9 is now 280 nautical miles 

downrange and approximately 80 nautical miles in altitude. 

END OF TAPE. 
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. ...230 nautical miles down range and approximately 80 nauti- 

cal miles in altitude. T+5 minutes. Track looks excellent. 

Gemini 9 is following our plot boards here perfectly. Point 8. 

We have reached 8@ of the velocity needed for orbit. Flight 

Dynamics says the trajectory looks very good to him. T+5 min- 

utes and 30 seconds. SECO. The second stage engine has cut 

off. Flight Dynamics has given a go for IVAR and that is be- 

ing passed on to Tom Stafford by communicator Neil Armstrong. 

Go for IVAR. Stafford will burn his thrusters to correct any 

small in-plane and velocity discrepancies. (Pause) 

T+6 minutes and 40 seconds. The indication from our Flight 

Dynamics Officer is that Tom Stafford is thrusting aboard Gemi- 

ni 9. The thrust shows now, has been turned off. The thrust 

is off. Flight Dynamics says he looks real good. We are seven 

minutes, 37 seconds into the flight. According to our plot 

board data here,.Gemini 9 should be in orbit. We do not as 

yet have any orbital values. As soon as we get them here we 

will pass them on to you. Meantime, now......(Pause) T+8 min- 

utes and ten seconds. T+8 minutes and 42 seconds. Spacecraft 

is now passing over the tracking range of the Bermuda station. 

Nine minutes and 25 seconds into the flight. We have a 

preliminary estimate on that orbit now. 86 nautical miles 

perigee by 150 nautical miles apogee. These figures will be 

refined as we pass over the tracking station at Canary Islands. 

We will now play back the tape voice ccxmnunication between the 
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flight crew and the ground controllers during the launch phase. 

s/c 

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 Ignition; Liftoff! 

We're all the way. Roger, started. 

Roll program initiated. 

Roger, roll. 

Roll complete. 

Roll ccmplete. 

HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

Pitch program initiate. 

Roger on the pitch. 

Mark 50 seconds. 

s/c 

HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

Roger, Mode II away here. Cabin ceil is 6.0. 

Roger on the cabin. 

garbled. 

We didn't copy that, Tom. 

. . . . . ..sun right in my face . . . . ..(garbled) 

Still couldn't copy it, Tom. 

Roger. We got the sun in our eyes. Keep 

us closely advised, Neil. 

Oh, okay. I got you now. You're in Mode II now. 

Advise no ES updates now. 

Roger, understand. No ES updates. 

You're go for staging, Gemini 9. 

Roger, understand staging. We are go. 

Roger. 

And we have a beautiful fireball staging. 

Roger. 
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s/c 

HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

Tape 30, Page 3 

Guidance Initiate, Neil. 

Roger, Guidance. 

The story looks real good. 

Roger. 

That's fantastic! 

Gemini 9, you're go on the ground. 

Roger......go ahead. 

And advise you can expect some large out-of-plane 

on the IVAR which you wont burn. 

Roger. 

And you may have a little bit of out-of-plane 

steering building up at the end there. 

Okay. Looking for it, Neil. Roger, webe had a 

. . ..(garble) . . . ..and yaw start to build up to one 

degree, Neil. 

Roger. 

garbled. 

Mark, point 8. 

Roger..... SECO. 

Roger, SECO. 

IVI's read 60 forward. 

Roger, 63 forward. You're go for IVAR 

Go. . . . ..read back.... I'm reading 17 forward, 

26 both for 153 down. 

Roger. 

. . . . . ..(garbled).......SEC0......251714. Address 

. . . . . is +0021. 

Roger. Say again Address 72. That's 25714? 

A,,,,:, Li L ah L - 
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That was the taped voice communication between Gemini 9 

crew and the launch team at the Cape. And we have a note here 

from out surgeon, Dr. Owen Coons, on the heart rates of the 

pilots during the launch phase. Pre-launch, our command pilot 

Stafford's heart rate was 90. At liftoff, 100. During the 

launch phase peak, 140. Pilot Cernan: Pre-launch heart rate 

was 95; liftoff, 105; and during the peak launch phase, 120. 

This is Gemini Control. 18 minutes, 16 seconds into the Mission. 

END OF TAPE 
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'phis is Q>min;l Fontrol, wo 8re 26 minutes and 25 seccnds intc, OUT 

mission. At this time, the spacecraft and its target are passing over 

the tracking range cf our Kant, Nigeria tracking station. The space- 

craft is in an orbit of 86 nautical miles by 144 nautical miles. This 

is additional information on the orbit that was picked up at the Rermuda 

tracking site, from the Bermuda tracking data and this will be farther 

rel'ined as we get the Canary Island data reduced. I would like now to 

take you back to the final moments of the countdown when we reported 

a switchover on our guidance here at Mission Control. What. actually 

happened during the final minutes of the countdown, there was an attempt 

to put an update into the launch vehicle at T-3, this update did not go' 

into the launch vehicle program, therefore, the switchover flashed here 

however, it had been decided if we did not get that countdown -- or that 

update in, we would go with the update that we put in at T-15 and so we 

did launch and everything was normal since we launched on the time that 

was programmed -- 8:39:33 and we launched onthe second. So, the T-15 

data was perfectly good. This is Gemini Control, 27 minutes and 56 seconds 

into the mission. 

END OF TAPE 
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This is Gemini Control 29 minutes 45 seconds into the mission. 

The spacecraft is passing now over the African contineilt. We 

have just had loss of signal from Kano, Nigeria and at this time 

we will play back the voice tapes taken, - (interruption) Canary 

Islands and Kano. 

WI 

s/c 

CYI 

AFD 

CAP COM 

CAP cc84 

s/c 

HOIJ FLIGHT 

s/c 

HOU FLT 

s/c 

HOU FLT 

s/c 

HOU FLT 

CYI 

HOU FLT 

CYI 

Gemini 9, you are one Alpha time. 15 plus 55. 

Gemini 9. Roger, 15 plus 55 one Alpha, 

Roger. 

Cap Corn, AFD 

AFD go ahead 

Just want to confirm your liftoff time is 

13:39:33 

Roger. 

Houston, Gemini 9, the primary scanners look good. 

Roger, understand, you insertion thermer is 86 by 

150. 

Roger. Copied 86 by 150 

That is affirm. 

Fuel quantity is 95 percent. 

And you liftoff time was on time. Three nine plus 

33. 

Roger, copied 13:39:33 liftoff. 

That is right. 

We are 40 seconds to LOS, 

Canary Cap Corn, Houston Flight. 

Go ahead Flight. 
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HOU FLT Roger. We have passed the crew their liftoff 

time and also their thermers. The only major 

thing we have got over your site is a corn check 

get thisright at acquisition, get the status on 

their insertion check and we will try and get 

you the phasing maneuver out there. If we 

don't, we will voice remote through you. 

CYI Roger. 

HOU FLT Canary says ATDAM solid. 

Roger. 

HOU FLT Canary Cap Corn, Houston Flight. 

CYI Go ahead, Flight. 

HOU FLT Roger, I have the 2-l data if you are ready to 

COPY. 

CYI Go ahead. 

HOU FLT 2-1 GETRC 01 26 31, mc 400~ 07 pius 59 mmv 14 

plus 37 roll left 85 roll right 95. Read back 

please. 

CYI GETRC 01 26 31, RET 400K 07 plus 59, RETRV 14 

plus 37 roll left 85, roll right 95. 

HOU FLT Okay, give that to the crew and get the contex. 

CYI Roger. 

HOU FLT Canary Cap Corn, Houston Flight. 

CYI Go ahead Flight. 

c - -- - 

. _ . ._ . _-. ., ..~__ _I_. --..- -__ 
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HOU F'LT 

CYI 

HOU FLT 

CYI 

HOU FLT 

CYI 

HOU FLT 

CYI 

. 

HOU FLT 

CYI 

HOU FLT 

CYI 

s/c 

CYI 

s/c 

CYI 

Have you got acquisition yet? 

We have ac contact. 

Okay, I will give you the phase adjust maneuver. 

Are you ready to copy? 

Roger. 

GETB 49 plus 05, Delta V 73.6, Burn time 1 plus 

39, yaw 0, pitch 0, address 25 00 736, 26 and 

27 all z(garbled), thrusters aft, maneuver posi- 

grade. This is the phase adjust maneuver. 

Roger, Flight. I have it. 

Read back. 

GETB 49 plus 05, Delta V 73.6, Burn time 1 plus 

39, yaw 0, pitch 0, address 25 00 736, addresses 

26 and 27 all z (garbled), thrusters aft, maneuver 

posigrade. Phasing adjust. 

Right. 

We have Gemini TM solid all signals are go, Flight. 

Roger. 

Gemini 9, Canary Cap Corn. 

Hello Canary. How are you? 

Roger, I have your phasing adjust maneuver. If 

you are ready to copy? 

(garbled) 

Roger, GETB 49 plus 05, Delta V 73*6, burn time 1 

plus 39, yaw 0, pitch 0, address 25 00 736, address 
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CYI 26 all z(garbled), address 27 all z(garbled), 

thrusters aft,naneuver posigrade. Your phasing 

adjust. Do you copy? 

s/c Canary, say again all through yaw zero, pitch 

zero, please. 

CYI Roger. Address 25 00736, address 26 and 27 all 

zeros, thrusters aft, maneuver posigrade, phasing 

adjust. 

Canary, Gemini 9. Roger, I would like GETB, s/c 

CYI 

s/c 

Delta V and Delta T, please. 

Roger, GETB 49 plus 05, Delta V 73.6, Delta T 

1 plus 39. 

This is Gemini 9 Roger. Phasing maneuver 49 plus 

05, Delta V 73.6, Duration is 1 plus 39, yaw 0 

pitch 0, 25 is 00036, 26 is zero and 27 all 

zeros aft thrusters posigrade. 

Roger 9. That is correct. 

Any further check with Houston, please? 

Roger, thank you. 

CYI 

s/c 

CYI 

s/c 

CYI 

s/c 

CYI 

I have your 2-l update. 

(garbled) 

Say again, Gemini 9. 

Stand by. We will copy in a minute. 

Roger. 
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s/c 

CYI 

s/c 

CYI 

s/c 

CYI 

s/c 

CYI 

HOU 

CYI 

HOU 

CYI 

HOU 

Flight, we have lost our 12 18. We will be back 

when we can. 

Roger. We read you. 

Canary, Gemini 9. Go if you want. 

Roger. GETRC 01 26 31, RET 400K, 07 plus 59 

RRTRV 14 plus 37 roll left 85, roll right 95. 

Gemini 9, Roger. 2-1 GETRC is 01 26 31, book 

07 plus 59, the first bank at 14 plus 37, 

left 85 degrees, right 95. 

Roger, Gemini 9. Stand by for UHF check when 

you are ready. 

Roger, switching over to UHF. We will give you 

a call in 30 seconds. 

Roger. 

Canary, this is Gemini 9 on UHF. Do you read me? 

Roger. Read you loud and clear Gemini. Let's go 

back to No. 1. 

Roger. 

Flight, we have good C-band track. 

Say again Canary. 

We have good C-band tracking, still looking good. 

Roger. 

We have target TM LOS. 

Roger. 

CYI He still looks good, Flight. 

CYI 

HOU FLT 

s/c 

CYI 
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HOU 

CYI 

HOU 

CYI 

HOU 

CYI 

HOU 

CYI 
\ 

HOU 

HOU 

s/c 

HOUSTON 

s/c 

HOU 

WC 

HOU 

Roger, Canary. 

Roger, Canary. 

He looks like he is making is horizon sensor check. 

He is on his secondary now. 

Roger. 

We have Gemini LOS, Flight. All systems are go. 

Roger, good flight. 

Roger, Flight. 

Flight,Canary. We will get a tape playback andget 

you a summary as quickly as we can. 

Roger, thank you. 

Canary, could we get a Bravo summary from you? 

Roger, Flight. 

Tana go remote UHF 

Roger, wilco 

Gemini 9, this is Houston 

Roger, Houston 

Roger, we would like to give you CET time hack. 

That will be 25 15 and 3 seconds. Mark s 

Roger, we are right on, water boiling and still 

. . . . 

Okay. And we are holding you 86 by 14.4 at Bermuda. 
. 

I would like to give you a new maneuver. 

Roger. 

Roger, we have an apogee of 147 now out of Canary 
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HOU so we will give you the maneuver changes based 

on that of Canary's. 

Okay, are you ready to COPY. 

s/c Stand by. 

HOU Okay, cECB is 4903, Delta V 75.0, Burntime 1 plus 

40, address 25 is 00 750, all the rest are the 

same. 

s/c Okay, we got GETB 49 plus 03, Delta V 75.0, 

25 zeros, 26 zeros, 27 zeros, aft thrusters, 

posigrade. I 

HOU That is correct. 

Houston is about one minutes until LOS 

That was taped voice communicat$ons between Gemini 9 and our 

tracking stations at Canary Island and Kano, Nigeria. The 

spacecraft is now passing - has passed off the coast of Africa 

and has moved out in the Indian Ocean. Meantime, the crew has 

been given the update for their first maneuver. This is the 

phasing maneuver. The burn will take place at a ground elapsed 

time of 49 minutes and three seconds. The Delta V of the burn 

will be 75 feet per second. The Delta time for burn will be 

' one minutes and 40 seconds. At this time, our spacecraft is 

approximately 15 miles below its target and the range between 

the spacecraft and the target is approximately 425 miles. This 

is Gemini Control at 40 minutes 38 seconds into the flight and 

at this time we have a tape voice communication between Gemini 9 



s/c 

HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

s/c 

HOU 
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and Tananarive tracking station. We will play that now. 

HOU FLT Tananarive, Houston, go remote UHF. 

TAN Tananarive remote. 

s/c (Garbled) 

HOU Gemini 9, Houston. 

s/c This is Gemini 9, read you loud and clear. 

HOU Roger, Tom, we have a pointing star for you. 

It is Theta Aquilla. That is 7 degrees down 

and one degree right. 

(Garbled) 

.It is Theta Aquilla. It is on your SE-1 

chart and it is close to Altair. 

Roger. 

And and Gemini 9, would you check your tape re- 

corder power circuit breaker, please? 

(Garbled) 

We are reading you a little bit garbled, Tom. 

That was, check you tape recorder power circuit 

breaker. ' 

s/c . ..(Garbled) 

HOU Houston is one minutes from LOS. 

TAN Tananarive has LOS. 

That was taped voice communications between the Tananarive track- 

ing station, at least the Mission Control here remoting it through 

Tananarive and Gemini 9 crew. This is Gemini Control 42 minutes, 

45 seconds into the flight. 

END OF TAPE 

i - - - L A L L a L k L L L 

,-, ,. --. _ 
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This is Gemirli Contrrl., 1 iicour and 2'2 seconds into the missii;rl. 

Spacecraft is now passing over Australia on its first revolution. 

It is trailing the target at approximately 400 nautical miles. 

Carnarvon gave Tom Stafford a GO for 16 orbits during the pass 

over the tracking station. By this time Tom Stafford should have 

completed his phasing maneuver which was due to begin at a ground 

elapsed time of 49 minutes and 3 seconds, Al this time we will 

play back the voice tape between the Carnarvon Tracking> Station 

and Gemini IX. 

\ I-IOU . 

CR0 

HOU 

CR0 

HOlJ 

CRC 

HOU 

CR0 

HGU 

CR0 

HOU 

- - -- - A 

Carnarvon Cap Corn, Houston Flight. 

Flight, Carnarvon, go ahead. 

Roger. I assume here at this discussion we didn't 

see any indications of tape motion on MA-95. Check 

it when it comes over your sight and let me know. 

Roger, will do. 

@WY, and if you get any sign during the pass and 

you still don't have any tape motion, we'll be 

talking to you, letting you know what oul: thoughts 

are. 

Roger . 

OK. We already had them check the tape recorder 

power circuit breaker on the right hand panel and 

he said he'd check it. If they'll check that they 

may 95 in your tack room too, 

Roger sure will. 

Carnarvnn, we're standing by. 

Roger. Carnarvol, t~&ts ATDA t.elemetry solid. 

Roger. 

A. L L - a. L h L - L. -_ 

, .  _ . I  - . .  _L. .  ^ .  . _ . -  ~._~ .  _ _.-__ l”.-lll-. - - -  _ ._ - - l - ._ - - “ - -  
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CR0 

HOU 

CR0 

HOU 

CR0 

HOU 

CR0 

HCXJ 

Telemetry go. Carnarvon has acq:aid contact. 

Roger Carnarvon. 

We have telemetry solid and the spacecraft is fine. 

Roger. Roger. 

Radiator look good? 

It's just within limits. 

Okay. 

We have C-band track. 

Roger. 

CR0 

HOU 

CR0 

s/c 

CR0 

s/c 

CR0 

s/c 

CR0 

s/c 

CR0 

Look like you have tape motion, Bill. 

The front room indicates it saw, I-'m going to check 

with the back room. 

,OK. You might have a patching problem there. 

Roger. 

Hello Carnarvon, Gemini 9. 

Go ahead Gemini 9. 

Roger, completed our burn right on time. The residuals 

were zero four (garble) zero. We're standing by 

for accelerometer bias check. We'll give you a call 

as soon as we .-have all addresses. 

Roger, would you give us that residual again please? 

Roger, address 80 was plus one tenth, 81 was plus 

two tenths, 82 - zero. 

Roger. We'll give you a GC on the rradiator you can 

place the evaporator switch/%mal. 

Roger. We've loaded all (garbled) towards 25, 6, 

and 7. Fixing to start counting. 

Standby one Gemini 9. 
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CR0 Flight, Czrnarvon 

HOU 

CR0 

Go Carnarvon. 

We're holding off on this just a second here, I've 

HOU 

got telemetry problems. 

Okay. We'll have to tell the crew you've got ground 

telemetry problems. They'll have to standby. 

s/c 

, CR0 

s/c 

CR0 

s/c 

CR0 

s/c 

CR0 

s/c 

CR0 

s/c 

CR0 

CR0 

HOU 

CR0 

HOU 

CR0 

HOU 

Gemini 9,Carnarvon. 

Carnarvon, niner GO. 

Heard you were having some telemetry problems. I'll 

give you a call as soon as we're set up here. 

Okay. 

Gemini 9, C-irnarvon. 

Carnarvon, niner GO. 

Roger, will you cycle back to prelaunch and then 

back to catch up please. 

Roger, how about going to rendezvous. 

Okay. Roger we'll start+thb accelerometer bias 

check. 

Roger, start count with (garble). 

ANRL thats 16-12. 

Roger, your go for 16 one. 

Flight, Carnarvon. 

Go Carnarvon. 

Okay MA 95 the back room advises me that 

Roger, MA 95 is 77 percent. 

Thats affirm, 

Okay, we're going to check this out and see if we've 

got a patching problem here. 

CR0 Roger, did you copy those residuals on the burn. 
I 

____... - “ _ - . -  .  ._ _ - . - - .  __ __-_.. ”  , -  _ - .  .__I .  - - - . - - - - -  - -  
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HOU 

CR0 

CR0 

s/c 

HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

CR0 

. I-M . 

CR0 

s/c 

CR0 

WC 

CR0 

s/c 

CR0 

HOU 

CR0 

HOU 

CR0 

HOU 

CR0 

HOU 

cpo 

s/c 

- 

Affirmative. 

Roger. 

Gemini 9, Carnarvon. Would y'ou place the quantity 

read switch to ECS02? 

Coming to ECS02. 

Thats CLSO2. 

Roger, CLS02. 

Get some time Bill. Let's get a oams quantity. 

Okay. Onboard? 

Yes. 

Givdus LH2. 

H2 

The quantity reads off. 

Roger its off. 

Would you give us an OAMS quantity readout? 

The OAMS quantity reads 82 percent. 

Roger. 

How are you doing in the accelerometer bias Bill? 

R?al fine, just about finished. 

Okay, we're getting your messages. 

Flight, Cirnarvon. 

Go, Carnarvon. 

Okay, we’ve completed the accelerometer bias 

summaries. 

OK. 

Gemini 9 Carnarvon, we've completed the accelerometer 

summaries. 

Fine, roger. 

I * - L - L L L L, I L. -_ 
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CR0 

HOU 

CR0 

HOU 

CR0 

HOU 

CR0 

HOU 

CR0 

HOU 

CR0 

HOU 

CR0 Thats affirmative. 

Flight, Carnarvon. 

Go, Carnarvon. 

Do you want an LOS made on Gemini7 

Go ahead, yes. 

Flight, Carnarvon. 

Go ahead. 

Okay, we've had LOS on both vehicles. The only 

problem that I saw during the pass is on the space- 

craft tape (garble), we've got a problem with it. 

You might have Hawaii check it. 

Right. 

Or the next state side pass. 

Okay spacecraft yaw. 

Thats affirm. 

Greater than 300 hours, right. 

That was tape voice communication between Gemini 9 and the Carnarvon 

Tracking Station. You may have heard during that communication 

that the Carnarvon Station was having some telemetry problems with 

its ground equipment and had to switch to some backup equipment. 

Gemini 9 is now passing over the Pacific Ocean on its first 

revolution. The target has now been in orbit for more than 47 hours. 

This is Gemini Control, 1 hour, 7 minutes, 9 seconds into the 

flight. 

END OF TAPE. 
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This is Gemini!'Control, one hour.; 10 minutes,. and 30 seconds into our 

mission. The spacecraft is now passing over the Pacific Ocean within range 

of the Canton Island Tracking Station. We have an update on our orbit 

values, as a result of the phasing burn made by the crew as 

over the Carnarvon Tracking Station. Our new or-E&t is 147 

apogee by 125 nautical perigee. This is Gemini Control, lfl. 

the flight. 

they passed 

nautical miles 

minutesnnow into 

END OF TAPE 
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This is Gemini Control, we are 1 hour and 55 minutes and 20 seconds 

into our mission. The spacecraft and the target vehicle are now 

moving towards the coast of Africa. The west coast of Africa and 

within range of our Kano Tracking Station. We have some word 

from our Flight Surgeon, Dr. Owen Coons. He said the biomedical 

data on the crew is very good. We have some additional information 

on the next event which will occur. The corrective combination 

maneuver which will occur at a ground elapse time of 1 hour, 55 

minutes and 17 seconds. This burn will be with the aft thrusters. 

Tom Stafford burning the aft thrusters to increase this velocity 

by 14.6 feet per second. Fourteen point six feet per second. The 

burn time will be 19 seconds, he will yaw 67 degrees left and 

pitch up 40 degrees. This burn will be followed with a second 

burn designated the NSR burn or coelliptical burn, designed to 

make the spacecraft orbit coelliptical. This will take place at 

a ground elapse time of 2 hours, 24 minutes and 51 seconds. Again 

the aft thrusters will be used. The burning will be at a rate 

of 54 feet per second and the burn time will be 1 minute and 

11 seconds. The yaw will be three degrees left and pitch 41 

degrees down. The corrective combination maneuver is designed 

to correct small discrepancies in the phasing, height and out-of- 

plane position of the spacecraft. The coelliptical burn of course 

is to make the orbit coelliptic. We have additional information, 

aboard the spacecraft, the jack outlet or plug similar to a plug 

that would be found in the ordinary home, this plug on the left 

side or at Cernan's*seat is presently inoperative. Stafford plans 
*Commentator meant Stafford's seat. 

to work on it after rendezvous. This particular plug powers the 

camera or reticle and other items they may plug into it. If it 
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stays inoperative however, we will use the plug on Cernan's 

side which is operating, The spacecraft is in an orbit of 125 

nautical miles by 150 nautical miles. The target 161 nautical 

miles circular. The TCM recorder on the spacecraft which was 

reported not in working order, is now in working order. At 

this time we would like to play back some of the taped voice 

communications as the spacecraft passed over the Hawaii tracking 

station, the state side tracking and Bermuda. If we get time 

the Ascension tracking station. 

HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

i - - 

Gemini 9, Houston standing bi. 

Roger Houston. 

Gemini 9 Houston. Can you tell us whether you 

saw any drift on your IVI's during your accelerometer 

bias check. 

Roger. It just came out. Fighter, we saw the up mode 

to your one before we finally up to your one very 

small. 

Rot:er. Up went to one and left right went to one, is 

that right. 

Roger. 

Okay. 

(garbled) 

Standby, I don't think its required. 

Roger. 

We will update your accelerometer bias, over the 

states. 

Houston, say again. 

We will update your accelerometer bias over the states. 
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s/c 

HOU 

HAW 

HOU 

HAW 

HOU 

HAW 

HOU 

\ 

HAW 

HOU 

HAW 

HAW 

HOU 

HAW 

HOU 

HAW 

HOU 

HAW 

HOU 

I-LAW 

s/c 

HAW 

L - -_ 

Roger. 

Hawaii Cap Corn, Houston Flight 

Blight, 'Hawaii. 

Roger. Jerry, you have the MI at 14:41,you've got 

the flight plan update, you've got the time of the 

250 nautical mile range and your going to get the 

L-band beacon on, right. 

Roger, 

Okay. 

We have solid TM'on the ATDA, 

Roger. You might check the clock..too Jerry. 

TR clock. 

We haven't got the spacecraft yet. 

Roger, I know. 

Yea, we're straight up for that. 

Transmitting L-band on. Transmitting at the primary 

execute. Execute reset. We have L-band on. 

Hawaii Cap Corn, Houston Flight. 

Flight, Hawaii. 

Roger. You can advise the crew that you've just 

turned the ATDA L-band on. 

Roger. And their clocked to be over me in one second. 

Okay, thats your TL clock. 

Roger. Spacecraft looking good flight. 

Roger, 

Gemini 9, Hawaii. 

Hawaii, Gemini 9. 

Roger. You look real good here on the ground. 
F k * a L - L L a h. A e 



GEMINI 

HAW 

s/c 

HAW 

s/c 

HAW 

s/c 

HAW 

s/c 

HAW 

s/c 

HOU 

HAW 

HOU 

HAW 

HOU 

HAW 

HOU 

HAW ' 

HAW 

s/c 

HAW 

HOU 

i r, - 
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We have a 250 nautical mile range update for you. 

Roger, standby. 

Well go ahead Hawaii. 

Roger. GET - 01:40:00 

Roger, 01:40:00. 

We also have a flight plan update for you. 

Roger. Go aheld. 

Node 01 13 39, rev 1-172.6 degrees west,right 

ascension 20 09. 

Roger. Node 01 13 39, rev 1 172.6 desrees west, 

right ascension 20 09. 

Roger, and we have turned the L-band on the ATDA 

and it looks good. 

Real fine. 

Hawaii we'd like an LCS on the ATDA. 

Roger. 

Hawaii are you tracking C-bands. 

Roger we have C-band. 

Okay. 

The beacon looks good. 

We also need your computer summaries Hawaii. 

Roger, its on its way. 

Gemini 9 Hawaii, we're LOS minus one and all systems 

look good. 

Gemini 9, Roger. 

Hawaii has LOS on both birds. 

Roger Hawaii. 

California go remote 
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CAL 

HOU 

California remote. 

Gemini 9 Hzuston 

s/c 

HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

Houston, niner go. 

Roger your 180 nautical miles, time is one plus 

56. 

Roger one plus 56. 

An hundred nautical miles will be 2 plus 39. 

Roger. 

Okay, this current maneuver plan that we're working 

on Tom has got a Delta H as 12 nautical miles and 

s/c 

HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

, s/c 

HOU Roger. 

GYM 

s/c 

HOU 

s/c 

a TPI 4 minutes before sun sets. 

Roger Delta H 12 miles, TPI 4 minutes before sun 

sets. Sounds real good. 

Roger. There'll be no stars for either burn. 

Say again. 

You won't have any stars for either burn. Ones in 

daylight and ones pointed down. 

Well now you've got to figure thats real hard to 

see stars. . 

Guaymas remote, California local 

Guaymas remote. 

Guaymas Gemini 9. 

Houston's on. 

Roger Neil. my left auxiliary recepticle evidently 

the total unit over there is inoperative so we'll 

make a little break shift here and using some boards 

stretched across the cockpit to theretic&efrom the 
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s/c 

HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

S/C 

HOU 

s/c 

\ 

HOU 

GYM 

HOU 

s/c 

s/c 

HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

right auXilhri@S. 

Roger, understand. I guess both sides are on that 

same breaker. 

Right. This doesn't lead to the connector, the 

connector is loose on the receptacle but we got 

it. 

I'm with JOU. 

Squ*ared away. 

Okay. Do you want to ::o to prelaunch now Tom for 

accelerometer bias change. 

Going to prelaunch. 

Prelaunch. 

Okay. 

Texas remote, Guaymas local. 

Guamas local. 

Okay your bias is being changed now nine. 

Roger. 

(garbled) 

We didn't read you that time. Understand you 

did get a light. 

(garbled) 

How do you read me on your(garbled) 

We're reading you loud with a little bit of garble 

Tom. 

Roger. 

Can JOU change - 1,hat receptacle cord from one side 

to the other for later 5 in the flight. 
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s/c 

HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

L - L - 

Its the receptacle itself Neil. We're going to still 

make this after we complete the rendezvous and check 

it out. 

Okay. 

I advise your bias looks good now Gemini 9. 

Roger. 

Gemini 9, Houston, got your maneuver message when 

your ready to copy. 

Gemini 9, go. 

Okay, GETB 1 55~17, delta V 14.6, burn time 19 seconds, 

yaw 67, 67 degrees left, pitch 44 up, 44 up, address 

25 000 41, address 26 90 10 2, address 27 000 97, 

aft thrusters, posigrade up north,. Thats corrective 

combination. Go ahead. 

Roger Houston, Gemini 9. MCC at GETS 01 55 17, 

delta V 14.6, duration 19 seconds, yaw 67 degrees 

left, 44 degrees up, address 25 is 000 41, 26 is 

90 10.2, 27 is 000 97, aft thrusters, up and north. 

Thats correct and posigrade and standby for NSR 

as soon as we get it. 

Roger we'll be stand. 

AOS Antigua. 

Okay standby for NSR. 

Go ahead Houston. 

Okay GETB 2 plus 24 plus 51, delta V 54.0, burn time 

1 plus 11, yaw 3 left, pitch 41 down, address 25 

00 40 9, address 26 00 35 2, address 27 00 02 0, 

aft thrusters, posigrade down north, thats NSR go 

ahead. END OF TAPE. 

A i L- L P 5. A I kb & i _- 
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s/c Roger, NSR is 022451. Delta P 54.0, Duration 

is l.+ 11, yaw is three lift, pitch is 41 

down, 25 00 409, 26 00 352, 27 00 020, aft 

thrusters poSier8de down 8nd north. 

That's correct, you're on your own now. 

Roger, we're all set-;to go now. 

okay 0 9, give you 8 GET time hack at 1 43 10 

mark, 1 43 10. 

s/c Roger, we're right on, Houston. 

~~-7CURK Los Grand Turk. 

HOU CAP COM Gemini 9, we're about half 8 minute from LOS, 

you still have a very small bias in the 

acceleremeter. Looks like for a worse case, 

PPI will be off 8bOUt 8 couple of a tenths 

of a foot per second. You might have 8 look 

at it. 

s/c 

ANTIQUA 

HOU CAP COM 

s/c 

HOU CAP CC44 

s/c 

HOU CAP COM 

HOU 

Roger, Houston, sure will. 

Antiqua LOS. 

Gemini 9, Houston standing by. 

Roger, just completed residuals. 

Gemini 9 has acq time, all residuals 8re 81 and 

82. 

Very good. 

Gemini 9, . . . . . ..is 81s. 

Very good. Roger 8166. 

Houston is one minute from Los. 
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This is Gemini Control in Houston, we are now 2 hours, 12 minutes and 

15 seconds into our mission. The spacecraft and the target are now passing 

over the tracking range of our Tananarieve station. Our next event will 

be the NSR or co-elleptic burn which is designed to put the spacecraft into 

a 147 nautical mile circular orbit. This will occur at a ground elapsed 

time of 2 hours, 24 minutes!; and 51 seconds, Something like 12 minutes 

from now. After completion of this burn, four minutes later, the space- 

craft range from the target will be 109 miles and it will be closing at 

126 $eet per second. This is Gemini Control, tm hours, 13 minutes and 

5 seconds into the mission. 

END OF TAPE 
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This is Gemini Control two hours and 24 minutes and 17 seconds 

into our mission. In just a few seconds at 24 minutes, two 

hours 24 minutes and 51 seconds, Tom Stafford will start his 

co-elliptic burn. The co-elliptic burn will place the space- 

craft into a circular orbit. The range at that time will be 

approximately 109 miles and he will be closing at about 126 

feet per second. The Carnarvon station over which the space- 

craft and the target are now passing has reported radar lock on. 

They have telemetry and radar and the burn has started. At 

this time we will play back the.voice tape taken between the 

spacecraft and the Houston Mission Control Center remoting through 

the Tananarive station. 

HOU Tananarive remote through UHF. 

TAN Tananarive remote on UHF. 

s/c This is Gemini V....go. 

HOU Gemini 9, Houston. 

s/c (Garbled) 

HOU Gemini 9, Houston. Gemini 9, Houston. 

s/c Roger, Houston, Gemini 9. Go ahead. 

HOU Roger, read you now. Give you a time hack here. 

s/c 

HOU 

It will be two hours 10 minutes and 20 seconds, 

Mark. 

Roger. We are right on. 

Okay, then four minutes after IVSR your pointing 

will be 5.5 degrees above horizontal, azimuth 0, 
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HOU and your range 109 miles with range rate of 126 

feet per second. 

s/c Roger, understand. 109 miles and 126 feet per 

HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

second. 

Roger, 5.5 degrees above horizontal. 

Just turned the cutoff, say again. 

Roger, that elevation was 5.5 degrees. 

Roger, 5.5. 

Roger. 

Houston, Gemini 9, are you trying to call? 

No, we weren’t, Tom. Advise you are about 150 

nautical miles. Have you had any radar acquisition 

blinking yet? 

Not yet. But we will give you a call when we 

do. 

Roger. 

Houston, Gemini 9. 

This is Houston, go ahead. 

Roger. . ..radar lock on. 

Roger, can you read out that range please? 

We are 129.4 miles and we will get you a range 

rate shortly. 
l 

Roger. 

I have lost radar lock. Just lost it. 

Roger, understand, you have lost it. 
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s/c Stand by. 

Houston, Gemini 9, we get your range rate at 201 

feet per second. I don't know how good that is. 

HOU Roger, 201. 

s/c Houston, Gemini 9, we are at 127 and a half miles 

range rate 190. 

HOU 

s/c 

Houston roger. 

Houston, Gemini 9. Estimate some . . . elevation 

6 and a half degrees. 

HOU Houston, roger. And we are about one minute from 

LOS. 

s/c Roger and the radar keeps breaking lock just as 

predicted. 

HOU Understand. 

TAN Tananarive has LOS. 

This is Gemini Control at two hours 28 minutes and 30 seconds 

into the mission and we have just played back the voice tape 

between the Mission Control remote voice through Tananarive and 

the spacecraft. At this time the spacecraft and the target are 

passing over the tracking range of the Carnarvon, Australian station 

and we understand they have reported from Carnarvon that Tom Stafford 

has completed his co-elliptic burn. We will have the new orbit 

values as so!zn as they are plotted. Meantime at this time we will 

play back the voice communications between Carnarvon and the space- 

craft. 
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CR0 

APD 

CR0 

CR0 Carnarvon Cap Corn, AFD 

AFD Carnarvon 

Roger, Bill, you should have received a message 

all points to transmit a computer summary on the 

radar lock on. We have radar data for you. 

Roger. 

Okay, we have had some radar lock on with Tananarive 

and.. 

Roger, that is normal Tananarive 

Okay, we could get MI, but we did not include 

the normal flight plan item. Also like you to 

CR0 

CR0 

APD 

CR0 

CR0 

give us range and range rates. 

Carnarvon Cap Corn, AF'D 

AFD, Carnarvon 

Roger, Bill, you should have received a message 

all sites to transmi't a computer summary after 

radar lock on, at every radar data point. 

Roger. 

Okajr, we have had some radar lock'on over Tananarive 

area. And it breaks and it is just the way we 

figured it would be. 

Roger. 

We didn't - we sent you the MI, but we did not 

include the normal flight plan items. 

Okay. 

We would like you also to give some range and 

range rates. 
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CR0 

AFD 

CR0 

AFD 

CR0 

CR0 

CR0 

AFD 

CR0 

AFD 

CR0 

AFD 

CR0 
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Roger, will do. 

Okay, we were going to have you update some other 

information, but it was done over Tananarive on 

the elevation range and range rates we have computed. 

Yeah, Neil intends to do that. He will pass all 

that stuff up. He doesn't have anything for us. 

He also reminded Bill about continuancy Bravo. 

Roger. 

AFD 

CR0 

AFD 

CR0 

CR0 

Carnarvon we are standing by for your pass. 

Roger. 

Carnarvon has ATDA telemetry solid. 

Roger. 

All systems are go. 

Roger. 

Carnarvon has ac contact. 

Roger. 

Telemetry solid. 

Roger. 

All systems are go. 

Roger. Give me a mark when he starts the 

burn. 

Say again Flight? 

Give me a mark when he starts the burn. 

Will do, roger. 

Gemini 9, Csrnarvon Cap Corn. 

p_ - - - 
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CR0 

s/c 

CR0 

We are standing by. 

Should be burning shortly. 

9.50 burn Mark burn. 

Mark burn. 

s/c We are burning Carnarvon 

CR0 Roger. 

HOU Flight Carnarvon 

CR0 Carnarvon. 

HOU Is the radar still in and out? 

CR0 

s/c 

HOU 

CR0 

HOU 

CR0 

HOU 

CR0 

HOU 

CR0 

s/c 

Okay, by the way, over Tananarive, we gave 

him that update on that NSR plus 4 data 

Roger, we copied. 

Mark end of burn. We have C-Band track, Flight. 

Roger. Can you give me any range or range rate 

readings though? 

She is not locked on, Flight, in and out. 

Tananarive, this is Gemini 9; The burn is 

complete. The residuals 0 and 81 is 1 and 82 

is 1. 

Roger. We are standing by for your fuel cell 

wme. 

Roger, coming up on purge. 

Carnarvon, do we have another onboard computer 

summary? 

Roger. They are starting to purge. 

Roger. 
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CR0 

HOU 

CR0 

HOU 

CR0 

HOU 

CR0 

HOU 

s/c 

CR0 

HOU 

CR0 

HOU 

CR0 

HOU 

CR0 

. . . 2 sectior 1. 

Roger. 

H2 section 2. 

Roger. 

Not having too much luck with this radar, Flight. 

Okay. 

02 section 1. 

Okay. 

Carnarvon, Gemini 9. Purge hydrogen section one 

and two got a delta P light and presently purging 

oxygen in section one. 

Roger. 

Roger that is normal Carnarvon. That is affirm. 

Bill, when they finish the purge let's get an 

onboard OAMS prop quantity. 

Roger, will do. I don't think we are going to 

have any luck getting these quantity readings. 

We are coming uppretty close to LOS here. 

Okay, you hove got .a couple of minutes. Bill, 

you have got about two minutes left. You have 

got plenty of time. 

Okay. He has started section 02 section 2 

If you get pressed for time, Bill, you can deleB 

the cyro quantities. 

Roger. Flight, Carnarvon. 



HOU Okay. Roger, could we have an LOS main on 

b the ATDA, Bill. 

CR0 Roger. 

HOU Okay, we would like an LOS Gemini main too. 

CR0 Roger. 

HOU Give me a call, Bill, 30 seconds Los. 

CR0 Gemini 3 we are 30 seconds to LOS. (garbled) 

20 seconds on the section 202 purge and did not 

get any lights. 

HOU Roger, would it be possible for me to get an 

OAMS quantity readout before LOS here? 

ROGER Reading 73 percent. 

HOU Roger. 

Carnnrvon, we also need a Bravo. 

CR0 Roger. 

Gemini 9 purge is completed everything looks good. 

HOU Roger. 
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HOIJ Flight, Carnarvon. 

CR0 The latest range radar we got was 646. That is 

from the computer. 

HOU Okay. 

CR0 Also had parameter able dog zero two. It has 

been on through most of the pass. It is 

confirmed in the back room. 
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CR0 Did you copy, Flight? 

HOU That is affirmative, Bill. 

Okay, we will see you the next time around 

Bill. 

CR0 Roger. 

This is Gemini Control. Two hours 36 minutes and 10 seconds into 

the mission. We have completed the burn, the NSR burn, the co- 

elliptic burn. We do not have any values on our new orbit. As 

soon as they are plotted here, we will pass them on to you. The 

fuel cell purge was completed at this time the spacecraft is 

trailing the target by between 90 and 100 miles. This is Gemini 

Control two hours 36 minutes 35 seconds into the flight. 

END OF TARE 
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This is Gemini Control. Two hours, 40 minutes and 30 seconds into 

our mission. Gemini 9 and the target are moving now over the Pacific 

Ocean. Gemini 9 trails the target by approximately 88 miles at this 

moment. This is Gemini Control. Two hours, 40 minutes, 45 seconds 

into the mission. 

END OF TAPE 
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' This is Gemini Control at two hours, 54 minutes and 15 

seconds into the mission. Gemini 9 and its target are now 

moving over the Hawaii tracking station. Tom Stafford re- 

ports he has radar lock on the target but he is having some 

trouble with the onboard computer when he puts it in the 

rendezvous mode. We will switch now to pick up that voice 

communication between Hawaii and Gemini 9. 

HOU aCap Com, Houst6n Procedures. 

Go ahead, Procedures. 

HOU 

CR0 

HOU 

Okay, we're still standing by your Gemini bravo 

summary. 

Stand by, one. We sent you a bravo. 

Okay, we haven't gotten it yet. 

CR0 

HOU 

RAW 

HOU 

H.AW 

HOU 

HOU 

RAW 

HOU 

RAW 

HOU 

We probably filled the pipe up with all those 

summaries. 

Okay, stand by. Hawaii Cap Corn, Houston Flight. 

Flight, Hawaii. 

Harry, do you have the 1608 . ..? 

Roger, we're going through it now. 

Roger, very good. 

Carnarvon Cap Cam, Houston Procedures. 

Hawaii Cap Corn, Houston Flight. 

Flight, Hawaii. 

Roger, when you go through that sequence and you 

post back let us know what that ring B activity 

is off . . . . ..during the past. 

Roger, will do. 

Hawaii Cap Com, Houston Flight. 
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HAW 

HOU 

HAW 

HOU 

RAW 

HOU 

RAW 

HOU 

RAW 

Flight, Hawaii. 

It looks like you've got a normal pass. You've 

got those commands to send to the ATDA and G & C 

would like three OBC's, one at acquisition, mid-pass, 

and LOS. 

Roger, will do. 

Right. We'd like to have those ORC's cut one and 

a half radar lock. 

Rog. 

Okay, we'll keep the chatter down at this end of the 

loop and listen to you as you configure that ATDA. 

Do you want me to aclrnowledge the sequence, and 

you'll hear it. 

Yes, go through them, Harry. 

Roger, will do. 

If it doesn't give you too much trouble. If it does, 

HAW 

HOU 

HAW 

HOU 

HAW 

HOU 

HAW 

just break off. 

Rog. We have initial contact of both vehicles. 

Roger. 

And solid C-Rand. 

Roger. 

ATDA lights reset. 

Roger. 

Sep command number one. Sep command number two. 

Squib is armed. Primary executed. Execute reset. 

Sep one reset. Sep two reset. Squib one disarmed. 

Acq lights on. 
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s/c 

RAW 

s/c 

RAW 

s/c 

RAW 

Hello, Hawaii. Gemini 9. 

Gemini 9, Hawaii. 

Roger. We've had a computer malfunction. We want 

to clue you in on it. 

Roger, go ahead. 

Roger. We noticed this after the NSR burn that 

every time we goftonrendezvous back to catchup 

the camp light would come on without starting and 

the IVI's would display. Could show we're getting 

scnne signal in that would start the computation 

cycle. Okay, went to rendezvous and after the 

total data points when we got the first solution 

displayed, the start camp light came on and it 

cranked up the solution, what it would be for this 

range. And we were not given a second data point. 

We went to catch up mode and had the same values 

at catch up that we had in rendezvous and that's 

when the light was on which shows we're holding in 

the register. It appears that after every eight 

data points all we're getting is that solution and 

nothing more. Our Delta Delta R shows we're about 

two and a half miles high for fifteen which is 12.5. 

our . . . . . isn't too bad. And the radar is doing 

beautiful. You want to relay that on to Houston? 

Roger, will do. Everything is looking good here 

on the ground. We're sure that you've got solid 

. . . . ..- .-.. 
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S/C 

HAW 

HOU 

HAW 

HOU 

HAW 

HOU 

HAW 

HOU 

HAW 

HOU 

HAW . 

HOU 

S/C 

RAW 

s/c 

lock. 

Roger, we do have solid lock. Occasional break 

and the needles aren't too wild. 

Roger. 

Okay, Harry. Have you finished configuring the 

ATDA? 

Roger, we've completed. 

Okay, you've maps on all functions. 

Roger. How much of that analysis did you copy? 

I think we've copied all of it, Harry. We'll 

probably have some questions over the a@*@ here. 

Okay. I just wanted to say I can go back and get 

it off of the tape if I had to. 

Well, I think you ought to go ahead and start break- 

ing it down as soon as you finish your pass. 

Okay, will do. Houston, Hawaii. 

Go ahead, Hawaii. 

our 1218 is.... 

Roger. 

Hawaii, Gemini 9. We're back in rendezvous mode to 

try to stay close. We're geting good Delta Delta R's 

out of our computation. We'll let you know when we 

get our next solution. 

Roger, will do. Did Houston say they'll talk to you 

about the problem over the states? 

Roger, it's just the same as if we'd start camp every 

,.. 
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HAW 

s/c 

HOU 

HAW 

HOU 

HAW 

s/c 

HAW 

s/c 

HAW 

s/c 

HAW 

HOU 
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time we're in catch up or rendezvous mode. 

Roger, understand. 

You can tell him we confirm the Delta H, 12.5. 

Gemini 9, Hawaii. Houston says they confirm the 

Delta H. 

Roger. 

Harry, you can also advise the crew that we've 

configured the ATDA for rendezvous, all the lights 

are on. 

Roger, understand. Will do. We're not getting, 

I mean, we're still getting a switch from the dia- 

pole to spiral and we're showing solid lock here on 

the ground. 

Okay. 

Gemini 9, Hawaii. 

Go. 

The ATDA has been configured for rendezvous and all 

the lights are on at this time. 

Roger. Real fine. Hawaii, this is Gemini 9. 

We're presently 8 degrees and 76 points 67 miles 

range rate ~6. 

Roger, copy. 

Hawaii, Gemini 9 is 8.6 degrees sLa58 miles 125 range 

rate. 

We've had LOS both vehicles. 

Roger. 

END OF TAPE 
c 
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This is Gemini Control, three hours, two minutes, 43 seconds into 

the mission. We have just established voice communication with Gemini 9 

from the stateside tracking stations and we switch now to pick up that 

communications. 

s/c . . ..is..somethirig is initiated the start corn 

cycle. We noticed this just as we finished the 

NSR burn. 

CAP COM 

s/c 

Roger, we are with you. Just advise you here 

you've got less than one mile relative elipticity 

so its going to be reasonably easy to predict the 

proper XVI:. 

Roger, our Delta Delta R shows we are in pretty 

\ good shape too up here. 

CAP COM Roger 

This is Gemini Control. Three hours, four minutes, 30 seconds into 

the mission and we'are tuned in to pick up the live communication between 

stateside tracking stations and Gemini 9. We are standing by. 

s/c Houston, Gemini 9, we are 9.6 degrees, 6.67 range, 

range rate 125. 

This is Gemini Control. Three hours, eight minutes, 20 seconds into 

the mission. We are standing by to pick up communications between Gemini 9 

and the stateside tracking stations in our Control Center at this moment. 

The backup crew of Jim Love11 and Buzz Aldrin have appeared along with 

Deke Slay-ton, the Director of Flight Crew Operations. 

s/c Hello Houston, Gemini 9 

CAP COM. Go ahead. 

s/c Roger. We are still aligning the platform here, 

Neil. 
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CAP COM 

s/c 

CAP COM 

s/c 

CAP: COM 

s/c 

Roger, understand. 

Houston, 9. Elevation 10.5 degrees, range 57.55, 

range rate 128. 

Houston, roger. 

Houston, Gemini 9. Elevation 11.1, range 55.49. 

Houston. 

Houston, Gemini 9. No elevation, range is 53.44, 

CAP COM 

s/c 

range rate 121. 

Houston, rog. 

Houston, this is 9. We are complete with the 

platform aligment, we are pitching up near the 

CAP COM Nine, Houston has 'I'PI backup when youere ready to 

s/c 

CAP COM 

s/c 

target. 

copy. 

Roger, ready to copy. 

Roger, GETR 33535, GTNSR 11044, Delta V 26.8, 

burn time 35 seconds, address 2500231, address 

26 - 90134, address 27 - 90020, that's 26.7 forward, 

8 1.3 up, right. range 2.2 The - 28.4 nautical miles, 

range rate 115, azimuth 0.5 left, elevation 27.4 

up. 

Roger Houston, GET burn 033535, GTNSR 011044, 

Delta V 26.8, Delta P 35 seconds, 2500235, 00231, 

2690134, 2700020, 26.7 forward, 1.3 up, 2,2 right, 

range 28.4, 115 range rate. Azimuth 0.5 left, 

elevation 27.4 up. 
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CAP COM 

s/c 

CAP COM 

s/c 

Houston, roger. 

Houston, Gemini 9. Say again GET burn, please. 

Roger. It's 3353s. 

That's 033535. Thank you. 

Neil, we've had another corn cycle, its done exactly 

the same as the previous cycles. As soon as the 

first solution was displayed it went to the total 

vector to rendezvous at that point. 

CAP COM That's correct, understand. 

CAP COM Gemini 9, Houston. 

s/c 

CAP COM 

s/c 

CAP COM 

s/c 

CAP COM 

s/c 

CAP CON 

Houston, go. 

Roger, Tom. I'm sure you have been looking at this, 

our estimate for the time to switch into rendezvous 

mode is at 15.3 degrees or three hours and 20 minutes 

05 seconds. 

Roger. That's pretty close to what we've come up 

with. We're going ahead and putting some addresses 

.in the computer and checking them now. 

Roger. Your darkness time, your 'IT'1 is currently 

five minutes, about five and a half minutes before 

sunset. 

Five and a half before sunset. 

Did you switch into rendezvous now? 

Roger, we are switched into rendezvous. 

Houston, we are about a minute from DOS. About what 

time did you switch into rendezvous? 
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s/c 

CAP COM 

s/c 

Hello Houston, Gemini 9. 

Roger. 

I've got a real faint light out there by reticle, 

its still too early to tell. 

CAP COM Good show. Can you tell us what time you went 

into rendezvous mode? 

s/c I've got it. I've got him in reflected satellite 

now as about a six magnitude star. 

CAP COM 

s/c 

Roger, good. 

Houston, Gemini 9. The boresight between the optics 

and the radar looks very good. 

CAP COM Very good, we are approaching LOS. 

s/c Roger. 

That was voice communication live between Gemini 9 and the stateside 

tracking stations, also the Ascension Island tracking station, I mean, 

pardon, correction here, I mean Bermuda and Antigua. The spacecraft is now 

approximately 25 to 30 miles trailing the target and you heard Tom Stafford 

that he thought he saw a real faint light in the direction of the target, 

that it was too early to tell. This could be the acquisition light of the 

target vehicle and if so, the target would have the shroud separated. 

However, it is too early to tell whether that light he did see was the 

acquisition light or beacon, on the target. This is Gemini Control. We 

are three hours, 23 minutes and 35 seconds into our mission. 

END OF TAPE 
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This is Gemini Control. Three hours, 35 minutes into the 

mission. Gemini 9 and its target are passing over the Ascension 

Island tracking station area. The range between the spacecraft 

and the target is now between 25 and 30 miles. The terminal 

phase initiation or forward burn has been initiated. This is 

Gemini Control. Three hours, 35 minutes, 30 seconds into the 

mission and at this time we will play back the taped voice ccnnmu- 

nication between the spacecraft communications here at Mission 

Control remoting through Ascension to Gemini 9. 

HOU Gemini 9, Houston standing by. Gemini 9, 

Houston standing by. 

s/c Garbled. 

HOU Roger, okay, Tom, it won't hurt you if you go ahead 

and press start camp after you get your solution. 

s/c Roger. 

HOU We recommend it. 

s/c Gemini 9. . . ..(garbled) 

HOU Houston could not copy. 

s/c 

HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

Houston, this is Gemini 9. The optical first sight 

. . . . is 12 degrees.. .the radar first sight. 

Roger, understand. 

Houston, Gemini 9 . . . . . ..reads 22 degrees, 32 miles. 

Houston. You're a little bit garbled, Gene. 

. . ..garble.... 

Houston LOS. 
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That was taped commun ication between the Houston Control Center 

remoting through Ascension and Gemini 9. At this time Gemini 9 and 

the Target are approaching the African continent, with the range at 

this time on the order of 20 miles. This is Gemini Control, 3:37 

into the flight. 
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This is Gemini Control Roustcln. Gemini 9 and the target are 

now Dassing over the southern tip of Africa. Gemini 9 is on 

its third revolution. At this time the range between Gemini 9 

and its target is approximately 20 miles. This is Gemini 

Ccritrol, 3 hours , 41 minutes into the mission. 

END OF TAPE. 
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This is Gemini Control. Three hours 44 minutes into the mission. 

According to our plotted data here, Gemini 9 should be within 

17 miles range at this time of the target and we will switch now 

to pick up the voice communication remoted through the Tananarive 

station with the Gemini 9 crew. 

AFD Carnarvon AFD 

CR0 Go ahead, AFD. 

Turn off that beacon and acquisition. 

CR0 Roger, will do. 

AFD Roger. 

This is Gemini Control. We are standing by here for voice 

communication with the Gemini 9 crew. 

This is Gemini Control. Gemini 9 and the target vehicle are 

passing over the Ascension Island tracking stations at this 

moment. We are standing by to pick up any voice communications 

that may occur. Correction. The Tananarive tracking station 

located off the east coast of South Africa. 

WC Tananarive 54.3 range 9.35 range rate 89 feet per 

per second. 

HOU Roger, we .&e less than a minute from LOS. 

TAN Tananarive has LOS. 

That was live voice communication remote through the Tananarive 

station and Gemini 9 and the last word - probably just about the 

only word we heard from our crew is that the range at that time 

was 9.35 miles. This is Gemini Control at three hours 50 minutes 

51 minutes into the flight. 

END OF TAPE 
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Thi:: ic :kmi.ni Control, t?ir!:e li,::u-s and azbu~~t GO minutes into 

thiz mir s i nn . We have !;F~IT:;II i. L> p;t::sing now into the range of 

the Carnarvon tracking r,t:lti,,n :tnd the ATDA or target is three 

and a half miles in r:Ange :ind we ~411 switch now to pick up voice 

communic?tion between Cxrnarvor? and Gemini 9. 

S/C Have C-Band tr:Lc.k. 

CR0 Roger. 

SJC We are at 68.Z' degrees and three miles. 

CR0 Roger. 

Did you copy Flight? 

HOI? Affirmative. 

CRO Range rate -is 50. 

HOil Rozer. 

s/c Carnnrvon, wf, just applied the second closed 

loop, s:) this is up three f'orward and two down. 

CR0 Did :,~cu copy, Flight? 

HOU Affirmative. Get the ATDA beacon off? 

CR0 That is affirmati.Je. 

HOU Okay. 

CR0 I have got pretty noisy data on the &mini right 

now. 

Ok>y. 

Are you eetting rood spacecraft C-Band track? 

That is :tfl'irm**tive. 

Okay. 
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s/c 

CR0 

s/c 

CR0 

s/c 

CR0 

'HOU 

CR0 

H'OU 

CR0 

HOU 

s/c 

CR0 

HOU 

CR0 

HOU 

s/c 

Carnnrvon, Gemini 9, we have the red running 

lights at this time, two and a half miles. 

Roger. 

Carnarvon, Gemini 9. It looks like we are going 

to be braking directly into the moon. It should 

be an interesting problem. 

Roger. 

Gemini 9. Elevation 94.9, range 2.37 miles, 

39 feet per second. 

Did you copy, Flight? 

Affirmative. 

Camarvon, can we have some summaries from you? 

Roger, Flight. We are having a problem in the 

data solenoid and we cannot get our computer locked 

UP. 

Ohay, Carnarvon, Roger. 

. ..we will get your summary. 

Roger. 

Carnarvon, Gemini 9. Elevation 99.0 degrees, 

two miles 37 feet per second. 

Did you copy, Flight? 

Affirmative. 

Carnarvon has C-Rand LOS. 

Roger. 

Gemini 9. Elevation 102.7 1.67 miles and 34 feet 

per second and we can actually determine it is 
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SC 

CR0 

S/C 

CR0 

s/c 

t'umblinl t:ec:tuse of the a(: lights and the running 

lights variations. 

Roger. 

Gemini 9 is 106.8 degrees, 1.32 miles and 34 feet 

per second. 

Gemini 9, Carnsrvon, we are 30 seconds to LOS. 

Roger, and we (ear-bled) 

CR0 

s/c 

This is Gemini 3 on one mile and we can determine 

the distance between the running lights. 

Roger. 

Houston, Gemini 9 110.1 degrees, one mile 23 feet 

per second and we are braking off to 20 feet per 

second at this time. 

That was voice cxnmunications between Gemini 9 and Bill Garvan, 

our spacoc:r,af't communicator at Carnarvon. The last range that 

we received from the crew was one mile in range. This is Gemini 

Control fcur hours seven minutes and 52 seconds into the mission. 

END OF TAPE 

r 
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This is Gemini Control, we are 4 hours, 11 minutes into the 

mission. Gemini 9 and the target are moving over the island 

of New Guinea at this time. The last word we heard from Gemini 9, 

Gene Cernan reporting the range to the target as 1 mile. We 

had no word from the crew on the condition of the shroud, We will 

have no further voice communication with the crew until Gemini 5 

passes over the Hawaiian Tracking Station, which should take 

place approximately 20 to 25 minutes from now. This is Gemini 

Control, 4 h ours and 11 minutes into the flight. 

END OF TAPE, 
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This is Gemini Control at four hours and 20 minutes into the mission. , 

Gemini 9 and the target are now moving over the Pacific Ocean and our 

next acquisition will be over Hawaii in approjlimately four minutes. Mean- 

time, our Flight Director Gene Kranz has instructed Gary Scott, the space- 

craft communicator at Hawaii to ask the crew of the status of the shroud 

and to determine the rates on the ATDA. And also, to determine whether they 

can dock should the shroud be removed. This is Gemini Control, four hours 

and 20 minutes into the mission. We are standing by for our Hawaii pass. 

END OF TAPE 
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This is Gemina Control in Houston at four hours and 26 minutes into 

the flight. We have established contact with Gemini 9 over the Hawaiian 

tracking station. Tom Stafford reports we have a weard looking machine, 

the clam shells are on -- the shroud clam:shellz*are on but they are open 

wide and evidentally the bolts are blown and we will pick up now that voice 

communication between Hawaii and Gemini 9. 

s/c Hello Houston, Gemini 9. 

HAW Gemini 9, Hawaii. 

s/c 

RAW 

Hawaii, we've got a tied; looking machine here. 

What does it look like? 

s/c Okay, both the clam shells of the nose cone are 

still on but they are open wide. The front re- 

lease has let go and the back explosive bolts 

attached to the ATDA have both fired. It 

appears that one of the bolts of the band has 

fired.The ones that do fit together is the 

HAW 

s/c 

HAW 

S/C 

quick disconnector, a small electrical connector 

that fires the bolts on the band. 

Roger, understand. 

The jaws are like an alligator jaw thats open 

at about 25 to 30 degrees and both the piston 

springs looks like are fully extended. 

Roger, 

Also the back parts of the nose cone have separated 

from thei'J‘r,ATDA. It looks like its just held on 

by some inconceivable force. But everything looks 

good. 

Roger, we understand. 
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HAW What types of rates have you got? How bad 

is your tumbling? 

s/c Okay, its about three or four degrees per 

HAW 

HOU FLIGHT 

HAW 

HOU FLIGHT 

HAW 

HOU FLIGHT 

s/c 

HAW Roger copy0 

HOU FLIGHT Try back again. Ask the crew if they think 

HAW 

S/C 

HAW 

HOU FLIGHT 

second. 

Flight, Hawaii 

Stand by Hawaii 

Rog. 

Hawaii Cap Corn, Houston Flight. 

Go ahead, flight. 

Will you ask the crew if they think cycling 

the target docking adapter......... 

. . . . ..we have 58% fuel remaining and we're 

supposed to keep it between 3.0 and 30 feet..... 

cycling the target docking adapter from un- 

rigidized to rigidized might break it loose. 

Roger, copy flight. 

Roger, say again Gemini 9. 

Roger, it a pears that the basic rate is in roll. 
ri.gn -P now 

The body arcess/is merely horizontal...........*.O. 

The big rates are in roll. 

Roger understand. 

Do you think there’s any possibility of breaking 

the cone and shaking it loose by...... 

Roger, why don't you have the crew stand by there 
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HOU FLIGHT and why donqt you try cycling the target docking 

adapter cone back to the rigidized and then back 

to the unrigidized and in between each cycle, 

after recycling back to rigidized have the crew 

watch it and see if it seems to be doing any good. 

WW 

HOU FLIGHT 

HAW 

s/c 

Roger. 

And advise them when you're sending the commands. 

Roger. Gemini 9, Hawaii. 

Hawaii, Gemini 9, I can also see the back two 

springs -- the . . . . ..(garbled)......30-pound 

springs, way up in under about 5 or 10 feet 

-- I'm trying to get into position here. 

The back bolt has definitely fired, I can see 

the spring has got the two cells apart about 
The two halves or 

two inches./ the two inches you can see........ 

(garbled)............. OOO.Y.Oq. 

END OF TAPE. 
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s/c Rag. 1t"s p;ot smudq? marks on it. We're now about 

t&-e+- feet from it and the electrical connectors 

that should disconnect did not disconnect on either 

one of them. 

They did not disconnect? Is that right? 

HIM 

s/c 

HAW 

SC / 

The band that's holding the whole mess C,bgether .-- 

Stand by one till I give youthe distance on this 

other one -- I'm trying to find the cable disconnect. 

I can't see the disconnect; of course it would be 

.blocked. Okad the other one is....the SprirX'ic gone 

from the back of the other aft one and no part is 

still there. Its separated - the'back is completely 

separated three to four inches and I'll give you 

another good check. The only thing that is holding 

the whole mess 011 there is the bands. Rapid firing 

would fire those disconnects on one. 

Roi:er understand. 

We've got' about three minutes here until our LOS. 

We'd like to go through one rigidized and unrigidized 

sequence and then you watch, it if you'd get into the 

station where you could watch it from. 

Standby one. I don't want tv be to close to it 

we're fixinf: to cut loose. 

Roger, understand. 

Okay, now on the other side, both explosive bolts on 

the band have fired. The band is held intact by all 

four of those electrical pryos that fire the bolts. 

._,. 
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SC / 

HAW 

s/c 

HAW 

s/c 

HAW 

S/C 
HAW 

HOU 

\ s/c 

HAW 

s/c 

HAW 

s/c 

HAW 

s/c 

HAW 

HOU 

HAW 

HOU 

s/c 

It doesn't look like somebody hooked up a disconnect....., 

Roger understarld. 

Disconnect did not disconnect thnts the on1.y thinf? 

thats holdin the whole mass intact. 

Roger. 

Don't want a riqidize yet can we hack it over the 

states? 

Roger, I was just ::0ing to suggest it. I 'm getting 

to close to LCS. 

Yea and I'm to close to the nose cone too, 

Roger. 

Okay Gary you can advise - well standby we'll pick...... 

Relay that word on to Houston, all four explosive 

bolts have fired, it is basically free from the ATDA. 

Its Just barely held on by those f'our little pyro 

wires in them. 

Roger. 

Pyro wires on the strap is disconnected. 

Roger understand. 

We have 58 percent OAMS fuel remaining. 

Roger. 

It looks like an angry alli,;ator out here rotating 

around. 

I can imagine. 

Hawaii Csp Corn, Houston Flight. 

Go Flight. 

Right. Ask the crew if the,{ could be set up for the.... 

I have another word to Hduston, we can station keep here 

quite awhile and also we have a suggestion we might put 
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S/C 

HAW 

s/c 

HAW 

HOU 

out our dcjcking b*Lr and k;:o up and tap it. 

Ro;?er. Standby. 

Roger. 

Say again Flight. 

I've got a counter proposal. Ask them - tell them 

we're p,oing to continue working on their description 

and we'll cycle the adapter and we'll pick them up 

over the state: here. 

HAW Ok-w, very good. 

HAW 

S/C 

HAW 

s/c 

HAW 

Gemini 9, Hawaii. ' 

Go ahead Hawaii. 

Houston wants to wait and take a looir at it and 

try cyclinr: your adapter over the states. 

We'll r:et back in a set position and again pass on 

tc> them all four explclsive bolts have fired. It is 

t)asically free of the docker and are resting on it. 

We can see its activator and those four little pyro 

wires which is definitely holding; the whole thing. 

6k.i.y we 're ilavitl;: LOS. 

S/C 

HAW 

The r,princ:s I~nve .iust ab::ut distributed full force. 

Wc'vc [lad LOS F1iLT,ht. 

That was voice ommurlic:ttior! between the Hawaiian tracking station 

and Gemitli 9 and you he,lrcl Tom Si.aft'!~rri Irive a very vivid description 

01' the status of ttle shr lutl t.h'Lt, i:; r;till hangink; to our tnrr';et 

vehicle. Our next cornmunic?,tion ol course will ccjme when we cet 

over the state side pnss, in a f+ minutes and we will attempt to 

bring further informatiori at tilat. time. Hopefully, a plan whereby 

we cm1 rele.tse th<> shroud. Thi:, is Gemini COntri)L at 4 hours, 34 minutes 

irlto ttie 
L L - - 

OF TAPE. 
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. . ..establish voice communication with Gemini 9 from Houston and 

we will pick that communication now. 

CAP COM You see anything about those? 

s/c The (garbled) is too much, Neil, I can't see it. 

CAP COM Roger, I understand. 

s/c The clamp shells at the back are between fou? 

and five inches apart. Coils springs, one of the 

is beginning to part, the other is still attached. 

The basic nose cone has detached around the Al'DA 

ring and the only thing holding it together are 

those yellow wires that go...went to the initiation 

of the explosive bolts of the straps. 

CAP COM I understand. Can you . ..you cannot tell whether 

the disconnects have pulled, is that correct? 

Wire bundle disconnects? 

s/c That's affirmative. What's holding it together 

are the four small plugs that should have put 

discc,nnects either on .the pyros or the straps. 

The whole thing is just Loosely hanging on there, 

we're standing by for an unrigidized sequencing, 

if we would get it right now it would be great. 

CAP COM Roger, we'll have to wait until we get over Texas. 

s/c Okay. 

CAP COM Wait a minute, it will be about six minutes from 

now when we are over, when we get in Canaveral, 

uh, acquisition. 

s/c Okay. We are standing by to get movies filmed 

at when you unrigidize. 

. . 
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CAP COM 

s/c 

CAP COM 

s/c 

CAP COM' 

s/c 

CAP COM 

s/c 

CAP COM 

Ok, I've got maneuver message for you for radio 

Sep when you are ready to copy. 

Roger for radio Sep. You want us to stand. by 

here and talk this thing over for a minute and see 

if we can't possibly... I'd like to look at the idea 

of possibly extending the docking bar and going up to 

touching it, the whole thing may fall apart. 

Ok, we've got about 23 minutes left. The radio 

Sep, I'd like to give you that first. 

Ok. Go ahead, Neil. 

Ok. GETS is 50100. Delta V 20.0, burn time 35 

seconds. Pitch is 90 down, address 250, address 

26 90200. 27 zip, forward thrusters up maneuver. 

This i-s Gemini 9. Say Delta V, and address 25,6 

and 7 again please. 

Roger. 25 is all zip's, 26 90200, and 27 zips's, 

that Delta V is 20 feet per second. 

Roger, we got it. GET is 050100, Delta V 20, 35 

second burn time, 25 all zero, 26 90200, 27 is 

zero, and four thrusters up. 

Roger. It sounds to us like perhaps the cables 

haven't pulled the disconnects to the wire bundles 

in which case we would definitely have to wait until... 

with the contingency plan B there, wait until later 

to look at that. We will go ahead and exercise that 

TDA as soon as we get acquisition at the Cape. Your 

platform alignment prior to this Sep will be 

L - - - L A - .L L- h L L k L JL: _- 
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at,oat five minutes from now, so you've got that 

much time to do what you like. 

s/c 

CAP COM 

s/c 

CAPC13M 

s/c 

Capcom 

S/L‘ 

03 Neil, from here it looks like its very possible 

that the wire bundles, that these wire bundles could 
sure 

have separated. It's/hard to see, but again, is 

everybody squared away on what is holding the thing 

together? 

Well, I think everybody down here is pretty well 

convinced by your description of the situation. 

Yeah, ok'. I can't real& tell what....we have two 

big umbilicles that gaes to the ATDA, I can't tell 

whether those are still attached or not but it is 

the four little wires that go to each of the explosive 

bolts on the straps that's supposed to have a 

disconnect on it and those are all intact and all 

four explosive bolts were fired. So it's just the 

four disconnect umbilicals on the? strap that have 

n:jt pulled. All four of them are still intact and 

al.1 follr ahollld have pulled. 

ioger. We're vrith ;rou, Tom. 

Ho;lston. Gemini 9. 

How ken, go ahead. 

Roger. On the rendezvous, we initiated with 27 
which forw*strd, one alp, _ w%s not quite closed loop, 

the zom;3uter, then however did function properly 

ti> egive ‘1s ,our proper correction and appears that 

. , .  I  
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CAP COM 

CAP COM] 

s/c 

CAP COM 

s/c 

CAP COM 

s/c 

CAP COM 

s/c 

CAP COM 

s/c 

CAP COM 

s/c 

CAP COM 

it is working alright and in all modes at the 

present time. 

Nine, Houston copied. Can you send the L-Band 

command, Gene? 

Gemini 9, Houston. 

Go ahead, Houston. 

Did you send that L-band command? 

We did send an L-band command and the acq lights 

are off. 

Roger, understand. And could you tell us the status 

of your start camp light when you are in catch up 

now? 

Start camp light is working fine, everything appears 

to be normal. It was just a little anxious to 

rendezvous I guess. After we once accepted its 

solution, things went real well. 

Ok. 

We still have about 57% fuel. 

Roger. 

We'll stay here and get in a good position. 

OK, then how long will it take for you to get 

in position for platform align as soon as this 

is over? 

Oh, not too long. 

Ok, we're going to be running out of alignment 

time here. Your pitch will probably be in in 

about five minutes or so so we'll have probably 

a little shorter alignment time, but it'll be 

ok. 
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s/c 

CAP COM 

s/c 

CAP COM 

s/c 

CAP COM 

s/c 

CAP COM 

s/c 

CAP COM 

s/c 

CAP COM 

s/c 

Ok, I'm getting in position now. 

Rog. 

Neil, have you got reading on my suggestion 

setting the docking bar and giving it a tap? 

Well we are pretty convinced due to the telemetry 

signals from the cables that they are still plugged 

in . 

Ok. It looks like it is barely - the cables 

may still be there, but once that strap goes, 

the whole thing should deploy. 

Right. Are you ready to watch for - we are ready 

to send those commands now. 

Okay, stand by. 

Let us know as soon as you are ready. 

Okay, we are right behind it. Send the command. 

Roger. Okay. Rigidizing now. 

It is moving. It is moving all around. 

Derigidize the clam shell, the alligator jaw came 

close lately. 

Roger. 

Acquisition Grand Turk 

Okay, unrigidize. 

(Garbled) about 15 degrees on it. 
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HOU Okay, that is pretty good signal then. We will 

plan on going ahead with the separation burn at 

s/c 

HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

this point. 

I am in position to . . . 

Okay, you have abolt 14 minutes left until 

separation burn. So guide your platform align 

in position in accordance. 

Roger. 

LOS Antigua. 

Gemini 9, Houston. We are going to be evaluating 

the chart situation during the equal period 

rendezvous. How does it look as far as being able 

s/c 

HOU 

s/c 

to make that separation time? 

We are working . . (garbled) 

Okay, let us know. 

Houston, Gemini 9. We have finished aligning the 

platform and moving around in position. 

This is Gemini Control four hours 51 minutes into the mission. You have 

heard the description from Tom Stafford of the status of the target vehicle. 

At this time the spacecraft and the target are passing over the Antigua 

tracking station area. The northern part of South America. They are 

beginning the fourth revolution for the spacecraft. Tom Stafford has 

aligned his patform and is moving into position for the equal period re- 

rendezvous which will deburn for which willstart at five zero one elapsed 

time. Five hours zero one, elapsed time. The burn will be a Delta V of 

20 feet per second, Delta time of 35 seconds. He will pitch down 30 degrees 
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with the blunt end up and fire his forward thrusters. This will put 

in approximately two and one half miles above the target and they will 

reach a maximum separation from the target of approximately 11 miles. 

They will be behind the target approximately 11 miles and will come up 

again and rerendezvous with the target. During this - after the burn is 

completed, there will be necessary, a slight mid-course correction, which 

will be figured out by the crew aboard Gemini 9. This is Gemini Control 

at four hours 53 minutes into the mission. 

END OF TAPE 
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This i& &mini Control at four hours and 59 minutes into the 

mission. (iemini 3 is beginning its fourth revolution. Our 

target. on its 34th reVOlUtiOr1. Roth vehicles are passing over 

the northern part of South America at this time. We have a 

report that the pressure and temperature readings obtained from 

the A.MU, astronaut maneuvering unit, during the boost phase and 

while it is in orbit indicate that ccnditions of the hydrogen 

nroxide duel very closely approximate those that pertained on 

the pad prior to launch.Chrrent readings are pressure 90 pounds 

psi at temperature 77 degrees. Captain John Donohue, Air Force 

Pro,ject Officer for the AMU experiment,remarked that the unit 

npyear:: to be in excellent condition. This is Gemini Control 

at four hours 59 minutes into the flight. 

ER-P OF TAPE 
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This is Gemini Control at five hours and three minutes into 

our mission. The spacecraft Gemini 9 and out target vehicle are 

passing over the Rose Knot tracking ship. Within range of that 

tracking ship Stafford reported he has fuel remaining of 50$ and 

he has completed his equi-period re-rendezvous burn which will 

place him two and one half miles above the target and the maximum 

separation between the two vehicles will be 11 miles, the space- 

craft being behind. During the contact we had, the visual contact, 

between Gemini 9 and the target the ring A fuel system aboard the 

target, the thruster system, was not activtited and, therefore, ring A 

is still available should we arrive at a solution for this shroud 

which is still hanging on to the target vehicle. While this equi- 

period re-rendezvous is being made or, as it is being made, the 

flight controllers here will be evaluating the shroud situation and 

we hope to come up with some answers. This is Gemini Control, five 

hours, five minutes into the mission. 

END OF TAPE 
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This is &mini Control at five hours and 10 minutes into the 

mission. Gemini 9 and the target vehicle are moving out over 

the South Atlantic ocean. They have not passed out of voice 

range of the Rose Knot, our tracking ship located off the east 

coast of South America. And at this time, we will play back 

the voice communications taped between Rose Knot and Gemini 9. 

RKV Gemini 9. RKV Cap Corn. We are standing by 

for your maneuver in approximately one minutes. 

s/c Roger, we are in position. 

RKV Roger. 

s/c RKV, Gemini 9. Stand by for a mark at . . . for 

aburn. 

' RKV Roger. 

WC Mark the burn. 

Roger. TM read out. We get an indication down 

RKV 

s/c 

HOU 

RuJ 

HOU 

RKV 

s/c 

RKV 

here (garbled) TM. End of burn. 

Gemini 9, RKV. 

Stand by. 

RKV, Cap Corn Flight. 

Go Flight. 

Roger. We would like you to send sequence 5 ac 

lights on to the A!l?DA please? 

Roger. 

RKV, make sure we don't have flashing lights on, 

L-Band on. 

Say again. 

. 
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RKV 

S/C 

RKV 

RKV 

s/c 

RKV 

HOU 
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RKV Gemini 3 RKV. Say again, please. 

SC / Mclke sure the XC lights are commanded on. 

RKV Roger, we have just turned them on. 

s/c RKV, Gemini 3. Our residuals are zero. 

RKV Roger, that is good. 

s/c And (garbled) 

RKV Roger. And could you give us an evaluation 

of the range at which you could see the ac 

lights when you were making initial rendezvous. 

And also how attractive you thought the ac lights 

were? 

Roger, we saw them for the first time at right 

after darkness about (garbled) and then we lost 

it in the second sun light about 30 miles. (garbled) 

First viewed them in the darkness and then would 

loose them again. 

Okay. 

And we saw the reflection of the bird line about 

five or six miles and then we saw the red running 

lights that - a good four to five miles. 

Roger. 

Everything looks good out here. 

Roger, RKV. 

Report on ac lights and effectiveness? 

That is affirmative. 
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HOU 

RKV 

HOU 

RKV 

HOU 

RKV 

HOU 

s/c 

RKV 

s/c 

RKV 

s/c 

RKV 

END OF TAPE 

Roger, we recorded the information (garbled) 

Okay,have you got anything in your ATDA RF power 

monitor indicating anything there? 

That is affirm 

Okay. 

Roger, we are reading about 4.2 volts on the 

meter here. 

Roger. Get the ac lights on? 

That is affirm, Flight. 

Okay. 

RKV, Gemini 9, we have the ac lights on (garbled) 

Okay, thank you. 

The distance is about one mile. 

Roger. 

Gemini 9, RKV. We have LOS in about five minutes. 

Roger, RKV. 

RKV has LOS. 
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This is Gemini Control at 5 hours and 2C minutes into the mission. 

Gemini 3 at this time is passin:: over the southern point of 

Africa and very shortly will be over the Tananarive Tracking 

Station area. W? have just established voice communication 

with Tananarive. At this time Gemini 9 is in its maneuver, the 

equal period rendezvous mzneuver. Tom Stafford and Gene Cernan 

are busy completing that maneuver. We will brinl; you information 

on that as soon as it is received here. This is Gemini Control at 

5 hours, 21 minutes into the mission. 

END OF TAPE. 
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TAN 

S/C 

HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

S/C 

This is Gemini Control at five hours and 30 minutes into our 

mission. Gemini 9 is passing over the Indian 0cea.n and it is in 

an equi-period rendezvous attempt. At this time the separation 

between the spacecraft and the target vehicle should be in the 

order of approximately five miles with the spacecraft below and 

behind, trailing the target. We now have a voiced tape which we 

will play back which was made just a few minutes ago between the 

tracking station at Tananarive Remote and Gemini Control and 

Spacecraft 9. 

Tananarive go remote. 

Has acquisition. 

Houston, Gemini 9. 

Gemini 9, Houston. Standingby over Tananarive. 

Roger, Houston. Gemini 9. We're now about five 

miles down range from the target and . . . . . . . . . . . 

able to distinguish on the ground down below. 

Roger, understand. Gene, the Corn techs say they 

were waving and smiling for your pass over. 

Okay, that's very good. 

Gemini 9, Houston. It's about one minute from LOS 

Roger, Gemini 9. Our trajectory looks real nominal 

HOU 

TAN 

END OF TAPE 

on the data plot. 

Very good. 

Tananarive has LOS. 
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This is Gemini Control at five hours, 41 minutes into the 

mission. Gemini 9 is now passing over Indonesia on its fourth 

revolution. The spacecraft at this time is above the target and 

at a range of about eight miles, approximately. We have had no 

voice communication with the spacecraft since it passed over the 

Tananarive tracking station. Our next voice communication with 

Gemini 9 may occur over the Coastal Sentry tracking ship and the 

one after that would be the Hawaiian tracking station. This is 

Gemini Control. Our spacecraft is in its equi-period re-rendezvous 

and the range is about 8 miles, approximately, fran the target. 

Gemini Control at five hours, 42 minutes into the mission. 

END OF TAPE 
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This is Gemini Control at five hours, 50 minutes into the 

mission. Our flight crew is still in the midst of their equi- 

period re-rendezvous. The burn looks so good according to Tom 

Stafford, it looks like there will be no mid-course correction 

needed. At this time, Gemini 9 is passing over the Coastal Sentry 

tracking ship and we will bring back for you now - we will play 

back the voice tape of communication between Coastal Sentry and the 

flight crew. 

CSQ 

HOU 

CSQ 

s/c 

CSQ 

S/C 

CSQ 

S/C 

CSQ 

S/C 

CSQ 

HOU 

CSQ 

P - -_ _. 

CSQ Cap Corn, AF'D. CSQ Cap Corn, AF'D. 

CSQ we're standing by for your pass. 

Okay. We show both vehicles are go. Gemini 9, 

CSQ Cap Corn. 

CSQ, Gemini 9. 

Roger, Gemini 9. Would you start your fuel cell 

purge at your convenience and advise the next 

ground station of your results and it does not 

have to occur over a ground station. Do you copy? 

Roger, CSQ on the fuel cell purge. We have just 

begun to perform horizontal adjust maneuver. 

Roger, understand and we're standing by. 

CSQ, Gemini 9. 

Gemini 9, CSQ Cap Com, over. 

Roger, we have passed our horizontal adjust maneuver. 

We are exactly nominal and our corrections are zero. 

Roger. 

Roger. 

Do you copy, Flight? 
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HOU 

CSQ 

HOU 

CSQ 

. HOU 

CSQ 

CSQ 

HOU 

CSQ 

HOU 

CSQ 

HOU 

CSQ 

HOU 

EXDOFTAPE 

' Tape 56, Page 2 

Say again. 

I say, do you copy, Flight? 

Affirmative. CSQ Cap Cam, Houston Flight. Can you 

tell us some summaries, please? 

Say again, Flight. 

Send us a main summary, please. We haven't received 

any yet. 

On the Gemini or ATDA? 

That's Gemini, Bill. CSQ, AFD. Have you sent 

any of your summary data? 

Say again, Flight. 

Roger. Have you sent your summaries messages, both 

on the Gemini and the ATDA? 

That's affirmative. 

Okay. I don't read you. I want you to retransmit 

them. 

I will transmit them again. 

okay. 

CSQ has LOS, Gemini and ATDA. 

Roger. 
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This is Gemini Control at six hours and 30 seconds into our mission. 

The flight crew is still performing the equal period re-rendezvous. Gemini 

9 is now passing within range of the Hawaiian Trac'king Station. At this 

time the spacecraft should be passing behind and below the target vehicle. 

The range should be in the order of ll nautical miles, which is the maximum 

separation range during this maneuver. This is Gemini Control at six hours 

and one minute into the flight. 

END OFTAF'E 
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This is Gemini Control at six hours and ten minutes into our mission. 

Gemini 9 and the target vehicle are now passing over the Pacific. They have 

just passed beyond range of the Hawaiian Tracking Station. Our crew is still 

performing the equal period re-rendezvous maneuver. Hawaii reported all 

systems look good from the ground aboard the Gemini 9. At this time Gemini 

9 is below the target and at a range of approximately eight nautical miles. 

Tom Stafford should begin his terminal phase initiation in about ten minutes. 

At this time we will play back the voice tape taken between Hawaii and the 

Gemini 9 crew. 

s/c 

RAW 

s/c 

RAW 

s/c 

RAW 

s/c 

HAW 

s/c 

RAW 

HOU 

HAW 

HOU 

Hello Hawaii, Gemini 9. 

Gemini 9, Hawaii. 

We're still aligning our platform. We are stand- 

ing by to roll inverted in approximately 15 minutes. 

Roger, we'll be getting a tape dump on this pass. 

Say again. 

We'll be getting a tape dump on th&s pass. 

Rog. What about the ATDA? 

We haven't got any more words on it. 

Okay. I still suggest that we try to give it 

a one sided bumper with our docking barge to 

see if we can't break it loose. 

We heard that. 

Houston has your input. 

Okay, 

We have solid TM on both burns and ok1 systems 

look good and we're copying the tape dumps. 

Roger, Hawaii. 

” 
i. - -. - A a c a 1. L L. i iL L. __ .- 
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RAW 

HOU FLIGHT 

HAW 

S/C 
RAW 

HOU FUIGNT 

HAW 

HOU FLIGHT 

HAW 

HOU FLIGHT 

. HAbl 

We've completed the tape dump. 

Hawaii,Cap Corn, Houston Flight, if the crew 

has got time, we'd like an onboard on the spot 

quantity. 

Roger. 

Gemini 9, Hawaii, if you can, I'd like an 

ohboard OAMS :,kpot quantity, please. 

Roger, now reading 4s. 

Roger. 

HOW'S it looking out there Hawaii? 

Looks real good flight. 

Flight, we're getting a little higher rate on 

the #TDA, but not too bad. 

okay. 

We got a good tape dump. 

Roger, Hawaii. 

Gemini 9, Hawaii. We'have 30 seconds to LO6. 

Hawaii has Los on both vehicles. 

That was tape voice communications between Hawaii and Gemini 9 flight 

crew. The spacecraft is now coming toward the states. And we expect our 
. 

state side pass shortly. We expect to establish communicatins short:&. At 

this time the spacecraft is below target vehicle and should be within a 

range of approximately six miles. We will stand by now to bring you the 

voice communication from the state side pass. 



* 
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HOU Guaymas remote, California local. 

GYM Guaymas remote. 

This is Gemini Control. We are standing by to pick up voice communications 

between Gemini 9 and the ground as the spacecraft makes it pass over the states. 

HOU Texas remote, Guaymas local. 

HOIJ 

HOU CAP COM 

Texas remote. 

Gemini 9, if y6u have, time confirm that 

you've sent the L-band command. 

SIC 
HOU CAP CC%l 

Have we sent the L-band cormnand down? 

Roger. Confirm. 

s/c 

HOU CAP COM 

s/c 

Roger, we have a solid lock on here. There's 

been a reflected sunlight ever since we turned 

over upside starting that, we just completed 

PPI. 

Roger, we're with you. 

Roger, and everything is looking good. 

HOU CAP Ccyvl Good. 

This is Gemini Control, we are standing by for any voice communcations 

with Gemini 9 as it passes within range of the state side tracking station. 

Just a few seconds ago, we heard that Tom Stafford had completed his terminal 

phase initiation. 

HOU CAP COM 

s/c 

Gemini 3, Houston, I understand that you have 

turned the ACQ lights off is that correct? 

Negative, we have not. turned off the ACQ lights. 

Okay, we're running pretty close on power on 

this thing so I'd like to have you turn them 

HOU CAP COM 

off when you can. 
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s/c 

HOU CAP COM 

s/c 

HOU 

s/c 

HOU CAP COM 

Rog, we'll turn them off right now Neil. 

okay. 

They're off flight. 

okay. 

Houston, Gemini 9, our pitch angle is now 

about 54 degrees. 

Houston roger. 

This is Gemini Control, we are six hours and 22 minutes into the mission. 

Our Gemini 9 crew has passed out of the range of our state side tracking 

stations. The flight crew is still in the re-rendeevous -- the equal period 

re-rendezvous -- and they should be very close to the target vehicle at this 

time so close that we cannot estimste their distance on our little chart that 

we have to work with. The spacecraft was coming up from below and within a 

very few minutes, Command Pilot Tom Stafford will start his terminal phase 

final approach. This is Gemini Control at six hours and 22 minutes into the 

mission. 

END OF TAPE 
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This is Gemini Control at six hours, 40 minutes into the 

flight. Gemini 9 has concluded its equi-period rendezvous and 

is now station keeping. They have just performed a fuel cell 

purge. Command Pilot Tom Stafford reports he completed this 

rendezvous with 42% of his fuel remaining which is within the 

limits. At seven hours, 14 minutes, 58 seconds elapsed time, 

the crew will do its separation maneuver for the third rendez- 

vous . This will be a six second burn or a Delta V of 3.7 feet 

per second. A retrograde maneuver which will put the spacecraft 

below the target vehicle, therefore, in a faster orbit, and 

through the night cycle it will get ahead of the target vehicle. 

We have now a tape of the pass over the Range Knot - the Rose 

knot Victor. We'll play that for you now. 

s/c Channel 5 and channel 13 have been reset on 

the ATDA. 

Say again channel 5 and channel 13 have been reset? 

That's affirmative. 

RKV 

WC 

RKV Okay. Gemini 9, RKV Cap Com, standing by until you 

stabilize and start station keeping. 

TM on the Gemini is real spotty and broken. 

Tape 59, Page 1 

s/c 

HOU 

s/c 

RKV 

s/c 

Okay. 

This is Gemini 9 . . . . . . . .HOW do you read? 

Gemini 9, this is RKV. Reading you loud and clear. 

Okay. We have completed the . . . . rendezvous and 

station keeping about 100 feet from the ATDA and 

closing in. 
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RKV 

S/C 

REV 

s/c 

RKV 

WC 
HOU 

s/c . 

RKV 

Roger. 

I have 42% fuel remaining. 

Roger, understand. 42%. Roger, I have confirmation 

for you on your - ready to copy? 

We're putting in a fuel cell purge here. 

Do you want them to hold that fuel cell purge off, 

Flight? 

We've already started. 

Okay, let's go ahead. 

Ready now. Go ahead with your update, RKV 

Oh, roger. First, I have some information for you. 

The people at the Cape and Houston do not believe we 

can get the shroud separated. 

S/C Okay. 

RKV And so they want to advise you to use minimum OAMS 

during your station keeping period. If you have on- 

board reading of 4076 we'll have an update for the 

rest of the flight plan. 

s/c Roger, we have it. 

RKV Okay, if you're ready to copy I have your sep maneuver. 

s/c Stand by here.Okay, go ahead with your message now. 

RKV Roger. This is your sep maneuver. GETB 071458. 

Delta V, 3.7. Burn time 66. Yaw, zero. Pitch, 

zero. Address 25, 90037. Address 26, all zips. 

Address 27, all zips. Thrusters forward. Maneuver 

retrograde. Over. 

S/C Roger, understand. Stand by one. This is Gemini 9. 

I am in the process of inserting O2 on section 2 at 

i A-- L A A L L p1. L L L A e _. ~_ 
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RKV 

HOU 

RKV 

HOU 

RKV 

HOU 

s/c 

RKV 

s/c 

this time and the sep maneuver is GETB 071458. 

Delta V, 3.7. Delta T, six seconds. Yaw, zero. 

Pitch, zero. Core 25 is 90037. 26 and 27 are 

al.1 zeros. Forward thrusters, retrograde. 

Thafs affirm, roger. 

RKV, Flight. 

Go ahead, Flight. 

You might remind him to start that maneuver when 

he's behind the ATDA. 

Say again. 

Remind him to start that maneuver when he's behind 

the ATDA. (said simultaneously with below) 

:,tbe running lights on.....(garbled) 

Roger, I wanted to advise you to start that maneuver 

behind the ATDA. 

Roger, we are in a BEF attitude, now. We will wind 

up BEF. 

Roger. Copy, Flight? 

RKV, Flight. 

Go ahead, Flight. 

We're concerned about the temperature on the L-Band 

radar in the spacecraft. We'd like to turn it off 

until we do the separation maneuver and then bring 

it up in track again and make sure we separated and 

turn it off again. 

Roger. That's in the spacecraft? 

Say again. 

RKV 

HOU 

REV 

HOU 

RKV 

HOU 
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RKV In the spacecraft. 

HOU 

RKV 

HOU 

RKV 

HOU 

RKV 

HOU 

RKV 

That's correct. Spacecraft L-Band radar. 

L-Band radar off? 

Goahead, RKV. 

Okay, do you want to go to stand by or off? 

Stand by a minute for the answer. 

Roger. 

RKV, tell him to send it off in the blind. 

Roger. Gemini 9, RKV. I'd like you to turn your 

L-Band radar off and turn it on prior to the sep 

maneuver. 

s/c 

RKV 

s/c 

RKV 

HOU 

RKV 

HOU 

RKV 

HOU 

END OF TAPE 

We . . . ..It's getting a little bit warm. 

We have about 30 seconds to LOS. We'll be standing by. 

Roger. We'll aline that platform B after the retro- 

grade maneuver. 

Roger. 

RKV, would you give us a Gemini LOS Bravo? 

Roger. 

And also a Gemini main. 

Roger. Flight, we've had LOS on them. 

Okay. Will you get it up to them about the 4C$ cutoff? 

That's affirmative. 



HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

s/c 

GEMINI oA MISSION COMMENTARY, G/3/66, 2:40 PM TAPE 60 PAGE 1 

This is Gemini Control at seven hours into the flight. Gemini 9 

is now in range of the Tananarive station. We are about 15 minutes 

away from the separation maneuver for the third rerendezvous. 

This will take place about three to four minutes before acquisition 

by the Coastal Sentry Quebec tracking ship and after this maneuver 

we will power down the ATDA and the spacecraft. We will play back 

for you now, the pass over the Tananarive station. 

HOU Tananarive go remote. 

TAN Tananarive remote UHF. 

Tananarive has acquisition. 

Gemini 9, Houston standing by for your fuel cell 

purge report. 

Gemini 9, Houston. Gemini 9, Houston. 

This is Gemini 9. 

Roger, How did the purge go? 

Say again. 

How did your fuel cell purge go? 

Real good. 

0 ay, listen, what is the maximum range you think 

you were able to see the ac lights at night? 

Roger. Right after DC0 we saw the ac lights. 

Roger, right after TPI. 

(garbled) 

Understand it faded out. What do you think the 

maximum range was? 

. . . mile 
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HOIJ Somthing like 25 miles, right? 

S/C We would estimate that we saw them about 40 some- 

thing miles. 

HOU Roger, understand. 

How is that alligator? 

This is Gemini Control seven hours two minutes. Gemini 9 is 

still within range of the Tananarive station. We are standing 

b)l for further conversation. 

TAN Tananarive has LOS. 

END OF TAPE 
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This is Gemini Control, 7 hours and 10 minutes into the mission. 

Gemini 9 is over the Indinn Clcean out c,f range of any tracking 

station. We are about 4 minutes away from the terminal maneuver,- 

from the separation maneuver at the present time. The communications 

with the Coastal Sentry Quebec are rather poor right now but 

we hope they sre in better shape when we do have acquisition of 

the spacecraft at that time, and are able to get a rundown on this 

maneuver. This is Gemini Control. 

, END OF TAPE. 
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HOU CSQ, Houston Flight, do you read? 

CSQ Houston Flight, CSQ. 

HOU I can barely read you. You are pretty weak. Do 

you read me all right? 

CSQ 

HOU 

CSQ 

HOU 

CSQ 

You are weak, but readable. Have you - what 

have you got there? 

Yes, we have an MI coming to you. We have an 

MI coming to you. Let me review that briefly 

with you. One, we would like to know how the 

SEP maneuver went. Two, we would like to get 

cryo and T&I readouts. Three, we would like 

to suggest that the crew use the radar to 

monitor the separation . . . ATDA and then turn 

it off when they are satisfied. We would pro- 

pose to turn it on one rev later to again 

check the separation. Fourth, proceed with 

powering down. Fifth we have something special 

in the power down sequence. We would like to 

stay in pre-launch at least 18 seconds to see 

if the computer ring light comes on. After 

that time, go ahead and turn it off, whether 

it came on or not. Were you able to copy? 

I did not copy too much. I got (garbled)... 

Say again, after the cryo and TQI readouts. 

(Cant' hear) 
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CSQ 

HOU 

CSQ 

HO-- 

CSQ 

HOU 

CSQ 

HOU 

CSQ 

HOU 

HOU 

CSQ 

HOU 

Go ahead with your checklist. 

I have . . . . 

CSQ, Houston Flight, we have a message, a quick 

message on the way to you, with the instructions 

to dispatch. 

Roger, understand. 

I can read you now. 

I can read you a little bit better. 

CSQ Cap Corn, AFD. 

CSQ Cap Corn. 

'Roger, did you receive your MI? 

. . . ..Gemini 

Roger, have you received your MI? 

(Garbled) 

I just copied you then, but I cannot copy what 

you are doing? 

CSQ . . . . 

HOU CSQ, Flight, did you check the power and control 

circuit breaker for the tape recorder? 

That is affirmative, Flight. 

And it is still on? 

CSQ 

IIOU 

CSQ 

S/C 

CSQ 

. . . circuit breaker (garbled) 

(Garbled) 

(Garbled) we would like you to place your ring on 

. . ..and if you are satisfied, turn your radar cff 

until the next rev... power down... 
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HOU 

CSQ 

HOU 

Go ahead Cap Corn 

Roger, we still . . . circuit breakers... 

I understand you to say the tape recorder still 

indicates off, both circuit breakers have been 

CSQ 

HOU 

CSQ 

HOU 

CSQ 

HOU 

CSQ 

s/c 

CSQ 

s/c 

CSQ 

s/c 

CSQ 

s/c Roger... 

CSQ And we are showing you go as you go by. 

verified closed. 

That is affirmative. (Garbled) 

Roger, switchings and diapoles spiral every six 

seconds. 

That is affirmative. 

Did you get the flight plan update to the crew? 

No, did you want that read up to them? 

Affirmative. 

Gemini 9, CSQ Cap Corn. 

Roger, go ahead. 

I have a flight plan update for you. 

Roger, stand by. Go ahead. 

Roger, Hawaii ..073700, crew status report...from 

080000 to.090000. At CSQ clime 085400, EL& update 

fuel cell purge and cryo quantity readout. Sleep 

period from 090000 to 170000. Did you copy? 

Roger. We have this as reported Hawaii 073700, 

080000 090000 CSQ will pick up at 085400 fuel update 

purge, . . . . 170000. 

Affirmative. We have nothing further for you Gemini 9. 
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s/c 

HOJJ 

CSQ 

HOU 

Roger. 

CSQ, Houston Flight. 

C& ahead Flight, CSQ. 

I would like you to . . . and send it in to us. 

So while we have some time, let me see if I 

got it all. He completed the retro burn and 

he felt all right about it 

CSQ 

HOU 

That is affirmative. 

He was coing a cryo readout and I could not 

read it, I assume you sent all those numbers 

to us. 

CSQ 

HOU 

We.will sent them in post... 

Roger, what the OAMS prop read. 

CSQ 

HOU 

CSQ 

HOU 

40 percent. 

Houston copy. 

Say again Flight? 

Disregard. 

CSQ He was satisfied with both items four and items 

HOU 

csc, 

Let me see what they are. Did he start to power 

down? 

Affirmative. 

HOU Did he track at all with the radar tc, satisfy himself 

five on the MI. 

on the SEP? 
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CSQ 

HOLJ 

Say again Flight. 

Did he track the ATDA with the radar to satisfy 

himself on the SEP? 

CSQ Affirmative. 

HOU And did you talk to him about bringing it up one 

CSQ 

HOU 

CSQ 

HOU 

CSQ 

HOU 

AFD 

CSQ 

AFD 

CSQ 

HOU 

CSQ 

HOU 

CSQ 

rev from now and taking a look again? 

That is affirmative. 

Okay, did he take a look at the computer running 

light and pre-launch before the shut the computer 

down7 

The computer and radar was already powered down 

at acquisition. 

Okay, that is what I thought I copied. Okay, 

thank you. 

Roger. We have LOS on both vehicles. 

Roger. 

CSQ Cap Corn, AFD. 

AFD, CSQ C?p Corn. 

Roger, will you please give us a PFS, on NA95 

Metro Alpha 95, tape recorder indicator. 

Roger, stand by. AFD, CSQ Cap Corn. 

Go. 

We read MA 95 is two percent both scale. 

Roger. Thank you CSQ. 

Roger. 
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AFD 

H.Aw 

AFD 

H:Lwai.i Cap Corn, AFC. Haw:tii Cap Corn, f<FD 

AFD, I'awaii. 

Roger, did you receive your MI? 

HAW 

AFD 

HAW 

AFD 

Roger. 

Did you mor,itor CSQ's pass. 

Roger, most of it. As much as I could. 

Okay. You understand we had - found tape 

recorder indication that it was of'f. We 

HAW 

AFD 

HAW 

?3xyn thet/on OPM on the watver gun. 

Stand by. 

Your OPN 20 57 Zulu. Get water gun count 

and report ~7n crew comfort. 

YFS, we have thzt. 

HOU Okay. And we have nothing else for you. 

still want you to try the tape dump anyway. 

Roger, will do. 

Okay. W> did not. include MI. It went out 
I- surgeon 

Resides yo>lr crew status report tape dump. 

HAW Roger. 

END OF TAPE 
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This is Gemini Control at eight hours into the mission. The Gemini 9 

spacecraft is approaching the West Coast of South America. The crew is 

eati.ng their evening meal right now. Voice communications between the 

control center and the Coastal Sentry Quebec were very bad during the 

pass over that station, we were forced to go to teletype. We did ascertain 

that Tom Stafford is completely satisfied with his separation burn. He 

has tracked the ATDA on radar and is satisfied with the separation. He 

reported 40% OAl6 fuel remaining. The Gemini 3's orbit is now 160 by 

158 nautical miles, the Augmented Target Docking Adapter is in an orbit 

$1 by 159 nautical miles. During the night Gemini 9 will gradually 

pull away from the ATDA and will -- by the time the crew awakens will be 

approximately 60 miles ahead of it. We will update the crew at that time 

on the further maneuvers to be done for this rendezvous from above -- where 

the spacecraft will approach the target vehicle from above. We did have 

good communications over the Hawaii tracking station and we'll play that 

tape for you now. 

HOU FLIGHT Hawaii, Flight. 

HAW Flight, Hawaii. 

HOU FLIGHT We tried to find out something over CSQ which 

we weren't able to do because they had powered 

down the computers, we were wondering, if first, 

they waited a while after they were in prelaunch 

mode before they shut the computer down, and if 

the waited at least 18 seconds, if they saw the 

computer running light come on. Do you think 

you could find that out, please? It would help 

,.. 
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HAW 

HOW 

RAW 

HOU FLIGHT 

HAW 

HOU FLIGHT 

HAW 

HOU FLIGHT 

HOU FLIGHT 

RAW 

HOU FLIGHT 

in the trouble shooting ans'what happened 

earlier. 

Roger, you want me to find out if they hesitated 

for 18 seconds in the prelaunch mode and if 

they got the computer run light. 

Yes, but I won't say hesitate. 

Okay. 

Haw, Houston Flight. 

Go, Flight. 

One more thing, we'd like to have you ask the 

crew how they feel about the recepticle. 

They were going to try to fool around with 

the left one to see if they could get it working 

again by playing with the connectors when they 

had time. They were also going to see if they 

could move the right one over. You might ask 

them if they've had time to look at that and 

what their plans are. 

Your auxiliary recepticle is that what you are 

talking about? 

That's correct. 

Okay o 

Flight, Hawaii. 

Go ahead Hawaii. 

Is it part of his power down check list to 

turn the OAMS control circuit breaker off? 

Stand by. 
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HOU FLIGHT We're checking, we think it is. 

HAW Gemini 9, Hawaii. 

S/C Hawaii, 9a 

HAW Roger, how is it going? Aw, real good. We're 

powering down now and we've completed the 

optical rendezvous real good, right on schedule. 

And there's no trouble at all breaking optically 

and it fell in sight like we planned it would. 

Right now, we've powered down and getting 

squared away to start the eat period. 

HAW 

s/c 

HAW 

s/c 

HAW 

s/c 

HAW 

s/c 

HAW 

Roger, understand. 

We expected to see a thermometer in somebodys 

mouth this time. 

We'll give you one. 

okay 0 Have you get your control Power switch 

open on CAMS? 

No, power is closed. Control power is off. 

Roger, understand. 

If you knew what we were doing you wouldn't have 
to 

expected /see a thermometer. 

Roger, understand. 

Gemini 9, Hawaii. 

Go ahead, Hawaii. 

During your power down, did you stay in a 

prelaunch for 18 seconds before you proceeded 

with the powering down? 
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s/c That's affirm. We stayed in prelaunch, put 

out the light and then powered down about 

15 minutes later. 

RAW Okay, you did get the computier run light. 

s/c That's affirm. 

HAW Okay, have you tried switching auxiliary 

recepticiLe yet? 

s/c No, we'll trouble shoot that in a little 

bit here. 

HAW 

s/c 

HAW 

s/c 

HAW 

s/c 

RAW 

Okay, very good. Okay, we have a good reading 

on the command pilot on the oral temp. 

Okay, here comes the pilot. 

Do you happen to have any food or water report 

as yet? 

We've completed eating one meal, we're getting 

ready to start another one. And I'll give you 

a hack on the water in a second. 

Roger. 

We've had 40 ounces of water, split about equally. 

Roger, understand. Did you identify that meal 

for us? 

HOU FLIGHT 

RAW 

s/c 

HAW 

Let them go and eat Hawaii. 

Roger, will do. 

Roger, meal c and we split it. 

Roger, thank you. 
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HOU FLIGHT Hawaii, Houston Flight. 

HAW Go flight. 

HOU FLIGHT Anything on that ACQ yet? 

HAW Everything looks real good, we've got some 

word indication on!the tape dump. I'll 

explain that later. It's looking good ' 

though on the modulation. 

HOU FLIGHT 

HAW You want us to delete the thermal condition* 

HCU 

HAW 

HOU 

ASOENSION 

HAW 

HAW 

HOU FLIGHT 

HAW 

Okay. I guess they've started eating, let's 

just let them go. 

and all that. 

Their what? 

Their temperature, .how they feel. That was 

part of the question we were supposed to 

ask. 

Okay, I guess they're taking it now. 

We have valid bra1 temp on both crew members, Hawaii. 

Okay. Do you have any comments to make on the 

thermal condition up there? How they feel. 

Roger, we wdfa warm during both of the rendezvous 

and now that we've powered down, we're starting 

to cool off. Neither one of us were perspiring 

at all. 

Okay, very good. Flight, Hawaii. 

Go ahead. 
him 

2kay, we're still showing/on 8 pounds on both 

systems. 
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HOU FLIGHT 

HAW 

HOU AFD 

HAW CAP COM 

HOU AFD 

HAW CAP COM 

HAW 

HOU 

Hawaii, you're just about out of him right now 

you'll probably let him cool off a little 

bit. Check on RKV to see if it's in B. 

We're approaching LOS anyway. 

Hawaii, Cap Corn, AFD. 

AFD, Hawaii. 

Give us a Gemini LOS Bravo. 

Its on its way. 

Hawaii has LOS. 

Roger. 

RAW 

HOU FLIGHT 

HAW 

HOU FLIGHT 

! IAW 

Okay, Hawaii, what did you want to tell us 

about the tape dump? 

Well, when the thing first started the tape 

-- I was showing that -- I was getting tape 

motion and then in a little bit it came back 

on and we continued the modulation for -- 

it was still modulating when I turned it off 

after about 63 minutes. It looked like modulations 

but we shouldn't have had that much on there 

I wouldn't have thought. But I turned it off 
it 

before ;/ went over the hill, without waiting 

until I got the end of modulation. 

Hawaii, Houston Flight. 

Go Flight 

Why don’t you go ahead and look at that tape 

and see what it looks like. 

We're going to. 

- - - -. L P L b L 1- E E L * L ._ 
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HOU FLTGHT 

HAW 

HOU 

Then let 11s know. 

Rogtir, will do. 

Guajmas ELI remote. 

END OF TAPE 
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This is Gemini Control at 8 hours, 10 minutes into the flight and 

Gemini 9 has just been acquired by the Rose Knot Victor tracking ship 

off the coast of South America. Gemini 9 just began its sixth revolution 

a short time ago and we'll tune in now and see if we can hear some of 

the conversation from the Rose Knot to the spacecraft. 

s/c (Garbled) 

RKV Say again. 

s/c It doesn't make any difference, we can rendezvous 

in about any type of situation you give us. 

Ok, they would kind of like to try this type of 

approach, daylight from above. 

(Garbled) 

Ok, Gemini 9. We would also like to get confirmation 

that you have the C-bands in the command position. 

. . . ..adapter continuous reentry to command, we'll 

go adapter to command. 

RKV 

s/c 

ftKV 

s/c 

RKV 

HOU FLT 

Roger 

RKV this is Gemini 9. Our fuel budget looks pretty 

good. 

Say again. 

Roger. Looks like we have enough fuel to hack it. 

Roger, very good. 

Cape Flight we are showing on the current, main 

bus current which shows that the ATDA lights are 

still on. 

RKV Flight. We are going to leave the running lights 

on. We want to be sure the acq lights are off, 

the acquisition lights. 
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RKV 

HOU FLT 

RKV 

HOU FLT That will be the running lights. 

RKV Ok, we are not positive of the other, that's for 

HOU FLT 

RKV 

s/c 

RKV 

HOU FLT 

RKV 

HOU FLT 

RKV 

HOU FLT 

RKV 

HOU FLT 

HOU FLT 

RKV 

HOU FLT 

RKV 

- - - 

Ok, fine, we'll go with it. 

Do you concur that it looks like they are off. 

No, we are not sure, we think one set of the 

lights are on, but... 

sure. 

Ok. 

Ok, Gemini 9, we just put a TX into the spacecraft 

to turn TM off for us after LOS. 

Roger, we saw the light. 

Roger. 

RKV, did you command his C-band on? 

That's affirm. Oh, which C-band did you want on? 

That's on Gemini. Oh ignore that. We're going to 

turn it on next rev, disregard this one. 

Ok, he's got both C-bands in command position and 

with the TX in there its gonna shut both the space- 

craft C-bands off. 

Roger, that's complete configuration I gave you. 

Very good, and we have turned the C-band number one 

on the ATDA. 

Roger. 

RKV Flight. We would like a Gemini main. 

Roger, do you want it at LOS or now. 

Why don't you give us one now and at LOS? 

Ok. Coming at you. 
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RKV Gemini ?, RKV. We have about one minute to LOS. 

SC / 

RKV 

Roger. 

Ok, 1'L-ight, I'm not sure he had his TM switch in 

the right corlfiguration. We sent a TX but we did 

not get a cuti,ff at TX time. 

HOU FLT 

RKV 

HOU FLT 

RKV 

I HCjU FLT 

E%D OF TAPE 

Roger. 

It might be ok to have the next site check with him 

on the switch position. 

Roger, we'll have him check to see if he's got the 

TM when he comes over the hill. 

Rc,ger, we are getting the command history printout 

here now. We'll see what we really did send. 

Roger. 



This is &min i Control at t! hours, 40 minutes into the fliirht.. 

MlSSIL,N CC\bmNTARY. i./.S/r.t+ 4:20 p.m. 

Gem\ni 13 h:is Just passed ,~ut of rany;e of' the Tananarive Station 

on its sixth revolution. There was cc:nsiderable c<)nversatiori on 

this p:~ss between the spacecraft ccIfImUE!.CatcJr here in the control 

qenter, Astronaut Dick Gordon, and Command Pilot Tom Stafford. 

We'll play that tape for you now. 

RKV 

HCU 

RKV 

HOU 

RKV 

HOU 

RKV 

HGU 

XKV 

HOU 

RKV 

HOU 

RKV 

HOU 

HKV 

IICU 

-RKV 

HGU 

:i /c 
- L - 

Flight, this is RKV 

Go ahead RKV 

Roger, we got a command entry print out and we did 

send TX and it - we did get. a map back for it. 

Roeer we'll check that at CSQ. 

Roger. 

RKV, Flight 

Go ahead RKV 

Did you say that you q‘)t a map on the TX? 

Thats affirm. 

Okay, thank you. 

Flight in addition to that the spacecraft also said 

he had a DCS light which 

Yes that light showed up a~; soon as it got in. 

Our numbers show that it was the right value that 

went out. 

And it just didn't shut off. 

And it .just didn’t shut off, 

Thats affirm. 

Tananarive t'(' rem<)? p . 
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s/c 

HCU 

S/C 

HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

s/c 

Rcger Tom. I have s:)me question:: from the C%pe 

concerrlinc the shrcud. 

Go ahead. I hruess we're the experts. 

Yes, I'm sure yc-lu are. 

I understand the shroud cjap at the base of its about 

three or four inches, is that correct? 

That is affirmative. Its about three or four inches 

wide down at the (garbled) of' the explosive bolts 

at the base c:f' the shroud where it tc?uches (garbled) 

in between, Cm. coil. ::prin:< was attached, still 

irl betwet>n butt1 of them. The other spring wasn't. 

(garbled) 

Roger, understand. Gin you estimate the [:ap between 

the s:lroud at the strap and also at the apex. 

Over. 

And then there was these small wires hooked to a 

c:onllect,or that pulls the bolts. 

Nine, Houston. 

Gemini 9 Houston. 

Stroked to the maximum, when the signal was nentti, 

unrieidiz contrl-il unit I3 in vacuum four war. real 

loose there. I'd say about 15 to 20 dek:rees. 

Hot:er Tom. Let me ask you some questions *about it. 

Ctzrl you esti!,late the distance between the shroud 

at the strap ,a[)? .ilsc~ at the apex? Over. 

Ss: ae;ain. 

- - - L L L L - L L L i a L -- 
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HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

S/C 

HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

S/C 

HOU 

S/C 

HiXJ 

SC / 

Distance between the zhrnud haLves at the strap 

and at the apex. 

Roger. It's kind :>f hard to tell but it stretches 

it out about six inches. 

Okay. What about the apex of it? 

At the top of it 

Yes Tom 

Its a Good two,and a half feet, maybe three feet. 

Ckay does the strap appear to be tight cr does 

it appear to be loose? 

Let's take the shroud. Its extended out/t% length 

of those two pyre connectors on each bolt. It opened 

the back in about four inches and opens up like 

a couple of jawr and you have the total configuration. 

The wedge an!;le between the two halves is a good 

20 degrees, maybe in excess to that. 

Okay. Can you tell the lengths of the spring cartridges? 

CZI, you ree those well enough to tell me if they 

lovk like their fully extended? 

The spring cartridges look like they have ?just about 

reached their full stroke from the ones that we saw 

at the C,i.pe the other day. 

Okay, understand. Does it look Like ye>u c?.n get to 

the lanyard on the pyre wires .just inside the shroud? 

Over. 

Thcres still r:C,rln~ctc)r:: there that - from al 1 t,hat 1 

car1 see the pressure was up before the lanyards were 

ever installed, 
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HOU Okay, you think the lanyards are not even there? 

s/c 

HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

‘s/c 

HOU 

I looked as we flew in within a couple of feet 

or about as close as I could get the with the 

rear (garbled) snips, save (garbled) which was 

about two feet. 1 could plainly see the insulation 

on the wirinr:, it was frayed. You could see the 

connectors:where they hooked into the bolts and the 

way it was (garbled). But I couldn't actually see 

the lanyards on it. 

Okay. I understand. If that thing is opened far 

enough do you think that you could get in to pull 

the lanyards on the QD on the umbilical? Over. 

S,>y again. 

WC 

HOU 

S/C 

Do you think you could pull the lanyard on the 

quick disconnect inside the shroud? 

Let me have Gene talk to you on that. 

Understand and one last question on the shroud. Has 

it moved in relationship to the TDA? Has it shifted 

foreand aft or has it rotated any? Over. 

It pitched up and down. In other words when the 

unrigidized and rigidized (garbled) it opened and 

closed. The data opened and closed a little bit 

and then rotated. The total X axis cf the shroud 

pitched up and down a little bit, about 15 degrees. 

The .jaws opened a little bit. 

Understand. Did you say it did rotate also? 

No not much rotation is visual mostly Just the total 

shroud mass pitched up and down about 1.5 degrees. 
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HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

’ s/c 

Okay, I understand. I think we've talked about 

that shroud lent: enough. You can ignore this 

locking on the target again at CSQ. Don't 

bother doing that. We're satisfied with the 

separation ourselves. The S-12 experimenter 

wants JOU to listen for the door opening when 

you activate that before the sleep period. Over. 

SaJ again. 

When you activate S-12 the experimenter would 

like to have you listen and see if you can hear 

the door opening. 

Roger, will do that. 

Understand. What is the latest plans for EVA in 

the morning? Are they going to do it with the 

HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

ATDA or without it? 

Tom, we're going to do it with the ATDA. And, 

we'll do it - we'll do the EVA prep right after 

re-rendezvous. Over. 

Roger. 

If we do that re-rendezvous in daylight which we 

would like to do down here, we're going to cut a 

little bit into your EVA prep but it still should 

give you about three hours and 45 minutes. Over. 

Okay. We’ll probably need every bit of it, 

Well don't rush it. We think we can give you plenty 

of time tc, dn that. But, it will be after the 

re-rendezvous. 
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S/C How does the fuel budget down there? It looks

like we have plenty for using a delta H at seven

miles.

H0U Yes, we think your in good shape.

S/C Yes I think we're in real good shape on the fuel.

Okay, we're still keeping both cooling pumps on.

A pump and both suit fans on. We're still a little

warm in here.

KOU O_ay, you might as well leave them on until you cool

down and we'll talk to you about the temperature

again over CSQ.

S/C Okay, we'll find it.

HOU Nine Houston, Tom have you had a chance to look at

that auxiliary receptacle yet?

S/C No, we're still busy trying to get some food and

get squared away. We'll do this in the next hour

or SO o

HOU Okay. If you can't get that left one fixed,, we've

got a plan down here that you could use the right

one but we'll bold up and wait and see what you say

about it.

S/C OK.

HOU Nine Houston. We have 15 seconds to Tananarive LOS

we'll see you later.

S/C Roger,

TAN Tananarive has LOS.

Tananarive local.

END OF TAPE.
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AFD 

CSQ 

AFD 

CSQ 

AFD 

CSQ 

AFD 

CSQ 

AFD 

CSQ 

HOW 

CSQ 

HOU 

This is Gemini Control at nine hours into the flight. The 

tracking ship Coastal Sentry Quebec off the coast of Japan is in 

contact with Gemini 9. We will play back the start of this pass 

for you now. 

s/c You want the adapter C-Bands. Is that affirm? 

CSQ That's affirm. Let's have your AOS. 

s/c Roger. 

CSQ AFD, CSQ Cap Corn. 

AFD AFD. 

CSQ Are you going to leave thisoff or do you want 

the crew to go to continuous? 

We're planning to turn it back off over RKV. 

Okay. 

CSQ Cap Com, AFD. 

AJ?D, CSQ Cap Cam. 

Roger, another item to add to your list. 

,Say again. 

I say, one more item to add to your list. 

Roger 

On the ATDA, send C-Band off - command C-Band off. 

Sequence 14 Bravo at your LOS. 

Roger, understand. 

CSQ Cap Corn, Flight. 

CSQ Cap Corn. 

You've got a few things to do there. Do you think 

you'll get them all done in your pass? 
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CSQ 

HOU 

CSQ 

HOU 

CSQ 

HOU 

CSQ 

HOU 

Roger, I think we'll be able to make it, Flight. 

Okay, you might get the fuel cell purge started. 

That usually takes longer. 

Roger. 

Okay. And if you don't get the readouts we'll pick 

them up at Hawaii. 

Roger, understand. 

CSQ, Flight. 

Flight, CSQ Cap Com. Go ahead. 

One more think we want you to do last, only if you 

have time, is, you can advise them that at 9:21:34 

there is a storm - a tropical storm - building 

about 77 miles to the south of the ground track. 

If he's in that attitude he might see something 

down there. 

Roger, understand. 

Okay. Go ahead. 

CSQ has TM solid Agena'- or on ATDA. And we saw 

the ATDA as go. 

Roger. 

We’re having quite a few dropouts. Flight, we have 

a reunited signal on Gemini. We have TM solid on 

Gemini. 

Gemini 9, CSQ Cap Com. 

Gemini 9. Go, CSQ. 

CSQ 

HOU 

CSQ 

HOU 

CSQ 

CSQ 

s/c 
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CSQ 

S/C 

CSQ 

s/c 

CSQ 

s/c 

CSQ 

HOU 

s/c 

CSQ 

We show you go on the ground. We'd like to in- 

form you that we're going to command the L-Band 

off on the ATDA. 

Roger. 

Roger. You can start your fuel cell purge and 

your on time now. 

Okay, commanding purge. 

We also-have a PLA and a slight...update for you 

when you're ready to copy. When you're ready. 

Roger, understand, and I'll give you a call in a 

minute. 

Roger. 

. . ..the C-Band and the L-Band is off. The adapter 

C-Band is on and the L-Band on the ATDA is off. 

Roger. 

CSQ, Gemini 9. I'll go ahead and take some of those 

PLA updates and I'll have to stop you because I'm 

still going on with the purge. 

Roger, understand. Area 7 dash 3. Hack 10:08:32. 

RET 400 K, 21 + 06. RETRB 26 + 57. Bank angle for 

all areas, rev left 85, roll right 95. Weather in 

this area is marginal and no separation maneuvers 

required for any area. Area 8 dash 3. 11:44:18. 

RET 400 K, 21 + 02. RF,TRB 26 + 58. Weather 

marginal. Area 9 dash 3. GETRC 13:lCl:56. 

, .  ”  .  .  .  -  -  - . . -  I  
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s/c 

CSQ 

s/c 

CSQ 

s/c 

CSQ 

s/c 

CSQ 

s/c 

CSQ 

WC 

RBT 400 K, 20 + 57. RJZTRB, 26 + 57. Weather 

good. Area 10 Delta. That's area 1 zero Delta. 

GETRC, 14:17:05. RBT 400 K, 21 + 34. RETRB, 

26 + 57. Weather good. Area 11 dash 2. GETRC, 

15:51:56. RET 400 K, 21 + 23. RET 400 K, 21 + 

23. RETRB, 27 + 05. Weather good. Area 12 

dash 2. GETRC, 17:25:56.......(complete static) 

Do you copy? 

Roger, Gemini 9. We got all the updates. Weather 

understand all . ..bank left 85, bank right 95. 

That's affirmative. No separation maneuvers are 

required. 

Roger, we got that. Thank you. 

You ready for a flight plan update? 

Stand by one. 

*Gemini 9, be advised we're going to turn your 

adapter C-Band off on the ATDA. 

Roger, understand. You can go ahead with the update, 

our purge is complete. 

And would you....your...switchto ECS 02. 

ECS Oz. 

Load es time of 07:13:19. Rev 5 95.3 east, right of 

Ascension. Will you bring your quantity read switch 

to fuel cell 02. 

Okay. 

I ,  .  
.  .  
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CSQ 

BN 

CSQ 

HOU 

CSQ . 

HOU 

CSQ 

. . . . . zero hours, 01 minutes. . ...012. Would you 

place your quantity read switch to fuel cell H2. 

Time 09:OO:OO. Sequence Cl 4....Do you copy? 

Houston Flight, CSQ Cap Com. 

Go ahead, CSQ. We'll pick the rest of it up over 

Hawaii. 

Roger. We have LOS both vehicles. 

Roger. Did you get the C-Band off on the ATDA? 

We got the C-Band off on the ATDA, the L-Band off 

on the ATDA. We got the cryo quantity readouts 

on ECS O2 and fuel cell 02. We did not get fuel 

cell H2. 

Understand. 

We did not complete the flight plan update. 

END OF TAPE 
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This is Gemini Control at nine hours 2:' minutes into the flight. 

Gemini 3 has passed out of range of the Hawaii tracking station 

on its sixth revolution. We will not attempt voice communication 

with the crew for the next eight hours. They are in their sleep 

period at the present time. Flight plan calls for them to awaken 

at 17 hours elapsed time. We have a tape of the Hawaii pass and 

we will play that for you now. 

HAW Gemini 9, Hawaii. 

s/c Go ahead, Hawaii 

RAW 

s/c 

HAW 

s/c 

RAW 

s/c 

HAW 

Roger, everything is looking good on the ground. 

We would like you to place your quantity read 

switch to fuel cell H2 position please. 

Roger we are going to get a tape dump on you 

this time. We have a flight plan update for 

you when you get ready to copy. 

Go ahead Hawaii, Gemini 9. 

Okay, you probably have part of this. Node 07 13 19. 

Rev 5’95.3 east right Ascension 20 hours 01 minutes. 

S-12 09 00 00, 01 after all overboard dump S-12 

17 00 00 02 that is all. 

Gemini 9 Roger. We got Node 07 13 19, Rev 5 95.3 

east, Ascension 20 hours lminute, S-12 09 00 01 

after all overboard dump and S-12 17 00 02 

That is 17 00 00 sequence no 2. 

We got sequence one and sequence two. 

Roger. And also there is possible storm that will 
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HAW be 77 miles scuth of your ground track in 

elapsed time of nine hours 21 minutes 30 seconds 

and you have to be in the right attitude to look 

s/c 

HAW 

s/c Negative. We haven't. 

HAW 

s/c 

RAW 

HOU 

HAW 

HOU 

HAW 

s/c 

HAW 

at it. 

Okay, we will give it a try. 

Okay, you can place your voice read switch back 

to the off position. Have you had time to 

get around to that auxiliary recepticle yet? 

Roger. 

It operates the camera all right, the problem 

we had was operating the sight. We did a little 

switching around, but we can't - we haven't 
thorough 

really made any good / . trouble shooting 

yet. 

Roger. Understand. 

Hawaii, he says that it will operate the EVA 

camera all right on the left hand side. Is 

that what he said? 

He said it would operate the camera properly 

but the sight would not operate. 

Okay, understand. That is good. That is what 

we were really worried about. 

Okay. 

Gemini 9, Hawaii 

Gc ahead Hawaii. 

Ihe camera isswhat they were really worried about. 
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HAW 

HOU 

HAW 

HOU 

HAW 

HOU 

HAW 
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s/c Okay, were pretty worried about the sight there 

for a while, but we rigged it up, from the right 

recepticle and the camera works okay from the 

left. 

Okay, very good. 

Flight, Hawaii 

Go Hawaii 

Okay, this here tape recorder is looking weird 

again, does V corn have anything he wants me to 

try before I lose it. 'Ihe tape motion has 

stopped again. That happened right after I 

started to dump. 

Do you have any modulations, Hawaii? 

We are getting the same thing we got last time. 

It doesn't look any good. 

Roger. Turn it off, Hawaii. 

Okay. Okay , I am showing tape motion again 

now. 

HOU 

HAW 

HOU 

HAW 

HOLJ 

HAW 

Understand you are showing tape motion with it 

in the off position. 

Roger. 

Hawaii, Cap Corn, AFD. 

Go ahead. 

Leave it in the off position. We will look at 

it again RKV. 

Roger. 
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HAW &mini 9, Hawaii. We have 30 seconds to LOS. 

Standing tiy. 

s/c 

I-IOU 

IUW 

END OF TAPE 

Gemini 9. Roger. Looks like we are going to 

miss that storm. We are pointed up and to the 

northwest right now. 

Roger, understanii. 

We have LOS on both vehicles. 
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This Gemini Control at 10 hours, 10 minutes into the mission. Gemini9

is now over the continent of Africa _ndits seventh rev_&ution. The crew is

in a sleep period. Ground tracking confirms Tom Stafford's report that the

separation maneuver was a good one. The range is now about 20milesbetween

the vehicles, with Gemini 9ahead and below of the target vehicle. This

sleep periods ends at 17 hours elapsed time since liftoff. That will be

about 12:40 a.m. CST. It appears now that the _ight adjust maneuver w_

i

take place one hourslater, 18 hours elapsed time. At that time the Gemini 9

range from the target vehicle will be about 80 miles. This maneuver will

place the Gemini apogee s&ven miles above the target, then the crew will

perform a co-elleptie maneuver to make the Delta H or the difference in

altitude seven miles at all points in the orbit. They will later perform _'

a terminal phase and rendezvous with the t_get vehicle from above. Ground

tracking indicates that all systems on the spacecraft are performing well.

This is GeminiCOo_trol, l0 hours, ll minutessinto the flight of Gemini 9.

END OF TAPE

'.
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This i.r Gemini Control at 11 hours and 10 minutes into the flight, ' 

rind Geminj 9 is apprsschinc the end of its seventh revolution. 

Trnc'king stations report both vehicles are go, and that both 

pilots tippear to be sleeping. We will continue to monitor both 

vehicles from the grxllrlcl during this sleep period. This is 

&mini Control. 

END OF TAPE 
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'This is Gemini Control at 1;‘ hours and 10 minutes into the flight. Gemini 9 

is off the coast of China in its eighth revolution and the tracking ship Coastal 

2entry Quebec has telemetry acquisition. The CSQ reports both vehicles are go, 

both pilots are apparently asleep. We show now that Gemini $, is gradually pulling 

futher away from the target vehicle. ..show a range of about 38 miles at the present 

time with Gemini 9 in a 160 by 158 nautical miles orbit and the target vehicle in 

a 161 by 160 nautical mile orbit. The Gemini 9 will continue to gradually pull 

further away from the target vehicle until it reaches a range of about 80 miles 

at about. 17 to 13 hours elapse time. This is Gemini Control. 

END CF TAPE 
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This is Gemini Control at 13 hours 11 minutes into the flight. Gemini 9 

is over the South Atlantic Ocean in its 9th revolution, and is within 

range of the Ascension Island track station. We're about mid-way through 

the eight hour sleep period. We have not attempted to contact the crew 

since Gemini 9 was in range of the Hawaii station on the 6th revolution. 

We are tracking both vehicles, however, and they are go. The Flight 

Surgeon reports that he notices both pilots stir once in a while, but 

they both seem to be resting well. During the pass over the Rose Knot 

Victor tracking ship, off the coast of South America, Rose Knot reported 

Gemini 9 appears to be in slow drift rates in attitude. It's still increasing 

its range from the target vehicle, we show a range now of about 45; nautical 

miles, ahead and slightly below of the target vehicle. This is Gemini 
\ 

Control. 

END OF TAPE 
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This is Gemini Control. 14 hours, 10 minutes and 31 seconds after lift-off 

of Gemini 9. Gemini 9 spacecraft is now in its 9th revolution arid is approximately 

\. over the south central Pacific. It now leads the target docking adapter by some 

50 nautical miles and is slightly below the orbital measurements of the present 

time of the target docking adapter, has 160.2 nautical miles apvgee by 100 nautical 

miles perigee. The Gemini orbital values at this time is 160.2 by 158.4 nautical 

miles. 

Both pilots are still asleep at this time and during the recent pass, some 

Z-10 minutes ago over the tracking ship Coastal Sentry, the Cap Cm out there 

reported that the telemetry showed that both pilots were indeed asleep and that 

both birds were go on the ground. Prior to this sleep period, the crew activated 

a cover behind the hatch on the outside of the spacecraft for the S-l? micrometerorite 

collection experiment, in which we will study the nature of micrometerorite impacts 

to control exposure of special prepared plates and also to determine !he effects 

of space environment on biological specimens. After the crew wakes up they wi1.L 

close this door over the experiment package by electric motor which drives the 

cover ant1 the experiment will later be brought in the cabin at the end of the 

extravehicular activities and stored for study by the experimenter after recovery 

cjf the spacecraft. One purpose of running the experiment during the sLeep period, 

I h : - that the spacecraft is in a drifting flight and no thrusters are being fired 

and ?.herefore the experiment plates would not be contaminated. 

At L4 hours and 12 minutes and 45 seconds after lift-off, this is Gemlnd 

Control. 

END OF TAPE 
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This is Gemini Control, 15 hours 10 minutes and 31 seconds after lift-

off of Gemini 9, and 51 hours 50 minutes and 7 seconds after lift-off

of the target vehicle. Flight Director Cliff Charlesworth, the friendly

Green team of Flight Controllers is taking over here in Mission Control,

from the Black team. Gemini 9 is now in its loth revolution, the target

is in its 39th revolution. The tracking ship Coastal Sentry should acquire

the spacecraft in about 7 minutes. During the pass over the tracking

ship Rose Knot, during the last revolution, Spacecraft Commuipator, _ft_n

x. Kund_t, confirmed that both vehicles were go as it went over the hill. The

Flight Director released the RKV for the night, since no more of the space-

craft revolutions for the next several hours will pass over the Rose Knot.

At Gemini 9, ground elapsedtime of 15 hours 11 minutes 33 seconds. This

is Gemini Control.

END OF TAPE
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This is Gemini Ccntrol. 16 hours, 10 minutes ar?d 30 secc;nds after Gemini 

'1 lift-off. Duriri~ the pass over thr? Coastal Gent:,y tracking ship midway 

t.hrcugh the last revolution, the spacecraft communicator on the ship reported 

that both veh-ieles were go and that both crewmen were still asleep. The next 

station to acquire Gemini 9 will be the Canary Island station at approximately 

10 minutes. 

The spacecraft is now beginning its 11th revolution and the target is in 

its l+lst revolution. At this time the spacecraft is leading the target by 

some 80 nautical miles. At 16 hours, 11 minutes and 10 seconds after lift-off, 

this is Gemini Control. 

END OF TAPE 
. 
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This is Gemini Ccntrol at 17 hours 10 minutes and 30 seconds after L<i't-off 

of Gemini 9. The next station which will acquire the Gemini 9 spacecraft dill 

be the Antiqua station of the Eastern Test Range some 34 minutes from now, 

at which time the crew will be waked up and updates for the series of third 

re-rendezvous maneuvers will be passed up to the crew. First of these 

maneuvers will take place at 18 hours, 23 minutes elapsed time. It wi.11 be 

a/x% I. "1 posigrade burn of two feet per second. It is the first in a seri~es 

of maneuvers for the third re-rendezvous from above. 

Gemini o is now nearing the end of the 11th revolution and is presently 

over the south Pacific just east of Australia. At 17 hours, 11 minutes, and 

23 seconds after lift-off, this is Gemini Control. 

END OF 24PE 



T11i :; :; Gemini ('i,ntrol, 1H hours 1" minutes and 30 seconds after li!'i.-si'f. 

Gemini 9, presently, is in the 12th revolution over Arabia, 4uring the 

Dresen: pass over the Eastern Test R:inge the Spacecraft Commuicator Neil 

ArKstrong here in Mission Control, gave Gemini 9 a cdl. The ~:rew was 

.twnke at that time, in fact they had already started powering up the 

suncecraft snd they further confirm that the door to the micromrterorite 

c~,llcction experiment outside the spacecraft on the adapter section have 

hcen c:losed at that time. Armstrong passed up to the crew several maneuver 

up-drites, and gave them a go to begin a fuel cell purge. Shortly thereaf'teer 

?>hc; sp:Lcecraft passed over the Canary Island tracking station, at which, 

time the plan landing area up-dates for several revolutions in the future, 

were passed up tc the crew. We have a tape of the combined passes over the 

Anti r+l:*t :;t:tti f.ltl, Canar:; Islands. and a brief exch:lnge of comment. between 

Neil Arr?.r?.rrin$ and the crew over the Kane, Nigeriz, voice r-emoting station,. 

Let's here that tape now. 

MC LOS Antigua...... 

MC: Gemini '1, Houston....Gemini 51, Houston. StandinE 

by for your ca.11. 

E/(.7 Good morning Houston, Gemini 9. 

MC Good morning, how are you doing? 

r/c Warmed up, we're down now to 0 0 0. 

You say you have , you've started your power up? 

Roger. Platform is f'airly well alined. 

Is your computer up yet? 

s/c Hold on for just a second..... 

MC Ckay would like to have you turn it on and tell 

us whether J/OU get a running light. 



. 
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u/ c 
MC 

S/C 

MC 

s/c 

MC 

s/c 

Id 

s/c 

MC 

s/c 

MC 

s/c 

MC 

Computer coming on. 

While you're waiting you can turn the S-l? 

collecter door closed. 

Roger. We've already got the collecter door 

closed. 

Roger. I've got an R SEP T change and some maneuver 

up-dates when you're ready to copy. 

This is &mini 3 we have the computer running, 18 

seconds. 

Very good, glad to hear that then. Let me know 

wher you're ready to copy the R SEP T, and maneuver 

up-dates. 

Go ahead Neil. 

Okay, you're R SEP T, is now address 54, 74 966, 

this is a fairly big change but we've checked it 

out. 

Understand 54, is now 74 966. 

Roger, and your elevation angle or depression to 

aline the platform will be minus 9 degrees. 

Roger, understand. 

Okay and don't forget that you've got to change 

address 24. 

Okay. 

Okay we're ready for.... .your height adjustment 

maneuver. 

Okay, shoot. 

Okay let me give you the phase adjust first, the 
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MC 

‘s/c 

MC 

s/c 

MC 

S/C 

MC 

S/C 

MC 

s/c 

MC 

SC I 

MC 

GETB 18 23 19er, Delta V 2.0, burn time 3 seconds. 

Yaw 0, pitch 0, address 25, 000 20, 26 and 27 

all zips, aft thrusters posigrade, now I'll go 

ahead with the height adjustment now....19 GETB 

is 19 08 16, Delta V 17.0, burn time 22 seconds. 

Yaw 0, pitch 0, address 25, 00 170, address 26 

all zips, address 27, zips, aft thruster posigrade, 

that's height adjustment, want us to go ahead? 

Okay was that two height adjust :,N was the 

first one attitude also. 

The first was phase adjust. 

Okay. Phase adjust was it, 18 24 19er? Two feet 

per second, 3 second burn, yaw o, pitch 0, 25 is 

000 20, 26 and 27 all after thruster posigrade. zeros, 

Roger, that's correct I've got a mode up-date. 

I'd like the GETB of the height adjust, please. 

Okay the GET burn of the height adjust is 19 08 

-16. 

. ...19 08 1 something. 

That's 19 08 16. 

. ...16 Roger, and I count the rest to be 17 feet 

per second, 22 second burn, yaw 0, pitch 0, 25 

00 170, 6 and 7 zeros aft thrusters, posigrade. 

That's correct. And I got a note for you. 

Okay. 

It time is 16, 14, 21, it's rev: 11, 43 degrees says 



MC 

s/c 

MC 

s/c 

MC 

s/c 

MC 

MC 

CN’J 

WCET, right ascension 19 hours 50 minutes. 

Roger copy note to be 16 14 21, n%u: 11, \ 

43 degrees west of Ascension 19 hours 15 minutes. 

Roger that's correct. You can do a fuel cell 

purge between now and Canary which will be 

about 5 minutes or so from now, and they will 

have a block up-date on PLA's for you at Canary. 

Advise that they‘ve got a shroud in work, Dave Scott 

is out at Los Angeles working on the procedures for 

it. 

Okay fine, and you say go ahead with the fuel cell 

purge now? 

Yes, that's correct. We're approaching LOS here 

we'll give you the PLA's over Canary. 

Rage;", how yciii rti:s$ing US Neil? 

%adLng you load and clear Tome 

LOS Antigua. 

This is Cape Contact,..... 

We have tape contact Flight. 

END OF TAPE 
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CYI Canary Islands has Gemini TM solid. 

HOU FLIGHT 

cn 

Roger. 

We have target on TM solid. 

HOU FLIGHT 

CYI 

HOU FLIGHT 

CYI 

Roger. 

He's purging 02 in section I, Flight. 

Roger. 

Canary has C-band track. 

HGU FLIGHT 

CYI 

H'OU FLIGHT ' 

Roger. 

Target is go also, Flight. 

Spacecraft and target is go. 

That's affirmative. He's purging 02 in section II. 

HOU FLIGHT 

CYI 

HOU FLIGHT 

.cyI 

SPACECRAFT 

CYI 

Roger. 

We'll get a quanity read-out as soon as he ignitions, 

t'his purge, Flight. 

O.K. 

Gemini 9, Canary Cap Corn. 

Canary, Gemini 9. 

Roger, have a PLA update for you, when you are ready 

to copy. 

SPACECRAFT Could you give us a hack at GET 1757001 

CYI 

SPACECRAFT 

CYI 

SPACECRAFT 

CYI 

SPACECRAFT 

Roger, will do. 30 minutes, 30 seconds in hack. 

After the hack you can go ahead with the update. 

Roger, will do. 3, 2, 1, Mark. 175700. 

Roger, give us a hack at IO, just for a recheck. 

Roger. 3, 2, 1, Mark. 10 seconds. 

Roger, we're in sync. 

Roger. 
Fli ht, 

We've completed our command sequence/on 7 he 

. . 
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HOU FLIGHT Roger. Canary, send us another OBC Class I. 

CYI Roger. 

CYI Gemini 9, are you ready for your PLA update? 

SPACECRAFT Roger, all set, any time. 

CYI Roger, 13 dash two, 190232, 21 plus 22, 27 plus 22, 

Roll left 85, roll right 95 ., weather good, negative 

sep maneuver. 14 dash one, 20 28 25, 22 plus 35, 

28 plus 25, roll left 85., roll right 95, weather 

good, negative 6ep maneuver. 15 dash one, 22 06 

07, 21 plus 11, 26 plus 59, left 85, right 95, weather 

good, rsep' maneuver. 16 dash one, 23 41 40, 

Canary systems, Houston Flight. 

21 plus 18, 

Canary systems, here. 

HOU FLIGHT 

CYI 

CYI: 

HOU FLIGHT If Mike could speed it u?, Retro advises that the 

last three columns are al? the same, !.lt's just 

reading the time. 

Rog. 'Good, affirmative on the sub-maneuver. 

Three columns all . . ..got that update. 

Gemini 9, the last three columns are all the same, 

here on out, so we'll just give you the first, O.K. 

O.K., now what were the first two areas that you gave 

CYI 

SPACECRAFT 

CYI 

SPACECRAFT 

me? 

CYI Say that again. 

SPACECRAFT Give me the first two areas...just the areas, I 

got all the numbers, but what were the areas on the 

first two? 

CYI O.K., the first area was 13 dash Cwo; the second area 
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CYI was 14 dash one.

SPACECRAFT O.K., you can go ahead.

CYI[ O.K._ the next area is 17 dash two, 25 26 O1, 21 plus

15, 27 plus 12, could you put your quanity read switch

to ECS 02?

SPACECRAFT Rog.

CYI O.K., area 18 dash four, 28 07 53, 21 plus 11, 27

plus 16, area 19 dash four, 29 43 26, 21 plus 18,

27 plus 19, area 20 dash three, Gemini _ give us

fuel cell 02, please. Ok, area 20 dash three, 31

02 25, 21 plus 02, 27 plus 07, and give us fuel cell

H2. That's the end of the PLA update, Gemini 9.

SPACECRAFT Roger, the only question that I have is 20 dash

three i_TV' please say again.

CYI RETV for area 20 dash three, 27 plus 07.

SPACECRAFT Roger, and the only two that require sep maneuvers

are 151 and 161 is that correct?

CYI That's affirmative. Negative on that, the sep maneuvers

comes from one through all the rest 151 through 20

dash three. You have a sep maneuver with all of those.

SPACECRAFT Roger_ I've got them all.

CYI O.K., could you give us a prop quantity read-out, please?

SPACECRAFT Roger, reading at about 39 percent.

CYI Roger, copy 39. We have you as "GO" on the ground

_i_,_2_f_2ST here_ Gemini 9_ how did your fuel cell purge go?

SPACECRAFT Fuel oell purge went well and we're "GO" up here.

CYI Roger. (_., ,,:i.,_ :' _,

HOU FLIGHT Canary, Houston Flight.



. 
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CYI 

HOU FLIGHT 

Go ahead, Flight. 

You might advise him that you did turn the L-band 

beacon on....on the AlFDA 

CYI Roger. Gimini 9, Canary. We did turn the L-band 

on on the ATDA . 

SPACECRAFT 

CYI 

HOU FLIGHT 

KANO 

CYI 

HGU FLIGHT 

WIN0 

HOU FLIGHT 

C4Ti 

HOU FLIGHT 

HOU FLIGHT 

SPACECRAFT 

HOU FLIGHT 

SPACECRAFT 

Em OF TAPE 

Roger. 

4, Canary. You can turn your quantity read off at 

this time. Canary has C-band LOS, Flight. 

KANO, go remote. 

Roger. Will go. 

Canary has Gemini LOS. 

Roger, Canary. 

Kano has contact. 

Roger, Canary. Everything look O.K. as it went 

over the hill? 

Everything looked real good, Flight, all the way 

through. 

O.K. 
Houston 

Gemini 9, / one minute from LGS at Kano. 

Roger, Houston. All set,up for our burn...garbled... 

Houston. 

Roger, congrahlations for making a pass seven day. 

Roger, Neil, thank you. 
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This is Gemini Control at 18 hours, 30 minutes and 30 seconds after liftoff. 

Gemini 9 at the present time is within about three minutes of being acquired 

by the Carnarvon, Australia, tracking station. It is now over the Indonesian 

republic midway through thetwelfthrevolution. It's unlikely that there'll 

be much business transacted during this Carnarvon pass since it only lasts a 

little over three minutes. At 18 hours, 30 minutes and 58 seconds after 

liftoff, this is Gemini Control. 

END OF TAPE 
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This is Gemini Control at 18 hours, 50 minutes and 30 seconds after liftoff. 

Gemini 9 presently is over the South Central Pacific and has just passed the 

Carnarvon, Australia, tracking station. Command Pilot Stafford reported that 

on the phase adjust maneuver there were no residuals. They were all zeros on 

the IV1 which means that the burn was done properly, and there were no errors 

that crept in. The spacecraft communicator at Carnarvon advised the crew that 

there were some flight plan updates coming up. For instance, over Antigua, 

they would get a go-no go for landing area 31-l; and that over Canary, the, 

crew is scheduled to make a status report. We have a tape of this brief pass 

over the Carnarvon station which we will play for you now. 

CR0 

H@J FLT 

CR0 

HC%J FLT 

CR0 

HOU FLT 

CR0 

s/c 

CR0 

S/C 

CR0 

Carnarvon has ac aid contact. 

Roger, Carnarvon. 

All systems go on Gemini. 

Roger. 

Telemetry‘s on on the ATDA. All Systems go. 

Roger. 

Gemini 9, Carnarvon Capcom. 

Carnarvon, 9. 

Roger, how did the phase test go? 

All on time, and all residuals zero. 

Roger. Would you give me a readout on the AMU H202 pressure and 

temperature. 

s/c OK. The temperature is holding and has been holding at about 65 

degrees, and the pressure is blocked out 85 psi. 



CR0 

s/c 

CR0 

s/c 

CR0 

s/c 

CR0 

s/c 

CR0 

\ 

s/c 

CRC 

S/C 

CRO 

Roger. T'-,-? g:-.t a ?Y,ig:ht- p:an upda.%r -- a short one for you 

when your?..? ready tc copy. 

Standby one. OK, Bill, go ahead. 

OK. At 23 hours, 19 minutes, Antigua, rev 13 -- a go-no go 

for 31-l. At 19 hours, 30 minutes at Canary on rev 13 -- a 

crew status report.. 

Can I have that time again at Canary for crew status. 

19-30. 

19 +30. Rog. 

OK. I've also got a star update for you. 

OK. Go with the star update. 

OK. The time -- 19:08:16, and I don't know if I @a.n pronounce it, 

but 1'11 give it a try -- Elferez, or aould you buy Elferez. It's 

3.5 degrees up and 1; degrees left. 

That's Elferez. 

S/C 

HOU FLT 

CR0 

HOU FLT 

CR0 

:;o a&P,&. 

co you wtx:'t tc get prop quant.ity readout? 

Negative . 

OK. Gemini 9, Carnarvon. We're coming up on LOS in about 40 

Y sec".op&lis , 
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HOU FLT Roger, Carnarvon. 

END OF TAPE 
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This is Gemini Control in 19 hours 10 minutes 30 seconds after lift-off.

Gemini 9 in 7 minutes will be acquired by Grand Turk Island station

of the Eastern Test Range, at which time Neil Armstrong will carry on

further conversation with the crew. Some 2 minutes ago the crew was

scheduled to carry out the height adjust maneuver with a 17 foot per

second posigrad burn, additional maneuvers will be feed up to the crew

for the second re-rendezvous in these subsequent station passes. At

19 hours 11 minutes and 8 seconds after lift-off this is Gemini Control.

END OF TAPE
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CYI' Canary has Gemini TM solid 

This is Gemini Control, 19 hours 30 minutes and 3C seconds after lift-off. 

Gemini 9 is presently over the Canary Islarid tracking station. In fact within 

\ the past minute was acquired.by that station. During the pass over,%he Eastern 

Test Range, the spacecraft communicator Neil Armstrong gave the crew a go for 

landing area 31 dash one. Command pilot, Stafford, reported that the height 

adjust maneuver had no residules, in other words there were no errors in the 

maneuver. Armstrong also passed up some baseball scores that the crew was 

interested in. 

We have a tape of the Grand Turk Island and the Antiqua pass and hopefully 

Canary we will have. a tape of the present/pass at the end of the Eastern Test Range. 

Let's listen to 

GRANDTURK 

HOU FLIGHT 

ANTIQUA 

HGU FLIGHT 

SPACECRAFT 

'HOU FLIGHT 

SPACECRAFT 

HOU FLIGHT 

SPACECRAFT 

HOU FLIGHT 

that tape now. 

Acquisition, Grand Turk. 

Gemini 9, Houston. 

AOS, Antiqua. 

Gemini 9, Hous?,tr!i-1. 

Hello Houston, Gemini 9, ?;::tt do 3’0~ i;,:,11 

Roger, Tom. Read you loud and clear, how me? 

Roger, read you now loud and clear, Neil. 

O.K., could you give us a : ,oxide temperature, please? Y 

Roger, 65 degrees. 

Roger, 65 degrees and I have a NSR update for you, 

SPACEXXAFT 

HOU FLIGHT 

when you are ready to copy. 

Roger, standby. Ready to copy. 

Ok, GETB 1953 27, Delta-V 14.3, Burn time 25 seconds, 

Yaw 180, Pitch 20 down, 2 0 down, address 25, zero 

zero one three four (00134), address 26, 90049, address 

27 zips, forward thrusters FosSgrade up, go ahead. 

SPACECRAFT Houston, Gemini 9 you are coming in somewhat broken 
I L A A a. L E i L L 

. . . ..I _..,._ I _~._-_-. -_._,._ 
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SPACECRAFT on that, NSR update GETB is 19 45 27, Delta-V is 

14.3, duration is 25 seconds, Yaw 180, Pitch 20 

down, 2500134, 26 9OO49, 27 zeros, forward posigrade 

HOU FLIGHT 

SPACECRAFT 

That's correct except I would like to correct your 

GETB, that's 195327, go ahead. 

Roger, got 195327 GET'B. 

HOU FLIGHT That's right and we're using the forward thrusters 

SPACECRAFT 

HOU FLIGHT 

SPACECRAFT 

HOU FLIGHT 

SPACECRAFT 

HOU FLIGHT 

SPACECRAFT 

HOU FLIGHT 

SPACECRAFT 

HOU FLIGHT 

-. 

here so that yall, you won't have to turn around 

lose radar'lock and that stiuff. 

Fine, thank you. 

O.K., give us prop quantity please. 

Roger, prop quantity is 35 percent. 

O.K., 35... and you will have a crew status report 

over Canary here in about 10 minutes or so, I'd 

like to tell you what maneuver plan is right now. 

O.K. 

O.K., After NSR, you'll have about an hour and five 

minutes before !LTI and you'll be hitting TPI just 

about sun-rise and the rest of the maneuver from 

TPI on'in will'be in daylight. 

Roger. 

And we're talking about seeing whether we can get 

the lights on for you before TPI' for a backup. 

How's the power going on the ATDA, is it getting 

pretty low? 

Well, we don't have any too much in those squib batteries. 

How'd your height maneuver come out? 

_ 
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SPACECRAFT 

HOU FLIGHT 

SPACECRAFT 

HOU FLIGHT 

SPACECRAFT 

HOU FLIGHT 

SPACECRAFT 

HOU FLIGHT 

SPACECRAFT 

HOU FLIGHT 

SPACECRAFT 

HOU FLIGHT 

SPACECRAFT 

HOU FLIGHT 

SPACECRAFT 

All residules were zero, we had one tenth of that 

at 81. 

Very good. 

We're going to round out a l&l. 

O.K., we'd like to advise you are go for 31 d&sh one. 

Roger, 31 dash one. How are things in Houston ihiti 

morning? 

We're busy as beavers down here. 

I can imagine. You guys keep some terrible hours 

down there. 

Yea, you do too. The Astroslost last night to 

Pittsburgh 7 to 2. 

How did the Cubs do? 

Standby. Cubs lost 8 to 6 to Cinoinnati. 

Well, I’m a double loser. 

You've got to expect a few loses. We've just been 

talking to Dave Scott and 0im McDivitt at some 

length, they've been climbing around a shroud out 

at Douglas for the last few hours and they advised 

the outside is no problem, the inside may turn out 

to be a problem... there is quite a bit of sharp 

edges and things on the inside, cotter keys and one 

thing or another. 

Roger. 

Did you.. .did you happen to just punch start camp 

or change modes or something in the computer? 

Yeah, I checked out my load at 25, 6, and seven?. 

O.K., Big Brother is watching down here. 

r 
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SPACECRAFT 

HOU FLIGHT 

SPACECRAFT 

HOU FLIGHT 

SPACECRAFT No, I don't. Do you want me to turn it on? 

HOU FLIGHT Standby. Yeah, we'd like to have you turn it on 

SPACECRAFT 

GRAND TURK 

HOU FLIGHT 

SPACECRAFT 

CYI 

HOU FLIGHT 

HOU FLIGHT 

cn 

Roger, Neil. Looks like our computer is cleared up 

completely. This is only about the first day after 

after.. ..just about NSR when we ran 'into this problem 

and late yesterday evening everything .Looked real 

good. 
all 

O.K., Tom, it looks/ok on the ground to us too. 

O.K., I don't know what that glitch was. Also we 
car s 

changed/ an i 1 have change utility cords where I've 

got my camera and optical sight going/& here . 

Roger, I understand. Do you have.. .you don't have 

the radar on yet do you? 

and see if you can get a leek and maybe you can re- 

port. a. range reading over the Canarys and helpnight 

a little bit here. 

Roger, we've got it at standby. 

Hello, this is Grand Turk. 

We're not going to have much track after NSR to 

help you out with. Houston is about to have LOS 

at Antiqua. 

Roger. 

Canary has Gemini ac nid cc&act. 

Roger, Canary. 

Carnarvon, send us a continganpybravo Gemini, when 

you get acquisition. Canary, I mean. 

Roger, Bravo for contigency. Canary has Gemini TM 

solid. 



IIijU lTL7 0x7' 

SF'ACECRAFT 



CYI 

MC 

CYI 

s/c 

CYI 

MC 

CYI 

MC 

CYI 

MC 

CYI 

MC 

s/c 

s/c 

CYI 

CYI 

s/c 

Canary we're now at 83.8 miies. 

Roger, copy. 

Gemini 9 we're standing by for your food report. 

Roger, we have consumed 4% meals, and 110 ounces 

of water. 

Roger 110 ounces....Flight, Canary, do you want to 

break this down into specific meals on this 

foodreport? 

Negative on that, but we would like a sleep 

report. 

RoEer... Gemini 9 could you also give me a sleep 

report. 

. . . ..on 8 hours of dozing.... 

Roger, copy... .Flight, Canary. 

Ga itilchd . 

Okay he gave me a radar range of 83.8 I; l:~~s;, and 

also issuing 8 fuel cell H2tank pressu,; of 258 

the heater could be turned off now, but you have 

that in R. 

Fuel cell what? 

Hydrogen tank pressure. 

And what was> it, 2, what? 

. ..25&... 

Roger 

Canary we're 82.3 miles with a range rate of 69 

feet per second. 
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CYI 

CYI 

MC 

CYI 

MC 

CYI 

MC 

CYI 

MC 

KNO 

Roger copy. 

Did you get that last range rate, Flight? 

We copied. 

01.; ay . 

ECOM'S satisfied with that fuel cell pressure. 

0 ay, very good. 

Canary send US another OBC. 

Roger.. ..Canary has C-Band LOS. 

Ksno go remote. 

Roger, power remote............ 

ENL, OF TAPti 
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This is Gemini Control at 19 ho;lrs, 50 minut.es and 3C seconds after liftoff. 

Gemini 9 spacecraft is presently crossin,: t;!le Arabian peninsula and will 

shortly cross into the -- over the Indian 0c:ean. There have been no further 

voice contacts with the crew since the pas, -c over the Canary Islands tracking 

station. The spacecraft will be acquired by the Carnarvon, Australia, 

tracking station within the next 1-5 minutes. At 19 hours, 51 minutes and 

three seconds after liftoff, this is Gemini Control 

END OF TAPE 
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This is Gemini Control 20 hours, 10 minutes and 30 seconds after liftoff. 

At the present time, Gemini 9 is over the Carnarvon, Australia, tracking 

station, and the crew is in conversation with the spacecraft communicator 

at that station. The pass over the station will last some eight minutes 
. . 

and 47 seconds. The crew has also reported the results of the coelliptic 

maneuver, and they've also reported that.@,,percent of the onboard OAMS 

propellant are remaining. We have the first pqrtion of the tape of the . 

Carnarvon pass currently underway, which we will play for you now. 

CR0 

HOU FLT 

CR0 

HOU FLT 

CR0 

HOU FLT 

CR0 

HOU FLT 

CR0 

s/c 

CR0 

s/c 

CR0 

s/c 

Carnarvon has ac aid contact. 

Roger. 

Gemini telemetry’s solid. 

Roger. . . 

All systems go. 

Roger. 

Carnarvon has ATDA telemetry solid. 

Roger. 

Gemini 9, Carnarvon Capcom. 

Carnarvon . . . . . . . . . 

Roger. Would you turn the tape recorder power circuit breaker 

off. 

Turn off. 

Would you verify that the telemetry standby control switch is 

off. 

Off. It's off. 

_. 

i L - - - I a. L L - - i i n” e 



_ 
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CR0 

s/c 

CR0 

S/C 

CR0 

s/c 

CR0 

SC / 

CR0 

HOU FLT 

CR0 

HOU FLT 

CR0 

HOTJ FLT 

CR0 

HO1J FLT 

CR0 

s/c 

CR0 

Roger. Could you give us a prop quantity readout. 

Roger. Thirty-two percent. 

Roger. How'd the NSR burn go? 

On time at 80 was 081 -- was 01 and 82 was about 02. 

Roger. I've got a general phase backup for you when you're ready 

to copy. 

Standby. OK, go. 

GETB -- 20:55:28. EPNSR -- 01:01:04. Delta v -- 16.7. Burn 

time -- 0 +21. Core 25 -- 90147. Core 26 -- 00075. Core 27 -- 

00020. 16.5 forward, 0.3 up, and 2.5 right. Range -- 16.3 

nautical miles. Range rate -- 64 feet per second. Azimuth -- 

178.5 right, elevation -- 27.4 down. Range and range rate are 

two minutes and ten seconds prior to TPT. 

This is Gemini 9. Roger. We got the backup. Thank you. 

Flight, Carnarvon. 

Go ahead. 

OK. I turned off the tape dump and also the standby transmitter. 

OK. Are you showing radar lock? 

That's affirm. 

Roger. Could we ask him for a range rating, please. 

Roger. Will you give me range and range rate. 

Do you read it on the ground? 

We're getting it on the computer. 

Right now we're 54.3 miles. 

Roger. 



. . 

At 86 feet per second. 

Rag. 

copy. OK. 1 guess you'd better turn his ac lights on. 

Roger. Just did, Flight. The ac lights are cn, 9. 

Roger. 

Carnarvon, Flight. 

Go ahead, Flight. 

MISSION COMMENTARY, GEMINI 9k {i'j, h/4/66, 3:‘,0 A, M. 

s/c 

CRC 

HOU FLT 

CR0 

s/c 

HOU FLT 

CR0 

HOU FLT 

CR0 

HOU FLT 

CR0 

HOU FLT 

CR0 

HOU FLT 

CR0 

Send us a Gemini LOS mai~n. 

Roger. 

Carnarvon, Flight. 

Go ahead. 

Send us an OBC every data point, please. 

Roger. Will do. Flight, Carnarvon. 

Go ahead, Carnarvon. 
. 

OK. The last range we qot out of the canputcr was 323 KC; and the 

range rate -- 79.7. 

OK. 

Gemini 9, Carnarvon. We're one minute to LOS. 

Roger. Carndrvon, Gemini 9 is at 71.9 miles 88 . . . . . . . . . 

HOU FLT 

CR0 

s/c 

END OF TAPE 

TAPE 34, PAGE 3 
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This is Gemini Control at 20 hours 30 minutes and 3c? seconds after lift-off. 

Gemini 9 at the present time is over the South Central Pacific, nearing the 

end of the 13th revolution. Some 20 minutes from now the Corpus Christi 

station on the state side series of stations in the space flight network 

will acquire Gemini 9. Some 19 minutes from now , just prior to the acqusition 

by the Texas stAtion. The terminal phase initiation maneuver for the 3rd 

re-rendezvous is scheduled at 20 hours 31 minutes and 6 seconds after 

lift-off, this is Gemini Control. 

END OF TAPE 
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This is Gemini Control, 21 hours, and zero minutes and 33 seconds after 

lift-off. Gemini 3 is presently over the stations of the Eastern Test Range 

and will be acquired by the Canary Islands tracking station in approximately 

three minut.es. During this state side pass currently underway, Command 

pilot Stafford commented that the range to the target in his first report 

was approximately 21 miles and they were approximately seven miles above the 

target. The second report was 18 miles closing and the last report that we 

heard he was 17.72 miles from the target. We have the first portion of 

the state side pass on tape. Let's see if that's ready to sol1 now. 

HOU 

HOU FLIGHT 

GRAND TURK 

SPACECRAFT 

HOU FLIGHT 

SPACECRAFT 

HOU FLIGHT 

SPACECRAFT 

HOU FLIGH'I 

Texas go remote. Texas go remote...Texas go remote. 

Texas is remote. 

Gemini 9, Houston standing by. 

Acquisition Grand Turk. 

From the rendezvous from above, we've reflected 

moon light on the target. 

This is Houston, no answer is required....remember 

to turn ac lights off. 

Roger,/%' 'have no ac lights e'his boy has got him 

In ref'j -Jcted moon light at 20 miles. I 

Rog, understand. 

Houston, Gemini 3, elevation 200.9 reads 21.04. 

Houston, roger. 

ANT 

SPACECRAFT 

AOS Antiqua. 

Houston, elevation at 201.7 reads 19.92 reads rates 

70. 

HOU FLIGHT Houston, roger. 

P - - - L 
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SPACECRAFT Star been reflected sun light into sun rise now. 

Houston, Gemini 9, elevation 203.0 18.82 miles 

66 feet per second. 

HOU FLIGHT Houston, roger. Houston has commanded ac lights 

off. 

In the clouds. Houston, Gemini 9 elevation 204.2 SPACECRAFT 

reads 17.72. 

HOU FLIGHT 

SPACECRAFT 

HOU FLIGHT 

SPACECRAFT 

HOU FLIGHT 

SPACECRAE'T 

. HOU FLIGHT 

SPACECRAFT 

HOU FLTGHT 

GRANDTURK 

HOU FLIGHT 

ANT 

END OF TAPE 

Houston, roger. 

Houston, close loop is 20 forward, two left, three 

down. 

Houston, got it. 

..,.Dodsn't look good from here at this time. 

Houston, Gemini 9, Point D is 206.0 , 16.60.mihs 

$$nge rate 33. 

Houston, roger. 

Houston, this is 9 and we're taking a backup solution 

staying close loop. 

Roger, understand. 

Backup reads 617 forward and three up. 17 forward 

and three up. 

Houston, roger. 

LOS, Grand Turk. 

Houston approaching LOS. 

LOS, Antiqua. 
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This is Gemini Control at 21 hours, 10 minutes and 30 seconds after liftoff. 

Gemini 9 at the present time is over the Canary Island tracking station and 

in his comments to the spacecraft communicator at Canary, Command Pilot 

Stafford commented that the onboard radar was doing beautifully in the 

measurements of the distance to the target, and at last report he was 

10.21 miles from the target and closing. We have the beginning portion 

of the tape of this pass, so let's roll it now. 

CYI 

HOU'FLT 

CYI 

HOU FLT 

CYI 

HOU FLT 

CYI 

s/c 

HOU FLT 

CY I 

s/c 

CYI 

s/c 

Canary has ac aid contact. Canary has Gemini TM solid. 

Target TM contact. 

hoger , 

We have C-band track, Flight. 

Roger. 

All systems look good, Flight. 

Koger . 

We're indicating a range . . . . . . 

This is Gemini 9 transmitting in the blind. We will align the 

platform after five minutes and have 30 percent fuel . . . . . 

C-ive him a roger on that. 

How-, 9, Canary Copoom. Roger. We copy. 

Roger. We'11 align the platform and close loop this .,... 

We used the backup solution. We have 30 percent fuel remaining. 

Roger. COPY. 

And we cannot see him against the sunlit ocean down below even 

though we're down tc, Xi miles. 
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CYT 

s/c 

CYI 

HOU FLT 

s/c 

CYI 

. s/c 

CYI 

s/c 

CYI 

HOU FLT 

s/c 

CYI 

s/c 

CYI 

HOU FLT 

CYI 

HOU FLT 

Roger. 

Radar is doing beautifully. 

Did you copy all that, Flight? 

COPY. 

Canary, this is Gemini 9. Our last point elevation -- 215.6. 

Range -- 11.7 miles. Range rate -- 78. 

Roger. 

Canary, this is Gemini 9. We're aligning no angle, no range rate. 

We're at 10.21 miles. 

Roger. 

Canary, this is Gemini 9. We're aligning, and I do not get any 

range or range rate out of the computer at this time. 

Roger, Gemini 9. 

We copy. 

Houston, Gemini 9. Or Canary, Gemini 9. Elevation -- 227.2 -- 

7.18 miles. 

Roger. 

And we're passing over the sand dunes in the Sahara, also some of 

the lava flows here and are looking straight down at him, and I 

still can't see him. 

Roger, 9. Houston Flight, Canary Capcom. 

Go ahead. 

At TX time, we're at Dl. 12. The time and m@de is not coming up 

on the ground. As we out of' the 12 18 here. 

The time and mode is not counting up? 

._... _--. . ” . “. ._--... _-- -..._. _ -.._---..-. 
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CYI 

HOU FLT 

CYI 

HOU FLT 

CYI 

HOU FLT 

CYI 

HOU FLT 

CYI 

HOU FLT 

CYI 

HOU FLT 

KNO 

s/c 

HOU FLT 

s/c 

HOU FLT 

S/C 

HOU FLT 

That's affirmative. 

What mode is he in, Canary? 

He's in rendezvous. 

Send us another summary, Canary. 

Which one, Flight? 

Gemini. OBC. 

OBC . Roger. 

Canary, send us another computer OBC. 

Roger. Canary . . . . ..Lm . . . . . . 

Kano brought him up. Roger, Canary. How'd he look? 

Systems look great right near the end there. He went into search 

and looked like he was looking around quite a bit. . . . . . . . 

Kano, go remote. 

Kano remote. 

Gemini 9. Canary, Gemini 9. Elevation 233.9. 5.79 miles. 51 

feet per second. 

Houston standing by. Houston standing by. 

Roger, Houston. We're down to a little over three miles looking 

straight down into Sahara Desert. There's no visual contact. 

We're locked on -- following on radar. 

Understand. 

Houston, elevation is 238.4. Range 5.06. Range rate 29. 

Houston, roger. 
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s/c Houston, this is Gemini 9. Elevation -- . ...4.0. Range -- 

4.31. Range rate -- 44. 

HOU FLT Houston, rog. Houston's one minute to LOS. 

s/c Rog. 

HOU FLT OK, 9, Houston. Advise your fuel cut off as five percent on the 

s/c 

HOU FLT 

s/c 

HOU FLT 

gauge. 

Down to three miles and still no visual contact . . . . . . 

Houston, roger. 

Houston, . . . . . finally have a little spot down there . . . . . . 

Houston, roger. 

END OF TAPE 
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This is Gemilii Con rol at 21 hours, 40 minutes and 30 seconds after lift-off. 

Gemini 9 is within a few seconds of acquisition by the Carnarvon Australia 

tracking.station at this time they have a fuel purge...fuel cell purge scheduled, 

and they should be beginning the preparation for extravehicular activity and 

having a meal. Meanwhile the U.S. weather bureau space flight meterology 

group here in Mission Control said that weather conditions remain satisfactory 

in the areas of prime concern for continutation of the flight of Gemini 9 

during the next two days and probably through the remainder of the mission. 

The mid-Pacific landing zone centered about 300 miles north east of 

Honolulu, has partly cloudy skys, winds out of the southeast as you were south 

west about 12 knots and seas at four feet. In the western Pacific landing 

zone about 700 miles south west of Toyoko is mostly cloudy skys with scattered 

showers. In the northern portion of the zone the winds are northwestern 

at 10 to 15 knots and seas at four feet. In the southern portion , they 

are.20 to 20 knot winds and seas ranging up to eight feet. In the primary 

landing zvne in the western Atlantic, centered about 800 miles east of Miami 

partly cloud:, skys with a few widely scattered showers, winds are out of 

the east at l'j to 18 knots and seas range from four to five feet. Let's 

see if we can't cut in on the Carnarvon pass at this time. 

SPACECRAFT What did you say Carnarvon? We arein position with 

them . We've got about 18 percent of fuel remaining. 

CR0 j .T Roger. 

SPACECRAFT And.. .what's our status now on EVA? 

CR@ Standby one. 

HOU FLIGHT Carnarvon, Houston Flight. 

,HCU FLIGHT I didn't copy that first, say again. 
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CR0 

SPACECRAFT 

HOU FLIGHT 

CR0 

SPACECRAFT 

CR0 

CR0 

HOU 

CR0 

HOU 

CR0 

s/c 

HOU 

CR0 

HOU 

He said that his status on fuel was 18 per cent and he 

would like to know what his EVA status is. 

Cainarvon, Gemini 9 

Is he station keeping? 

Standby one, go ahead 9. 

It's going to take us a lot of fuel to stay here for 

EVA for three hours. 

Roger, understand. Standby ane and I'll talk to flight. 

Flight, 

Flight Carnarvon 

Go ahead. 

Ol:ay. He has got about 18 per cent remaining and 

to station keep for any length of time is going to 

use a lot of fuel up, I guess and he must know about 

what you feel about EVA. 

Tell him to stay with it until we get to the states. 

We will brief him fully. Go ahead with his EVA prep. 

Okay, that is it for now. 

Roger. Gemini 9. We would like for you to go ahead 

and station keep until we get to the states and then 

we will brief you over the states. Go ahead and continue 

with the EVA preparation. 

(Garbled) 

Go ahead with his eat period, Carnarvon. 

Is that eat period, Flight? 

Eat period, that is correct. 

-.. . I. ._ .rl ..-.-_-- -...--. 
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CRC Gemini 9, Carnarvon. 

Did you get a chance to purge your fuel cells? 

We haven't had a chance to do anything for a 

little bit here. 
. 

s/c 

CR0 O:ay, well we will stand by here if you want to 

s/c 

CR0 

HOU 

CR0 

HOU 

c'R0 

s/c 

CR0 

s/c 

CR0 

BOU 

CR0 

HOI! 

CR0 

mu 

start the purge. 

Okay. I will purge. 

Flight, Carnarvon. 

Houston Flight, Carnarvon. 

Go ahead, Carnarvon. 

The L-Bands are still on, do you want them to 

turn it off? 

Affirmative, Carnarvon. 

Okay. Gemini 9, Carnarvon. Would you turn off 

the L-Band radar? 

Roger. You talking about the L-Band? 

That is affirmative. 

It is off. 

Flight, Carnarvon. 

Go ahead, Carnarvon. 

The L-Band radar is off and command L Beacon off. 

Roger. 

They turned on the C-Band beacon on the ATDA. 

Roger. 
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HOU Carnarvon, Houston Flight 

CR0 Go ahead Flight. 

s/c 3 Carnarvon, Gemini 9. Are we still in contact? 

CR0 That is affirmative. 

s/c It appears I have got about 1'7 percent fuel. 

CR0 Roger. 

s/c And we are going to go through another one in 

station keeping during three hours. Would you 

pass that on to Flight? 

HOU We copied. 

CR0 Roger. 

SIC Roger. Now that we look at the problem it is 

going to take quite a bit of fuel to station 

keep for three hours due to the EVA. 

CR0 Roger, we understand. 

s/c I think the loop for our preparation has been 

abbreviated. 

CR0 Roger. 

HOU Carnarvon, Houston Flight. 

CR0 Go ahead, Flight. 

HOU Tell him to go ahead with the eat period and try to 

minimize the fuel consumption. We are looking at the 

profile now, to see what we can do. 

CR0 Gemini 9, Carnarvon, we would like for you to go 

ahead with your eat period and minimize your usage of , 

fuel and we will talk to you over the states. 
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CR0 Flight, Carnarvon. 

HOU 

CR0 

Go ahead, Carnarvon. 

Okay, we have completed the purge on section one, 

HOU 

CR0 

starting on section two. 

Yeah, okay. Purge on section one look okay3 

That is affirm. 

HOU Okay. 

It is pretty quite over this pass over Carnarvon. There is one minute and 

47 seconds remaining in this pass. Perhaps the crew again will talk to the, 

spacecraft communicator. We will stand by and listen. 

CR0 The purge is completed, Flight. 

HOU Roger. 
\ 

CR0 * 

s/c 

CR0 

s/c 

CR0 

Gemini 9, Carnarvon. 

Go ahead, Carnarvon. 

'Would you place your quantity read to ECS02? 

Fuel cell 02. Fuel cell H2. 

. ..to off and we are standing by. 

Spacecraft Gemini 9 and the target vehicle have just moved out of the acquisition 

range of the Carnarvon station. Spacecraft communicator at Carnarvon said both 

vehicles looked very good. At 21 hours 51 minutes and 45 seconds, this is Gemini 

Control. 

END OF TAPE 
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Good Morning. This is Gemini Control......this is.....this is Gemini Control 

forgive the delay, no new contact with the crew, we're presently showing 22 

hours into the flight. No new contact since Carnarvon, the spacecraft now 

off the east coast of Australia. The crew is eating breakfast, they did a 

good day's work before breakfast this morning preforming a very involved 

rendezvous from above, which was successful although Tom Stafford had a good deal 

of trouble spotting the target vehicle against a sun-lit ocian. . We expect 

a rather extensive briefing on our EVA plans as the spacecraft moves across 

the states, these plans are under going final review at presently in a Staff 

Support room here in the Control Center, and that is the only additional 

activity we show on our flight plan, presently. Meanwhile the Gemini 9 is 

maintaining a separation distance of approximately 100 feet from the target 

vehicle in this swing across the Pacific while thecrew does enjoy breakfast. 

This is Gemini Control, Houston. 

dND OF TAPE 
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This is Gemini Control Houston. We were in contact with the spacecraft 

a few minutes over, a few minutes ago over Canton Island and the status 

of the pilots was asked by Neil Armstrong. Tom Stafford gave us a summary 

that went something like this"we're pretty well bushed" and he also raised 

for the first time some question in his own mind, having talked it over 

he said with Gene Cernan, he questioned whether, and when EVA should be 

done. It is his suggestion that perhaps the EVA event should wait till 

tomorrow morning, he realizes the alternatives are that where some experiments 

could be done, and he qualified it by saying we have a specific plan for the 

ATDA, suggesting the release of the shroud, and suggesting go ahead with 

some docking practice. Vfe questioned the need for EVA, as presently planned 

for 25 hours and 10 minutes. There has been considerable work done during 

the night on a plan for EVA which will discussed at length over the states 

in some 10 to 12 minutes from now. Meanwhile the Surgeon reports that the 

crew got approximately 8 hours sleep last night, it was described as 

dozing sleep, not at all solid. They both sound a little tired this morning. 

They have been working hard to carry out this rendezvous from above. The crew 

has alsc) had total of 110 ounces of water we can't break that down per man 

but we wculd guess it would divide approximately. We have this brief tape 

conversation with the Canton Island station, we'll play it for you now. 

MC 

CTN 

MC 

s/ c 

HOW 

VC 

HOU 

i - & 

Canton go remote. 

Canton remote. 

Go remote. 

Roger. 

Gemini 9 this is Houston, 

Roger, Houston read you. 

Houston, Gemini 9. 

Roger we're reading you load with a little 
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HOU 

s/c 

MC 

s/c 

XND OF TAPE 

garbled. Advise we'd like to look at your station 

keeping here and thE/~~~~es to see what YOU fuel 

consumption down,/$" d like to have evalution of 

how you think you'll be able to do station 

keeping and EVA at the same time. 

Okay, we're going to talk it over, right now 

we're pretty bushed. 

(garbled) 

We've got I estimate 16 to 17 percent fuel remaining 

and this with the experiment we have planned, and 

everything else, we've talked it over and we 

think it might be better for both of us to 

knock it off for a while, do some experiments 

and try the EVB: this morning, unless you have a 

specific plan to do some good with it, I don't 

feel we'd gain a whole lot, over. 

Roger. Tq I followed that. We're probably 

about 2 minutes to LOS. talking to you here at 

the station we have acquistion at 22, 23, 

Roger, 22, 23. 
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This is Gemini Control Houston at 22 Hours, 26 minutes into the flight. 

Within the last few minutes in conversation with the crew the decision has 

been reached to postpone extravehicular activity until at least tomorrow. 

I say,aggin, a decision has been reached to postpone the EVA activity. 

The crew reaction of this was a statement from Tom Stafford -- '"We agree'! 

very heartily with that recommendation." Additional work is a foot how- 

ever, in an attempt to shake loose the shroud still enclosing the target 

docking adapter rir& And this activity will go'on during this pass. I" 
presently 

The spacecraft/just crossing the east coast of Mexico in the Gulf. 

The crew is standing by in order to get photographs of this operation. 

The plan is this -- we will activ&&& Ring A of the ATDA, that is the re- 

action control system ring, which still has a full 35 pounds of fuel avail- 

able in it, we will cycle the rigidieing-non-rigidizing sequence, that is 

move the docking adapter oone in and out and at the same time, we will 

pitch up and down the ATBA itself, in an attempt obviously to shake the 

clam shells loose, they are still being held together by at least two 

wire bundles, perhaps two more inside. But we know thererlare two connecting 

externally. As near as can be observed, those are the only two bundles 

connecting. The bolts -- stainless stceel belly band -- about the outside 

of the adapter clam shells have been blown and are free. The status of 

the ATDA &n addition to Ring A, and its fuel, which I have given you, the 

squib batteries which abtivate the pyre' circuits, an independent battery 

system from the main system -- the squib battery still contains three amps 

or 20% of the power. The main battery system still has 621 amps, this is 

approximately 60$ of the power remaining since take off. Commands are 
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going up to the ATDA at this time. The command to the -- the primary execute 

command to the ATDA has been sent, and a signal verifying receipt has been 

received. The Ring A squib buss has been on. We don't have an exact posi- 

tion on where Gemini 9 is, we would estimate it is 100 to 150 feet from 

the ATDA. Additional commands going up to the Agena. Stafford has come 

in several times to report that the same rates that he has observed still 

obtained with the ATDA. But this is understandable, because I don't think 

the pitching motion has been introduced,as yet. Now the RCS Ring A has 

been activated and Stafford confirms visually that this stopped the 

rates abruptly. The slight roll rate which the ATDA had been maintain- 

ing. He says the.rates have been pretty well damped. Stafford says the 

ATDA is rolling to the left about two degrees per second. The expecta- 

tion is this series of maneuvers, which will continue out to into the middle 

of the Atlantic Ocean, may very well deplete the fuel supply in Ring A, 

but the feeling is, that it will be well worth the effort. We are now 

preparing to send the rigidized-unrigidized command. A rigidized command 

has been sent and a message of acceptance has been received, And Tom 
thruster 

says, they're~realjy tossing the/fuel out now, while this rigidizing- 

unrigidizing sequence goes on. The thruster fuel of course, coming from 

the target vehicle. All the while, Stafford and Cernan are taking pictures 

of this activity. It should be a remarkable photographic record. We're 

going to the unrigidized sequence. Tom Stafford reports he's already 

expended one can of film. He wants to reload, We have unrigidized the 

cone, the signal has gone up -- an acceptance signal has come back. 

The Flight Director has ordered that we return the ATDA to a low rate 

load. Tom Stafford has remarked several times of the unusual thruster 

activity he's observing. Stafford estimates his present pnboard propellant 
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quantity reading is 12 to 135. He says the target vehicle thrusters are

still firing very rapidly and he has asked the flight directornand should

he maintain a station keeping position kith the target vehicle for another

rev that decision has been postponed for about 10 minutes, until we are

within the Canary area of acquisition. We have lost telemetry contact

with the target vehicle right now which is out some 500-800 miles east

of Bermuda. The preliminary indication is that this series of maneuvers

introduced across the states apparently was without effect. We've heard

nothing from the crew. Our TM shows also that we did not have much suc-

cess. The clam shells apparently are still around the docking cone.

To recap this rather e_traordinary active pass -- a decision was reached

and passed to the crew at the beginning of the pass that any EVA considera-

tions on the EVA which had been scheduled for about 25 hours and 10

minutes into the flight would be postponed until at least tomorrow

moo_ing. The one possible fact that could have changed that decision would

have been the success of jettisoning these panels, shaking them loose

somehow. And, in an attempt to to that a series of bucking pitching up and

6_wn motions were introduced into the ATDA by going to Ring A and at the

same time, several rigidizing and unrigidizing commands_e_e sent to the

docking cone, Apparently, without success. We are now prepared to play

the tape as we moved acmoss the states, the communicator _rom the space-

craft is Tom Stafford. You will also hear some discussion from our Agena

console operator and I believe Gene Kranz the flight director, also gets

on the loop from time to time. Here's that tape.

END OF TAPE
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HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

s/c 

HOU Roger, good. The next thing we'd like to do is 

s/c 

HOU 

s/c 

CYI 

HOU 

CYI 

Guaymas go remote 

\ 

TAPE 92, PAGE i 

Gemini 9, Houston 

Gemini 9 Houston, Go 
we 

Roger. Its the ground recommendation that/postpone 

the EVA activity till the third day. Would you 

agree with that? 

We recommend very heartily with that recommendation. 

fire up the ATDA A-ring during this stateside pass 

and cycle the rates and the cone and would you be in 

a position to observe and photograph that activity? 

Roger. We'll hit it on this stateside pass and I'm 

into the sunrise right now and the cameras all set up 

and we're able to follow the whole works. 

All right. We'd like to have word from you when you 

think the lighting will be satisfactory and your in 

a good position to begin that activity. 

Okay. 

Canary Cap Corn AF'D. 

This is AFD Canary go ahead. 

If you follow, we're going to do that sequence and 

then we'll - also going to do sequence 4 and 3. 

HOU 

CYI 

HOU 

Roger, copy. Your going to - okay we've got it. 

Rigidize and unrigidize. 

Roger. Here we go. Just like Gsng Busters. 

Okay, very good, 
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CYI 

HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

TEX 

GYM 

HOU 

s/c 

We'll keep you briefed. 

Roger, Roger. 

Houston, this is Gemini niner. 

Roger, go ahead. 

Were you able to find out Neilwhether theres 

anything we could do EVA to the ATDA that might 

afford us a docking? 

We've looked into it rather extensively and we had 

some possible actions. However, we did not have a 

very high confidence level in those actions. 

Now, Tom and I discussed this whole thing and I 

guess the real - the little real-time evaluation 

of what we've done in the past 20 hours or so and 

what we've got to do leads us to believe probably 

that the third day EVA might be better. 

Roger, we're in agreement with that at this point. 

We're continuing the flight planning activity in 

that direction. 

Be better. 

Texas go remote. 

Guaymas go local 

Texas remote 

Guaymas local 

Nine we're over about the middle of the Texas pass 

now, we're standing by for your recommendation. 

We're set to,go to photograph. Go ahead and turn on 

the RCS when you want. 
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HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

s/c . 

HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

HOU 

Okay, we'll let you know as we do each action here. 

Nine, Houston standing bi here, we're waiting for 

telemetry from the ATDA. We should have it squared 

away in a second. 

Roger. 

Select in RCSA now. 

Roger. We're taking pictures. (garbled) same drift 

rates. 

Okay. He hasn't sent, he's going through warmup now. 

Thirty seconds ago. 

Okay theres secondary TSS. Execute. 

. . . . . ..jar at the same rates Neil. 

Okay. We're still about a few seconds away I guess. 

Hope we don't run you out of film. RCS power on. 

Oh, yea, that stopped it right away. Tight as a rock. 

(garbled) . . ..as a rock. 

Hold the time. Now it's stopped. 

Roger. 

Looks like its pretty well damped. 

Roger 

. 

Right away it st&ts drifting now. You turn it on 

and off, now its started to roll to the left. I'd 

estimate about two degrees per second maybe three. 

Roger. 

Give us a mark when you turn it on. 

Okay. 

Okay, going to high rate. 
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HOU 

S/C 

HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

HOU 

HOU 

BDA 

There's low rate. 

I didn't see it fire there at all. 

Okay. 

Still at low rate Neil. 

Okay. High rate. Mark. 

There it goes. It's really kicking out the RCS 

fuel. 

Roger. Okay we're going to cycle the nose cone now. 

Okay. Let us know when you cycle it, Neil, 

OK, we're coming up on rigidize. 

The thrusters are still continuing to fire quite 

full. It's just about regular reentry Neil. 

Okay. Rigidize. 

Boy,the?r really tossing bhe thruster fuel out now. 

Those thrusters are firing just about (garbled) 

a pretty good duty cycle. 

We're with you. 

They are still'firing. 

Okay, we're going to unrigidize now. 

Standby to reload the film. 

OK. 

Go ahead. Hold off we're right in the sun now. 

OK, we're going to loose a carrier here pretty soon. 

Bermuda go remote. 

Bermuda go remote. 

Bermuda remote. 

TAPE 92, PAGE 4 i 

.  , . . .  
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HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

S/C 

s/c 

HOU 

s/c 

Okay, go ahead now. 

GK. 

Look at those thrusters. Those thrusters are 

really going through a rapid duty cycle. At least 

a 50 - 50. 

Going to low rate now. 

You should be on RCS fuel before long. 

HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

s/c 

HCU 

s/c 

HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

Ckay, we're getting TM dropout.now. 

Do you want to set us up for a separation maneuver 

from it? 

Standby. 

Do you want us to station keep for another rev? 

I've got about 12 percent fuel. 

Ok, we're going to be at Canary in a few minutes. 

We'll give you that dope there. What is your 

propellant quantity now? 

Roger. Twelve percent (16). Twelve or thirteen 

percent. 

Ok, Tom. 

Man those RCS thrusters are still firing real 

rapidly. 

OK. We lost TM but we're going ahead and send an 

RCS off. 

Roger. 

Tell us if you see it stop firing. 

It stopped. 

OK. 

Are you following Cmary? 
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HOU 

HOU 

CYI 

HOU 

Roger. 

Canary Cap Corn AFD 

Go, AFD 

Ok, we'd like acq LOS main from Gemini and we'll 

get you the ATDA stuff a8 Boon as we can get it 

squared away. 

CYI Roger. 

HOU Okay, we're approaching LOS at Bermuda, Tom. 

Canary will pick you up in three or four minutes. 

Roger. s/c 

(Pause) 

This is Gemini Control Houston. Over the Canary's the crew was 

advised to perform a three foot per second retro-burn. And, please 

advise us of the time of the burn. They have not yet completed the 

burn. When given that instruction, Stafford oaid."we're about three 

feet away from the monster and we're taking some more pictures." 

The crew is also advised when performing this three foot per second 

retro-burn to please bring up the L-band radar on the ATDA and give 

it a little service check a8 they move away from the beast. The 

source pressure on ring-A in the ATDA (the target docking adapter), 

is running at 2100, which is a good solid value. Stafford also 

advised that they had aboard plenty of' documentary evidence of what 

precisely caused this failure. He did not elaborate on that remark. 

Our best estimate is that approximately 50 pounds of useable propellant 

remain on Gemini 9. This is somewhat less than the flight plan ahowed. 

We should have at this pointin time Just a few pound8 le88, but it8 

probably enough to carry off an extravehicular activity tomorrow. We 

have now the tape conversation with the Canary Station and we'll play 

-.. _._ _,-_.. 
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it for you at this time. 

END OF TAPE. 

- 
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HOU FLT 

CYI 

HOU FLT 

Canary Cape Corn, Houston Flight 

Go ahead, Flight. We have TM solid. 

Ok, why don't you advise the crew to do a three foot 

per second retrograde burn at their convenience and 

advise us cf the time at which they started their 

burn. 

CYI 

HOU FLT 

CYI 

CYI 

sic 

CYI 

s/c 

CYT 

s/c 

CYI 

HOU FLT 

CYI 

HOU FLT 

Roger. Three foot per second retrograde at their 

convenience and give us the time. 

Roger 

All system are go, Flight. 

Gemini 9, Canary Cap Corn 

Roger, Canary. We are about three feet away from 

the monster taking some pictures, go ahead. 

Ok, we would like for*you to do a three feet per 

second retrograde maneuver at your convenience 

and give us the time. 

Roger, we are still snapping pictures. 

Ok, we are standing by. All systems look good. 

. . . ..one we are taking a picture of. 

Flight, Canary. The RCS source pressure on the target 

vehicle TB 16 is holding steady at 2100. 

Roger. 

Canary Cap Corn, Houston Flight. 

Go ahead, Flight. 

We use send Channel 22 SEP to the ATIlA and then go 

through Sequence 19 Alpha to turn the L-Rand beacon 

on. 
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CYI 

HOU FLT 

CYI 

HOU FLT 

CYI 

s/c 

CYI 

s/c 

WI 

s/c 

Ah roger, we are going to have plenty of documentary 

evidence as to what caused the failure. 

Roger, 9. We are in the process right now of turning 

the L-band on for you. 

Good. 

HOU FLT Ok, End you can advise them to conserve the fuel from 

CYI 

s/c 

CYI 

HOU FLT 
- - - - - 

Twenty-two set. What 1~ that function, flight? 

L-band enable.br. I 1 1. 

L-band enable within sequence 19 Alpha, Roger. 

You can tell the crew we are turning the L-band 

on for their separation. 

Roger. 

Canary, this is 9. We have fully documentary 

evidence on what caused the failure. 

Say again, 9. 

here on out. We'll update them further in the 

flight plan. 

Roger. 

Gemini 9, we would like for you to conserve as much 

fuel as you can from here on out and we'll update 

you later on the flight plan. 

Ok. We are elowly drifting away from it and after 

we get squared away and finish our picture I won't 

use anymore fuel. We'll go ahead and do the three 

foot per second retrograde. 

Roger, Copy. 

We've completed those coammQ;Flight. 

Ok, fine. r * L_ h. A * L L i a P. 

" 1.. 
-. 

._ - 
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CYI: 

HOU FLT 

CYI 

HOU FLT 

Houston Flight, Canary. We've got two minutes to 

LOS. Do you want this burn done before LOS? 

If it is convenient for him. Just so we get the 

time, you advised him of that? 

That's affirmative. 

Canaries has LOS, both vehicles. All systems Go. 

Roger, Canaries 

EXDOFlXPE 
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This is Gemini Control Houston. 22 hours, 58 minutes into 

the flight. Three to four minutes from now over the Tananarive 

station we now estimate that Stafford and Cernan will perform the 

three foot per second retrograde burn, and this burn will have the 

effect of lowering the Gemini perigee about one and a half miles 

and will place the spacecraft about eight and a half miles ahead 

of the target vehicle. It will gradually move away from the target 

vehicle at the rate of some eight to eight and a half miles per rev. 

It is a distinct possibility that this is the last time that the 

target vehicle will be seen in view of the low fuel budget. We 

have this brief tape conversation between the crew and remoted 

through the Kano station. We'll play it for you now. 

HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

s/c 

END OF TAPE 

Gemini 9, Houston standing by. 

Roger. We're getting squared away for our 

three foot per second retrograde burn. We've 

still got i!t:. in sight. Exposed a lot of film, 

and we'll.... all over Carnarvon or Tananarive. 

Roger. We're standing by. All I need is the 
of the' 

timeand the velocity y. burn. 

Roger. 
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This is Gemini Control Houston. At 23 hours, seven minutes into 

the flight. A very few minutes ago, White Team capsule communicator 

Dick Gordon tagged up with the Gemini 9 crew via Tananarive and we 

were advised that the crew had performed the three foot per second 

separation maneuver that they'd been instructed to do some 20 min- 

utes ago. This maneuver carries them one and a half miles below the 

target vehicle, that's one and a half nautical miles in perigee at 

least, and moves them out in front of the target vehicle some eight 

to eight and a half miles. The crew also was instructed that we want 

to perform a rather extens4.ve accelerometer bias check on the next 

sweep across the United States. The tape from Tananarive has a lot 

of noise on it this morning but we'll play it for you at this time. 

TAN 

s/c 

HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

S/C 
HOU 

Tananarive go remote. 

Tananarive remote. 

. . . . . . . . . . ..this is Gemini 9. 

Gemini 9, Houston standing by. 

Roger. Gemini 9. We've just completed the 

three foot per second burn.........22 59 00. 

Gemini 9, Houston. Did you say again the time 

please. 

Roger. 22:59:00. 

Gemini 9, Houston. Copy the separation man- 

euver at 22:59:00. Is that affirmative? 

That is affirmative. 

Roger. Was that a three foot per second retro- 

grade? 

Say again. 
)r L L - A t b kh I L ._ - 
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HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

S/C 
HOU 

S/C 

HOU 

TAN 

Roger. 

. . . . . . . . . . ..to say again. 

Gemini 9, Houston. I understand it was a three 

foot per second retrograde burn. Is that affirm- 

ative? 

That is affirmative. 

Roger, Tom. Anticipate when we come across the 

states on the next pass that we'll do an accel- 

erometer bias check all the way across the states. 

We want to take a good look at it. So you can 

prepare for it even before you get there and let 

it run all the way across. 

Roger, will do. From here to our pass......... 

rendezvous for 24 hour period to push the work 

load. 

Gemini 9, Houston. We're having a little trouble 

reading you. Would you say again, please? 

Tananarive has DOS. 

END OF TAPE 

- - - - - i - L- L L L L & 0. i 
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This is Gemini Control Houston, 23 hours, 54 minutes into the 

flight. Since we last had a report, we've had contact via 

Carnarvon. Stafford confirmed which thrusters he'd use to 

make his separation maneuver. He also reports that the spacecraft 

radar is on but the ATDA radar is - I'm sorry the reverse of that. 

The spacecraft radar is not on but the ATDA radar is. The 

transponder on top of the ATDA is on. During the course of the 

flight, as perhaps to underscore some earlier counts from gaafford, 

the people on the ground noticed that Tom appeared to fall asleep 

during the course of the pass. The general plan ir now to run 

' silent as‘ Gene Kranz has put it, for the next several revs to give 

the crew a chance to rest, We will however go aheed end perform 

an accelerometer,bias check over the states during the upcoming 

pass. For the next several revs it looks very quite. In about 

two and a half hours we expect to start the first of three &IF- 

VHF polarization experiments. These at Hawaii and porribly Antigua. 

Here now is the tape conversation recorded over Carnarvon. 

CR0 Standing by at Carnarvon 

s/(c Roger. 

CR0 Czrnarvon has telemetry showing on both vehicles. 

Gemini 9 Carnarvon Cap Corn, we're rtill handing by 

s/c 

CR0 

S/C 

Roger Carnarvon. We're Just getting aquared 

away here in the cockpit. 

Roger. 

Had accelerometer bias check across the atatee and 

computers all set up. 

r 
- - - _ - - - L a L P L L - i 
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CR0 

s/c 

CR0 

s/c 

CR0 

HOU 

CR0 

HOU 

Okay. 

Check on the thrusters. 

Standby. 

On that three foot per second burn which thruster 

did you use? 

Roger. We used the forward firing, number 11 and 12. 

Roger. We copy. 

Flight, Carnarvon 

Go ahead Carnarvon. 

Okay, the spacecraft radar is not on however, the 

ATDA is. Do you want to go ahead and turn it off 

or do you want to leave it like it is? 

Lets leave it on during this pass here until we 

confirm that we got positive separation. We'll 

CR0 

HOU 

CR0 

HOU 

CR0 

HOU 

CR0 

HOU 

CR0 

probably turn it off over the states. 

Roger. 

You missed all the excitement,yesterday Bill. 

How's thRt? 

All these good re-rendezvous. 

We just did all that her,e in the last four hours. 

Is that right. 

I guess you were sleeping. 

You know we may leave you out there permanently, 

I'm getting an accent. 
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HOU 

CR0 

CR0 

HOU 

CR0 

HOU 

CR0 

HOU 

CR0 

HOU 

CR0 

HOU 

HOU 

HOW'S your team out there? - 

Doing great. 

Carnarvon has C-band track. 

Roger. Thank you. 

Everything looks good flight. 

Roger, Carnarvon. Everything looks good here. 

Flight, Carnarvon 

Go ahead. 

Looks like the pilot might be going to sleep. 

Okay, thats outstanding. 

Roger. 

Carnarvon has one minute until LOS. 

Roger. 

Carnarvon has LOS on both vehicles. 

Roger, Bill. 

This is Gemini Control Houston. While that tape was playing the 

spacecraft came in contact with the west coast of the United States 

and this conversation has ensued. 

HOU 

GYM 

HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

Guaymas go remote 

Guaymas remote. 

Gemini 9, Houston. 

Houston, Gemini 9 

Roger 9. We're standing by for your accelerometer 

check all the way across. 

s/c Roger. Have address 25, 26, and 27 all zeroes. 



r 
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s/c 

HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

s/c 

IIOU 

S/C 

Pushing start camp. 

Roger. Just let it go no thrusting and.we'll 

watch it. I have a flight plan update fcr you. 

Roger. 

,Roger. Node ascending node rev 15 158.6 west, 

and your flight plan update for the next couple 

of revs, we're going to give you an eat period 

starting right now at your convenience. Give 

you a couple of revs of rest and we'll pick you 

up about the beginning of - at the end of rev 17 

beginning of rev 18 over the states again. 

Roger. That sounds good. What time will that be? 

Roger, we'll pick you up at Hawaii time at the 

end of rev 17 is 26~52 it will be approximately 

27:10, 27:15., 

Sounds real good. We're going to get a little snooze 

here and eats for awhile. 

OK, while we're watching this bias check., we'd also 

like to brief you on a cross feed:. We want to go 

ahead and open the cross feed now. What this will 

do for us, if we open it now and balance those tanks 

we can close the cross feed at the beginning of 

EVA in the morning and we will not have to open it 

up again. So if we do it now, we’ll be all set 

for the rest of the flight. 

Roger. Do you want to go ahead and open it at 

this time. 
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HOU 

s/c 

Well I'll just go ahead and read the procedures 

to you. Quantity read switch to fuel cell 02. 

Roger. Fuel cell 02. 

HOU 'Okay, Agena control bus arm switch to experiments 

SIC 

HOU 

s/c 

position. 

Roger, bus arm to experiments. 

Roger, cross feed switch open. 

Roger, cross feed switch coming open, and we heard 

HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

WC 

HOU 

S/C 

HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

the thud. 

Okay. I understand the pyro fired, Agena control 

bus arm swi.tch safe. 

Positioned. 

Ok, fuel'cell 02 heater off. 

Fuel cell 02 heater off. 

Quantity reads switch to ECS02 for 20 seconds, 

Roger, ECS02. 

Nine, Houston. Quantity read switch, fuel cell H2. 

Fuel cell H2. 

Roger and you can leave it there for 20 seconds and 

then off. 

H2 coming off. 

Roger. Cryogauging switch to off. 

Roger. 

Tom, thats all I have right now for you and we just 

watched you going across. You can relax for awhile. 
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s/c All the facts are gone on that last rendezvous; 

I think we've learned a whole lot about rendezvous 

from those last two and also from the first 

ones. 

HOU Yes, I think we all did on those. 

s/c 

HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

s/c 

Yea that was quite a chore. I appreciated that last 

one. Everything was going real good and then..:, 

but we came out okay on it. 

Okay real fine. Real glad that it happened that 

way. 

But, you talk about being busy as a left handed paper 

hanger trying to go optically and also RFR. That 

was quite a chore. 

Hell, thats nothing new, is it. 

No its just.like flying the old GCA. 

Well it looked like a pretty good show from down here. 

Thank you. We used our backup initiate and which 

was real close to what the grounds was. The closed 

loop was off, we could see this . . . . . ..(garbled) 

Understand. 

This being the closed loop would've thrown us in the 

wrong way but our delta delta R showed us exactly 

what we had and the grounds. switching was good and so 

was our onboard backup. We went with that, we kept 

it closed loop and we used a modified first mid-course 

and then we took the backup . The closed loop for the 
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s/c final mid-course and this switching was exactly 

HOW 

WC 
HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

s/c 

on with ours. 
. 

Fine. Sounds good. At least we know how to do 

them now, don't we. 

Yes. 

Nine, Houston. 

Go ahead. 

Tom, just an overall look here. What we're looking 

at for this afternoon and after you have a couple- 

of revs of rest, is pickilig up some.of the expriments. 

The D-14's and S-11's. We can update those later 

for you. We'll update them in real-time for you 

to do them after your rest period. 'We're trying 

to get the EVA tomorrow morning as late as poss,ible 

and still maintaining stateside coverage so we 

can give you a good 10 hour rest period tonight before 

EVA prep. 

Roger. That sounds real good. Cyn you give us a, 

good accurate hack on our propellant quantity from 

the ground readout. I'm showing about 11 percent 

here. 

Standby. You have approximately 50 pounds of fuel 

remaining. 

Rog . 
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HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

s/c 

Read out electrical. 

Electrical read out. 

Did you get the counts on that quantity readout. 

CA@? 

That is correct. 

Roger. 

Do you want them now? 

HOU Please. 

s/c Okasr 

This is Gemini Control. That probably wraps up the conversation 

for the state-side pass although the spacecraft is only now over 

the east coast of the United States. But we do expect them to go 

ahead with the plan to maintain relative radio silence for the next 

couple of hour to give the crew a chance to cap-nat. The latest 

onboard propellant quantity reading for fuel is an estimate of 50 

pounds and according to the best indications we have now, this is 

enough to go ahead with the fairly limited experiment program for 

the day to complete the EVA sometime tomorrow morning, and continue 

through the planned 70 to 71 hour flight. At 24 hours seven minutes 

into the flight this is Gemini Control Houston. 

END OF TAPE 



measure the electron content of the ionosphere belaw the spacecraft. 

Our last contact with the crew csme over the states on rev 14. 

It was very short and we 'will play back that tape now. 

6/C We will leave the platform on. 

HOU Roger, understand. Tell Geno I am sorry about 

his Cubs last night, but we will try again 

tonight. 

s/c Well, you know how the Cubs are. I will be 

a winner tomorrow, no matter bow you look at 

it, Dick. 

HOU I am sure youwill. 

s/c Yeah, try a little harder. I loot two out of 

two yesterdsy. 

GEMINI 9A MISSION C(XMENTAHY, 6/4/66, 8:29 hi TAPE 98 PAtz 1 

This is Gemini Control at 24 hours and 40 minutes into the flight. 

Gemini 9 now in its 16th revolution, is passing overthe Tananarive 

tracking station. We have no voice camnunication with the space- 

craft and we do not intend to raise the spacecraft at this time. 

Nor at the Carnarvon station which will he next. The ATDA target 

is on its 45 revolution and It is estimated that it will have a 

life time orbit of 31 days. Norad reports the 9$3&l II eocond 

stage re-entered over the western Atlantic off the coast of 6outh 

America about 4:26 AM CST today. Our crew is now in an eat and 

rest period that is expected to last for the next two rev8 or 

approximately three hours. When this period is over, th&y will 

conduct the D-14 UHF-VHF polarization elcpsriment, designed to \ 

- -- - - - - - - A - L Ir - t 
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HOU Say again. 

s/c The Astros and the Cubs. 

HOU Well, I lost one of them with you, so that is 

pretty close. Chris said the Yankees won. 

s/c Say again. 

HOU The Yankees won yesterday. 

s/c Thanks a lot. Who are they? 

HOU You not only got the wrong teame, you got the 

wrong league. 

S/C Yankee who? 

HOU Good night. 

Canary, AFB. 

Canary Cap Corn, AFB. 

AFD, Canary, go ahead. 

Q.ay, I have an MI coming. TIF for OBC summary.. 

Forget that we just turned the computer off . 

oicw, will do. 

And we want you to remain completely silent during 

the pass.. 

Roger. 

Turn your speaker off. 

I can't find the damn thing. I can't find the 

dial or I would. 

END OF TAPE 

. 
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This is Gemini Control Houston at 24 hours, 51 minutes into the mission. 

Within the last few minutes a major flight plan meeting has concluded here in 

the Mission Control Center, with the following results. For the benefit of 

newsmen we think we should pause a moment or two - I think you would want 

to take notes on some of these times that I am going to read to you. We are 

going to cover the activities through approximately the next 24 hours, up 

to about noon tomorrow. Now we'll give you the times in elapsed time of the 

mission, also in Central Standard Time. The first time reference will be 

in Ground Elapsed Time, the second in Central Standard Time. The first item, 

a rest period will continue until 27 hours Elapsed Time. or lo:40 a.m. Central 

Standard Time. A D-14 Experiment is to be performed at GET of 27 hours, 20 

minutes, or 1l:OO a.m. Central Standard Time. A S-11 Experiment is programmed 

for an Elapsed Time of 27 hours and 45 minutes to 28 hours and 25 minutes, 

or in Central Standard Time, from ll:25 to U:O5. A D-14 Experiment is planned 

at 28 hours and 30 minutes, or 12:lO Central Standard Time. Another S-11 is 

scheduled at 29 hours, 15 minutes to 29 hours, 25 minutes, Central Standard 

Time would be 12:55 to 1:35 p.m. A D-14 Experiment is scheduled at 30 hours 

elapsed time, that's 1:40 Central Standard Time. An S-11 Experiment at 30 

hours, 45 minutes to 31 hours 25 minutes, and in Central Standard Time that 

2~25 t0 3~05 p.m. D-14 Experiment scheduled at 31 hours, 40 minutes, which 

is 3:2O p.m. Central Standard Time, Another D-14 at 33 hours, 20 minutes, 

Elapsed Time, which will be 5 p.m. Houston Time. An eat period is scheduled 

at 33 hours, 30 minutes to 34 hours and 30 minutes which will be 5:lO to 

6:lO p.m. Central Standard Time. The evening sleep period is planned to 

begin at 34 hours and 30 minutes and last for 10 hours to bb hours and 30 

minutes into the mission, or in Houston time from 6:10 p.m. until 4:lO a.m: 

tomorrow morning. An eat period to follow the sleep period is scheduled 
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44 hours and 30 minutes to 45 hours and 30 minutes and this will be in Houston 

time from 4:lO til 5:lO a.m. EVA preparations are scheduled to begin at 45 

hours and 30 minutes Elapsed Time and extend until 49 hours and 30 minutee 

Elapsed Time, converted to Houston Tim that will be 5:lO s,m. to 9:lO a.m. 

Our present plan is to open the hatch at 49 hour8 and 30 minute8 into the 

flight, this would be toward the end of revolution 31, just off the Uert 

Coast of the United States, and the time on that would be 9:lO a.m. low 

an additional factor in the planning - If for mom? remon the ~repuation 

goes a little bit slower than usual, or if the unforeseen occure, and the 

crew needs additional time, before they open the hatch and begin their 

Extravehicular Activity, we can easily slip one revolution and rtill maintain 

full stateside range tracking during the EVA exercises, Once again, open 

the hatch - planned ground Elapsed Time, 49 hours 3C minute8 toward the 

end of revolution 31. The ingress - when Cernan will reenter the spacecraft, 

is presently ticketed for 52 hours elapsed time. This vi11 be in rev 33, 

we do not have a ground corresponding point available Just ri@ mw, but n 

will later. Elapsed time of 52 hours in rev 33, the Hourton Time of that 

event will be 11:40 a.m.. This is Gemini Control Houston, 

END OF TAPE 
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This is Gemini Control at 25 hours 10 minutes into our flight. Gemini 

9 is now passing beyond the Australian continent and moving up toward 

the Canton Island tracking station. It is on its 16th revolution. 

Our Flight Director, Gene Kranz, in this quiet period here where we 

are not raising the spacecraft and allowing the crew to rest presented 

Bill Garvan, our Carnarvon Cap Corn, with a little bit of a surprise 
. 

informing him that in the unlikely event that the Houston Mission 

Control center should have a difficulty and be forced to drop out 

of the direction of this flight, during the EVA, he informed Bill 

Garvan that Carnarvon or Hawaii would then have to take over as 

Flight Director. And went over with Garvan the things that he would 

expect Garvan to communicate to the crew and also relay back here to 

Houston. Now the Mission Control Center in Houston is backed up 

to avoid such a difficulty in many ways. However, Flight Director 

Gene Kranz, is attempting to cover all phases and this is a little 

bit of forward thinking. It was a surprise to Bill Garvan and'1 am 

sure it will be a surprise to the Hawaii spacecraft communicator as 

well. This is Gemini Control. We are 25 hours 12 minutes into our 

flight. 

END OF TARE 
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This is Gemini Control at 25 hours and 40 minutes into the 

flight. Gemini 9 is now passing over the stateside tracking 

stations ending its fifteenth revolution, rather, it should be 

beginning its sixteenth very shortly. We have no - we have had 

no communication for the past hour with the crew. Our target is 

now trailing the spacecraft by approximately 18 miles. It's orbit 

is about one and one half miles above that of the spacecraft. 

According to our Flight Surgeon, Dr. Berry, the crew is asleep 

and appears to be rather soundly asleep at this time. There are 

no plans to communicate with the crew for approximately another one 

and one half to two hours. This is Gemini Control, 25 hours, 41 

minutes into the flight. 

ENDOF TAPE 
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This is Gemini Control 26 hours and one minute into the flight. 

0ur spacecraft is now in its 16th revolution and is about one 

and one half miles below the target and is trailing by sane - the 

target is trailing by some 20 miles. We have had no voice com- 

munications with the spacecraft for the past hour and one half. 

The spacecraft orbit is 157.9 by 161.0. 157.9 nautical miles by 

161 nautical miles. The target's orbit is 161.1 by 159.3. The 

information we have from our flight surgeon is that the crew is 

asleep and appears to be in a rather sound sleep. The spacecraft 

is now passing over the Ascension Island tracking station and we 

have some quantities to give you concerning the ECS oxygen and 

fuel cell oxygen, the total remaining aboard the spacecraft 

combined total 67 percent. Fuel cell hydrogen 37.6 percent. 0ur 

flight director estimates that there is enough fuel aboard the 

spacecraft to complete the Gemini 9 mission. This is Gemini Control. 

We will be in a rest period for the crew for approximately another 

one hour and one half. Following the rest period the crew will take 

part in the S-11 and D-14 experiments. This is Gemini Control 

26 hour:- and three minutes into the flight. 

END OF TAP'S 
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This is Gemini Control at 26 hours and 10 minutes into the 

flight. Gemini 9 is now in its seventeenth revolution and pass- 

ing over the southern part of Africa. The spacecraft is appro- 

ximately one and one half miles below the target vehicle. The 

target vehicle is trailing by some twenty miles. Here in the 

Mission Control Center, activity is at a very low pitch. Our 

Flight Controllers are preparing for the burst of activity that 

will follow this rest period which will extend for approximately 

another hour and 15 to 30 minutes. And the rest period, of 

course, will be followed by activities connected with the S-11 

and the D-14 experiments. And so at this titne, our Flight 

Controllers are making their preparations to take part in those 

maneuvers. Our Flight Surgeon reports to us that the crew is 

asleep and appear to be sleeping rather soundly. This is 

Gemini Control, 26 hours and 11 minutes into the flight. 

EZVD OF TAPS 
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This is Mission Control at 26 hours and 40 minutes into our flight. 

Gemini 9 has just passed beyond voice range of the Carnarvon track- 

ing station. At that time our spacecraft communicator did raise the 

spacecraft crew and talk to Gene Cernan. He gave Cernan some updated 

times for the D-14 experiment, which will take place at 27~20 over 

Hawaii. That will be at approximately lo:40 CST. The D-14 experi- 

ment, to do this crew turns a switch on in the spacecraft. This 

extends an antenna, which sends a standard radio frequency to the 

ground station at Hawaii. Stafford will hold the spacecraft steady 

during the pass and the ground stations pick up the radio frequency 

signal emitted by the spacecraft and on the ground they measure the 

electron contents of the ionosphere below the spacecraft by measurjng 

the Faraday rotation of electromagnetic transmissions from the space- 

craft. At this time, we will play back the tape voice communication 

between Carnarvon 

CR0 

HOU 

CR0 

HOU 

CR0 

CR0 

HOU 

and Gemini 9. 

Flight Carnarvon 

Go Carnarvon 

Both astronauts appear to be sleeping. Shall we 

wake them up now. 

That is affirmative. Go ahead. 

Roger. 

Gemini 9, Carnarvon Cap Corn. 

Gemini 9, Carnarvon Cap Corn. 

Stand by, they probably have their head'sets on. 

s/c This is Gemini 9, go. 

CR0 Okay, stand by to copy your flight plan update. 
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s/c Okay, give me a minute. Roger. Okay 

Carnarvon, fire away. 

CR0 Roger, the title is D-14, that is-Delta 14 926 

5234, mode number Alpha Romeo, femarki:~extend 

antenna. The second item D-14, time 27:16:33 

mode number Alpha Romeo, the third item D-14 

time 28:28:25. That is a~. - 

s/c 

CR0 

s/c 

CR0 

s/c 

CR0 

s/c 

CR0 

s/c 

CR0 

s/c 

CR0 

Okay, we got three D-14's. One it 26:52:34 

Alpha Romeo, 26:16:33 Alpha Romeo,- . . . 

Negative. 

29:28:25 Alpha Lema. 

Negative.' 

Thethird D-14 is 28:28:25 Alpha Lema. 

Roger, got down, 28:28:25 Alpha Lema. 

The second one is 27:16:33. . 

Okay, Gemini 9 calling Cap Corn. . 

Go ahead Carna'rvon. 

That second D-14 is 27:1.6:33. 

Roger, I got it, 27~16~33. 

Roger, Alpha Romeo. 

Got it. 

Thanks for the rest. It sure helped. 

Yobewelcome. 
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CR0 Gemini 9 Carnarvon we are one minute LOS. 

s/c Roger, Carnarvon, we are aligning the platform 

so we can get the . . . 

CR0 

HOU 

CR0 

Roger. 

Carnarvon, can we have an LOS main,please? 

Roger. 

Carnarvon has LOS on Gemini vehicle. 

HOU Roger. 

CR0 LOS on ATDA. 

HOU Well done out there. 

That was taped voice comminications between Carnarvon and Gemini 9. 

The capsule communicator Carnarvon was William Brizzolara 

and this was Williams' first time to communicate with an American 

astronaut or any other kind of astronaut. This was his first attempt 

and he did a very good job. This is Gemini Control. Our spacecraft 

has now moved beyond the tracking range of Carnarvon and we are 26 

hours 45 minutes into the mission. 

END OF TAPE 
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This is Gemini Control , 27 hours into our flight. Gemini 9 is 

passing over the Hawaiian tracking station. We have established 

communications with the crew. Tom Stafford reported to us that 

he is in the midst of his D-14 UHF,VHF polarization experiment. 

In this experiment the flight crew merely turns a switch in the 

spacecraft. This switch extends an antenna which sends a standard 

radio frequency to the ground receiving station at Hawaii.' 

Stafford then holds the spacecraft steady during the pass and the 

ground stations pickup the signal and measure the electron content 

of the ionosphere below the spacecraft by measuring what is 

termed the Faraday rotation of electomagnetic transmissions that are 

emitted from the spacecraft. Gemini 9 is now on its 17th revolution 

over the earth and very shortly will begin its 18th revolution. 

This is Gemini Control and at this time we will play back for you 

the taped voice communication between Hawaii and Gemini 9. 

HAW Gemini 9, Hawaii. All systems are go on the 

ground. Standing by. 

s/c Roger. We're in the middle of D-14. 

HAW Roger. 

s/c Hawaii, Gemini 9. 

HAW Go ahead. 

s/c Where I go to fuel cell H2 quantity, I get zero. 

HAW Standby. 

Okay. We're getting the same readout on the 

ground but our 'pressure reading is 250 which is 

normal. 

a - - -L * a L L 1L i it. L A lL -_ .- 
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s/c 

RAW 

s/c 

RAW 

Understand your getting a zero quantity reading on 

the ground but a normal pressure reading. . 

That's affirm. 

Okay. Would'you keep a good look Don? , . 

Sure will. Why don't you leave it ih that position 

s/c 

HAW 

until you get across the states. 

Okay. 

Flight, Hawaii 

. 

. . 

HOU Flight. 

RAW dkay, we confirm its zero both the'fuel cell H2 

quantity both on the meter and the TCM station 

but we're getting a normal 250 psi on the meter. 

pressure. 

HOU 

HAW 

HOU 

HAW 

HOU 

END OF TAPE, 

Roger. 

Flight, Hawaii 

Go ahead Hawaii' 

Okay, our D-14 people are up and receiving good data. 

Roger. 
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This is Gemini Control, 27 hours, five minutes into our 

flight. We have'established voice comunication through the 

California station with Gemini 9 

that conversation live. 

HOU S-11 at 

and.we switch now to give you 

29:16:27. Sequence number 01. S-11, 

29:49:02. Sequence, .03. D-14, 30:04:25'. 

Mode, Alpha Lima. S-11, 30:46:45. 

Sequence, 02. S-11, 31:19:20. Sequence, 

03 * D-14, 31:39:57. ,Mode, Alpha Lima. 

S-11, 32:1.7:&. Sequence, 01. s-il, 

s/c 

HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

32:49:39. Sequence, 93. D-14, 33:l5:34. 

Alpha Romeo. Over. 

Roger, Houston. Gemini 9* We had a bit of 

trouble on the first three. Would you re- 

peat those three? 

Roger. S-11, 29:16:27. Sequence, 01. S-11, 

29:49:02. Sequence,- 03. D-14, 30:04:25. 

Alpha Lima. Over.9 

Okay, we got them all Houston. 

Roger. 

And the fuel cells up here are looking real 

good. No indication other than,the quantity 

percent. 

Roger, understand. The quantity-- the pres- 

sures are looking good down here'. We'll catch 

this over Texas in a few seconds. 
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. . . . . 

GYM 

CAL 

. . . . . . 

. . . . . . 

. . . 

. . . 

. . . 

. . . 

. . . 

. . . 

. . . 

s/c 

HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

. . . 

. . . 

HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

s/c 

Tape 106, Page 2 

Guaymas remote, Califdrnia local 

Guaymas remote. 

Cal local. 

Readout, electrical. 

Electrical readout. 

Would you please read out CA 09 for me. 

Roger, stand by. Electrical readout. 

Go: 

Okay. CA 09 reads 5 PCM counts. ' 

Howmany? Repeat, please. . 

Five. 

Readout, would you repeat please on CA 097 

Roger, CA 09 reads 5 PCM counts. 

This is Gemini 9. 

Gemini 9, Houston. Go. 

Roger, just for information, our main batteries 

read in order 21 24 22 and 23 both respectively. 

This is Houston. Roger, copy. 

Readout, electrical. 

Electrical readout. 

How's it reading right now? 

It's the same. 

Gemini 9, Houston... 

Go, Houston. 

Roger. Is quantity read switch fuel cell H2? 

It's fuel cell H2 at this time. 
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HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

. . . 

. . . 

. . . 

. . . 

. . . 

. . . 

GYM 

s/c 

HOU 

. . . 

. . . 

. . . 

s/c 

HOU 

. . . 

. . . 

s/c 

HOU 

. . . 

. . . Electrical readout. - 

. . . 

s/c 

- - 

Tape 106, Page 3 

/ 

Roger. .Calibrate number one for 30 seconds. 

Calibrate number one for 30 seconds. Mark. 
. 

Roger. 

Electrical readout? 

Roger. It's gone up 68. 

681 

68, roger. 

67. 

Texas remote, Guaymas local. 

Texes remote. 

Guaymas local. 

Mark 30 seconds. 

Roger. Calibrate number two, 30 seconds. 

Electrical readout. r 

Go readout. 

It's back down to five. 

Mark it. 

Roger. 

Electrical readout. 

Go. It reads 96. 153 192 Steady on 192. 

Mark it, 30 seconds. 

Roger, understand. 30 second mark. 

Readout, electrical.' 

Electrical readout read 108. 

Houston, let us know when we can have our computer 
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s/c 

HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

s/c. 

HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

S/C 

HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

s/c 

i - - - 

Tape 106, Page 4 

back. Got a D-14 coming up. 

Roger, leave it at pre-launch. We're sending 

the accelerometer bias at this time. 

Roger...... your update. 

Roger, let us look at it a minute. 

Okay. Was that 27:16:33 a midtime for D-14? 

Roger. 27:16:33. 

Okay. 

Gemini 9, Houston. 

Go, Houston. 

Roger. Your accelerometer bias update looks 

good. You can have your computer back. 

Thank you. 

Gemini 9, Houston. 

Go, Houston. 

Roger, on your fuel cell H2, temperatures and 

pressures look real good and they are steady. 

We suspect we may'have trouble with the sensor 

in the tank. 

Okay, Dick, thanks a lot. You want us to go 

back an inch or two off? 

That's affirmative. 

. * . the quantity reads off at this time. 

Roger. You might check it from'time to time. 

I may come back in. 

Okay. 
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This is Gemini Control. We are listening to live voice com- 

munication between Gemini 9 as it passes over the states. 

. . . pis is CM 2, for a camp check'with.the ELSS 

heaters in operation. 1 2 3 4 .5’- 5 4 3 2 1. 

HOW do you read, over. 

HOU 

END OF TAPE 

Roger, read you loud and clear.' 
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That appears to be all the communication that we will have with 

Gemini 9 as it makes this state-side pass. Gemini 9 is beginning 

its 18 revolution around the earth and as you heard the systems 

aboard the spacecraft looked good to our Flight Controller. They 

feel they may have some trouble with the sensing devices in the 

tank aboard the spacecraft; the fuel cells do look good, the 

accelerator bias check checked out very well. Stafford and Cernan 

have another D-14 experiment coming up at Antigua which the:,- will 

reach very shortly. This again is the UHF-VHF polarization 

experiment and the activity of the crew is merely to turn the 

switch in the spacecraft, which extends an antenna and automatically 

a standard radio frequency is sent to the ground receiving station 

at Antigua. During the pass, Stafford will hold the spacecraft 

steady. Measurements are made from the ground. This is Gemini 

Control 27 hours and 17 minutes into the flight. 

END OF TAPE 
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This is Gemini Control at 27 hours and 40 minutes into the flight. 

Gemini 9 is now passing over the tracking station at ASCenSiOn. 

We have had no voice communication recently since we left Antigua. 

At that time we did get a report that the ground data at 

Antigua on the D-14 experiment looked good. Dick Gordon our 

spacecraft communicator, Astronaut Dick Gordon, who is a member 

of the Gemini 11 Flight Crew with Pete Conrad. Gordon being 

our spacecraft communicator today talking to Gene Cernan in 

Gemini 9 was passing up some updates, time updates for start 

of the S-11 experiments. He gave him several of them. Cernan 

jokingly remarked to Gordon "I see you are looking out for your 

favored S-11 crew." And of course, S-11 is an experiment that 

is programmed for both Gemini 9 and Gemini 11. I think Gene 

Cernan was .jokingly refering to Gordon as having loaded up most 

of the experiments on this Gemini 9 flight. We conducted a 

fuel cell purge and it went good, or it was going good at the 

time we heard a report from Stafford. At this time we will play 

back the taped voice communication between Dick Gordon and Gemini 9 

as they passed over the Antigua Station. 

s/c 

HOU 

HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

Houston, Gemini 9. The D-14 experiment being 

received. 

Standby, we received it at Hawaii, let me check. 

Gemini 9, Houston. 

Go ahead Houston. 

Roger 9. We can't tell you how the data is being 

received at Antigua until after the pass. We'll let 
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HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

G/T 

HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

s/c 

L - - - 

you know though. We'll have a fuel cell purge at 

Ascension at approximately 27:33:00 and we!11 

purge section two first. Over. 

Roger. Understand, fuel, cell purge 27:X3:00 

at section two first. I've been alternating 

these sections by the way on the purges. 

Roger , we understand. 

I see by that last, experiment update you're watching 

out for your favorite 11 crew. 

Yes sir, got lots of those. 

LOS Grand Turk 

Gemini 9, Houston. 

Go ahead Houston. 

Roger, we're thirty seconds to LOS and we did get 

data at Antigua on D-14. 

You say you did get good data. 

Thats affirmative 

Good 

LOS Antigua 

Gemini 9, Houston. Standing by for your fuel cell 

wwe l 

Gemini 9, Houston. 

Houston go. 

Roger Tom. How is the fuel cell purge looking? 

S?y again. 

How is the fuel cell purge going? 

Great. 
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HOU Roger understand; 

That was voice communication between Gemini 9 and our Conlzol Center 

in Houston. We did follow the Antigua tape with the short message 

that we did receive as the spacecraft pssacd over the Ascension 

Tracking Station. This is Gemini Control, 27 hours, 44 minutes 

into the flight. 

END OF TAPE 
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This is Gemini Control. We are 28 hours into our flight. Gemini 

9 is now on its 18th revolution and is passing over the Indian 

Ocean. Dr. Owen Coons, our Flight Surgeon, has told us that the 

command pilot got two hours of good sleep during that rest period 

we had earlier in the afternoon and the pilot had approximately 

two and one quarter hours of sleep. Both crewmen ate a meal before 

going to sleep. Dr. Coons feels sure that both men will get a 

good night's rest on their next sleep period which begins after 

their next meal at 31 hours ground elapsed time. The D-14 ex- 

p,eriments which we have been conducting over Hawaii and Antigua, 

require Tom Stafford to power up the spacecraft and hold it steady 

as he passes over Hawaii and Antigua. This maneuver requires only 

about one pound of OAMS fuel for each pass. And since we have 

approximately 50 pounds onboard this is entirely adequate to 

complete the Gemini 9 mission without any problems from the fuel 

supply. This is Gemini Control 28 hours one minute into the mission, 

END OF TAPE 
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This is Gemini Control at 28 hours and 10 minutes into the flight. 

Gemini 9 is passing over the Carnarvon, Australia Tracking Station 

range. Some of the little by-play that went on, Bilk Garvin, the 

Spacecraft Communicator there asked Tom Stafford is he'd a chance 

to look at the Australian countryside. Tom said 'no, we have not, 

we've been to busy." The spacecraft is on its 18th revolution 

around the earth. At this time we will play back the taped voice 

communication between Carnarvon and Gemini 9. 

Carnarvon, AFD we're standing by 

CR0 Carnarvon roger. 

vou Hey Bill we got your switch. We're comparing it 

against our numbers and we'll let you know 

about the results. 

Ok. Remember ours are kind of ball park. We 

don't have all that . . . . . 

Our stuff is being done by hand to sill. 

CR0 

HOU 

CR0 

CR0 

HOU 

CR0 

HOU 

CR0 

CR0 

s/c 

Ok. 

Carnarvon has acq aid contact. 

Roger Carnarvon 

They have TM showing on both birds 

Roger 

All systems are go 

Gemini 9, Carnarvon Csp Corn. We have nothing for you 

this pass. We'll be standing by. 

Roger Carnarvon 
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CR0 

s/c 

CR0 

s/c 

CR0 

s/c 

CR0 

WC 

CR0 

We do have one question for you Tom. 

Shoot a 

The local folks down here are wondering if you had 

a chance to see much of Australia? , 
I 

No, not really. It's been pretty much looking at 

other - at the ATDA on the rendezvous and its been 

nind of cloudy too. 
. . . 

Roger. 

You had a few thunderstorms around here, WI. !-J!I . 

tell that. 
. 

Yea, tonight is the first time we've had rain in 
f* about nine months. , 

We can see it lightning down there;. . 

Say Bill, when did they get you 'off your favorite 

boat and into Australia? , 

Well I used to put you guys to-bed all the time, 

so now they let me wake you up. 

s/c Sorry about that two week delay. 

CR0 

HOU 

Ah, its pretty rough down here. 

Flight, Carnarvon 

Go ahead Czrnarvon. 

. 

CR0 Looks real ,<ood. 

HOU Roger 

That was taped voice communication between Bill Garvin our Spacecraft 

Communicator at Carnarvon and Gemini 9, Tom Stafford. The only 

eventful item we have coming up in the immedi-ite'future on our flight 

plan, as Gemini 9 comes up over Hawaii we will have another D~14 
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experiment. This as you may remember the flight crew will turn 

on a switch in the spacecraft to extend an antenna which sends a 

standard radio frequency to the ground receiving station at 

Hawaii. The purpose of the experiment is to measure.the electron 

content of the ionosphere below the spacecraft. This is Gemini 

Control at 28 hours, 13 minutes into the flight. 

END OF TAPE 
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This is Gemini Control at 28 hours and 40 minutes into our mission. 

Gemini 9 is now coming up state side and is within voice range of 

the California tracking station and we have just acquired contact. 

Gemini 9 is in its 18th revolution. Over Hawaii the crew performed 

another D-14 experiment. The D-14 experiment is the measurement of 

the electron content of the ionosphere below the spacecraft. This 

is measured on the ground by a ground station. Caning up on the 

flight plan we have in approximately one hour and a half - about 

three quarters of an hour we have an S-11 experiment. The S-11 ex- 

periment is a photographic experiment. The purpose is to photograph 

the night time air glow and also the sun rise twilight and any 

unusual night phenomena target of opportunity. With Command Pilot 

Tom Stafford aligning the spacecraft small end forward on the 

horizon using a star as a reference point, Pilot Gene Cernan will 

align his camera on that horizon using the same star and he will 

.-take a series of three pictures of the eastern western and southern 

horizons. He will use a 70 mm Maurer camera with an f .95 lens. 

He takes the pictures with and without filters at various exposures. 

The pilot also photographs the thrusters as they are firing. This 

star is used for reference during this experiment will be A-L-I-O-T-H, 

which is commonly referred to as the North Pole Star, and 

A-C-H-E-R-N-A-R, commonly referred to as the South Pole Star. 

This is Gemini Control, 28 hours 42 minutes into the mission. 

END OF TAPE 

-- 
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This is Gemini Control at 29 hours into o*ur flight. As the 

spacecraft came over the stateside on this last revolution finishing 

up the eighteenth revolution, we had a status report of the space- 

craft systems as they read out on the ground. Our spacecraft com- 

municator Gordon advised the Gemini '$J crew that the PCM tape 

recorder onboard has malfunctioned. At least, we are not ::ble 

to get readouts on the ground and they advised the crew to leave 

it off - turn it off - until EVA. We will not attempt to get any 

data from it until the EVA begins tomorrow, and we will also use 

it for reentry. Also, they advised the crew the fuel tank quan- 

tity fuel sensor appears to be inoperable aboard the spacecraft, 

that is, we are getting on the ground good indications of their 
\ 

fuel but the sensor which tells the crew how much they have ap- 

pears to be off. The ground says there is no leak in the tanks 

and, therefore, it.must be the sensors. The fuel cells and the 

stacks are bearing the load well. We also passed up a flight 

plan update as follows: At 32:59 GET there will be a crew 

status report, a fuel cell purge and a cryogenic quantity read- 

out. At 33:30 they will power down the spacecraft and begin an 

eat pe'riod which will last for one hour until 34:30. Following 

the eat period, at 34:3O,they will begin the sleep period for 

ten hours until 44:3C. The other items on our flight plan vere 

to complete the n-14 experiment which we have gone over several 

times. This is the measurement of the electron content i-tf the 
..- 

ionosphere below the spacecraft. And at this time the flight 

is proceeding normally. The spacecraft is on its nineteenth 

revolution, has just begun it, is passinK over the northern 

part of South America. This is T;e mini Control. We are now 
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29 hours, three minutes into the mission and we would like to play 

back the voiced c ommunication that was made with Gemini 9 as it 

passed over the states. 

HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

Gemini 9, Houston. 

Houston, Gemini 9. 

Roger, Tom. It looks like another good pass 

at Hawaii for D-14. 

Roger. 

I have a sequence change to one of your 

S-11's when you're ready to copy. 

Okay, Stand by. Go. 

Roger. The S-11 at X0:46:45, make that 

Sequence 01. Over. 

Roger. Got it. 

Okay, we've been looking at your water down 

here a little bit and E corn tells me that 

we are losing a little bit of nitrogen out 

of the gas pressure out of the fuel cell 

regulation system. There is no problem. 

Surgeon says we can stand to drink a little 

more of it. We might start tapping it a little 

bit, if you like. 

Okay. We'thought we were doing a pretty good job 

drinking it. We'll go ahead and concentrate on 

. . . . . 

Okay, we'll watch you. I think, if you take a 

little over a long period of time, it'll be the 

_ I, 
, _-._ _ - ..,_._ -- .- . 
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s/c 
HOU 

s/c 
HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

best way to look at it. 

Roger. 

And I've got a GNN status here for you if 

you're interested in‘all that. We've got 

down here it looks like as far as the OAMS 

is concerned, fuel remaining is 48 pounds, 

oxidizer remaining is gbout 78, onboard gage 

is about 11% and useable fuel gives us about 

82 pounds. This is plenty of OAMS for atti- 

tude control for the rest of the flight plan. 

Okay, real good. 

On the cnmputer. Seems to us down here that 

it's working normally at this time. Acceler- 

ometer bias update was good. It's almost per- 

fect at this time. That start camp problem 

we had after the first rendezvous - during the 

first rendezvous - has not reappeared, and we 

think that problem might either have been in 

the start camp button or in the electronic 

latch internal to the computer. 

Okay, roger. That hasn't shown up since that 

first day. 

Okay, we do have a procedure for you when you 

go to load module 5. We'll play the addresses 

25, 26 and 27 and we think we may be able to 
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HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

s/c 
\ 

HOU 

S/C 

HOU 

Tape 112, Page 4 

correct it in case it shows up but we'll 

brief you on this when we go to load module 

four. 

Roger. Module four. I thought you said 

five at first. 

I think I did but I meant four. 

Roger. 

Okay. All your GE?K! systems look real good. 

Temperatures, pressures and voltages all real 

fine. 

Okay, Dick. You'll still kind of keep word 

with us if we do any activities. We're up 

full rudders in both C-Bands. 

Okay, understand. As far as the E corn status 

is concerned, PCM tape recorder has malfunctioned 

in the playback mode. What we'll do with that 

thing is just leave it. It looks like it's 

the beginning of the tape. We'll leave it 

off until just prior to EVA tomorrow morning 

and hope that we might be able to get some AMU 

data on it. 

Roger, real fine. Thank you. 

And your fuel cell H2 quantity tank sensor looks 

like it'sgone. Everything else concerning that 

looks okay. We're going to calculate hydrogen 

qUaditY from amp hours and keep you posted 

. 
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s/c 

FiillJ 

SC / 

HOU 

on that one. 

Oka:{. The last we saw of it, Dick, we were 

real good. We were way up over $0 some per 

cent this morning. 

ijkay. It doesn't look to us like there is 

any Leak. The system integrity looks t:ood 

and we really think it's the sensor in that 

case. And, it looks like your stacks in the 

sections are sharing the load real well up 

there. 

Right. 

(Jkay . And cooling loops, both of them lock 

real good and understand you are on both A 

pumps at this time to keep a little cool. 

That's affirm.. 

Okay. That's really all we have here at this 

time. We'll be standing by. 

Roger. 

::uaymas remote. California local. 

Guaymas remote. 

California local. 

'-1 , Houston. 

Houston gc; ahead. 

How about putting your quantity real1 switch 

tc KS ,'j, . 

;, i . ri 1 c ,(>' ' 'L. iI' heen rt~afljI-~!: :Irat,ut l-5 - fbji perhaps . 

w 

_ _. ,. ,--.._ _ .- _ 
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HOU 

S/C 

s/c 

HOU 

s/c 
HOU 

s/c 

. .'s 

s/c 

HOU 

s/c 
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Understand you're reading 64 and a half percent. 

Gemini 9, Houston. Go to fiel cell 02. 

Fuel cell O2 right. 

Gemini9, Houston. Go to fuel cell hydrogen. 

Fuel cell hydrogen. 

Gemini 9, Houston. Go to quantity reads off. 

Everything else looks good down here. 

Quantity read to off. Could you give uo the 

latest GET hack, please. 

Roger. I'll give you a hack at 28:47:20. 

Mark 20. 

Rog. We're right on. 

Okay. I have a flight plan update for you. 

Go. 

Texas remote, Guaymas local. 

Texas remote. 

Go ahead, Dick. 

Roger. At CSQ, 32:59:00, we will expect a 

crew status report. We will have a fuel cell 

purge and a cryo quantity readout again. 

What station is this? 

CSQ at 32:59:00. 

Roger, 32:59:00. 

Roger, then at 33:30:00, you will power down. 

At 33:30 to 34:30 you will have an eat period 

and fran 34~30 to 44:30, sleep period. Over. 

.., - _. I , -^-. .._ 
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s/c Roger, power down at 32:59:00 and let me 

see here. We got all the other ones - 

sleep period started at 4.4 - 34:30 to 

44:30. 

HOU 

s/c 
HOU 

SIC 

HOU . 

s/c 

HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

s/c 
HOU 

Roger. And that power down was at 33:30 

and your crew status at CSQ was 32:59. 

Roger, have it. 

Okay. 

Houston, Gemini 9. 

9, Houston. Go. 

We'd like to stay powered up for about 15 

minutes after initial power down to complete 

the D-14. We could do a much better job with 

everything up. 

Roger, understand. The D-14 at 33:15:34. 

Roger. 

Roger, I agree with that. 9, Houston. 

Go ahead. 

Roger, Tom. We didn't have your powering down 

until 33:30 which is 15 minutes after your last 

D-14. 

Okay, right. We got it. 

Okay. 

AOS Antigua. 

LOS Grand Turk. 

This is Gemini Control at 29 hours and 11 minutes and since that 

stateside pass which we've taped and played back for you, we have some 

(. 
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further communication with Gemini 9 as it passec over the Rose Knot 

tracking ship, and we now will play that tape. 

We have TM solid on the ATDA, both vehicles 

HOU 

RKV 

s/c 

s/c 
RKV 

look good. 

Roger. 

Gemini 9, RKV Cap Corn. 

RKV, let her go. 

Roger. I have a flight plan - I mean a PI.&. 

update for you. 

RKV,go ahead. 

Roger. Area 21 dash 3: GETRC, 32:37:55. 

RET 400 K, 21 + 06. RETRB 27 11. Weather 

marginai. Area 22 dash 3: 34:k3:2C;. 21 c 

17 - 27 + 16. Weather marginal. Area 23 

dash 3: 35:48:56. 2i c 24. 27 + 37 . 

Weather marginal.. Area 24 Bravo: 37:4%:l.2 r 

21 + 21. 27 + 21. Weather good. Area 25 

Bravo: 39:17:54. 21 + 26. 27 + 25. Wea- 

ther good. Area 26 dash 2: 39~56~30. 20 

+ 50. 26 + 48. Weather good. Are& 27 dash 

2. . ..01:32:04. 20 + 52. 27 + 04. Weather 

good I Are& 28 dash 1 Cnarlie; &3:cN:42. 

20 f 50. 26 i 4-t. Weather good. hiilk 

angles for a13 area6 if: roll left 64;; z roll 

right 95 . No acp maneuver Sor any are&. 
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s/c 

RKV 

s/c 

RKV 

s/c 

RKV 

What I missed was just the GETRC in area 22 

dash 3. 

Say again. 

Roger. The GETRC of area 22 dash 3. 

Roger. That is 34:13:20. 

Roger, out. 

Rog. We have nothing further for you Gemini 9. 

You're looking good here on the ground. We'll 

be standing by. Both vehicles looking real good. 

That was taped voice oanmunication between Gemini 9 and the Rose 

Knot tracking ship. At this time Gemini 9 is moving over the South 

Atlantic approaching the southern coast of the southern part of Africa 

and the west coast. We had one other brief commun ication with the 

spacecraft as it passed over the Ascension island tracking range and 

the report then from Tom Stafford - he made a very short report. He 

merely said theleis a full moon on the horizon. He did not describe 

it otherwise. This is Gemini Control, 29 hours, 17 minutes into the 

mission. 

ENDOF TAPE 
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This is Gemini Control at 29 hours and 40 minutes into the flight, 

Gemini 9 is now on its 19th revolution and is coming up around 

the Philippine's very shortly. At this time aboard the spacecraft 

according to our flight plan, Tom Stafford and Gene Cernan should 

be busy with the S-11 experiment. This is a photographic experiment 

designed to photograph the night time airglow and a sunrise twilight 

and any other unusual night phenomena such a6 the Northern Lights or 

an aberration in the airglow. While Tom Stafford aligns the space- 

craft small end forward on the horizon, using a star as a reference, 

Cernan will align his camera on the horizon using the same star as a 

reference. They will take a series of three pictures of the eastern, 

western and southern horizons. Cernan uses a 70mm Maurer camera with 

and f.95 lens and he takes pictures with and without filters at 

various exposures. The Pilot Cernan will also photograph the thrusters 

that are firing as Tom Stafford maneuvers the spacecraft to the 

.various directions. The experimenters are programming four pounds 

of fuel for each S-l experiment. We have approximately 59 pounds 

of fuel on board, sufficient fuel to take us all the way through the 

Gemini 9 mission, with no problems. This is Gemini Control, 29 hours, 

42 minutes into the mission. 

END OF TAPE 

- 
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This is Gemini Control at 30 hours into the flight. And the Green 

Team - or the Black Team headed by Flight Director, Glynn Lunney 

has just relieved the White Team. Gemini 9 has just finished a pass 

within range of the CSQ in the western Pacific. Very brief trans- 

mission at that time. Tom Stafford reported that he had just finished 

the air glow photography experiment and was preparing for the D-14 

experiment. The - which information on communication systems operat- 

ing through the ionosphere is obtained. The Cap Can at the CSQ 

reported that Gemini 9 was go as it passed out of acquisition. This 

is Gemini Control. 

END OF TAPE 
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This is Gemini Control at 30 hours, 10 minutes into the flight. 

Gemini 9 is over the Hawaiian tracking station on its 19th 

revolution. We are not interrupting the crew with voice conversation 

during this pass because the communications experiment is being 

conducted. The Hawaii tracking station Cap Corn reports he does 

have solid telemetry on both Gemini 9 and the target vehicle. 

Hawaii is receiving the D-14 experiment data and it looks very 

good. This is Gemini Control. 

E,ND OF TAPE. 
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s/c 

HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

s/c 

This is Gemini Control at 31 hours and 10 minute6 into the flight. 

There has been very little conversation between tracking stations 

and Gemini 9 during the past hour. Tracking stations have just been 

standing by during the pas6 of this Gemini 9 over their stations 

because the crew has been conducting the S-11 experiment, the 

airglow photography experiment. We have not wanted to interrupt 

them. The RKV, the Roee Knot tracking ship then off the east coast 

of South America reported a visual sighting of the spacecraft on 

this pass, revolution 20, from their deck just shortly after 

sunset. We do have tapes of the conversation that did take place 

from acquisition at California down through the Tananarive station 

%nd we'll play that for you now. 

2 

CAL 

HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

California remote UHF 

California remote 

Gemini 9 Houston 

Houston, Gemini 9 

Roger Tom. We're standing by. We don't have anything 

for you this pass. Except one question, if you can 

recall when you closed the S-12 door, do you have any 

idea how long that door wasrunning bufore it closed? 

Over. 

We couldn't hear it operate, 

Okay, fine. Thank you. 

We couldn’t hear it operate open or closed. 

Fine. 'Thank you Very much. 

I just got locked. We'll get more data on it tonight. 

. I  
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HOU The experimenter had a question on opening that 

up again. If it took longer than 30 seconds to 

close and if you didn't hear it I doubt that you 

could estimate that. 

s/c 

HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

s/c 

.HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

s/c 

Roger 

Nine, Houston. I have nodal update for you, when 

your ready to copy. 

Okay. Standby. 

Go ahead 

Roger. Node 29 46 20, rev 19 109.1 east, 19 hours, 

33 minutes, right ascension. 

Say again longitude andxright ascenrjian 

Roger. Longitude log.1 east, righ ascension is 

19 hours, 33 minutes. 

Roger, we got it. Thank you 

You bet. 

Guaymas remote 

California local 

Houston, Gemini niner 

This is Houston, go. 

Say again the time on that nodal update 

Roger. Time 29:46:20, rev 19. 

Okay we got it. 29:46:&O 

29:46:20 

Gemini 9 Houston. One minute to LOS. 

Roger Houston. 

Guaymas local 

Texas remote 
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HOU 

RKV 

HOU 

RKV 

HOU 

RKV Cap Cam, AFD 

AFD, RKV Cap Corn 

Roger did you receive your MI 

I don't see any MI'S yet. 

Okay, there's nothing at your site. The crew will 

be doing an S-11. Caution you not to call them 

and disturb them while they're doing S-11. If you 

want to give them some information you might pass 

it up to them and then tell them not to answer it. 

RKV Roger will do. Be standing by. 

HOU Okay 

' HOU RKV, Flight 

RKV Flight, RKV 

HOU You're standing by to stand by, is that correct? . 

RKV Thats affirm 

&!L& them a call and tell them we're standing bj 

and that's all. 

HOU 

RKV 

HOU 

HOU 

RKV 

Say again 

I'll give him a call and tell him we have nothing 

for him and we're standing by 

Roger 

RKV, Flight 

Flight, RKV . 

HOU 

RKV 

If the computer's on, would you send us an(AOS @&&OS 

computer summary. 

Roger 
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RKV 

HOU 

RKV 

s/c 

RKV 

HOU 

RKV 

HOU 

RKV 

HOU 

RKV 

HOU 

RKV 

HOU 

RKV 

s/c 

RKV 

HOU 

(garbled - lots of noise) 

RKV is off at the present 

Roger understand 

Gemini 9, RKV C?p Corn. We have nothing for you 

this pass. We're standing by. 

RKV Roger 

The IMU is on, he's in pulse mode, he is doing 

some controlling. 

Roger. Thanks 

Roger 

Everything looks normal 

Roger 

Flight we got a few people up on the deck looking 

for the spacecraft. Just passed us, we just passed 

sundown and we did have a visual sighting on it. 

Spacecraft or ATDA 

The spacecraft 

Sure, what else 

We thank you 

Roger 

They said they couldn't see any alligators up there. 

Roger, Roger. No alligators 

Gemini 9 RKV we have LOS in about a minute. 

Roger we're keeping on with the S-11 

Had LOS on Gemini 

Roger RKV 
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RKV 

HOU 

s/c 

TAN 

TAN 

Flight, this is RKV we've had LOS on ATDA and 

everything wasgo at LOS 

Roger RKV 

..,.....,,the pulse rates ,....0,D.. 

. ..*.......LOS.....O. 

Tananarive has LOS 

HOU 

HOU 

CSQ 

HOU 

CSQ 

HOU 

CSQ 

HOU 

END OF TAPE 

,-.---- 

CSQ Cip Corn AFD 

CSQ Cjp Corn AFD 

AFD, CSQ to Cap Corn how do you read 

Your loud and clear, Did you receive your MI 

Negative 

Okay, 

Correction, I've gotit here. 

Besides the contigency alpha we also want a contigency 

bravo. 



w 

CSQ 

CSQ 

HOU 

CSQ 

HOU 

CSQ 

HOU 

CSQ 

HOU 

CSQ 

GE,'&lINI 9A MISSION COMMENTARY, 6/4/66, 3:20 PM TAPE 117 PAGE 1 

This is Gemini Control at 31 hours 40 minutes into the flight. 

Gemini 9 is over the mid-Pacific, not quite in range of the Hawaii 

station yet. The tracking stations are continuing to stand by 

without attempting to converse with the crew. At Hawaii acquisition 

the crew, Tom Stafford and Gene Cernan will perform another com- 

munications experiment. And we do not intend to disturb them at 

that time. We have very brief contact with them over the CSQ 

and we will play that tape for you now. 

CSQ Gemini 9, if you are trying to contact CSQ 

you broke up. 

No, we were not trying to contact you CSQ 

Roger, understand. 

CSQ Flight Cap Com. 

Go ahead, CSQ. 

. ..computer just faulted. 

He is in mode 3 with his computer on and we 

will have to play his tape back to get the 

summaries to you. 

Understand your 12 18 just faulted. 

That is affirmative. 

CSQ, Cap Cam, AFD. 

m, go* 

We have already received a main, an alpha 

and a bravo from you. 

Do you want that OBP number program? With 

computer on . ..light on. 
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CSQ AFD, CSQ. Did you copy? 

HOU Affirmative. You calling Houston? 

CSQ AE'D, CSQ Cap Corn. 

HOU Negative OBC, CSQ. 

CSQ Roger, understand. 

Gemini 9, we have you go and LOS. Do not 

answer. 

CSQ CSQ has LOS, Gemini. 

HOU Roger, CSQ. 

CSQ We have LOS ATDA also'. 

HOU Roger. 

EXDOFTAF'F, 
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This is Gemini Control at 32 hours into the mission. Gemini 9 

is now over the Pacific ocean, down close to the equator. We 

have entered the orbital phase in which Gemini 9 will sweep down 

over the southern hemesphere for the next several hours. We will 

not be within range of the California Guaymas or Texas station 

until tomorrow morning sometime. We had very brief conversation 

with the crew during the Hawaii pass and we will play that for 

you now. 

RAW 

AFL 

RAW 

Hawaii Cap Corn, MD. 

AFD, Hawaii. 

. Roger, disregard that query on S-11. 

Roger, will do. 

HOU 

HAW 

HOU 

RAW 

Solid C-Band track intermittent.. 

Roger, Hawaii. 

We are receiving good D-14 data. 

Roger. 

Gemini 9, Hawaii. We are receiving your D-14 

data and all systems look good., 

s/c 

RAW 

HOU 

Gemini 9, Roger. 

Houston, Gemini 9. Could you check with Houston 

and find out what is their estimate on our 

hydrogen quantity, please. 

Roger, will do. 

Did you copy that, Houston? 

Roger, we copied. 78 per cent Hawaii. 
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HAW 78? 

HOU That is correct. 

HAW Gemini 9, Hawaii. 

s/c Go, Hawaii. 

HAW The apparent is 78 percent. 

s/c Roger. 

HAW Gemini 9, Hawaii. We have one minute to LOS 

and standing by. 

s/c Roger. 

HAW Hawaii has LOS on Gemini and ATDA. 

HQU Roger, Hawaii. 

END OF TAPE 
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RKV 

HOU 

RKV 

HOU 

RKV 

HOU 

RKV 

HOU 

HOU 

RKV 

HOU 

RKV 

RKV 

RKV 

HOU 

END OF TAPE 

. . . . ..from Flight 

Flight, RKV Cap Corn 

One more S-11 coming at you 

Say again 

One more S-11 pass coming at you 

Roger 

Roger, RKV 

Okay, he's got his computer on. 

Standby 

RKV Cap Corn, AFD 

Go ahead 

Give us an OBC at your AOS and another one at 

LOS 

Roger 

Gemini 9, RKV Cap Corn you need notacknowledge this 

transmission. We've got you GO on the ground and 

we're standing.by. 

We've had LOS Gemini and the ATDA. Both looked 

good going over the hill. 

Roger, RKV 



. 
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This is Gemini Control. 32 hours and 40 minutes into the flight. 

And Gemini 9 has just passed the east coast of Africa in range of 

the Tananarive station. We still are not attempting to contact the 

crew on these passes. Gemini 9 is in a night cycle on the 21st 

revolution throughout this entire night cycle is again conducting 

the S-11 experiment. The air glow horizon photography. All 

stations are monitoring the vehicles as they go by, report that 

they are go and look good. We show Gemini 9 in a 161.1 by 157.6 

nautical mile orbit. and the target vehicle in a 161. by 159.1 

nautical mile orbit. This is Gemini Control. 

END OF TAPE 
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This is Gemini Control, 33 hours into this mission. Gemini 9 

is passing off the south coast of China, is within range of the 

Coastal Sentry Quebec tracking ship. We are standing by for con- 

versation but we do not have any at the present time. We will 

stand by and see whether we can bring you this conversation between 

the CSQ and Gemini 9. 

CSQ Water report down is . . ..pilot and command 

pilot, please. 

CSQ 

CGQ 

HOG 

CSQ 

All split down to fifty fifty. 

Roger, understand. Gemini 9, could you 

also give me a water . . . count, please. 

Roger. 02444. 

Roger, copy. 024444. Roger, Gemini 9, 

we have a valid temperature on the pilot 

at this time. You can remove the thermo- 

meters. 

(long pause) . 

Both vehicles are still looking good, Flight. 

Roger. 

(long pause) 

Gemini 9, would you place your quantity 

read switch to ECS 02, please? Quantity 

read switch to fuel cell 02. Quantity read 

switch to fuel cell 5, please. Would you 

place your quantity read switch to off and 

would you give me a report on your S-11? 
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s/c 

CSQ 

HOU 

CSQ 

HOU 

CSQ 

HOU 

CSQ 

HOU 

CSQ 

HOU 

CSQ 

Roger, we have completed all S-11 as up- 

dated in the flight plan. We've completed 

all D-lb's with the exception of the last 

one coming up at Hawaii. 

Roger. . . . ..is go and you're around 20 

seconds- 30 seconds from our LOS. 

CSQ, Flight. 

Flight, CSQ Cap Com. Go. 

Why don't you see if he's going to go ahead 

with the purge between you and Hawaii? 

Houston Flight, you're barely readable. 

Roger. Why don't you see when he's going 

to do the purge. 

He's finished his purge, Flight. 

He's finished? 

Yes sir. 

Look all right to you on the ground? 

It was - the purge was okay. We've had LOS 

on Gemini. 

HOU Okay. 

This is Gemini Control. As you heard Gene Cernan say, the last 

D-14 experiment, the communication's experiment through the ionosphere, 

is coming up on this next Hawaii pass in about eight minutes. Then at 

33 hours and 30 minutes elapsed time, about 20 minutes from now, we 

will power down the spacecraft and the crew will have an eat period. 



I 
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This is Gemini Control. 

ENDOFTAeE 
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This is Gemini Control, 33 hours and 41 minutes into the flight. 

Gemini 9 is approaching the west coast of South America and nearing 

the end of its 21st revolution. During the pass over the Hawaii 

tracking station, an updated flight plan was passed to the crew. 

They were reminded to continue drinking water. We won't attempt 

to contact the crew again from any of the tracking stations until 

in the morning. Tom Stafford and Gene Cernan have powered down 
they're 

their spacecraft and '/ Beating right now. They will then go i 

into a ten hour sleep period. Prior to this time they will again 

activate the S-12, the micrometeorite experiment and will deactivate 

that immediately upon arising in the morning. This will give the 

experimenter 10 hoursbonus on this experiment because of the shift 

in the EVA times, we are able to perform this experiment during 

two sleep periods instead of one as originally planned. We have 

a tape of the Hawaii pass and we'll play that for you now. 

HOU Roger, Hawaii 

RAW We're receiving D-14 data 

Hawaii has solid TM on both vehicles. 

RAW Gemini 9, Hawaii 

s/c Hawaii, Gemini 9 

RAW 

s/c 

Roger, if you have time during the D-14, I have a 

flight plan update for you 

Okay, we'll copy in'juat a minute 

RAW 

Go ahead with the update 

S-12 34:30, sequence 01, S-12 44:30, sequence 02, 

44:30 through 45:30 eat period, 45:30 through 

49:30 EVA trip, 

._ ,. _. a. ._-. _ _ 



. 
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s/c 

HAW 

s/c 

HOU 

RAW 

HOU 

RAW 

S/C 

HOU 

RAW 

HOU 

HAW 

s/c 

HAW 

Roger Hawaii, Gemini 9 S-12 34:30, sequence 01, 

S-12 44:30, sequence 02, 44:30 through 45:30 

eat period, EVA trip is 45:30 to 49:30 

That% affirmative and as we get near our LOS 

I'll be turning your adapter C-band off 

Roger 

Hawaii, Houston Flight 

Go flight 

Ask them to keep working on the water if they 

would. We got a big day tomorrow. 

Roger. 

Houston would like for you to keep working on that 

water. They say you've got a pretty big day coming 

up tomorrow. 

Okay, will do 

Hawaii, Houston Flight 

Go Flight 

We've just about cleared up all our air to ground 

business with the crew. You might mention that to 

them and from now on we'll just stand by in silence. 

Roger. 

Gemini 9, Hawaii. 

Niner, Hawaii 

This will be about all the air to ground conversations 

we'll have with jou for awhile. We won't be calling 

you anymore for sometime unless there is something comes 
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HAW 

s/c 

HAW 

HOU 

HAW 

up we need you for. 

Okay, thank you very much. 

Houston, Hawaii 

Go ahead Hawaii 

Okay, we've transmitted C-band off nnd have 

confirmation that it is off 

HOU Okay fine. 

HAW We have LOS on both vehicles 

This is Gemini Control. The range between Gemini 9 and the 

target vehicle is now 60 miles, with Gemini 9 ahead and below 
1 

the ATDA. We estimate that during EVA tomorrrow the range between 

the two vehicles will be 135 to 140 nautical miles. This is 

Gemini Control, 33 hours and 46 minutes into the flight. 

END OF TAPE 
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This is Gemini Control 34 hours 10 minutes into the flight. Gemini 

9 is over Africa and in its 22nd revolution. And this is the night 

side of this revolution. The tracking ship Rose Knot reported all 

systems look good when Gemini 9 passed by them. Reported that Tom 

Stafford and Gene Cernan appeared to be resting. This is Gemini 

Control. 

END OF TAPE 
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This is Gemini Control at 35 hours 10 minutes into the flight. Gemini 

9 is over the South Pacific Ocean about mid-way between Canton Island 

tracking station in South America. Tom Stafford and Gene Cernan are 

in the first hour of the 10 hour sleep period. Ground stations report 

that both pilots appear relaxed and appear to be sleeping. They reported 

they were getting good solid telemetry on Gemini 9, and that both it 

and the target vehicle are go. Guidance and Control Officer, Arnold 

Aldrich, reports that Stafford and Cernan performed todays experiment 

with negligible expenditure of OAMS thruster fuel. We show fuel re- 

maining at very near the 50 pound mark, and we should be in very good 

shape for tomorrow's extravehicular activity. This is Gemini Control 

35 hours 11 minutes into the flight. 

END OF TAPE 
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This is Gemini Control. 36 hours 10 minutes since the lift-off of' Gemini 

9, which is now in drifting flight in its 23th revolution. Gemini 9 is over 

China coming up within range of the Coastal Sentry tracking ship. The space- 

craft is powered-down for the crew's 10 hour sleep period, which will not 

end until44-hours and 30 minutes elapsed time, that's 4:lO a.m. CST. 

The flight surgeon Feports that the data that he's receiv&.ng from the 

'tracking stations indicate that Gene Cernan is powered-down pretty well too. 

But that Tom Stafford appears to arouse when....once in a while. Gemini 9's 

orbit is now 161.1 nautical miles apogee, 157.4 nautical miles perigee. The 

augmented target docking adapter, the target vehicle is in an orbit of 161, 

by 159 nautical miles. This is Gemini Control. 
\ 

END OF TAPE 

I 
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This is Gemini Control at 37 hours, 10 minutes into the flight. Gemini 9 

started it 24th revolution a short time ago. It is now just off the east coast 

of South America, where the Rose Knot hasa good solid track on it. 

We have not attempted to contact the crew since the Hawaii pass on the 

21st revolution almost four hours ago. However, we are continuing to monitor 

the spacecraft systems. They all look good, all tracking stations are giving 

the Gemini 9 a "GO". The RKV Cap Corn reports that the flight surgeon aboard 

the Rose Knot says that Tom Stafford, who had been stirring around some earlier 

had now.... has quieted down and both he and Gene Cernan appear to be resting 

well. The Gemini 9 is now 80 miles, 80 nautical miles ahead of the target 

vehicle. It will continue to pull ahead and we expect a range between the 

two vehicles of 135 to 140 nautical miles during the extravehicular activities 

tomorrow. This is Gemini Control. 

END OF TAPE 
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This is Gemini Control at 35 hours 10 minutes and 30 seconds after lift-off. 

Roth vehicles recently passed over the tracking ship Coastal Sentry, and 

both were go on the ground according to the Spacecraft Communicator aboard 

the Coastal Sentry. The spacecraft is now in its 24th revolution, and the 

ATDA in its '53rd revolution. They are both over the South Central Pacific, 

and in about 29 minutes they should be within the acquisition range of the 

tracking ship Rose Knot, which is hove-to off the coast of South America. 

At 38 hours 11 minutes and 9 seconds after lift-off this is Gemini Control. 

END OF TAPE 
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This is Gemini Control at 39 hours, 10 minutes and 30 seconds after liftoff. 

Gemini 9 at the present time is over the Arabian peninsula. During the 

recent pass over the tracking ship Rose Knot, both the spacecraft and 

the target vehicle were shown as go on the ground by telemetry being 

received at the ship. After that pass over the RKV, the ship was released 

for the night in that this will be the last orbit to pass over the ship 

for the next several orbits. At 39 hours, 11 minutes .3nd six seconds 

after liftoff, this is Gemini Control. 

END OF TAPE 
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This is Gemini Cnnt,ro1 at 11"~ hours, 10 minutes and 30 seconds after liftoff. 

Esrlicr In this revcIution the c;eml:ni :I passed over the trackintr ship Coastal 

Sentry south cf Japan, anl the sparecraft communicator there reported that 

both -gchicles -- that is thr: Gemini 3 and the klgmented Target Decking 

Adapter were go as they went over the hill. The Flight Director here, 

Cliff Charlesworth, released the Coastal. Sentry for the night since it 

is also the Coastal Sentry's last pass until several orbits later. Both 

the spacecraft and the targ:ct have ,just crossed the longitude of the Cape 

.which means they start a new revolution number -- number 26 for the 

spacecraft and 55 for the target. Sixteen minutes from now, both 

vehicles will cross over the Canary Islands tracking station; but it is 

not expected that there will be any conversation since the crew is still 

asleep at this time. At 40 hours, 11 minutes and 35 seconds after liftoff, 

this is G!?mini Control. 

EIW OF TAPF 
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Tklis is Gemini Control at I+1 hours LO minutes and 30 seconds after lift-off. 

Gemini 9 is cross ing t.he northerr: portion of Australia at the present time. 

About mid-way through the 26th revoltition for the spacecraft and the 55th 

revolution of the target. During the pass earlier in revolution over the 

Canary Islands tracking station, the Spacecraft Communicator at Canary 

reported that both, all systems were go on bcth the spacecraft end on the 

1 arget . There has been no further contac t with the crew since they're still 

asleep anrl not scheduled to wake-up for another 3 hours. At 41 hours 11 

minutes and 13 seconds after lift-off this is Gemini Control. 

END OF TAPE 
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This is Gemini Control, 42 hours, 10 minutes and 30 seconds after liftoff. 

Gemini ", <just finished its pass over the Canary Islands tracking station. 

Spacecraft communicator at that station said that all systems were go 

aboard Gemini 9. The crew is still in a sleep period, however, he did 

mention that the command pilot roused :i little bit during the pass and 

also during the time the spacecraft was over the Canary station, the 

C-band beacon was turned off by ground command ,just before loss of signal. 

The spacecraft is presently in its twenty-seventh revollJtion, and the 

tar&et in its fifty-sixth revolntion. The measurements of the Gemini 9’s 

orbit are 161.1 nalltical miles apogee by 15’1.3 nautical miles perigee. 

At' 4? hours,' 11 minutes and 30 seconds after liftoff, th is is Gemin .i Control. 

ENI) OF TAPE 
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This is Gemini Control at 43 hours, 10 minutes and 30 seconds after lift- 

off. Gemini 9 is nearing the end of the 27th revolution and a short while ago, 

made a pass over the north edge of the Carnarvon, Australia tracking station 

acquisition circle. The spacecraft communicator reported that both the 

Gemini and the target systems were all "GO" on the ground. Biomedical telemetry 

received at the Carnarvon station;indicated that the command pilot was sound 

asleep and the pilot appeared to be dozing. 

The pass over the Carnarvon station lasted approximately six minutes and 

48 seconds.. ..a subsequence pass on the next revolution will be just about 

the middle, for a much longer pass. 

43 hours, 11 minutes and 27 seconds after lift-off, this is Gemini Control. 

END OF TAPE 
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This is Gemini Control at 44 hours lC minutes and 30 stccnds after lift- 

off. Gemini 9 at the present timl is mid-way through the 28th revolution, 

and should be acquired by the Carnarvon, Australia tracking station within 

the minute. During the pass?... at the beginning of this revolution over 

Ihe Eastern Test Range, Dr. Fred Kelly, Flight Surgeon here in Mission 

Control said that the biomedical telemetry readouts were being fed to 

him from the Eastern Test Range station. It showed that both crew men 

seem to be still fairly quiet. During the Canary pass a few minutes later, 

Canary Island tracking station reported all system were go. Carnarvon 

just repcrted they have acquisition aid contact with Gemini 9, telemetry 

solid on the spacecraft.. . . . . . . . . ..we're still standing by for the Carnarvon 

pass,..... telemetry is solid on the target docking adapter.....all systems 

are go on the spacecraft at Carnarvon.....Carnarvon now has a C-Band track 

with the spacecraft...... ..Spacecraft Communicator at Carnarvon reported to 

Flight Director that/;?if; Charlesworth, here in Mission Control, that the 

pilot was sti.11 sound asleep and the command pilot was lightly dozing, 

according to the readouts they're getting there in Carnarvon.....at 44 

hours 13 minutes and 24 seconds after lift-off this is Gemini Control. 

ENII OF TAPE 
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This is Gemini Control Houston at 45 hours 10 minutes into the flight. 

The crew was awakened some 20 minutes ago as we began the state side 

pass, and Stafford greeted us with a very chipper, "hello down there". 

He noted that during the night, the cabin seemed to get a.little cold, 

Gerhaps 10 degrees cooler than they've been running; here on the ground 

we had anticipated that. The problem seemed to be that we're building up, 

as much as we did in the flight of Gemini 7, a little excess fuel, fuel 

cell product water. The fuel cell product water empenges- on the drinking 

water. through a series of bladders, so the solution is worked out to 

dump some of the drinking water, and this was carried out, we dumped on 

the order of a pound to pound and a half of drinking water by directly 

connecting the drinking water nossle,the squirt gun, to the uriceptacle 

and by placing certain switches to by-pass the radiator to dump the water 

directly over board through the water boiler. As I say this procedure 

was carried out during the state side pass. The crew has tagged up 

on their start of their, EVA preparations which will begin during this 

revolution. We also to get a crew status report in some detail, they will 

get a planned landing area up-date at Canary, which acquisition circled they're 

entering now..... at 46 hours and 28 minutes they are to receive a go, no go, 

for a 46-l flight or the completion of the planned mission. At 48 hours 

and 58 minutes they are to receive their no, go no, for cabin de-pressurization, 

leading to the extravehicular activity. The sunrise time for the 31st 

revolution, whiCh is critical for the start of the extravehicular activtiy, 

i.- set for 49 hours 26 minutes and 34 seconds, that's 49 hours 26 minutes 

sunrise on the 31st rev. We have now the tape of the state side pass, we'll 

play that for you now........... 

: 
L A 11 L h. - - 
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TEX Texas, remote.

HOU FLIGHT Gemini 9, Houston.

SPACECRAFT Hello, down there.

HOU FLIGHT Good morning, how are you doing?

SPACECRAFT Alright, I guess. The sleeping got pretty cold up

here last night.

HOU FLIGHT Yeah, we've been watehing your temperatures. Look

we got a little ....problem with the water building

up, what'& your counter read?

SPACECRAFT Standby Neil. We're at 2472_._._?02472.

HOU FLIGHT O.K., we're going to have you ....have you taken any

water at all out this morning?

SPACECRAFT We've just started _draini_g the system and drinking

it now.

HOU FLIGHT Well, we're going to have to dump some water ....our...

our suggestion here is to..dump it through the water

boiler and we have a proce_dre_we're ready to give

you when..when you are ready to copy.

SPACECRAFT[ O.K.

HOU FLIGHT It's...what it amounts to is..dump at about two pounds

of water, which is 60...66..counts on the gun.

SPACECRAFT Ge ahead_ Neil, with the procedure.

HOU FLIGHT O.K., we'll want to put..ths radiator to bypass now.

SPACECRAFT Bypass. ·

HOU FLIGHT O.K., then your water valve and__valve in

.where
normal, which is I expect/they are.

SPACECRAFT Roger, both Is on.

HOU FLIGHT O.K., then we'll want to §_uirt out ...... using the
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HOU FLIGHT Th_ water ii'lea into the M-5...receptgele and put the

·..waste valve in evap.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Put the water gun to M-5 receptacle and the

waste valve to evap.

H0U FLIGHT Roger, then put the selector valve on the M-5 collector

to bypass and shoot 66 clicks of the water gun in there

and see how much you bouneh around inside the cabin:

H0U FLIGHT Another thing we'd like for you _o do if you get

a chance is to close the S-12 doors.

SPACECRAFT Neil, we have just closed them.

HOU FLIGHT And 9, Houston, we've got a flight plan update

for you, when you are ready to copy that...I don't

mean to get you too busy here, but let me know.

We've got about l0 minutes yet before we lose contact.

SPACECRAFT O.K._

HOU FLIGHT Let us know when you start clicking the gun too.

SPACECRAFT Roger, we're going to start off clicking the gun.

HOU FLIGHT Roger, you're clicking it now.

SPACECRAFT Right.

HOU FLIGHT O.K. Kinda watch your pressure down here.

SPACECRAFT O.K., Neil, ready to copy.

HOU FLIGHT O.K., we have first a node for you , it's 444809,

remarks-rev 28, 121.7 west, right ascension 19 hours

14 miautes, 451...a time of 4511, at Canary, there

will be a crew status report. PLA update, fuel cell

purge.

SPACECRAFT Got it.

HOU FLIGHT O.K. at forty-five, 30. EVA prep start,
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H0U FLIGHT At 46;28, I have a GO/NO/GO for 46 dash one.

SPACECRAFT Roger, good.

HOU FLIGHT At 48:58. Have GO/NO GO for depress.

SPACECRAFT [ Roger.

HOU FLIGHT And your sunrise, Tom, is 49 26 34.

SPACECRAFT Roger. 492634 for sunrise for depress.

HOU FLIGHT That's right. Now if you can drink some more water

or put some in some water bags,there w_y probably

help the margin that we've got for the next four or

five hours.

SPACECRAFT Roger, We've done 25 dlicks on the water boiler.

HOU FLIGHT Roger.

SPACECRAFT And I'm bring the spacecraft to a a-t_J_i't_zepostti_n_

This should help to heat it up.

H0U FLIGHT ' O.K., you do have your radiator in bypass, don't you?

SPACECRAFT That's affirmative.

HOU FLIGHT O.K.

SPACECRAFT Neil, we had an evap. pressure ..... (garbled)...evap.

_ness_that _o_rer_n.

HOU FLIGHT O.K. That's good. I want to remind you here, Tom,

that over Canary in about 10 minutes, six to 10

minutes_ they'll be gi_ing you a PLA update. You

might check to make _ure that you've got that right

lookout.
evaporator

SPACECRAFT Yeah, we still have the a'.'_a_ _ pressure layout, I've

_ot to keep to it .

HOU FLIGHT O.K., Tom. W_'re expecting that. How many clicks are

you up to?
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SPACECRAFT 39.

H0U FLIGHT 39?

SPACECRAFT Roger, 40 now.

H0U FLIGHT 0 .K.

GRAND TURK Hello, this is Grand Turk.

H0U FLIGHT O.K., we're about to lose you here, Tom. Let's

stop wherever you are and get a gun count.

SPACECRAFT Alright, I'm 47 clicks and the last digit is 2630.

HOU FLIGHT O.K., your last reading is 2530?

SPACECRAFT [ Right.

HOU FLIGHT O.K., Canary will have you here in four br five minutes.

SPACECRAFT Do you want us to continue on until we get the total

laa_ to up right?

HOU FLIGHT No, Let's just let it go right there, that is good

enough.

SPACECRAFT Roger.

ANTIQUA Hello, _; Antiqua.

END OF TAPE
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This i.s Gemin' Control. That concludes the stateside pass. We got. more 

jnf'crmaticn 3 i'ew minutes later f'rom the 7anary station regarding the crew 

status. Staf'ford reports they have drunk since the last reporting period 

some 40 ounces of water. They've had one meal apiece. He described their 

sleep last night -- each man about four hours of solid sleep -- six to eight 

hours oi' .io:iirip sleep. They scund rested. Here is the Canary tape. 

CYT Canary has ac aid contact. 

HOU FLT 

CYI 

s/c 

CYI 

, 

HXT FLT 

CYI 

HCU FT,T 

“VT 

Roger, Canary. 

We have TM solid. Gemini 9, Canary Capcom. 

Canary, 9. Gn. 

Roger. Would you put your thermometers in for the oral temp. 

We have TM solid, Flight -- C-band track. 

Roger, Canary. Canary, Houston Flight. 

Go, Flight. 

'I)K . When you can give it to them, ask them to put the 

radiator back to flow. Go back to the normal configuration 

on the water management, and the evaporator heater off. 

Roqer . Gemini 9, Canary. We have a valid temp on both. Wou1.d 

you plaze your radiator to flow. 

Flow? 

Roger. 

We're star!:iins I)y for the PLA update. 

Rcyer . We'd also like ycur water management system hack to 

nc?rmal confiruration and the evaporator heaters off. . ., 
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s/c 

CYI 

s/c 

CYI 

HOU FLT 

CYI 

HOU FLT 

CYI 

S/C 

CYI 

HOU FLT 

CYI 

Evaporators off. 

OK. 9, 1'11 give you the area and the times and then we'll 

go back to the back angles and weather. 

Roger. Standby one, please. 

Roger. Standing by. 

Canary, Houston Flight. 

Go, Flight. 

Check to see if he has an evaporator pressure M&t at this 

time. Just ask him if he still has an evaporator pressure 

light. 

Gemini 9, do you still have an evaporator pressure light? 

Negative. It's out and I've got the heater off, and I'm 

ready to copy. 

Roger. Houston Flight, Canary. We should see if it's on 

and ring A is decreasing on the ATDA. 

Roger. Carry it with your update. 

Gemini 9, the area 29-l -- 44:34:30,20 +48, 26 +58. Area 

30-l -- 26110~02, 20 +58, 27 +@. Area 31-1 -- 47:44:48, 

21 +12, 27 +38. Area 32-4 -- 50:37:23, 20 +55, 26 +50. 

Area 33-4 -- 52:lO: -- correction on that -- the GATRC 

is 52:12:49, 21 +05, 27 +18. Area 34-4 -- 53:48:18, 21 +12, 

27 +33. Area 35-3 -- 55:07:29, 20 +49, 26 +50. Area 36-3 -- 

56:42:55, 20 +59, 27 +07. Area 37-3 -- 58:18:23, 21 +13, 

27 +22. Are you ready for your back angles? 
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s/c 

CYI 

s/c 

CYI 
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Roger. All the back angles are as follows: roll left 85, 

roll right 95. The weather in the following areas is 

marginal: 30-1, 31-1, 35-3, 36-3 and 37-3. There is no 

set maneuver associated with any of these areas. Do you 

copy? 

Roger. Gemini 9. Roger. Would you give me the times again 

for 29-l and 30-l just to check. 

Roger; 29-1 -- 44:34:30, 30-l -- 46:10:02. 

Got them all. 

Roger. 

HOU FLT 

CYI 

END OF TAPE 

. . . . . . . . starting to . . . . now, and horizon scan . . . . . 

Flight, Canary. Could you come through on about the TM 

signal on the ATDA? 

Yes, I ccpy. 

Roger. 
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CT1 

HOU 

CYI 

HOU 

CYI 

HOU 

Do I go ahead with this fuel cell purge at this 

time? 

Yes, go ahead with the flight plan. 

Roger, we'll go ahead with the food and water 

report and all that. 

Say again. 

We'll go ahead with the food and water report 

first. 

Okay. 

s/c 

CYI 

s/c 

CYI 

s/c 

HOU 

CYI 

CYI 

HOU 

CYI 

s/c 

Gemini 9 we'd like a food and water report on 

each crew man. 

Stand by..... Okay since the last time we've only 

had about 40 ounn-es of water, dumped some in the 

water boiler, and we've had one meal. 

Okay can you give me a sleep report? 

Roger, we had about 4 hours of solid sleep with 

about 6 hours of dozing. 

Roger copy . . ..you're looking good 9, you can start 

with your fuel cell purge when you're ready. 

Roger. 

Canary, Houston. 

Go ahead flight. 

Send us an A summary Gemini. 

Roger.... it's on its way. 

When I came over the hill flight, then CKO, 6 suit 

inlet temp was kay up. On the way up for the 

radiator back to flow corrected all that. 

I 

_ .-..__-_ ..~. ^.. . 
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HOu 

CYI 

HOU 

HOU 

CYI 

CYI 

CYI 

CYI 

CYI 

HOI: 

Roger. 

We've had Gemini LOS. 

Rc;ger. 

Kano go remote. 

Canary Cap Corn AF'D. 

Go ahead Steve. 

Could you give me the PCM counts, and the C-L-O 

1, water pressure? 

C-L-O one, Charlie, Lema , zero one, Roger. 

Okay that count on Charlie, Lema, zero 1 

is 2 2 1. 

Roger, thank you... would you put that in your 

books please. 

END OF TAPE 
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This is Gemini Control, Houston at 45 hours, 40 minutes into the flight. 

Several items as far as consumption history here for the notes, we've had no 

further contact with the spacecraft since Canary. It is now crossing the Indian 

Ocean. 

We have approximately 1200 amp hours remaining in the fuel cells. They 

are continuing to produce electric$ty at a very good rate. Total of about 

50 percent of the capacity remaining. Cabin pressure has held at a very steady 

5.1 PSI since the beginiing of the mission. Virtually no change?.lioted !.n that. 

The spacecraft orbit presently shows 157.3 miles by 161.1 milea, the 

target vehicle is in an orbit 158.6 miles by 1. excuse it...160.7 miles. 

During the extravehicular exercise, the target will be approximately 145 miles 

behind the spacecraft. Earlier Stafford was advised that the weather wac) 

marginal in the 30 dash one area, he was also told that it was marginal in the 

dash three areas. Since that report went up, we've had new information from 

ships in the area. And they advise that the weather is improving very nicely 

weather and they see no/y '1. problem should a landing be necessary in those areaa. 

We anticipate no need for a landing in those areas, but the area is improving 

in the prime recovery area in the Atlantic. 

Propellant quantity...GAMS propellant, we show some 90...85 pounds of 

propellant, still avail&k for this mission . ..approximately 50 pounds of fuel 

and 80 pounds of oxidizer and a plan that would give us about 85 pounds of 

usable propellant. This is Gemini Control Houston at 45 hours, 43 minutes. 

END OF TAPE 
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This is Genini Control Houston 46 hours even in the flight. Over 

Carnarvon a few minutes ago the crew was having breakfast, Bill Garvon 

put one question to them, he said if you don't have a full mouth of food, 

he'd like to know the on-board propellent quantity, and Tom Stafford with 

about a half mouth full of food replied 7 percent, which agraee with the 

earlier number which we passed on to you about 85 pounds of usable propellent 

remaining. The status remains unchanged, we will play this brief inter-change 

here for you at this time..... 

CAR Csrnarvon has telemetry solid in the spacecraft, 

all systems go. 

HOU ' Roger. 

CAR 

HOU 

CAR 

-HOU 

CAR 

CAR 

s/c 

CAR 

I've got target contact. 

Roger. 

Telemetry solid in the ATDA. 

Roger. 

We have C-Band track. 

Gemini 9, Carnarvon Cap Corn, all systems are 

go would you place the quantity read,switch to 

ECS 02. 

Gemini 9, Roger. 

Fuel cell 02. 

Fuel cell H2. 

Quantity reads off..... okay if you don't have a 

mouth full up there we'd'like a prop quantity read 

out when you get a chance. 
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s/c 

CAR 

CAR 

HOI1 

CAR 

HOU 

CAR 

HOU 

CAR 

HOU 

CAR 

HOU 

HOU 

CAR 

CAR 

HOI1 

CAR 

HOU 

CAR 

s/c 

HOU 

CAR 

HOU 

CAR 

.: 

. ..7 percent..... 

Okay. 

Flight, Carnarvon. 

Hello Carnarvon. 

Did you copy that prop quantity? 

Affirmative, Bill how do the rest of the systems 

look? 

Look real good. 

Okay. 

Flight Carnarvon. 

Hello Carnarvon. 

That fuel cell water pressure from th< TM- reads 

18, 1 8. 

Roger. 

Could I have a PCM count on that Bill? 

Roger.... 

Flight Carnarvon. 

Go Carnarvon. 

Okay that PCM count is 210. 

Roger, thank you...... 

Gemini 9, Carnarvon....we're 1 minute to LOS. 

Go ahead Carnarvon. 

Carnarvon could we have a LOS Gemini outline. 

Roger..... Carnarvon has LOS on the spacecraft. 

Roger, Carnarvon. 

LOS on the ATDA. 

END OF TAPE 
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This is Gemini Control Houston, 46 hours, 10 minutes into the flight. 

The weather this morning goes like this. This is the forecast for the 

next 24 hours, or in other words, up to end of mission. In the mid- 

Pacific landing zone, centered about 300 miles northeast of Honolulu, 

partly cloudy skies, winds westerly 10 to 15 knots and seas three to 

four feet. In the western Pacific landing zone, centered 700 miles 

south by soutwest of Tokyo, mostly cloudy skies with scattered showers, 

with winds southwesterly 15 to 20 knots, and seas five to six feet. In 

the eastern Atlantic zone, centered 300 miles west of the Cape Verde 

Islands , partly cloudy skies, winds northeasterly about 15 knots and 

seas four feet. In the western Atlantic, end of mission landing zone 

near 75 degrees west longitude, mostly cloudy skies with scattered 

showers, winds easterly at 15 to 18 knots and seas four to five feet. 

That shower activity reportedly is moving to the northeast and probably 

will clear out of the area within the next 24 hours. No new contacts 

with Gemini 9 since we left Carnarvon, we are in the Canton Island area. 

The crew is still eating breakfast, we don't expect additional contact 

until they reach the states, which will occur in some 12 to 13 minutes. 

This is Gemini Control Houston. 

END OF TAPE 
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This is Gemini Control Houston 46 hours 40 minutes into the 

flight. The crew is now well along in their very detailed check 

leading up to the EVA exercise. This check lists runs, to give 

you some idea of the depth of it, it runs 11 single spaced pages 

in the flight plan. Hundreds of items involved. Switch settings 

are specified for every system onboard plus a great deal of 

equipment, special equipment involvment for Gene Cernan. During 

the recent pass across the states the spacecraft now slightly 

east of Bermuda, the crew was given a go for a 46-1, in other 

words the full 72 hour mission. That report brought back a 

very cheery, "Thank youM from Cernan. Last night the S-12 ex- 

periment, the emulsion pack, which is used to collect micro- 

meteorites was exposed for another 10 hours. The first night 

out the exposure time on S-12 was eight hours and 40 minutes. 

So the 10 hours is an added dividend having to do with the 

postponement of EVA, of course. We have now a very brief tape 

of the conversation across the United States, there was not very 

much chatter because Tom Stafford indicated they were busy with 

their EVA preparations. They postponed certain discussions 

until later in this pass. Here is the conversation. 

HOU Guaymas go local, Texas go remote. 

GYM Guaymas local. 

HOU Gemini 9, Houston. 

s/c Go ahead, Houston. 

HOU Roger, Gene. We are going ahead early on this 

cross feet until they can take a look at across 

I ^  - - -  
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HOU the states and we will go ahead and close the cross 

feed and fuel cell two heater off and we will come 

back on with that heater at Carnarvon. We want to 

watch that pressure temperature on that for a 

while. 

s/c Okay, fuel cell 02 heater is off now and you want 

the cross feed closed. Is that correct? 

That is affirmative. HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

HOU 

Okay, it is closed and the heater is off. 

Roger, got some good news for you. Your Cubs 

won yesterday, 5 to 3. 

Great. How are the Astros? 

Well, I sm sorry to say they are on the wrong 

end of a 9 to 6 score. 

I was batting zero yesterday, 500 today, maybe 

a 1000 tomorrow. 

Atta boy. How about a 1000 by noon. 

Yeah, that is all right. 

Gemini 9, Houston. 

Go ahead, Houston. 

Roger. You have your go for 46-l. 

Thank you. How is the weather down there today? 

Well, it was a little foggy when I came in this 

morning. I think it is probably going to be 

nice. Looks real good now, the late comers say. 

Gemini 9, Houston. 
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s/c Houston, CD ahead. 

HOU This little test we ran a little while ago with 

that water, Tom, and dumping that stuff overboard 

we are not quite sure what is happening so would 

you give us a gun count when you complete drinking 

water any time during the next two revs. 

s/c Okay, roger, we are right in the middle of EVA 

preparation. We will give you one later. 

HOU Roger. 9, Houston. On that water we only need 

that when you are through drinking. Just before 

EVA. That is all we are really interested in. 

Just tank up on that stuff.. \ 

s/c Roger, we have been going pretty good on it. 

HOU That a boy. 

s/c Right now we are putting on the wire connectors 

and taping the connections. 

HOU Houston, roger. 

AFD Bermuda go remote. 

BDA Remote. 

Go ahead AFD 

HOU Okay, you understand. We want to advise them when 

you have acquisition and he need not acknowledge. 

BDA That is affirmative. 

AFD And LOS, minus one. And then say, need not 

acknowledge one time. 

Roger. BDA 
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HOU 

BDA 

HOU 

BDA 

HOU 

f s/c 

HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

END OF TAPE 

Okay be no more MI during EVA prep. 

Roger. 

Roger. And you also... 

Roger. 

Gemini 9, Houston we have approximately one minute 

to LOS and from now on we will be passive. We 

will give you a call AOS and one minute from LOS. 

Roger, we will keep you informed. We are getting 

the y connections on and working through there. 

Roger. 

Sequence 24. 

Roger Tom. Thank you. 
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This is Gemini Control Houston at 47 hours into the flight. EVA 

preparations are continuing very nicely.Uver the Canary Station 

a few minutes ago Tom Stafford reported "we've got the big snake 

our of the black box.l) This is a reference to having removed the 

umbilical - the 25 foot umbilical from its stowage place. They 

have the Y-connectors in place now on the chest pack and Gene 

Cernan probably is hooking up the umbilical just about now. 

Relatively little communication between the ground and the space- 

craft, we're letting them pr#ceed at their own pace and standing 

by to give them'Tny help as they might call for it. We have 

this brief conversation recorded from the Canary Station and 

the Kano Station. We'll play it for you now. 

CYI Canary h-is acq aid contact 

HOU Roger Canary 

CYI We have Gemini TM solid C-band track, all 

systems GO 

Roger . HOU 

CYI 

s/c 

CYI 

Gemini 9 C.tnary Cap Corn. We have you go on the 

ground. You need not acknowledge this transmission, 

we're standini: by. 

You can inform Houston that we've got the big 

snake out of the black box. 

Roger nine. 

CYI Do you copy Flight? 

HOU COPY. Affirmative 
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HOU 

CYI 

HOU 

CYI 

CYI 

HOU 

KNO 

HOU 

\ 

s/c 

END OF TAPE 

Canary this is AFD 

Go AFD 

We'd like an LOS Gemini main 

Roger 

One minute to Canary Island LOS 

Canary has LOS all signals. All systems GO Flight 

Roger Canary 

Kane go remote 

K?no's remote 

Gemini 9, Houston. Standing by. 

Gemini 9, Houston. You can go back to fuel cell 

02 heater at auto at you-convenience. Over 

Got that 
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This is Gemini Control at Houston, 47 hours, 10 minutes into the flight. 

The spacecraft's over the Tananarive station. No new contact since we 

last heard from the crew via Kano. EVA preparations continuing. We 

are getting a little talk now. A little static in the background. 

Standby one, please. Tom Stafford advised he'd been running in platform 

mode, and he noticed a little roll developing. It's completely under 

control. He's back in 000 rates. He just wanted to advise us. Our flight 

plan is completely clear with - except for the item of EVA prep which con- 

tinues to run. We expect the sunrise on that 31st rev to occur 49 hours, 

26 minutes in elapsed time. A little more than two hours from now, and 

that's about the time that the hatch would open and we'd start ingress. 

That's the planned ball park right now. It may be refined later. At 

47 hours and 12 minutes into the flight this is Gemini Control Houston. 

END OF TAPE 
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This is Gemini Control Houston. Fourty-seven hours 18 minutes 

into the flight. And during the course of the Tananarive pass 

we learned from Tom Stafford, that he was havinga problem with 

his number three thruster. This is a roll thruster. He noted 

a rate building up in roll. It is co-incidental I am sure, but 

this is precisely the same area where Neil Armstrong developed 

trouble during his flight with another thruster and of course 

the rates built up much more severely. In any case he has 

identified the problem in number three thruster. He shut it 

down =and he will, compensate for it by using other modes of 

thrusters to perform the various maneuvers. We do not expect 

to have any effect on the EVA exercise, at this time. The 

problem will be looked at very carefully over Carnarvon and 

additional judgments may be coming along, but right now we are 

still moving right ahead with our EVA preparations. Here is the 

voice tape of the Tsnanarive pass. 

AFD Tsnanarive go remote. 

TAN 

HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

vc 

Tananarive.remote. 

Gemini 9, Houston standing by. 

This is Gemini 9. 

9. Houston. Co. 

I am having a little trouble with . . . 

You are having a little trouble with what, Tom? 

Roger, with flash load, just took off in a big 

roll on me. Will keep you informed, we have got 

it back now to 000. 
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HOU Roger, understand. 

s/c (Garbled) 

HOU Gemini 9, Houston, go. 

s/c . . ..(garbled) stand by. 

HOU Roger, understand number three. 

s/c Yaw right and roll left, seems to be our main 

problem. 

HOU Roger. 

s/c Okay, Houston, we are zero. 

.HOU This is Houston, roger, Tom and we have one 

minutes until LOS Tananarive. 

s/c Roger. . . ..number three thruster is out. 

HOU Roger. Number three thruster is out. 

s/c Roger. . ..(garbled) 

HOU Roger, number three thruster is out. 

s/c . ..and also yaw and roll pitch...number three 

thruster is out. 

HOU Roger, Tom understand, suggest roll logic'to 

pitch. Over. 

END OF' TAPE 
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This is Gemini Control Houston, 47 hours, 31 minutes into the 

flight. As we noted over Tananarive, Tom Stafford reported some 

trouble with his number three thruster. He went through a varied 

detail check of his control modes crossing the Indian Ocean. When 

we picked him up at Carnarvon a few minutes ago, he and the 

ground seemed to be pretty well frustrated by the problem, He 

reported that the thruster - the inoperation of thruster 

number three was putting him into a roll rate of as much as 20 

to 30 degrees per second, when he energized his second in-plat 

or the platform mode. This frustration continued for some seconds 

and then we have to chalk up a big plus sign for our Guidance 

Navigation Control Officer, Gerald Griffin. In a very quiet voice 

he asked him to check his circuit breakers on the scanner on-the 

horizon scanner circuit breaker. Tom Stafford checked this circuit 

breaker and found he had accidently knocked it off apparently during 

the EVA preparations. He put the circuit breaker back on and 

ever,rthing settled down immediately. He has the number -three thruster 

back,all modes are operating just as they have been throughout the 

flight. The knocking off of that circuit breaker completely explains 

the difficulty encountered in the control mode. We say again he 

has now - we have now fully explained and understand the control 

problems that Tom reported over Tananarive. This taped conversation 

over the Carnarvon Station will explain it to you. Here it is. 

s/c Aft is steering away - repeat away from the roll. 

The pitch is - we put the platform to zero, zero, . 
zero. It's like being in a 180 at R break. You know 

the way the needles go 

CR0 Roger 
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s/c 

CR0 

HOU 

HOU 

CR0 

HOU 

CR0 

s/c 

CR0 

s/c 

CR0 

HOU 

s/c 

CR0 

My yaw needle breaks the platform right here/yngave 

to when the pitch needle is up I have to pitch down 

to bring it in. When the roll needle is to the 

right I have to roll left. Looks like that logic 

is reversed from the roll and pitch. 

Ckay standby. 

Do you copy Flight. 

Affirmative 

Carnarvon Cap Corn, Houston Flight 

Go ahead Flight 

Will you find out if he is in acme secondary logic? 

Roger 

Are you in acme secondary logic? 

Right. I have a firm reacme , bias power. Primary 

acme bias power and secondary acme bias power 

give the same results. 

Roger 

Now 1'11 go to secondary acme logic. Okay secondary 

logic in pitch gives the same as primary. The pitch 

needle is fly away some whenyou'rezero, zero, xro. 

Roger. Do you c0p.i Flight? 

Roger. Affirmative. 

The roll is the same, quoted in primary or secondary 

acme logic-mikes no difference. The yaw and pitch 

pardon me - the roll and pitch needles are fly away 

some at zero, zero, zero. 

Roger. 
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s/c 

CR0 Roger. 

s/c I'm now in pulse at zero, zero, zero,or in between 

CR0 

HOU 

HOU 

CR0 

s/c 

CR0 

s/c 

CR0 

s/c 

CR0 

s/c 

CR0 

HOU 

CR0 

s/c 

(garbled) plat mode it suddenly spun me up to about 

I'd say 20 to 30 degrees per second before I caught 

it direct. 

plat and attitude and just status qi& on the EVA 

list 

Roger, understand 

Carnarvon would you - standby one 

Carnarvon Cap Corn would you ask the crew to check 

the scanner heater circuit breaker? 

Roger. Would JOU check the scanner heater circuit 

breaker? 

Roger. It was (garbled).....did show 

Rog. Run a little test xnd give us a show here. 

Okay, 1'11 go at the rate command direct reentry 

rate commznd - they all appear ok as far as the 

control modes from the stick 

Good show. 

. 

Looks like I better knock it off on the EVA prep here. 

Do you copy Flight? 

We'll check number three thruster here in just a 

minute 

Be's: yawing left and right Flight 

Roger 

Pitching up, pitching down 

Okay, Gemini 3. I'm in plat mode now zero, zero, zero 
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s/c 

HOU 

s/c 

and it looks c:clod . 

Okay Tom, we'll see jou around the next time. 

Roger. Good show. We thought about everything but 

the breaker. I thought that Gene and I had gone 

through all kinds of control mode checks here. 

Okay, we're going on with the sequence. 

Roger. HOU 

CR0 

CRG 

s/c 

CR0 

s/c 

CR0 

S/C 

CRC 

HOU 

CRC 

HOIT 

CR0 

HOU 

CR0 

s/c 

TAPE 145, PAGE 4 ‘. 

Bill does he have number three thruster back. 

It was fine, Looked like it. 1'11 go ahead and 

ask him, I'm pretty sure he has, 

Gemini 9 Carnarvon 

Go ahead Carnarvon 

Okay you dq have thruster three back don't you? 

Yes. 

Okay 

Looks good 

Flight Carnarvon. 

Gc: Carnarvon 

That fuel cell H2 on the print out from my computer 

reads 240. 

Roger 

Do you feel awake out there now? 

That '1; do it to you won't it. 

Okay. 

Carnarvc?n hns one minute to LOS 

Rotirer Carnarvon and we're on sequence 45 
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I’PQ Roger. 

'!i', Carnarvon has telemetry LOS 

.;A f. !ICU Roger Carnarvon 

END OF TAPE 
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This is Gemini Control Houston at 47 hours, 50 minutes into 

the flight. We have a brief exchange between Gemini 9 and the 

Houston Cap Com via the Canton station. We'll play that for you 

first then we'll come back and note some of the events that are 

planned to take place during the EXA exercise. We have had to 

develop a special flight plan which has appeared only during the 

last hour or two here in the Control Center. We'll run through 

it for you noting some of the highlights we'll be watching for, 

but first here is the Canton tape. 

HOU Gemini 9, Houston standing by. 

s/c Roger, Houston. Rlooks like we're all 

squared away.....we're satisfied...... 

HOU Roger. 

S/C Sorry about that record. 

HOU There'll be days like that. 

S/C garble 

And this is Gemini Control Houston. The spacecraft now on the 

outside edge of the Hawaii acquisition area. We don't expect any 

additional conversation via Hawaii. Sunrise again for EVA a criti- 

cal item is noted at 49 hours, 26 minutes. At 49 the hatch is to 

be opened and Gene will stand up at that time. The first item 

calls for Gene to jettison and throw overboard some of the un- 

necessary pouches that contain various pieces of EVA gear. He 

will first retrieve the S-12 experiment, the nuclear emulsion 

package exposed on the adapter end of the spacecraft, hand it in 
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to Tom Stafford. He will then deploy the handrail along the 

adapter and set up his 16 mm movie camera with a wide angle lens. 

He'll proceed to the front of the spacecraft. This event to occur 

at about 49 hours, 30 minutes elapsed time. He'll attach a rear 

view mirror to the docking bar, the indexing bar, at the front of 

the spacecraft. He will then do a umbilical and a Velcro evalua- 

tion, before returning to the cabin area. He will hand the camera 

in to Tom Stafford, who will change the film on the EVA movie 

camera which will be re-installed in its place on the adapter 

area. Meanwhile, the EVA lights will be lighted and at 50 hours 

elapsed time the flight plan calls for the handrails and the foot 

rails to be extended in the adapter area. Within a minute or two 

Gene Cernan should be in the adapter. He will inspect the entire 

area,along the way he'll take a good look at the spacecraft. He 

will make sure that the bars are in place, firmly in place, the 

handrails and the foot rails. At 50 hours and 20 minutes he will 

physically enter the adapter and take a pressure reading on his 

peroxide levels in the Astronaut Maneuvering Unit. At an elapsed 

time of 50 hours and 25 minutes he is expected to actually don 

or put on, get into, the AMU - strap it around him. He will 

immediately proceed with the light warning check, testing the 

audio signals and the various lights which will serve to him 

as audio and visual cues to any untoward happening. At 50 hours 

and 30 minutes, 35 minutes, he's to give Tom Stafford an indica- 

tion before undocking and uncoupling the AMU from the adapter 
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area. At 50 hours, 40 minutes into the flight, this would be about 

80 minutes into the EVA portion of the flight, the AMU would be un- 

docked. Correction - that AMU deployment would take place at 50 

hours and 50 minutes intc the flight. At which point he would 

move out away from the adapter a few feet and run a check on all 

of his thrusters, translating up,down, forward, aft, roll, pitch 

and yaw. At 51 hours, he would attach the 100 foot tether to the 

25 foot umbilical , and give us a status check on the AMU. He would 

then proceed forward along the spacecraft. This occurring, approxi- 

mately, at the end of rev 32 by which time the elapsed time would 

\ be 51 hours, 10 minutes. 51 hours 15 minutes, call it. At which 

point he would be over the Texas station. After a through look at 

the forward end of the spacecraft and attaching his tether to a 

holder in the area of the docking bar, he would move out in front 

of the spacecraft and perform a figure four maneuver, wherein he 

moves some 80 feet directly forward of the spacecraft. At the 

60 foot point he would stop his movement and move in a left direc- 

tion for, approximately, 80 feet. And then after completing that 

he would move off for the 45 degree angle again, a flat plane 

forward of the spacecraft, for some 75 to 80 feet,at which point 

he should be in the order of a 120 or 125 feet in front of the 

spacecraft. Then he would make a turn and come straight back 

toward the spacecraft, thereby completing a figure four or perhaps 

it might better be described as apennant if you traced it on a 

piece of paper. A pennant with the point to the left. At 51 hours, 
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30 minutes he is to perform a status check and at which point he 

would be 110 feet out. His mode on the AMU would be a manual 

mode. He would turn off the automatic system. At 51 hours, 40 

minutes he would be back on the umbilical at which point he would 

jettison the AMU tether, plugging back in to the spacecraft oxygen 

suPPlY* Immediately after that he will jettison the AMU itself, 

pushing it down and away. Sunset at that time should occur at, 

rougly, 51 hours and 45 minutes. And it will be approximately 

that time that the hatch will be fully opened again. All during 

this period, during most of this period, the hatch will be only 

open two to three inches thereby protecting the plastic rubber . 

seal on the inner face of the hatch. Cernan at this point would 

stand in the hatch and take some dim light photographic pictures 

of the airglow and other phenomena. And his last EVA act will 

be to retrieve a 16 mm camera mounted directly behind him. He 

would enter the hatch, according to our present plans, shortly 

before 52 hours elapsed time in the mission. The total EVA time 

budgeted is 160 minutes according to his plan. call it 156 min- 

utes. We've just come into...... 

END OF TAPE 
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We htive just come into contact with the spacecraft by the Guaymas 

Station and let's tune in now and keep track of this pass as it 

moves across the states. 

Gemini Control here during this period there is no conversation. 

We have some additional information regarding that scanner heater 

circuit breaker. We simply identified it as the scanner circuit 

breaker back when we were over Carnarvon. The item that was giving 

us trouble W:LS apparently knocked of f during the EVA preparations. 

We credited Jerry Griffin, our guidance navigation control officer 

here with the solution to that problem. Jerry now passes the 

credit on to his staff support room. And specifically to James 
M,'Don;~~el 1 

Walker, the Aircraft Corporation. It was merely Walker 

who came up with the solution and passed it to Griffin, the 

controller, who in turn gave it to the flight director and it 

was then relayed to the crew. Mr. Walker has been congratulated 

, by George Low the Deputy Director of the Manned Spacecraft Center 

for his qu ck thi.nkinc. We will return now and try to - we will 

stand by for any conversation as it develops in this state-side 

pass. 

ARMSTRONG 

GYM 

ARMSTRONG 

GYM 

COM 

L - 1 - 

Computer 10, I-;NC. 

Go ahead. 

I would like to change the low limit on CC01 

to 1.1. 

Roger. 

TPXG remote. Gimym:-ts local. 
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This is Gemini Control Houston. One additional piece of 

information has developed during the roll motion that Tom 

Stafford reported on over Tananarive pass. It has been 

calculated that on the order of three pounds of fuel has 

been expended. We were estimating at that time something 

on the order 45 to 50 pounds of remaining fuel. Still more 

than adequate to carry out our maneuvers. Here is some 

conversation now coming from Gene Cernan. 

CAP COM Go ahead GN 

GN Roger, just wondered if you had any comments 

on Nancy Baker 01 with this EVA hardware? 

CAP COM It is all right, thank you. 

GN It is okay with you then? 

CAP COM Roger. 

s/c 

CAP COM 

s/c 

CAP COM 

s/c 

Electrical readout. How about giving me 

a readout on CA09? 

CA09, affirmative. 

Flexible readout. 

Go readout. 

Okay, I will read it decimal - PCM 146. 

Thank you. 

Roger. 

This is Gemini Control Houston 48 hours 9 minutes. Apparently 

we are in for a very quiet pass as the crew continues their EVA 

preparation. If there is any additional conversation we will 

come back to it. But at this point we will sign off. This is 

Gemini Control Houston. 

END OF TAPE 
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This is Gemini Control IF !usl-.~.~n at 48 hours, 43 minutes into the 

fligtit. Tananarive is within the acquisition area for the space- 

craft at this time. We expect some conversation remoted from the 

Tananarive Station with Neil Armstrong here in Houston. Meanwhile 

we last heard from Tom Stafford via the Kane Station. He reported 

, the/ were running a little *ihead of schedule on their EVA prep- 

aratiorls checklist. He rcpc?rted everything was going very nicely. 

He ?~Jso said they were drink.inf? lots: (if' water as per the instruction 

of the Houstnn Suri;enri. Cur Guidance Navigation Control Officer 

here advises that we should t:o into the EVA operation with 

approximately 45 pounds of fuel remaining or a total propellant 

remaining of '(6 pounds. More than adequate for the EVA and the 

remainder cjf the mission. We are also pulling presently about 

36 amps on the electrical system. This will go up a little bit 

higher as we move into the EVA, presently showing about 36 amps. 

Here is the conversation f'rclm Canary and Kano. 

G/T LOS Gr%nd Turk 

HOU Nine, Houstor,'s about one minute from LOS at Antigua. 

s/c Roger Houston 

This is Gemini 3 

HC:U 

s/c 

HOU 

Go ahead 

RnEer it snu~d:~ i ing the rel ike (garb led) hav 

cjri the RLSS 'g;:~rtl:ed) release 

Say zf:airl please 

ief vnlve 

s/c Rog:cr, it S~XJQ~~L: like the ELSS relief valve is 

t irarb 1 cld) punpi r-2: 
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HOU Roger understand

ANT LOS Antigua

CYI Canary has acq aid contact

HOU Roger C%nary

CYI Flight we didn't copy that last air to ground,

could you repeat that for us please?

HOU Canary we're probably going to get a clarification

on it. I'll be back to you Canary.

CYI Roger

CYI Canary has TM solid, all systems look good Flight.

H0U Roger

CYI Gemini 9, Canary Cap Com

We have you go on the ground. You need not acknowledge.

We are standing by.

S/C Roger. We're in sequence (garbled)

H0U What did he say %here Canary?

CYI It sounded like sequence 50 Flight.

HOU OK

7o

CYI Roger

CYI One minute to Canary Island LOS

S/C Roger Canary. You can tell Houston the cabin pressure

relief valve is (garbled)

CYI Roger, cabin pressure relief

S/C In sequence 70

CYI Roger
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CYI 

HOU 

CYI 

HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

KNO 

HOU 

sjc 

HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

HOU 

Flight, C,tnsr,y. Did you copy? 

Affirmative 

Roger 

Gemini 9 Houston standing by 

(garbled) 

Houston, Roger 

#ano remote 

Kano is remote 

Gemini 9 go ahead 

Roger. We're both - looks like we're a little bit 

ahe,Id of schedule here and we're fixing to (garbled) 

up on' water. (garbled) reads 2650 when we finished 

drinking. 

Okay thank yo-1 Tclm . 

All s8ystems look real good. 

Very good 

We'll give you that sunrise check at Tananarive. 

We're one minute to LOS 

Tananarive go remote 

Carnarvon Cap Corn Houston Flight 

This is Gemini Control Houston, 48 hours, 47 minutes. That concluded 

the conversation via Kane. We are having scane spasmotic conversation 

via T,rnanarive. We'll bring you those a little later. At 

Carnarvon the Gemini 9 crew is to be given a GO or a NO GO for 

a cabin depressurization. A note or two on the warning lights 
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and tolIes 5iv:i.i Lable tc; Genp Cern:i.n on his extravehicular equipment. 

He ha:; six status Lights which r;ive him warning of potential or 

actual prc.ibiems. They f'unctit~ln milch like the warning lights on 

a car. Cjnc - the f'irst item is a hydrogen peroxide light, which 

would c.;me on should the pressure in the hydrogen peroxide or 

the ;I;as system in the AMJ fall. below 380 pounds per square inch, 

within 111~s or minus 30 pound: per square inch nf that value, 

380. The hydrogen peroxide presently which has not yet been activated 

is reading a very constant 85 pounds per square inch which is 

the expected value and it also shows 71 degrees in temperature. 

A second light concerning the peroxide quantity would come on 

should the quantity drop below thirty (30) percent. He has on 

bo:%rd 26 pounds of hydrogen peroxide fuel. He also has a gage - 

all these gages and lights are on the upper part of the chest 

pack fully in view as he moves abclut outside the spacecraft. In 

every case when anyone of these little white lights comes on he 

also gets 4 1700 cycle per secorld tune. A beeping tone as an 

added reminder. If tie decides its not a real probLem he can turn 

the tone down to the point that its inaudible but he cannot turn 

ol'f the lii~ht . It would remain on and continue - enable him to 

continue to check it. Tom Stafford would also get that tone in 

the spacecraft. It would be broadcast thrcugh the little transceiver 

available to Cone with which Gene will communicate with Tom Stafford 

while he's outside CI:I the tether. A third light will be following 

the oxyt:en supply pressure. When the pressure in the bottle on the 

MJ dr:jps below tiO0 pounds p=r :;qu:tre inch within plus or minus 60 
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it will also - the same li{:ht would be activated should the t,emperature 

of' the ijxygen fall - move plus or minus 5 degrees. In a fourth 

light will monitor the reaction control system in the AMU and would 

go to white should the RCS power drop below 13 volts, This is 

a 28 volt system in the AMU. It would also be activated should 

Cernan be operating in a stabilized mode and in the event that a 

thruster would fire more than 7 percent of the time. Thus a 

[yard against a stuck thruster. A fifth light would ceme on if 

there is a problem of flow in the emergency oxygen bottle located 

in the chest pack* He's got a thirty minute supply of oxygen in 

the chest pack which under normal circumstances would not have to be 

access for other than checks. In the AMU he has a 7.3 pound supply 

of oxygen which is more than an hour's supply, something in the order 

of seventy minutes. A sixth light will indicate a drop in suit 

pressure. Suit pressure is normal during the EVA,. EVA exercise 

at 3.7 pounds per square inch. A light would come on should that 

pressure drop below 3.3 pounds per square inch,.within plus or 

minus .l pound. There is a relieve valve in the suit, should the 

pressure build up over 4.5 pounds per square inch. That covers 

the six primary warning devices that Gene has and at this time I 

believe we have a taped conversation of the Tananarive Station and 

we will play it for you now. 

HOU FLt Carnarvon Cap Corn, Houston, Flight 

END OF TAPE 
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HOU 

CR0 

HOU 

CR0 

HOU 

S/C 
HOU 

s/c 

Carnarvon Cap Corn, Houston Flight. 

Houston Flight, Carnarvon Cap Corn. 

Roger. Bill, at this time we're happy with 

the spacecraft configuration depending upon 

your air to ground data you can give them a 

GO/NO GO for egress. 

Roger. 

I should say depress. Gemini 9, Houston 

standing by. 

garble. 

Roger, Tom. Not reading you very well. Let's 

wait until you get a little more elevation. 

Gemini 9, Houston, standing by for your 

message again. 

Roger. We'll go ahead with the flight plan 

HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

s/c garble 

HOU Okay y it's set up 20 minutes and we'll give 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Roger. 

garble 

I couldn't get that. Would you like to have 

a time hack on your event timer for sunrise? 

you a 20 minute time hack in about a minute 

and 45 seconds. 

s/c 

HOU 

Okay. Mark 20 minutes. 

Roger. Okay, we're about 15 seconds now to 

20 minutes counting up. 
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s/c 

HOU 

Okay. 

3 2 1 Mark. Gemini 9, Houston. One minute 

to LOS Tananarive. 

This is Gemini Control Houston. 48 hours, 55 minutes into the 

flight. In - while you were listening to that taped conversation via 

Tananarive, our Flight Director Gene tianz was in conversation with 

the Carnarvon station. He told Carnarvon that we were happy with all 

the readings, all the status of events to this point. He instructed 

the Carnarvon station to go ahead when they acquire in some two to 

three minutes to give the crew a go for depressurization. I repeat, 

he told Carnarvon to give the crew a go for depressurization. This 

event is to occur over the Carnarvon station, and the actual depres- 

surization would take place between Canton and Hawaii - closer to 

Hawaii, actually. At 49 hours and 20 to 23 minutes into the flight. 

The critical time is 26 minutes. That event to take place just a 

little bit east of Hawaii. This is Gemini Control Houston. 

EN3 OF TAPE 
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mi :; jr, (;(?mi rl Y (:L,rltpdl t;.a;;:.tur~ 4i;i hour:: 10 minutes intro the 

flight. We have been rn~ni2~rin.g ‘the heart rates ver:i carefully 

during this past rev :nd durirq this period of work activity they 

have heen running somewhere between 60 and 90. Tom's heart rate 

when we ecountered that little problem with the roll thruster 

about an hour and it h:Llf' ago, jumped up to 105 over the Carnarvon 

station. But it settled back down immediately. Overnight, 

both men slept with a heart rate of running between a very low 

40 up to 50. Dr. Berry ha:; advised here that he expects Cernan's 

rate to run on the order of 140 to 160 during the EVA expertise. 

This would correspond very favorably with that shown by Ed White 

during his exercise outside Gemini 4. We have some taped 

conversation now from the Carnsrvon station and we will pla,) 

it for you <at this time. 

HO1J Carnarvon C:L~I Corn, Houston Flight. 

CR0 Hous i,on Fli.c;ht, C:irnarvon. 

HOU Roger we h:tve ,just talked to the Tananarive 

contact and they thought that Tananarive was 

receiving spacecr:t:'t whir&y on the $&nd. If 

the UHF ccm is pretty poor at your site slightly 

shortly :ifter acquisition you might suggest they 

go to SF-2 and gi.ve that a try. 

CR0 

s/c 

CR0 

IIOIJ 

Rqer , have a good trip. 

;.',-)u read ing inRAO3 E'JA suit 



HOU 

CR0 

HOU 

CR0 

HOU 

CR0 

HOU 

CR0 

HOU 

CR0 

HOU 

CR0 

HOU 

CR0 
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HOU pressure? 

CR0 That is off scale low. 

HOU Roger. 

CR0 PS02 is running about 815 psi, ECS02 quantity 

is 53 left right secondary bottles are 5290 and 

5260. 

Roger. 

Flight, Carnarvon. 

Co, Carnarvon. 

Okay, on the EVA suit pressure coming out of 

the computer I now read 2.56. 

Is that PSI 

That is affirm. 

Flight, Carnarvon. 

Go, Carnarvon. 

That'is decimal,too. 

Okay. 

Flight Carnarvon. 

Carnarvon Cap Corn, Houston Flight 

Go ahead. 

Roger will you verify or see if the crew has 

closed their EV visor yet? 

Roger. Gemini 9 have you closed the EVA visor 

yet? 



SC / 

CRC 

HCU l%IGHT 

CR0 

HOU, !?LIGHT 

CR0 

,' 

s/c 

CR0 

. 

HOU FLIGHT 

CR0 

HOU FLIGHT 

CRC 

HXJ FLIGHT 

CR0 

HOU FLIGHT 

CR0 

HOU FLJGHT 

CR0 

HOU FLIGHT 

CR0 

;;emini '3 , negative. 

That's ncga?.ive i'light. 

Roger 

The ECS pressure is down to 791. 

That's a computer readout flight. 

Roger, why don't you have him pump up 

the ECSO 2 pressure? 

Roger. 

Gemini 9, Carnarvon. 

Go ahead, Carnarvon. 

Okay, I'm reading 791 on ESC02 pressure, 

do you want to turn your heater on 

and crank it up? It's up to 810 now 

flight. 

Roger. 

Flight, Carnarvon. 

Carnarvon. 

gkay, I've got tape motion here, it looks like 

the tape recorder is running. 

Roger. 

He's got Pump A and both loops up. 

What are you reading now on RAO 3? 

Stand by. Still -2. ESC02 is back up to 839. 

Roger. 

Flight, Carnarvon. 

Go Carnarvon. 

On this RAO 3, the meter reads essentially 0 

but the data keeps telling me its 2.56. 
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HOU FLIGHT Okay. 

CR0 I'm getting a PCM count right now. 

HOU FLIGHT That's the bottom end of the scale there, .Bill, 

so youi're correct in both counts. The meter should 

be reading off scale low. 

CR0 Rag. 

Carnarvon has LOS. 

Roger Carnarvon. HOU F'LJGHT 

CR0 

HOU FLIGHT 

You look good at Lc6 flight. 

Okay, Bill. 

END OF TAPE 
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This is Gemini Control Houston, 49 hours 23 minutes into the flight. 

We are listening to the crew via the Canton station. They have advised 

at 49 hours and 19 minutes Stafford reported that he was depressurizing 

and the cabin was showing about 3.5 pounds of pressure I- or less than 

that. At 49 hours and 22 minutes, about a minute ago, Cernan reported 

we are opening the hatch and we will start playing this conversation as 

it happens.. 

s/c . . . . . . ..(garbled conversation between Cernan 

and Stafford)...... 

S/C Cernan My heel caught on something, couldn't see it. 

That's all right I'm allright now. 

S/C Stafford Okay, 

S/C Cernan It sure is beaubiful out here Tom. 

If I had my Hasselblad I'd take a picture of that. 

S/C Stafford Okay. 

S/C Cernan I can't turn around fast enough! 

S/C Stafford That figures. 

S/C Cernan Fifty feet out now, I'll be transferring.back, 

S/C Stafford Fifty? 

S/C Cernan Okay. I tried to grab a hold of the rail behind 

. . . . . ..(garble).......buhket of bolts..... 

I tried to install.......ah, the hand rail in 

the back is out. I don't know Tom, but I may 

be able to get this one. 

S/C Stafford Uh-huh. 

; 'f-3 

- - - - - L. L L LL I - L L * i. ~- .- 
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S/C Cernan 

S/C Stafford 

S/C Cernan 

S/C Stafford 

S/C Cernan 

S/C Stafford 

S/C Cernan 

S/C Stafford . 

S/C Cernan 

S/C Stafford 

S/C Cernan 

S/C Stafford 

S/C Cernan 

S/C Stafford 

S/C Cernan 

S/C Stafford 

S/C Cernan 

S/C Stafford 

S/C Cernan 

S/C Stafford 

S/C Cernan 

S/C Stafford 

Yep, I got that one. 

. . . . . . (garble)"... suit Pressure? 

I canrt see it its too dark out here, 

I don't.want it, Let's hold it. Keep the 

visor down for the present 

Okay: the visors down now Torn. 

Okay. Check the gain levers now. 

Okay, its checked. Okay, I'lllcheck again, 

but I already put them there Tom. 

Okay.......(garbled)..... 

Stand by, wait a minute Let me Check these. 

Up and no.....(garbled)..... 

Real good. 

Why float out? 

Yeah. ..O ..(garble) . ..jettison overboard, don't 

keep it. 

It's a little bit dark yet, Tom, Let me see. 
. 

Roger, stand up now, 

Pressure is hclding about 3.9 right now. 

Okay, I'm holding.....(garbled)..... 

Okay, turn on the medium flow and very comfortable. 

Real good show. . . . ..(garbled).... 

Okay, Ism turning around and trying to get the S-12 

now, Tom., 

Oh good. 

The sun sure is bright. (rough?) 

B~J, I guess it is. 



S/C Stafford 

S/C Cernan 

S/C Stafford 

S/C Cernan 

S/C,Stafford 

S/C Cernan 

S/C Stafford 

S/C-Cernan 

S/C Stafford 

S/C Cernan 

S/C Stafford 

S/C Cernan 

S/C Stafford 

S/C Cernan 

S/C Staf'ford 

S/C Cernan 

S/C Stafford 

S/C Cernan 
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S/C Cernan Full my leg down, Tom. 

S/C Stafford What one? 

S/C Cernan That one. 

S/C Stafford Yeah, okay. 

S/C Cernan Hook it under the instrument panel, I'll keep 

from coming out. Okay, the pressure still 

seems to be holding at 4. . . ..(garbled).... 

still seems to be nominal right now. 

Roger, pressure 3.6. 

Okay, the S-12 1 lapyaad is on. 

Right. 

Here comes the S-12, Tom. 

Okay. 

Just a minute. 

I got the S-12. 

Okay, I'm leaving go. 

. . ..the hand rails. 

The hand rail is deployed. 

Okay, good, are you coming? 

Okay, I'm trying to get them out, Tom. 

All rightee. 

It's a long way back to that hand rail. 

Is it? 

Okay, keep it holding, Colonel. 

okay, I've got you. 

Pretty much of a bear to get at this thing be- 

cause the hand rail is so far back, 
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S/C Stafford 

S/C Cernan 

S/C Stafford 

S/C Cernan 

S/C Stafford 

S/C Cernan 

S/C Stafford 

S/C Cernan 

S/C Stafford 

S/C Cernan 

S/C Stafford 

S/C Cernan 

S/C Stafford 

S/C Cernan 

S/C Stafford 

S/C Cernan 

S/C Stafford 

S/C Cernan 

S/C Stafford 

S/C Cernan 

SF Stafford 

S/C Cernan 

S/C Stafford 

S/C Cernan 

S/C Sta?'ord 
nnm Am mrrrn 

- - - - 

Oh. 

Pull me back down. 

J'll pull you back down. 

Okay. Pull me down some more. 

Okay? 

. . ..(garbled) . . ..Pull me back a little more. 

I don't see anything waving off the adapter 

from here. 

Good show. 

I put my Hasselblad around a little bit. 

Okay, want to hold it? 

Got the camera now let me check the settings 

again, Tom. 

Okay. 

Six frames per second, 1/200th, f-16. 

Roger. 

Strange world out here you know it? 

Yes.......(garbled)....... 

. . . ..(garbled) . . ..I had it in but it wouldn't snap 

down. 

Okay, try it again. 

Pull me down? 

Okay. 

That was a hard fit, but its in. 

Okay, that's good. 

Okay, let me turn around before . . . ..(garbled)... 

All right. 

Pull that leg down. 
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HOIJ 

s/c 

HOU 

s/c 
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This i;, Gemi ni. Control Ilol~cton. Gene Cernan is going about his 

duties in a very business-like way. It sounded to us here on 

the ground the communication a little choppy to start with. 

It improved as we moved through the center of the Hawaii circle 

and we lost the acquisition about a minute ago. We should 

pick them again in about two minutes via California. At 49 

hours and 26 minutes elapsed time, Gene did retrieve the S-12 

micrometeorite impact emulsion dish. He also deployed the 

hand rhil about two m-inutes later, and he noted that it was quite 

a tlistance back to the hand rail. He seemed to have a little 

trouble setting up his EVA 16 mm camera and now we have re- 

acquired via California. Let's go back to the spacecraft. 

s/c . . . control power. Okay let me take a breather 

here now. Okqr. Everything wants to line up 

the ELSS wants to line up in my face everything 

I let go goes up. 

Houston standing by. 

Roger. 

Okay. 

. ..reset and T know you are, boy. 

You have got a beauty coming. 

Houston, @mini 3 testing the VOX, how do you read me? 

We are reading you loud and fairly clear Tom. 

Aren't you readins . . . VOX too? 
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HOU Roger, you are clipping a little bit Tom, but we 

are getting most of it. 

STAFFORD . ..and he is taking a break here to relax. He 

is taking a couple of pictures standing in the 

seat and we will be going on the flight plan 

shortly. 

HOU Very good. 

STAFFORD Sure would help the break in short order if I 

could have a cup of coffee. 

HOU Okay. 

STAFFORD Bet Dr. Gilruth and George Low@!bably Chuck 

Mathews are having one about now. (pause) Neil, 

it looks like the bird is coming up now on 

Baja California. It looks as if that weather 

is rough, then I have got a couple of islands 

down here. 

HOU 

STAFFORD 

HOU 

CERNAN 

Yeah, that is right, Tom. 

Okay, Gene feels real good on that ELSS now. 

The temperatures are good and our suit pressures 

are holding real good. 

Roger. 

Okay. (pause) about two one minutes, Tom. Okay 

you want to pass the umbilical out, is that what 

our next step is? 
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STAFFORD 

CERNAN 

STAFFORD 

CERNAN 

STAFFORD 

CERNAN 

STAFFORD 

CERNA.N 

STAFFORD 

CERNAN 

STAFFORD 
\ 
CERNAI? 

STAFFORD 

CERNAN 

STAFFORD 

CERNAN 

STAFFORD 

CERNAN 

STAFFORD 

CERNAN 

STAFFORD 

CERNAN 

STAFFORD 

CERNAN 

I will pass it up. 

Whew ! Hey, we are coming right over LA, I think. 

(Garbled) 

I can see, I can see Edwards, I can see the islands. 

I got it, we will have to do . . . on it. (Pause) 

See the F-4 near the runway? 

Yep. 

That is a little thing the Air Force built... 

Okay, can you see . . . now or what? 

(Mike keying and garbled) 

I see... 

Okay, good.... 

. ..did you get it? 

(Garbled) 

I got worlds of good shots of LA,/@craft Baja 

California. 

Yeah. Look up China Lake bed. 

Okay, can you pull that in a@ Ihbre?. ..,okay. 

. That is about it (garbled) 

Do what? 

(Garbled) 

I can't . . . up here. 

(Keyed out) 

Spell it out and give it to me. 

(Garbled) 

Got a picture of Baja right here. 
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STAFFORD 

HOU 

CERNAN 

STAFFORD 

CERNAN 

STAFFORD 

STAFFORD 

CERNAN 

STAFFORD 

CERNAN 

STAFFORD 

CERNAN 

STAFFORD 

CERNAN 

CERNAN 

STAFFORD 

CERNAN 

STAFFORD 

CERNAN 

CAL 

CERNAN 

Okay.. . . Gene is taking a picture of Baja California 

we will get . . . . . . . 

Houston roger. 

. ..goes up Tom? 

Yeah, here they are here. 

Okay 

(Garbled) 

Okay wait a minute now. 

Take it a little bit slower oh your . . . panel 

(Garbled) 

Yeah, mine is holding good. 

. . . . ..real comfortable.... 

Okay, you had better give me the docking bar... 

(Garbled) 

(Garbled) 

Boy, that snake is really running around out 

here. 

Twelve minutes, 30 seconds (garbled) 

Okay, I am going to see if I can get out here, 

Tom.... 

Okay.... (garbled)...go on out for a bit. 

. . . . ..when you were leaning forward. 

Texas remote, California local. 

Texas remote 

California local. 

I can't get there 

bit. 

unless I cane down a little 
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STAFFORD 

CERNAN 

STAFFORD 

CERNAN 

STAFFORD 

CERNAN 

STAFFORD 

CERNAN 

STAFFORD 

CERNAN 

. END OF TAPE 
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(Garbled)....okay, he is down now. (mike keying).... 

Hello spacecraft . . . 

(Garbled) 

Looks like both . . ..(garbled) 

You look pretty out there, Gene. Sure trying 

to float up, though. 

Yeah. 

(Garbled) (pause) like you are upside down and 

the other (garbled) (mike keyed) 

.i.go there, if I can get over here and make a 

picture, Tom . ..(garbled)....I em sorry, it is 

really hard to get any torqueing when (garbled) 

Yeah (garbled) looks like you are going to fly 

right off that thing. (garbled) 

(Garbled) (pause)(mike keying) how about smiling 

(mike keying) . . . come/s&, smile. 
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STAFFCRD 

CERNAN 

STAFFORD 

CERNAN 

STAFFORD To your left. 

CERNAN Okay, I though it was to your left. 

STAFFORD 

CERNAN 

\ 

STAFFORT) 

CERNAN 

STAFFORD 

CERNAN 

CERNAN 

STAFFORD 

CERNAN 

STAFFORF 
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t:arble 

Okay, Tom. 

garble 

. . . . . . . ..to the left. To my left, vkay? 

. . . . . on the ground signal. Let me know if 

you get near to those thrusters. 

Yeh, I don't know where I'm going right 

now so hold on a few seconds. I'm getting 

near it, Tom. 

Okay, let me know when you get on the adapter. 

You may be able to hold on there. Did it come off? 

Stand by. I'm okay. The snake's all over me. 

What? 

Snake's all over me, Tom. 

garble , garble 

If I (Ian swing out I'm going to try to get 

out of here by playing out the umbilical. 

Okay. 

Garble, garble. 

I'm qoing to hitch off. Okay, Tom, here I go. 

That's it. Okay, Gene, real. good. It looks 

like the umbilical hy itsel.f is a prettyp%y 

. . . . . . . 

STAFFORL 

CERNAN 

. ...*.. slowly from our left. I'm taking pictures. 

I can't get over, Tom, to get where I want to get. 
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STAFFORD 

CERNAN 

STAFFORD 

CERNAN 

STAFFORD 

CERNAN 

STAFFORD 

CERNAN 

STAFFORD 

CERNAN 

STAFFORD 

CERNAN 

STAFFORD 

CERNAN 

STAFFORD 

CERNAN 

STAFFORD 

CERNAN 

All right. 

If I can get started in a certain way 1'11 be 

all right. 

All right. 

Okay, Tom I'm going to stand by here. 

Okay. I can see you in the dark . . . . . . the 

. . . ..is working real good. 

Okay, I'm near the aft'thrusters, Tom. 

Okay, . . . ..shall I turn them off? 

Okay, you better turn them off. 

Thrusters off. . . ..I'm going to take a picture 

of you through the mirror. 

Okay, I'm outside now. 

You look real fine..... 

Okay, I'm going further outside, Tam. 

Oh, what a beautiful spacecraft, golly. 

I just got . . ..'.here 

I'm going to try and get out in front of you 

where I can get a good evaluation of the pod 

and the umbilical. 

Okay. 

I'm going to get over on your side and evaluate 

the Velcro pads, Tom. Okay, I'm just about 

through with the adapter. 

Okay, I'm in pulse mode. . . ..through with 

the thrusters. Okay, I'm ready for your reports. 

Okay, I'm still here and I'm going to start 

using one of those Velcro pads. I lost it, 
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CERNAN 

STAFFORD 

CERNAN 

STAFFORD 

CERNAN 

STAFFORD 

CERNAN 

STAFFORD 

CERNAN 

STAFFORD 

CERNAN 

STAFFORD 

CERNAN 

STAFFORD 

CERNAN 

it came right off my hand. 

garble 

Say again. 

garble 

I got you a little better. I still want to 

evaluate these hand pads, if I can. Okay, 

I'm stuck on this thing with a hand pad right 

now, but they won't stay. Velcro is not 

strong enough here. 

Velcro won't hack it, huh? 

It looks better here. I must say it's nose 

is burnt off slightly. 

Are you going back on the adapter again? 

Yep. 

Okay. Where are you? 

Right outside your window. I got a picture of you. 

Try to put some pressure on the spacecraft, Gene. 

The only control I have is the umbilical. The 

shorter it is the better control I have. 

garble 

Okay, Tom, put me down. I'm ready to go out 

here now, if I can. Away from you. Right out 

in here. Okay, I'm at the end of the umbilical. 

Garble, garble. 

This is Gemini Control. During this period Cernan's suit pressure 

has run a very constant three point seven pounds. Stafford's suit 

pressure 3.6. Stafford's heart rate has been a very steady 90. Cernan's 
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has oscillated some, running fairly close to 155 during work period. 

He notes the shorter the umbilical, the more control he has. At one 

point he referred to having snake all over me. This is a nickname 

the crew has give the umbilical. They're talking again as we pass 

over the Florida coast. 

STAFFORD 

CERNAN 

STAFFORD 

GARBLE Come out in the sun while I get 

a picture of you. Come out in the light. 

I've shortened the umbilical. It works 

better on me now. I'll try this other 

hand pad but so far it doesn't look like 

it's stiff enough. 

All right. Shorten up on your..... 

END OF TARE 



GEMINI 9A 

STAFFORD 

CERNA.N 

STAFFORD 

CERNAN 

STAFFORD 
. 

STAFFORD 

CERNAN 

STAFFORD 

STAFFORD 

CERNAN 

STAFFORD 

Shorten up on your umbilical if you don't want 

. . ..(garbled) 

Roger, that'11 be good. 

There goes that other hand pad. I couldn't keep up 

on it. 

Okay, understand the velcro isn't (lost transmission) 

And one . ..came right off in my hand 

Okay. 

(MJSE) 

Gene . . . . bar mirror is really a fine piece of gear 

I Can see you real well. 

Okay Tom I'm coming back by the hatch here for a 

second. What time is it? 

Okay about 24 minutes after sunrise. 

On your last roll you didn't get anywhere with your 

umbilical, and any . . . ..(garbled). 

Yep. 

(PAUSE.) 

Your switch is goodfor (garble) (pause) I don't 

have any torque capability. 

I'll run your signals by hand here and I'll see 

what I can do for ycu. 

(PAUSE) 

How's that? 
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CERNAN 

STAFFORD OK Gene ease around here and take a rest. 

CERNAN OK 

STAFFORD Houston, Gemini 9, how do you read? 

HOU We're still with you Tom. 

STAFFORD OK. Gene's done the umbilical evaluation and it 

looks pretty rubbery out on the (garble) 

I've got him back of the cockpit now and can see 

him real well with this docking bar mirror. 

Oc[r suit pressures are holding good. We're both 

looking for Ascension standby for confirmation. 

HO7J Roger we got that 

HANEY This is Gemini Control Houston, the crew seems 

to be fellowing very closely the flight plan 

sketched out for you about an hour ago. Cernan 

is back in the area of the cockpit and they're 

about ready to change the camera film. We're on 

the far eastern edge of the Bermuda acquisition 

zone which overlaps with Antigua. If we get 

some additional conversation we'll go right back 

there. Several times we've heard Cernan refer 

to the fact that he had no torqueing or roll 

ability with the umbilical. Of course he does 

not have a handheld maneuvering gun as did Ed 

White, He does note a tendency to float upwards 

---.- above the spacecraft with the umbilical, which 

Give me six more . . . . a little bit (Next transmission 

garbled) 
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CERNAN 

CERNAN 

C/T 

CERNAN 

fI@!l 

ANT 

STAFFORD 

CERNAN 

cclrrecpond:; ver;/ closely to the experience with 

White. Let':‘ U :;u back now to the Conversation. 

Do yt-:u want the film out of the camera? 

Next t,ransrrli.;sion is Tarbled 

Okay it's still running. (Referring to the camera) 

Next tansmissilJ,n ic garbled 

Grand Turk LCS 

Nc:xt t.rarlsmi:;sion is garbled 

. . . ..little low in spots 

Gemini 3 Houston, let's take a check on that 

primary tank pressure now. Just bump it up. 

Next trarsn.issic>n is garbled 

Hnust,l~n :Fpprvaching LOS 

I've got the thermal cover all squared away f\>r 

you Gene. 

Okay wouLd you r:ive it to me? 

This is Gemini Control in Houston. Just as we bagan to talk Antigua 

lost t,he signal with the cpacecr.lft, Ascension will pick it up 

at 50 hours and one minute into the flight. We presently read 

49 hours, j7 minutes. The crew noted that they had changed the 

film in the EVA camera, Stafford no+,ed at the end of that con- 

versation that he had $jettisoned th e thermal curtain which protects 

the AMU.devicc in the after-end <pi' the adapter. He's also illuminated 

the EVA ]i&ts. ‘:‘hey are now, or in about 30 minutes, will be 

[[,oving into a night ,crea. The f'light plan calles for Stafford 

to rxtend the hand rails 2nd the foot bar in the adapter area 

which iknr will be braced a:,ainst when he dons his astronaut 
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maneuveringunit. Meanwhile Cernan is to move to the adapter area 

and inspect the area generally and look at any strap hangings 

that might be part of the separation from their Titan booster. 

He didn't note any earlier. We had a very brief report there. 

He didn't see a lot of straps as we saw on the Gemini 6 spacecraft. 

He will test the bars - the hand rails and the foot rails - to 

make sure they are securely locked in place, and he is to enter 

the adapter at 50 hours and 20 minutes into the flight or right 

about sunset with the spacecraft over Tananarive. Cnce in the 

adapter the first check he will make with the AMU is to check 

the pressure on the hydrogen peroxide reading and he will check 

this with Stafford who also hzs a cockpit read-out. Here on 

the ground the Flight Controllers are looking at their various 

readings and they are all giving very favorable reports to the 

Flight Director. The doctor notes that Gene Cernan's heart 

rate toward the end of the stateside pass had dropped down to 

the order of 125 beats per second, an indication that he is 

adapting very nicely to space walking. 

END OF TAPE 

I 
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HANEY . . ..we are presently showing 50 hours even into the 

mission, Ascension should acquire at 50 hours, one 

minute and 58 seconds. We'll come back when they 

do acquire the spacecraft. This is Gemini Control 

Houston. 

ASC Ascension AOS, UHF promoted. 

This is &mini Control Houston again. Ascension has reacquired the 

communication is a little choppy, but let's listen. 

0 “/C (garbled)..hatch down. 

CAP COM Roger. 

Stafford 

CAP COM 

Stafford 

ASC 

Stafford 

Cernan 

ASC 

ASC 

Cernan 

Stafford 

ASC 

Stafford 

Cernan 

Stafford] 

P- - - - 

Tom, can you see whether the tape recorder power 

circuit breaker is on or off on the right console? 

. ..on. 

Ok. 

As sc,on as we are in posit 

switcher f'or you. 

Ok. 

ion we'll radio the SW ivel 

How's it going there, Gene? 

Tf I get closer it pulls the hatch. 

Roger, spacecraft. 

Gemini 4, do you expect to proceed with (garbled). 

. . . . spacecraft, I'm coming around. 

. . . space (garbled), pull it a little, pull it a little. 

,..o.. catch..... on the hatch area. 

We see it. 

Its pretty close, Tom. 

You'll have to watch that. 
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Cernan 

Stafford 

Cernan 

Stafford 

Stafford 

Cernan 

Stafford 

Cernan 

Stafford 

Cernan 

Stafford 

Cernan 

Stafford 

Cernan 

Cernan 

Stafford 

s/c 

ASC 

s/c 

A.:SC 

s/c 

Stafftx-d 

ASC 

Stafford 

_ - - - L L. 

Ok, (garbled) laying out there. 

Ok. Be sure. 

(garbled) crawl back in there. 

Ok, it it goes real easy we'll slip it the wide 

stroke.... original (garbled). 

The hatch is pretty stiff out here in the open 

position, if you can hold it back 10 to 20 degrees 

we might be able to do (garbled) 

Its going all the way, go ahead. 

No problem. 

Did you pull the hatch any further? 

I want you to pull, Gene. 

. ..or 10 inches, ok. 

Ok. 

Back here on the adapter you had better cut the 

thrusters off. 

Ok. 

I'm back here close to the hatch, hold on there 

while I blow those EV bare. 

(garbled) you got the thrusters off, don't you? 

Roger 

Garbled 

Say again. 

He's. proceeding (garbled) 

Are your thrusters off? 

(garbled) do a lot...maneuvering 

OK, stand, by, makk for off. 

Ok, now You better go ahead and,,.. 

(garbled) 

A L - a. L L L A r: 

-... -.._ 
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Cernan (Garbled) . . ..but I didn't see any yet. 

Stafford Don't go wrong. 

Cernan 

Stafford 

Thrusters off? 

Yes, they are both cold. 

(Garbled) %%& it is. 

Cernan Okay 9 it's fifteen. I think I can get it off now. 

Stafford Be.-seems'to be very concerned about this. 

Cernan (garbled) is his prfMry concern. 

Stafford That's so. 

Cernan . . . ..space...I.....pitch...roll 

Stafford 

Cernan 

. ..roger 
tern?) 

Yeah, I just pulled it open 

Stafford 

Cernan 

Stafford 

Cernan 

Stafford 

CAP COM 

ASC 

CAP COM 

Have you got the valve covers? 

Yeah, I just threw it away 

Good, good..did you get the adapters up? 

. ..Let me get these hose up 

Roger, let'me know what the etatus is. 

Houstons approaching LOS Ascension 

Roger, he's turned thrusters off, turn off all 

the . ..on the.. time....(&rbled) 

Houston, Roger. 

This is Gemini Control Houston. Communications are, as I am sure 

you are noting garbled. We can catch about every third or fourth 

word. We did gather that Gene was moving to the arraa of the adapter 

to inspect the separation plane between the adapter and the second 

stage of the Titan. Once he passes the adapter edge he will make 
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a very careful visual inspection of the AMU, in- 

suring that the bars are in place, the foot rails 

and the hand rails and he will check his reaction 

control system handles very carefully on the AMU 

before moving on with the flight plan. We pre- 

sently read 50 hours and 10 minutes. The crew has 

consistently stayed right with the flight plan as 

written. We expect sunset to occur in the Pretoria 

area at 50 hours and 16 minutes into the flight 

at which point Cernan is to enter the adapter area. 

Our next acquisition is slated for 50 hours and 13 

minutes through Pretoria, South Africa and followed 

by an acquisition at Tananarive at 50 hours 18 

minutes. It is unlikely that we would have any 

voice communication coming back from Pretoria. I 

think it will be monitor, a ground monitor only 

situation. This is Gemini Control Houston. 

END OF TAPE 
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HOU Voi(:e control, Houston Corn check. 

Voice control. 

HOU Mike remote control with Tananarive, please 

VOICE CONTROL Go ahead. 

TAN This is Tananarive. 

HOU Roger. Stand by for quick remoting check. 

TAN Okay. 

This is Gemini Control Houston. During this interlude between 

stations let's check the temperatures and pressures existing in these 

two suits. In Stafford's suit the pressure at last reading which 

was Cape down range reading shows 3.67 pounds per square inch. In 

the right suit, the EVA - Cernan's suit - the temperature is running 

54.7 degrees. The pressure 3.73 psi. Meanwhile, the AMU hydrogen 

peroxide the gas fuel, which has not yet been activated - the system 

still is inactive until Tom Stafford turns the switch in the cockpit - 

that reading shows a very steady 85 which it has run since the begin- 

ning of the flight. The peroxide temperature is 71 degrees. This 

is Gemini Control Houston. 

Tananarive go remote. 

This is Gemini Control Houston. The Tananarive communicator has 

just been advised that his station is remoted. We expect some contact 

here momentarily. We presently show 50 hours, 18 minutes into the 

flight. There's Tananarive coming in, almost right on schedule. 

Tananarive confirms acquisition. The signal from Tananarive is even 

choppier than that from Ascension. It is completley unreadable. There 

is communication coming, however. Garble. 

END OF TAPE 
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This is Gemini Control Houston as best we can understand Tom 

Stafford and Gene Cernan are going through their check lists, pre- 

paratory to donning the Astronaut Maneuvering Unit. 

TAN Houston, this is Tananarieve. 

HOU Stand by Tananarieve. 

Tananarieve go ahead. 

TAN This is corn tech, Tananarieve, that is 

affirmative. 

S/C Stafford Tananarieve we have to keep at high rate to 

TAN 

keep the pilot comfortable. 

You have to keep at high rate to keep the 

pilot cool. Is that correct? 

TAN 

HOU 

ECS 46%, do you want the cross feed open? 

Negative, the answer is negative. 

Tananarieve corn tech, this is HouBton. Would 

you verify that reading 46%~ 46% is that 

correct? 

S/C Stafford 

TAN 

HOU 

TAN 

HOU 

Affirmative. 

Houston, this is Tananarleve. 

Go ahead, this is Houston. 

Goger, the pilot says they have to keep at 

high rates to keep the pilot cool. 

Roger, understand. 
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TAN Tananarieve has LCS. 

This is Gemini Contron Houston. Its doubtful whether you can under- 

stand much of that conversation. It was extremely garbled. Probably 

the most garbled pass we've had during the mission. In any case, we 

did manage to decipher here that Stafford reported he was using the 

high rate ofc,oxygen flow In order to keep the pilot cool. The tempera- 

ture on Gene Cernah?s suit is still 54.7, his pressure 3.73. We had 

expected to use the 02 high rate, the oxygen high rate system during 

this period and it should be cooling off just about as they go through 

their sunset. Cernan, outside the spacecraft, will see a drop in tempera- 

ture on the order of 3 to 400 degrees as he goes from a sunless to a 

black night. The onboard oxygen supply shows 465 remaining and they 1 

still have an option.here, if they'd like, they can open a cross feed 

valve and bring in -- introduce -- the fuel cell oxygen supplyl, nx&king 

it common to bothlthe breathing oxygen as well as the oxygen required 

to operate the fuel cell. This request was passed on to Houston -- 

the suggestion that perhaps they should go to the cross feed valve and 

the answer went back in the negative. We would like to keep them on the 

onboard supply oxygen for this time. Carnarvon will the next station to 

acquire. That acquisitiiohoto come at 50 hours, 34 minutes into the flight. 
-- 

We're presently reading 50,hours, 29 minutes into the flight. Acoording..... 

END OF TAPE 
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. . ..and according to our flight plan Gene Cernan should be putting 

0n , bjetting into the AMIJ, strapping it about his waist at .just 

about this time. The - once he has gotten into it he will go 

through a light and wiring test - light and signal warning test 

excuse me. Once that is completed he will take A two to three 

minute rest. Following the rest period he will go through 

a visual acuity check to see what kind of stars he can see through 

his - with his EVA visor - his special gold plated visor in the 

up position and the down position. ' He is due to give a rather 

complete pilot status report at 5 hours and 34 minutes to Stafford. 

By Carnarvon they will be ready to go for the undocking of the 

Astronaut Maneuvering Unit. That event to take place about 

5 hours and - 50 hours and 38 minutes into the flight - at 

50 hours and 30 minutes into the flight. This is Gemini Control 

H011ston. 

END OF TAPE 
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This is Gemini Control Houston. Gemini 9 has tagged up with the 

Carnarvon Station. The ECS quantity is showing 42 percent which 

on the nominal. Tom Stafford reporta that Cernan is encountering 

some fogging up of the visor. They are keeping the high rate 

02 flowing in order to reduce this fogging. Cernan also noticed 

his pressure reading gage on his arm is fogging slightly also. 

They report their having a little more difficulty then expected 

in deploying the attitude control arms 'on the MU. Cernan's 

words were "they didn't work out - their not working out just 

as they did in the simulations." We have some conversation , 

it is extremely.choppy. All we're catching is the last word 

from Stafford and the first or the last word from Cernan but 

here is the way it sounds. 

CR0 

CERNAN 

STAFFORD 

CERNAN 

CERNAN 

STAFFORD 

I” 

CERNAN 

CR0 

s/c 

CERNAN 

CERNAN 

Carnarvon is standing by 

I got news for you, the oxygen pressure is at zero. 

. . . . . . ..(garbled) 

(garbled) 

The gage isn't opened yet, so lets see what happens. 

OK 

Cpen,.....(garbled) valve 

garbled 

Carnsxvon is standing by 

. . . . . . . . ..garbled........ 

..-. this visor is sure fogging up.....,.garbled 

I've got the battery switch to go. 

Okay battery switch on. 
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CERNAN 

STAFFORD 

CR0 

STAFFORL 

CR0 

STAFFORD 

CR0 

HOU 

STAFFORD 

HOU 

s/c 

CFRNAN 

STAFFORD 

C33RNA.N 

STAFFORD 

CR0 
.---- 

My nressure reading is fogged up, my visor is 

fogged UP. 

Leave it on ;ene. 

Carnarvon, Gemini 9 

Go ahead 9 

He's fogging real bad......garbled.....keep the 

fogging down to a minimum and he got the attitude 

controller arms and the maneuver controller arms 

-rut but it was far more difficulty under zero g 

then they did in the simulations, 

Roger 

His aressure gage is fogged and his visor is 

fogged. 

Roger. You copy Flight? 

We read it. 

Houston our ECS quantity is 42 percent 

Roger understand 

That quantity is right on the nominal. 

How are you doing Gene? 

It's really fogged up Tom. 

I'll leave it at 350 . . ..garble....Let's take a 

rest. 

. ..garble...feeling. I believe we're SideWafS. 

Yea. Garble, garble...... 

Carnarvon this is -ini 9 

Go ahead 9 
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STAFFORD 

CR0 

CERNAN 

STAFFORD 

. . ..garble... builds up a heat load so the only 

one we have hooked up is the 125 foot. 

He's still hooked to the umbilical. 

Roger understand 

Cirnarvon coming up on LOS 

OK Tom 1'11 go ahead snd make the electrical 

ch-ingeover 

Roger. Cxrnarvon we're going to make the electrical 

changeover. He's had a little bit of a rest. 

His BF02 is 41 percent relay that on to Houston. 

We'd like to have a recommendation from them when 

we get to Canton. 

CR0 We're real happy with that Tom. 

STAFFORD Ok real good 

CR0 Carnarvon has LOS 

This is Gemini Control Houston. Immediately after the Czrnarvon 

p%ss we had the following report from the surgeon. He said coming 

into the Carnarvon area Gene Cernan was showing a heart rate of 

160: 'At loss of signal from that station ait that station he 

read 135. He said the command pilot has been running a very 

steady 85 1s a heart beat and he pronounced the two of them in 

good shape. Cernan is continuing to hook up the various connections 

that he must make on the AMU. At last report he was plugging in 

the electrical system. We're presently showing here 50 hours, 

48 minutes into the flight. At this time he should have had 

- should have hooked up all of his oxygen and electrical connections 

- - - . . -L a. L L - 1L L L- I. - L 
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and made the preliminary checks on those. The next sunrise is 

set for 50 hours, 50 minutes into the flight. It will occur 

before the crew reaches Hawaii. If they -tre still right on the 

flight plan as they have been to date, they will have deployed 

the Astronaut Maneuvering Unit before we acquire at the Hawaii 

Station. That acquisition is to come at 50 hours, 59 minutes 

into the flight, A ship, the range tracker slightly west and 

south of H.-iwaii should get some communication from the pair 

however, about three minutes earlier at 50 hours, 56 minutes into 

the flight. We're a little puzzled by Tom Stafford's repeated 

concern over the oxygen quantity. We show this as exactly 

nominal following the flight plan curve. I'm sure we'll cover 

this in more detail over Hawaii and over the next sweep across 

the stites. At 50 hours, 49 minutes into the flight this is 

Gemini Control. 

END OF TAPE 
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This is Gemini Control Houston, 50 hours, 56 minutes into 

the flight. Gene Cernan now has been extra-vehicular for slightly 

more than an hour and a half. We put it at about 94 minutes since 

hatch opening. At one point during the Carnarvon pass, he brought 

several of us up short when he reported, I've got news for you. 

Our oxygen quantity reading is zero. And then he quickly noted he 

had not energized the switch on the side of the AMU which makes 

the oxygen flow. He did have some difficulty with the switch but 

once he did get it switched, it flowed very nicely and it showed 

the proper reading. The people in one of the back rooms here in 

the Mission Control Center are monitoring very carefully each of 

the extra-vehicular systems , are entirely satisfied with their 

operation to date. There is a question about the fogging that 

Gene mentions that, perhaps, he did not have his EVA visor down 

over his normal suit visor which might account for some of it. 

As we come up on another sunrise we're quite certain'he will have 

his extra-vehicular visor in place,!&e Range Tracker is standing 

by for any communication that may come along now. And, we're 

listening closely for that. Apparently, we will not have com- 

munication through the Range Tracker. The Hawaii station should 

acquire about one minute fran now. We'll come back then. This is 

Gemini Control Houston. 

END OF TAPE 
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This is Gemini Control Houston. We’ve beard from Tom gtafford via 

Hawaii. We show presently 51 hours and one minute into the flight. 

Stafford reports that the pilots visor is still very fpggsd over, He 

said also that the communications from Cernan ia extremely poor. He 

describes Cernan's communication as a "loud g(rrglT." TQm @SO said 

that the work involved in getting the AMU ready for deployment is 

some four to five times more difficult, more work, thap had been eati- 

mated. And he said Cernan had bean resting. They had pot deployed 
if 

the A.MU and Stafford says that/the fogging CQnditiOn doesn’t improve 

within the next few minutes, they're seriously considering caving the 

AMU no-go. He has relayed all this to Houston. It’s be$ng cons$dered 

here now. We're prepared to play this tape for you at th$p t$me, 

s/c Houston, Gemini 9. 

HOU Houston, here, Gemini 9, we’re reading you 

pretty weak, go ahead, Gemini 9 Houston, 

go ahead. ' 

s/c 

Hqw 

WC 

HAW 

s/c 

Hello Houston, Gemini 9. 

Gemini 9, Hawaii. 

Roger, Hawaii, I want you to rely to Houston 

for me, 

Roger, go ahead. 
that 

About four or five times more work than/we antici- 

pated ,, The pilots visor is co!npletel.y fogged 
Gonna 

over, nearly frozen Qver./Let him stay there 
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S/C STAFFORD and just relax. . . . ..(garbled)...communications 

are very poor. He has a loud gargle. Everything's 

. . . . . ..(garbled) I can barely read him. Also, 

the attitude control arm is not......(garbled)... 

completely. If the situation doesn't improve, 

or if there is any trouble getting the restraint 

harness hooked up, I would call it a no-go on the 

AMU. Let him stay there and rest for a while. 

This is Gemini Control Houston, Stafford has just been on the line 

and he says that he has decdied the situation is no-go -- no-go for the 

AMU. He says Cernan's visor is still fogged over. He also says the 

transmitter from the AMU is so garbled that he has great difficulty in 

reading Gene and he has directed Gene Cernan to switch back to the space- 

craft umbilical and they'll take another look at the situation. This 

is Gemini Control at 51 hours and four minutes, 

HAW Flight, Hawaii. 

HOU Go ahead, Hawaii 

HAW He says he's getting extreme fogging on his visor 

and its trying to freeze up. And also, that he 

is having quite a bit of trouble reading him, 

that the pilot was fairly garbled. He has made 

the election.........(garbled).... 

S/C STAFFORD . . . ..(garbled) . . . ..the right hand hatch. It is 

fairly free for my length of reach for the first 

HAW 

couple degrees. 

Roger, you say the right hatch moves freely. 
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S/C Stafford Right, of course it moved freely when it became 

near closed. When it was opened is when it was 

real stiff. Itdb still pretty free as far as 

I can push it up and down. 

HAW Roger, understand. 

This is Gemini Control Houston. Gene Cernan is back on the space- 

crrrbt'8 umbilical now. And he's back in communicatian with us. There 

was a period there during Hawaii when he was trying to transmit over the 

AMU transmitter and of course, these transmissions go only to ltafford 

and are not relayed to the ground. That would accoubt for m lack of 

his voice and bf Stafford only transmission. This is Gemini Control 

standing by. 

S/C Stafford 

HAW 

s/c 

Can you see out at all? Gene? Can you read me 

okay, yes or no? Okay, your transmission was 

awfully garbBed. Okay, did you get the word? 

I say it's a no-go, its still fogged up and 

can't get the ,Bttitud~~~oe9~~e~~~. L_L.z 

stored on the restraint harness. 'Cause you 

can't see it now, switch back to the spacecraft 

electrical umbilical. Hawaii, Gemini 9. 

Gemini 9, Hawaii. 

No-go for the AMU. The pilot's fogged up completely 

The AMU transmitter is so garbled I can barely read 

it. The attitude controller armwill not install 

to the proper position. And I want him to switch 

back to the spacecraft electrical umbilical. 
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HAW 

s/c 

H8W 

s/c 

HOU FLIGHT. 

HAW 

HOU FLIGHT 

HAW 

.HOU F-LIGHT okay. 

S/C Stafford Hawaii, Gene said to pass on that he hated to do 

HAW 

HOUl'FLIGHT 

HAW 

HOU FLIGHT 

S/C Stafford 

S/C Cernan 

END OF TAPE 
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Okay, we have thst . 
in 

Roger and we concur/the no-go. 

He has to expend fcy$W five tlmas more energy 

thanwhatwe . . . . . . .ln 

Zero G in the airplane. 

Roger, understand and Houston agreer in the no-go. 

Roger. 

Hawaii Cap Corn, Houston Flight. 

Go night. 

If you get a chance, you can ask them to see 
adapter 

if he can get so1118 sunlight into the/area. 

He said that he was attempting to get the sun- 

light on him now. 

it but he doesn't have any choice and neither do 

I. 

Roger, we'understind. 

Flight, Hawaii. 

Go Hawaii. 

Okay, he's back on spacecraft umbilical, now, we 

have TM back. 

Okay. 

Let me know when you get ready to switch back to 

the electrical umbibi&al, Gene? 

Okay.....(garbled).......... 
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This is Gemini Control Houston, 51 hours, 8 minutes into the 

flight. At last report, Cernan said he still had approximately 

75 percent fogging condition on his visor. And, while the situation 

is still in some doubt, it does not appear that the AMU will be 

used during the mission. There going to have another re-evaluation 

as we move into the California area of acquisition. We are acquiring 

now at California. Let's stand by. Hawaii has LOS. 

HOU 

HAW 

Roger, Hawaii. 

Sorry about that AMU. 

Garble from spacecraft. 

. 
STAFFORD 

HOU 

STAFFORD 

Hello, Houston. The . . . . . is pretty high over- 

head. The view is still fogged over. 

Okay, Tom. We're reading you loud and clear now. 

We called it quits with the AMU. We had no 

choice. 

HOU 

CERNAN 

STAFFORD 

CERNAN 

STAFFORD 

CERNAN 

STAFFORD 

CERNAN HOW much time do we have to go to night side? 

We concur. 

. . ..the camera out. 

Still foggy? 

About 5W$ fogged over. 

Roger, you're through with.... 

Did you get this? 

Yes, I got it. What about for the . . ..Do you 

think it's going to fog when you . . . garble. 
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STAFFORD 

HOU 

I don't know, we've got a little farther yet. 

Okay, garble... I'm staying fogged right now. 

Tom, this is Houston. You might have Gene 

check his emergency bottle pressure when he 

STAFFORD 

HOU 

STAFFORD 

CERNAN 

STAFFORD 

HOU 

CERNAN 

STAFFORD Can you see out good? 

CERNAN Yes, I can sea right through my nose, but I 

can't see in front of my eyeballs. 

We're coming up to LA. I've got the frost STAFFORD 

HOU 

STAFFORD 

CERNAN 

gets a chance 

Roger. We will. He's on high rate, Neil, 

and he's still fogging. 

Roger, when he can see well enough to read 

that bottle pressure, we'd like to get an 

idea what it is. 

Roger, will do. Gene, can you read your 

emergency bottle pressure on the... 

Yes, it's about 6800. 

Houston, did you copy, 68001 

Yes, very good. 

Say, it looks like there i8 an airplane in 

the contrails down there. 

free . . ..garble. 

Yes, that's some kind of a first, Tom. 

I have to agree with you. 

Hey, Tom, what's that guy doing with a Texas 

license out there on a California highway? 
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STAFFORD 

CERNAN 

STAFFORD 

CERNAN 

STAFFORD 

CERNAN 

STAFFORD 

HOU 

STAFFORD 

CERNAN 

STAFFORD 

Which highway you talking about, the freeway? 

The Golden.... 

That guy on the motorcycle. 

Oh, the Golden State freeway. 

Yeh. 

Okay, Gene, how much can you see out now? 

Okay, I've got my left eye I can see through 

and I can see through my nose and my right 

side but my extreme left side is still fogged. 

Okay, Houston. He can just see through his 
one little 

nose and through / hole in his left eye. I 

can see in the mirror that he's pretty well 

fogged up to about60 to 70 percent of his 

visor. 

Roger, Tom. And we're copying Gene pretty 

good, too. 

Okay. 

I'm taking just a little rest, Tom. 

Okay. He's taking a little rest now, in fact, 

we'll be passing right over . . . . 

This is Gemini Control Houston. We want to confirm that the AMU 

decision made by Stafford was NO GO. We've cancelled the AMU experi- 

ment. Cernan is back on the spacecraft electrical power and oxygen 

and at the present time he's taking a little rest as the spacecraft 
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moves across the New Mexico area. Gene came through with amazing 

visual definition that he could see through a little spot where his 

nose was but he could not see through where his eyes are. Hut, 

apparently, as to demonstrate that his vision wasn't completely 

obscured he asked why that motorcycle or car down there on the 

California freeway had a Texas license platednjecting some levity 

into the situation which, I suppose, is needed at this point. We're 

showing 51 hours, 14 minutes into the flight here and we expect the 

Texas station to acquire momentarily. 

CERNAN Neil, you might tell everyone down there 

\ that's concerned, I'm sure sorry about this. 

HOU This is Houston, Tom. Tell him we're not 

concerned a bit. 

STAFFORD GARBLE 

CERNAN All right, while I'm standing here........ 

did hang up, by the way. One handrail was 

deployed. The foot rail was deployed. The 

. . . . armrail with.the umbilical guard were 

not deployed. They were . . . . ..but I was able 

to get past there without any problem by just 

hanging loose and I swung the . . . . . loose and 

the umbilical guard came out and squared away. 

I have the starboard EVA lights back there and 

I have one . . . light. And I think where the 

problem was that just before sunset I bet my 
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HOU 

CEHNAN 

STAFFORD 

CERNAN 

STAFFORD 

CEHNAN 

pack got well over 100 degrees because it 

was really hot. And right after it got cool 

my visor started up and I could just . . . . . . 

with the . . ..visor. I just couldn't see 

enough of where I was trying to get at to 

identify..... fogged completely over. 

We copy. 

And~I guess it's about 40$.fogged over right 

now . . . . 

garble . ..The sun's up pretty high here. 

I'd like you to ask Houston how we stand just 

now. My pressure gage is still fogged. It's 

about four. 

Okay. One thing. How about getting the docking 

mirror out....garble 

You want that &t of there? 

STAFFORD Yes, we want it out of there. 

CERNAN Okay, I'll go up and get it. 

Texas remote, Cal local. 

Texas remote. 

This is Gemini Control Houston. Cernan's moving up now to the forward 

end of the spacecraft to retrieve the rear view mirror which he mounted 

on the docking bar at the - earlier in his extra-vehicular activity. We 

have no firm estimates yet on just when Gene will return to the spacecrtit 

expected to come, perhaps, five to ten minutes now. The flight plan 
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showed that he could remain out up to five hours and 50 minutes. He 

may elect to take the full time which is just not known at this 

point. His fogging is now reduced to about forty percent. Let's go 

back for additirinal conversation. 

CEFINAN . . . ..forward. If you can . . . ..forward. do it. 

garble. 

END OF TAPE 
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(Garbled for about 3 

Stafford 

Cernan 

Stafford 

mm COM 

STafford 

CAP COM 

Stafford 

Cernan 

Cernan 

Stafford 

Stafford 

Cernan 

Stafford 

This is Gemini 

Cernan return to the 

minutes, cutting in and out) 

. . ..I don't want... again:.. 

I'm plugging up again now, juet working here la 

high. 

Houston, Gemini 9. 

Houston go. 

Ok, just during this period here he's fogging up 

when he went up to retrieve the docking bar. I'm 

going to make the recomnendation that we ingress 

before sunset. 

Roger, we agree with that, Tom. 

Ok, there's no use Beilg out there taking picturer, 

making (garbled) trouble closing the hatch. We're 

going ahead and close the hatch. 

Ok. 

garbled 

garbled (BothLlaughing heartily) 

Ok, come on. 

That's what they needed: to bail me in. 

Ok 

Control Houston. Stafford ha8 reconraended that 

spacecraft before sunset. He hao planned to 

return to the hatch area about 51 hours and 45 minutes into the mirsion 

and then take some sunset and darkness photographs. lhwever, due to 
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the fogging condition which still obscures about 40 per cent of Gene'8 

visor the decision has been made by Stafford, concurred here on the 

ground, that Gene return to the spacecraft and the hatch be closed 

fairly shortly. We still don't have a complete eKplanrtion for the 

fogging. We do know that while in the AMU area, in the adapter section, 

suddenly the temperature rose - Cernen reported he got quite warm and 

when he did, the fogging condition nearly obscured his vieor area - it 

then became retarded - he could see more, but it still persisted and 

when he left the adapter ares it'was still 75 to 80 per cent obrrcurbed. 

It's now down on the order of 40 to 50 per cent. The two of them now 

are working... stowing the umbilical, getting Gene beck. Let's go beck 

and listen to this conversation. 

Cernan . ..(garbled) forward... .there you go. 

(garbled) Gee, Tom, I'm really fogged up, I 

think I'm getting more fogged up now. 

Stafford Ok Houston. He's beginning to get more fogged 

up just as Maying here so we are going ahead 

and ingress. 

CAP COM 

Cernan 

Stafford 

Cernan 

Stafford 

Cernan 

Roger, we concur. 

Ok Tom, how does it look down bhere? 

(Garbled) 

Tnank you...(ga.rbled) w 

No problem. 

. . . ..Tom? 
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Stafford I'll free you, Gene. 

Cernan Ok? Ok, there it goes. 

Cernan (Garbled) 

Stafford Coming in. No problem. 

Cernan 

Stafford 

CAP COM 

Cernan 

Stafford 

CAP COM 

No problem. 

No problem on a high rate, 39 per cent 02. 

Houston, Roger. 

. ..garbled (cutting in and out)..foot forward 

you've got the E&S to get in here yet. 

Ok, stand by. 

Ok, Tom, did you bring the EVA camera in? 

Stafford Yes Neil, I've got it in. 

CAP COM Ok, very good. 

(garbling for 30 seconds) 

Stafford It's really starting to fog now, Houston. 

(cutting in and out for 45 seconds) 

Stafford Ok, Houston I need some time this way. 

Cernan . ..face toward you....... I don't think you'll make 

it that way. 

This is Gemini Control Houston. While Stafford and Cernan are 

maneuvering as Gene returns to the cockpit we do know that Cernan has 

recovered the Extravehicular Activity Camera. He has passed that in 

to Stafford and its been stowed at 51 hours and 26 minutes now. The 

hatch has been opened for two hours and 4 minutes and as he approached 

the hatch Stafford again reported, based on a relay from Gene Cernan 
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that he was encountering even more fogging which reinforces the wisdom 

of the decision to conclude the activity without attempting the AMU. 

Meanwhile here in the Control Center we are working on a plan to separate 

the Astronaut Maneuvering Unit from the adapter section. It will not 

jettison or move off by itself. The spacecraft must perform a translation 

maneuver to move out in a way from the AMLJ. At 51 hours and 26 minutes 

let's go back and-catch what conversation we can a6 the spacecraft moves 

on the far end of the Antigua acquisition area. 

Stafford This /bloo!%%h is harder is harder to close than 

we thought it would be. 

CAP COM Roger, you've got about five minutes until Antiqua, 

LOS, Tom. 

Stafford (Garbled) 

Cernan . . ..6f film 

Stafford Ok, let it go. 
. 

END OF TAPE 
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s/c . . . . ..garble..... we'll get this hatch closed. 

Next transmission, garbled 

STAFFORD 

CERNAN 

STAFFORD 

HOU 

I don't think I'd like to be with it now, would you? 

Rut that lanyard.out . . . ..$arble 

Okay, you sit down and take a rest.......garble 

Roger we got about three minutes yet and then it 

will be about eight minutes before RKV comes in. 

s/c Rog. 

This is Gemini Control Houston. We note as the two crew members were 

to make their final stowage thing and in preparation of closing 

the hatch, Cernan's heart rate has reached the highest point during 

his entire EVA period. It reached a peak of 180. We should loose 

signal at the Antigua Station - actually we're well beyond its 

range now. The next firm communication should come in about five 

minutes from the Rose Knot Victor. That acquisition is scheduled 

for 51 hours, 34 minutes. Crew is still apparently working - we 

just hear bits and pieces back and forth as they concentrate on 

this ingress procedure. We'll standby *and monitor that conversation. 

STAFFORD Okay Houston, we got the lox pressure 

HOU That's the way to go Tom. 

STAFFORD We're going to let the pressure go. We got the 

. . ..garble....up 

RKV Don't do anymore 

s/c OK. 

CERNAN Is that it. 
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STAFFORD garble.... we got the hatch locked. 

This is Gemini Control Houston at 50 hours, 31 minutes into the 

flight. One minute ago at 50 hours, 30 minutes into the flight, 

Stafford reported "we have the hatch locked." They now are preparing 

to repressurize the cabin and will settle down for the remainder 

of this flight. We are still receiving some communication. It's 

a bit scratchy, at the far end of the Antigua area. We'll standby. 

This is Gemini Control. 

STAFFORD Okay Houston, cabin pressure is back up. 

HOU Houston copies. 

END OF TAPE 

-- 
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This is Gemini Control H,)uston, 51 hours, 38 minutes into the flight. 

The Rose Knot Victor has acquired, there is a high back ground noise, 

something like a soaring airplane in the background but we could make 

out that the crew is going through the repressurization cycle. At last 

reading, the pressure in the cabin had built up to 3.13. They will con- 

tinue to build now until something over 5 pounds. Stafford just noted 

they're up to k pounds. During the ingress procuedure, Cernan reported 

that his visor again became completely fogged. We have no sound explana- 

tion for this. A guess or two coming from one of our staff support rooms 

in the back is perhaps that the suit did not take enough moisture out 
all of 

in view of/Cernan's activities. Perhaps the suit failed to take away 

enough of the moisture which is one guess at what could cause the fogging. 

Stafr'ord gave a quick surmnary on the EVA exercise by simply saying, "I 

think we've learned a lot." We have this conversation, we'll play it 

for you now. 

RKV Gemini 9, RKV standing by. 

s/c 

RKV 

S/C Stafford 

Roger, RKV. 

Is it hot up there, Tom? 

{conversatfan garbled). . 

Gemini 9, RKV standing by. 

Roger, RKV. Our cabin pressure is 2 PSI building up. 

RKV 

S/C Stafford 

Roger, copy. 

During the ingress maneuver, the pilot was completely 

fogged over. 

Roger. 
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S/C Stafford He's still fogged over. 

RKV Roger. 

S/C Stafford . . ..(garbled)... hope you were smiling. 

RKV 

S/C Stafford 

Roger, we are. 

So arebrwe, believe it or not. I think we've learned 

S/C Cernan 

a lot. 

That's affirm. 

1'11 tell you one thing, Tom......(garbled)..... 

(garbled conversation). 

. . . . ..I couldn't see anything, I only had the 

HOU FLIGHT 

RKV' 

RKV 

HOU FLIGHT Roger, have/ECS02 manual heater on. 

RKV Roger, we're noticing it going down. 

(gaabled) 

Gemini 9, RKV. 

RKV, Gemini 9. manual 

Roger, would you turn your ECSO 'heater on? 2/ 

RKV 

S/C Stafford 

RKV 

S/C Stafford 

sunlight on one side and my visor was so fogged 

I couldn't see.......(garbled).... 

RKV Cap Corn, Houston Flight. 

Flight, RKV Cap Com. 

(garbled conversation) 

We'll c:leck with him a8 soon as we get a chance 

here. 
him turn the 

Roger. 
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RKV 

HOU FLIGRT 

RKV 

HOU FLGHT 

RKV 

S/C 

RKV 

s/c 

'RKV 

s/c 

RKV 

HOU FLIGHT 

RKV 

HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

Cabin pressure 3.13. 

Roger. 

Tank pressure:'seems to be coming up all right, 

Flight. 

Roger. 

. . ..(garbled)...about 815. 

RKV, Gemini 9. 

We're up to 4 psi. 

Roger, copy. 

RKV, Gemini 9. 

Go, 9. 

You might,,ask Houston, whether or not they got 

some D-lb's for us. If they do, we'd better 

take the first one and have a look at it be- 

cause I broke off the antenna. 

Roger. Copy Flight? 

Understand, he says he broke off the D-14 antenna? 

That's affirmative. 

We'll have Los in about a minute. 

Gemini 9, Houston standing by. 

Roger, Houston. Our habin pressure is up to 5.05. 

Repeat information that Gene fogged over completely 

during the ingress maneuver. 

Houston copies. 
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s/c Okay,....(garbled).. .the cabin seal is good. 

The ECS system is in good shape and we are 

getting all straightened away. 

HOU Houston copies. 

This is Gemini Control in Houston. Although it might have been 

hard to decipher, we did deduce that the cabin pressure was up to 5.3 

which is a normal cabin pressure. And apparently, things are settling 

down very nicely. The flight plan: shows that for the next 45 minutes 

to an hour the crew will be engaged in stowing their chestpacks, stowing 

the umbilical, doing all of the post EVA functions. They are not quite 

as extensive as the four hour prep period before EVA but, more than an 

hour has been allotted here on the board for those kind of functions. 

Exactly one hour, as a matter of fact. We also do not yet have a precise 

time on when the AMU will be separated. We suspect that it will come 

along this afternoon a little later. It will involve both breaking loose 

the AMU from its fixed points at the adapter then the spacecraft will 

accelerate away from it. At 51 hours and 47 minutes into the flight, 

this is Gemini Control. 

END OF TAPE 
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This Gemini Control Houston 52 hours 11 minutes into ~,IIv !': 1t;ht. 

Carnarvon should acquire the spacecraft in approximately one T~~I~II!.P. 

It will not be a long duration pass as the spacecraft is winging wide 

high and north and west of the Australia continents. Perhaps 30 seconds 

to 60 seconds communications at best. They have not yet acquired the 

signal. We expect fairly full discussion of the EVA maneuver over the 

Hawaii station and at more length during the- stateside pass. This 

pass will take us down the West Coast of Mexico through the heart of 

South America. In the meantime we have checked with our ECCOM position 

here - electrical and environmental and communications - and he's passed 

on to us some times that he noted in his book - these may be revised 

later depending upon spacecraft records, onboard tapes, and the like. 

But his official logs showed the hatch opened at 49 hours, 21 minutes 

and 58 seconds elapsed time. That was 49 hours, 21 minutes, and 58 

seconds - hatch open. Cernan was reported standing in his seat at 49 

hours, 24 minutes and 7 seconds into the flight. Stafford reported 

the hatch was locked in place at 51 hours, 31 minutes, 00 seconds, 51 

hours, 31 minutes - hatch locked in place and one minute later? 51 hours 

32 seconds they repcrted the cabin was being repressurized. We still 

have no planned activities on the board this afternoon. We still expect 

that we will jettison the AMJJ in perhaps an hour and a half later, an 

hour to an hour and a half from now and perhaps additional experiments 

will be performed although we have no plan, as I say, at this time. 

At 52 hours, 13 minutes into the mission, this is Gemini Control. I 

am reminded we have a short and almost untelligible tape from the 

Tananarive Station, we'll play that for you now. 
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s#c (Garbled) 

ASC 

HOU 

Ascension has LOS 

Tanan&lvtg,,;go ,r&Be. 

Tananarive remotie. Tananarive has acquisition. 

HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

s/c 

Tan 

~ENDoFTAm 

Gemini 9, Houston standing by, Tananarive. 

(Garbled) 

Okay, we're having trouble talking to you over this 

station again. We'll be standing by. 

. ..you have an eat period for about the next hour. 

(Garbled) 

Tananarive has LOS. 
. 
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CR0 

HOU What are they, Bill? 

CR0 They're RCS ring A pitch up and down, but the 

rings aren't activated so I don't understand 

HOU 

CR0 

HOU 

CR0 

HOU 

CR0 

HOU 

CR0 

HOU 

CR0 

HOU 

CR0 

All the systems look good. I've got two 

event lights. How easy 06 and how easy 02 

are both on and they've been on since acqui- 

sition. 

this. 

Probably his . . ..circuit breakers, maybe. 

Yeh, I'm thinking. 

Does the rest of the RCS look okay, Bill? 

Oh yeah. 

Okay, what are those measurements? 

That's how easy 06 which is ring A pitch up 

and how easy 02 which is ring A pitch down. 

And confirm to the back room. 

Okay. 

Carnarvon has I&S. 

Roger, Carnarvon. You're going to naed your 

voice tape. 

Rog, thanks. 

Those two ape on a coaxnon circuit breaker. The 

first one in the overhead circuit breaker panel so 

it sounds pretty reasonable to hit it. 

Yeah, I'm surprised it's the only one they hit. 
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HOU 

CR0 

HOU 

CR0 

HOU 

CR0 

HOU 

CR0 

HOU 

CR0 

HOU 

CR0 

HOU 

CR0 

HOU 

AFD 

HAW 

AFD 

HAW 

HOU 

AFD 

.-- 
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Carnarvon Cap Cam, Houston Flight. 

Go ahead, Flight. 

Give us a status on Hotel Echo 01 and 05. 

Stand by one. Flight, Carnarvon. 

Go ahead, Carnarvon. 

We're going to roll the tape back and we'll 

get you a readout. 

Okay. Bill, check those in your ground station. 

Roger, will do. Flight, Carnarvon. 

Go, Bill. 

Okay, all four parameters are on. 

Okay. 

I got that off the event Tecorder in the back room. 

Thank you. That's the way it should be and it is 

the circuit breaker, Bill. 

Rog. I should have checked.both of them. I 

only read the left hand parameters. 

Okay. 

Hawaii, AFD. 

AFD, Hawaii. 

I Wtit you to do three things. Check the RCS 

Alpha one pitch circuit breaker closed. 

Roger, pitch one. 

Roger. 

Verify TM control switch, real time and acq aid. 

Go to the experiment position on propellant 
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HAW 

AFD 

HOU 

RAW 

s/c 

HAW 

s/c 

HAW 

S/C 

RAW 

s/c 

HAW 

S/C 
RAW 

indicator selector switch and give reading on 

H2 O2 pressure and temperature. 

Roger, I have it. 

I'll send you an MI and stand by and just 

advise the crew that you have three things 

for them to do. 

Roger. Hawaii has radar track and intermittent 

TM. 

Roger, Hawaii. 

Gemini 9, Hawaii. 

Go ahead, Hawaii. 

We have three small items for you if you have 

time. 

To write down? 

Negative. 

Okay, go ahead. 

We'd like for you to check RCS ring A number one 

pitch circuit breaker. See if it's closed. 

It was open. 

Okay. I see it on the ground. And we'd like 

to verify the TM switch is in the realtime and 

acq aid position. 

Okay, it's in real time and acq aid now. 

Roger. Would you go to the experiment position 

on the propellant indicator switch and give us 
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s/c 

HOU 

HAW 

s/c 

HAW 

s/c 

HAW 

s/c 

HAW 

s/c 

HAW 

s/c 

HAW 

s/c 

HAW 

Tape 167, Page 5 

a readout pressure and temperature on H202. 

Okay. It looks we've banged a few switches 

around here. Reading 460 right now pressure 

and 65 degrees F temperature and our question 

is probably what you've been considering. Do 

you want us to get rid of it, or not? 

Tell him we'll talk to him over the states on 

that. 

They'll talk to you over the states on that. 

Okay. Any other circuit breakers we kicked 

around? 

We don't see any from here. Everything else 

looks real good. 

Okay, thank you. 

We'll be standing by. 

You can tell Houston they'll probably see our 

water consumption go up rapidly. 

Say again. 

You can tell Houston they'll probably see our 

water consumption go up rapidly. 

I don't doubt it. 

Hawaii, Gemini 9. 

Hawaii, go ahead. 

Roger, we'd like someone to give us an accurate 

readout on our latest propellant quantity, please? 

Roger. 
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HOU 

HAW 

s/c 

I-LAW 

HOU 

HAW 

s/c 

HAW 

s/c 

HAW 

s/c 

HAW 

END OF TAPE 

Tell them we'd like an onboard prop quantity 

reading. 

We'd like an onboard prop quantity readout. 

Okay, but . . . . . . . . I'd say four percent, 

maybe three. 

Roger. You copy, Flight? 

Affirmative. We're going to give them an 

update over the states on this whole batch. 

Gemini 9, Hawaii. 

GO. 

They'll be giving you an update on these 

quantities over the states. 

Roger. 

Gemini 9, Hawaii. We have one minute to LOS 

Stand by. 

Roger, Hawaii. 

Hawaii has LOS. 
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This is Gemini Control, 53 hours into the mission. Gemini 9 has 

just started its pass down over South America into the 34th 

revolution. We had considerable conversation this time while 

Gemini 9 W'IS in range of the Cilifornia, Gua/mas and Texas 

stations. We updated the flight plan some and we had some con- 

versation ,ibout the EVA. We'll play those tapes for you now. 

HOU 

CAL 

HOU 

s/c 

' HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

California remote 

California remote 

Gemini 9, Houston 

Houston, Gemini 9, go 

Roger, Tom. We'd like to have from Gene the 

- his best recollection of the configuration of 

that AMU at the time he left it. That is, in 

terms of connections, tether, arms, valves, and 

so forth. 

Are you reading us ok. We're reading you garble. 

We're reading you loud and clear so go ahead. 

OK. I'm not sure all you asked.for but when I 

went back there,after I closed the hatch and I went 

back over the top all the way down to the h%nd-rails... 

Standby 

Extend the EVA bars 

Standby 

The .irnbilical guard come over the back of the adapter 

so I figured that they did not extend 

Standby 
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HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

S/C 

HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

s/c 

You read it? 

You read Houston? 

Houston are you reading? 

Yes, what we want to know Gene is the configuration 

of the AMU as it is now, right now, as best you 

know it. 

Okay. The AMU as it is now has a - the oxygen valve 

open, the hydrogen valve is open, on my gage I read 

80 percent peroxide. quantity. The battery switch 

is on. 

Okay, how about the arms and the tether? 

Houston, Gemini 9, your coming in broken, 

Roger. We got all that. We'd like to have the 

condition of the arms, the umbilical and the tether. 

The attitude control arm is up, it locked up. It's 

in the flight position a flyable position. The tether 

was'discarded and its near the spacecraft. 

Roger. 

Say again the position of the left arm. 

The left arm is down. Not in a locked position but 

all the way down. 

Roger, all the WRY down. Now how about the - any 

other electric31 or hoses? Are they velcl%edtn the 

pack or are they loose or what? 

Chin hose is veh& to the arm controller, the 

restrain harness on both sides is velc& t.: l,he 
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s/c rtrm controller and the electrical connection I 

believe isvelcro&. I think I got it back down 

but I cannot verify it. 

HOU 

S/C 

HOU 

s/c 

HOU Fuel only. 

s/c Roger. We'd like to do this orbit shaping to get 

s/c 

HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

s/c 

Roger, we got all that. Okay, for your information 

the - your onboard quantity indicates 20 pounds of 

fuel, the source pressure indicates 28 pounds of 

fuel, the ground equations indicate 35 pounds. 

Roger, we got that. Thank you 

OK. I've got A maneuver update when your ready 

to COPJ. 

Roger, Houston. We got that, is that fuel only 

or is that fuel and oxidizer? 

your true anomaly in the right place if you'd agree 

with that. 

Roger. That sounds real good, 

Okay we'll have the - it when your ready to copy, I'll 

give it to you. 

OK. We need to do it right away? 

It'll be at 53:41. 

OK. 

That's about an hour from now over Tananarive. 

OK. We've got the platform all aligned here and 

we're in qood shape . Standby. We'll copy it. 
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HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

Yc 
HOU 

GYM 

CAL 

S/C 

HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

OK. I can tell you first it's going to be a 25 

foot per second burn. We'd like to make - monitor 

- have you monitor your VW tank, your reserve tank, 

during the burn. If it starts to go down, you stop 

your burn at that point. 

Shoot for 25 foot per second, if the VW tank starts 

down, we'll stop the burn. 

That's right and let us know how many feet per second 

you burned. 

Roger 

Guaymas remote 

California local 

Guaymas remote 

California local 

Go ahead with the GET, 

OK. GETB 53 41 35, delta V 25, burn time 31 seconds, 

yaw 180, pitch zero, address 25 9C 250, address 26 

zips, address 27 zips, aft thrusters, retrograde. 

Go ahend. 

Roger. GET of burn 53 41 35, delta v 25 feet per 

second, delta t 31 seconds burn time, yaw 180, pitch 

zero, address 25 90 250, 26 and 27 zips, aft thrusters, 

retrograde maneuver. 

That is correct and jrou can turn your cross feed on. 

Cross feed coming open 

Our current approach is not to jettison AMU unless 

we feel for some reason we'll have to. 
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s/c 

HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

s/c 

Ro-:er. We were coin.>; to ask you about that. What 

is your recc.mmeridation? 

Well we're sure going to keep it for awhile. We 

want to watch these pressures and I'm sure you'll be 

watching them too. 

Roger. 

I think we learned a whole lot out of the EVA. It WaS 

a real worth while exercise. 

Yes, we certainly agree with that. 

Wish you'd have gotten some data there on the previous 

HOU S iy al:ain. 

s/c I said I wish JOU and Dave had been able to get US 

some data on the previous one. 

Yea, but it looks like you pot a lot of the data we 

would hrlve got. 

Yea. 

I think it was stilL a real good - a real fine exercise. 

Wo hated to give up the AMU portion of it hut we did 

do some good umbilical evaluation and I got some 

pictures. We alscl had z lot of verbal inputs to give 

back to the people. 

Yea, we c9n see that it is very valuable. HeJ Gino 

the EVA bottle is empty. 

Thanks a lot. Thanks a lot Dick. Still batting 500 

Dick but r2 Lot smarter. 

HOU 

S/C 

HOU 

s/c 

one. 
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HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

s/c. 

You did good work friend. 

You don't know how much. 

Yes I do. I was watching you, the surgeon told me. 

Houston, Gemini 9. Can you give us a time hack 

please? 

Roger. It'll be 52:45 MARK. 

Right on 

Texas remote 

Guqmas local 

OK Tom, we're expecting this AMU pressure to go up 

and it may go up over 500 and its conceivable that 

you could get a light here sometime along the way. 

OK. We'll keep '+ close look on it Neil. 

OK, we're going to be thinking about this some more 

on the ground here. 

Roger. 

Looks like Tom that we are not planning to jettison 

the AMU even if that light does come on. However, 

in the configuration you have it we don't see any 

reason why we won't be able to jettison it if for 

some reason we have to. 

Roger. 

Houston's about a minute from LOS. 

Roger Neil. 

We'll be set up and we'll make the burn according 

to instructi5ms. 
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HOU Right. Guidance down here thinks you made a real 

good show there Gino. 

s/c Like I said, I'm still only batting 500 but thats 

better then nothing. 

HOU We're with you. 

s/c Ask Dick if he don't think I need sane ballet lessons? 

HOU (Laugh) Do you w%nt me to give them to you? 

WC Not exactly. 

HOU Texas local 

&This is Gemini Control, 53 hours, 10 minutes into the flight. 

This orbit shaping maneuver that you heard Cap Corn Neil Armstrong 

pass up to Tom Stafford is a maneuver that is designed to pull the 

apogee down about'10 to 12 miles. This will make retrofire 

dispersion less sensitive and it will allow better control during 

the reentry. The VW tank that you heard them talking about is an 

auxiliary fuel tank, holds 12 pounds of fuel. If'he starts. to get 

into this tank during the burn he will quit burning at that time. 

This is Gemini Control, 53 hours and 11 minutes into the flight. 

END OF TAPE 

- 
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This is Gemini Control at 54:2x into the flight. Gemini IX has come within 

range of the Guaymas station for a very short pass there and we intend to 

just stand by. On the pass just completed at Hawaii we updated the flight 

plan for the cfew, and on the pass of the CSQ pr+or to that we got a re- 

port of the maneuver. Tom Stafford says he did complete it on time, and 

he hit the reserve tank just as it was completed. The crew is tracking 

the ATDA. Their last report was that they were 164.72 miles ahead of 

the ATDA. Their range rate was 51 ft per set and they were opening. We 

have the tape now from this start of the 34th revolution done at the Rose 

Knot. We'll start there and go thru Hawaii. 

AFD RKV CapCom, AFD.. fuel cell purge,OBC sum, and your 

MI shouldbe getting there shortly on the ATDA. 

RKV 

s/c 

first? 

RKV 

Roge 

Ok RKV, I'm with you now. Do you want section one 

first? 

Thats affirm. 

s/c Ok..purging hydrogen in section one 

RKV Roger 

s/c 

RKV 

Purging hydrogen in section two 

Roger 

s/c 

RKV 

. . . . ..been looking real good up here, how they been 

looking down there? 

They're running real beautiful down here, this is the 

(S/C cut in on conversation) 

s/c 

RKV 

S/X 

We're on the oxygen purge, section one. 

Roger. 

Yeah, they been holding real well here, voltages have 

been holding nice, currents have been very well bal- 
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RKV 

HOU 

RKV 

HOU 

RKV 

s/c 

RKV 

s/c 

RKV 

s/c 

Yeah, I never saw one before that ran this close 

one the currents, they're really in there. 

RKV . . Flight 

Go ahead flight 

One more thing we'd like to get while the crew is 

there is the watergun count. 

Gemini IX, would you give us a watergun count please? 

Watergun Tananarive 2706 

Roger. Copy 2706 

We're starting on this ATDA comnand sequence. 

We're now purging hydrogen section 2 

Roger. We're right with you. Just for your infor- 

mation, we turned the L band beacon off on the ATDA 

we also turned the acq lights on, on the ATDA and we're 

pretty well powering the ATDA up. 6 

Roger. Could you give us any idea where it is in rel- 

RKV 

s/c 

RKV 

s/c 

HOU 

ation to us, or where it will be after our burn? 

Roger. Stand by. The last informatidn we had here on 

the ground,Houston's gonna get a better look at it, 

was that it would be at a slightly higher orbit than 

what y ou are in. It ~88 about 185 miles away. 

OK. Thank you. 

Would you place the quantity read switch to the fuei 

cell 02 position? 

OK. Fuel cell 02 

RKV, flight 

Go, fligh& 
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HOU 

RKV 

s/c 

s/c 

s/c 

RKV 

s/c 

RKV 

ATDA is 160 miles behind the s/c. 

Flight just advised that the ATDA is 1.60 miles 

behind you. 

Roger. And the transponder's on? 

That's affirm 

Ok. We'll do a little interrogating here. 

Ok Roger. We notice you have . ..garble...on. 

Would you give us fuel cell H2 quantity please? 

Fuel cell H2. 

OK. You can go back to ECS 02. 

ECS 02 

Roger. You can even turn it off if you want to, 

3 \ 

s/c 

RKV 

HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

CSQ 

HOU 

or you can leave it. 

Hows our hydrogen quantity holding up? 

Our . ..garble... has failed and we're not getting any 

indication down here on the ground on it. 

OK flight... we've had LOS and LOS with the ATDA. 

Gemini 9, this is Houston, how do you read? 

We read you loud and clear 

Gene, your coming very garbled. I've got some dope 

for you though, your H2 quantity is around 40 to 6$, 

that is OK, we're getting a flight plan update ready 

and we'll send it up at Hawaii. Over 

Roger. Understand . 

CSQ CapCom, Flight. How do you read? 

I can read you weak but readable. 

OK. The things we're interested in over your pass 
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HOU . . . . will be a summary of how the maneuver went, how t 

the OAMS fuel guage is reading on board, and if Tom 

makes any comments on whether the VW tank budged or 

CSQ 

HOU 

CSQ 

END OF TAPE 

not. The other thing we'd like to get is at least 

three main summaries while we're over your site. 

Three m&ins? 

Affirmative. 

Roger. 
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CSQ 

HOU 

CSQ 

s/c 

CSQ 

s/c 

CSQ 

We show the Gemini as go. We have one parameter 

we are checking outin the back room on the right 

suit inlet temperature. 

Roger. 

Gemini 9, CSQ Cap Corn. 

Go ahead, CSQ 

Roger, have you completed your maneuver? 

Roger, the maneuver was completed on time 

we hit the OAMS reserves tank just as it was 

just as it was completed. (Garbled) take out 

the residuals since it was the last burn. 

Roger, understand. Could you give me an OAMS 

\ prop quantity reading please? 

s/c OAMs prop reading indicates zero. 

CSQ Roger, would you give me your OAMS reserve 

s/c 

CSQ 

s/c 

CSQ 

s/c 

CSQ 

s/c 

tank pressure. 

Roger.... indicated zero. 

Roger, would you give me your OAMS reserve tank 

pressure. 

Roger, we have . . . . 295. 

Roger, understand. We have nothing further for 

you at this time. 

CSQ, Gemini 9. 

Go ahead, Gemini 9, this is CSQ. 

The residuals on that burn were address 80 minus 

- . 
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s/c 0013. 

CSQ Roger. 

s/c 81 is 00006. 82 is 00022. 

CSQ Okay, would you give me an address 81 please? 

s/c Roger, 81 was 0006. 

CSQ Roger, understand. I copy. 

s/c And just- there was a complete burn. There was 

a definite indication that the OAMS regulated 

pressure was dropping. It dropped to about 285 

to 290 and now it is up again to 290. 

CSQ 

s/c 

CSQ 

s/c 

CSQ 

HOU 

CSQ 

HCU 

CSQ 

Roger, understand. 

CSQ, Gemini 9. Expecting a flight plan update 

Hawaii. 

That is affirmative, Gemini 9. 

Roger. (Garbled) 

Houston Flight, CSQ Cap Com. 

Flight, CSQ. 

Go ahead, CSQ. 

Okay, November Bravo 07 right hand suit inlet 

temperature is reading off scale . . . . 

Roger, we are reading it okay back here, Buck. 

Roger, understand. Did you copy all the other 

information? 

-. 
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HOU Affirmative 

CSQ Gemini 9, CSQ. 

c/s We have been reading the L-Band on the ATDA for 

about 10 minutes, the range rate is very slow. 

We were opening prior to our burn then we started 

to close very slowly and we are presently at 162.75 

miles with range rate of plus 26 feet per second. 

CSQ Roger, understand 

S/C The lock on is pretty slow and occasionally it 

CSQ 

s/c 

CSQ 

CSQ 

HOU 

CSQ 

HOU 

SIC 

CSQ 

s/c 

CSQ 

drops out but it looks like a pretty good lock 

on. 

Roger. 

Prior to LOS I will give you another range and 

range rate, if you like. 

Roger. 

Hello Flight. We have about an 85 heart rate 

on the pilot at this time. 

Say again. 

The heart beat on the pilot is about 85. 

Roger. 

Gemini 9. On my mark would me your range and 

range rate please. 

Gemini 9, roger. 

Mark 

Gemini 9 on your mark, range was 164.72 miles. 
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CSQ Range rate is 51 feet per second . . . . 

c/s 51 feet per second. 

HOU Roger, understand. 

CSQ Okay, you are just about to leave us here, Gemini 

9 we show you as go as you are going over the hill. 

s/c 

CSQ 

Roger. 

CSQ has LOS both vehbcles. 

HOU Roger, CSQ. 

CSQ I am going to have to break down my tape a 

HOU 
\ 
CSQ 

little bit, Flight. It may take a while. 

Break down your tape for what, Buck? 

Make sure I got all the information they passed 

to me. 

HOU Okay. . 

CSQ We will get you in addition to the post... 

probably have some of it on there. 

HOU 

HAW 

HOU 

HAW 

HOU 

That will be fine. 

Hawaii, Flight, Hawaii, Flight 

Hawaii, Flight. 

Did you get your MI? 

Roger. 

Okay, one more thing we would ask the crew to do 

is get a report here if they have some extra film 

to also take some pictures of South America coabt 

line, weather, things like that. If they get a 

chance. 
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HAW 

HAW 

HAW 

a AFD 

HAW 

HAW 

HAW 

HAW 

HAW 

AFD 

HAW 

s/c 

HAW 

s/c 

HAW 

s/c 

HAW 

i. - 

Roger. 

AFD, Hawaii. 

AF'D, go ahead, Hawaii. 

Okay, on this last MI, I have got a question. 

Okay. 

What is NADIR. 

Nadir? 

Roger. 

That is correct, huh? 

That is affirmative. 

Nadar. 

Thank you. 

Roger. 

Hawaii Cap Cam, AF'D 

AFB, Hawaii. 

Nadar stands for straight down. 

Thank you. 

Roger. 
. 

We have radar track and initial contract on !l!N. 

Gemini 9, Hawaii. 

Hello Hawaii, Gemini 9. 

Roger, I have a flight plan update for you. 

Roger, be ready to copy in one minutea. 

Roger. 

Hawaii, Gemini 9, go. 

Roger. 54 38 34 through 54 47 28 photograph 
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HAW South America, 70 mmHasseblad, 80 mm lens, 

strip shot. Weather and film permitting. These 

should be nadar photographed. 

s/c Roger. . 

RAW 55 30 - stand by, 54 57 00 this is an F-l, start 

with Milky Way exposures take two exposures of 

each of the four horizons, starting north, then 

west, south and east. 55 30 00 load re-entry 

module tape. Then power down except for rate 

gyros. 

HOU 

RAW 

HOU 

HAW 

Hawaii, Flight. 

Stand by Gemini 9. Co, Flight. 

We would like to do thati re-entry loading over 

your site, so it will be about 20 minutes later 

than that. 

Roger. Gemini 9, Hawaii. That time for loading 

the re-entry module should be approximately 

55 46 37. That will be Hawaii acquisition on 

the next rev. Also over Hawaii on the next rev 

at 55 46 18 crew status report. s-ii 56 4g 17 

sequence 02 southern horizon only. Use Acknar for 

yaw attitude. CSQ 57 04 02 PLA update. RKV 58 00 

00. Purge fuel cells and cryo quantity read out. 

57 3y 00 through 58 30 00 eat period. 58 30 00 

through 66 30 00 sleep period. 

END OF TAPE 
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HAW . . ...66 30 through 67 30 00 eat period. 

66 38 52 over Carnarvon, purge fuel cells 

cryo quantity readout. That's all. 

S/C St4;fford 

RAW 

S/C Stafford 

HAW 

S/C Stafford 

HAW 

s/c 

WC 

HAW 

s/c 

HAW 

Roger, Hawaii, could you give us the first 

times for the South America strip chart? 

Roger, 54 38 34 through 54 47 28. 

Roger. 

We'd also like for you to think about the 

w&&$t update of the spacecraft at this time 
that 

such items .?f youhave jettieoned and I:the 

amount of the 02 and the EIM and such a8 

this. 
has 

Roger. EISG )!:: approximately one pound of 

oxygen left in it. 

Roger. 

And the jettison ejector was estimated to be 

approximately two pounds. 
jettisoned 

The number of items/should add up 'to around 

two pounds? 

That's affirm, thatrs internal from the space- 

craft and of course, there was S-12 s?alring and 

the..... 

Roger, I copy. 

Hawaii, Gemini 9. 

Gemini 9, Hawaii. 
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s/c I'd like to give you a status of that D-14 

RAW 

S/C 

antenna. 

Okay. 

Okay, I broke it about two ttir8.s of the way 

down, I actually broke the case and it seemed 

to semi-snap back in place. Apparently, there 

is a cable or a line through it. Its not -', 

spring-loaded like the UHF nose antenna, It 

HAW 

s/c 

HAW 

AFD 

HAW 

AFD 

END OF TAPE 

may or may not work, I don't know whether you 

want to try 'it. 

I beldCve they cancelled the rest of the D-14 

experiment. 

okay. 

We're at LOS minus one, Gemini 9. 

Hawaii Cap Corn, AF'D, Gemini LOS main please? 

Roger, It's on its way, we just had Lo6, 

Roger. 
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This is Gemini Control at 55 hours into the mission. Gemini 9 

is just coming up on the west coast of South Africa. Gemini 9 is in 

the night side of its 35th revolution and the crew is now conducting 

the S-l experiment. This is the zodiacal light photography. They 

did complete the photography over South America and the Rose Knot 

tracking ship has a brief conversation with the spacecraft as it 

passed over that station which we'll play for you now. 

RKV 

S/C 

RKV 

HOU 

RIN 

HOU 

RKV 

HOU 

RKV 

HOU 

RKV 

Gemini 9, your spacecraft is go. Gemini 9, 

RKV standing by. 

Roger, RKV...... 

Roger. 

RW, Houston Flight. 

Go, Flight. 

You might mention to the crew that we have 

to transfer four pounds of water to the water 

boiler. That's 132 count and we would like 

to start that over the CSQ on this pass coming 

UP* 

Okay, you want to transfer four pounds of 

water to the water boiler, is that correct? 

That's correct. 

Over the CSQ? 

Starting at the CSQ, yeah. 

Oh, roger. I'd like to have you trtLnSfer 

about four pounds of water to the water boiler 
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s/c 

RKV 

s/c 

RKV 

HOU 

RKV 

s/c 

RKV 

s/c 

RKV 

END OF TAPE 

-3 to 4 pounds- and start that over the 

CSQ. 

Four pounds of water to the water boiler. 

134. 

134. 

That's affirmative. 

Rw, that's 132 c0t.d. 

Correction on that, Gemini 9, it's 132 count. 

RKV, this is Gemini 9. We'll start drinking 

quite a bit here soon. 

Roger. 

You want 134 - 132 from what we have now. 

That's affirmative. Gemini 9, RKV. 

. . ..minutes to IDS. 
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This is Gemini Control at 55 hours, 10 minutes into the flight. "21 

Gemini 9 is passing over the east coast of MadagasFar within range 

of the Tananarieve station. Houston's spacecraft communicator, Jim 

Love11 put in a call to the spacecraft a little bit ago. Tom Stafford 

came back and advised that he was in the middle of an S-l experiment, so 

we will not attempt to contact the crew during this pass. We'll wait 

until we acquire at the CSQ in the Western Pacific. This is Gemini 

Control. 

END OF TAPE 
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This is Gemini Control, 55 hours nnd 40 minutes into the flight. 

Gemini 9 has just completed a pass over the Coastal Gentry trnckdng 

ship. We'll play'that tape for you now. 

HOU Tananarive go remote 

TAN TTnanarive remote 

HOU Gemini 9, Houston 

s/c Roger Houston. We're in'the middle of an S-l 

photogr-lph right now, 

HOU We have a loading module procedure for you if 

s/c 

HOU 

s/c 

TAN 

HOU 

CSQ 

HOU 

CSQ 

HOU 

CSQ 

HOU 

CSQ 

HOU 

you~*re' ready to COPY. Over. 

Standby a minute we're still on the experiment S-l 

This is Houston standing by, we'll send the procedure 

at CSQ. 

Roger 

Tananarive has LOS 

CSQ Cap Corn AFD 

AFD, CSQ Cap Corn 

CSQ Cxp Corn AFD 

AFD, CSQ Ctp Corn, how do you read? 

Read grou loud and clear. Did you receive all your 

MI's? 

(garbled) 

You faded out CSQ 

I have nil my MI's, that is affirmative 

Roger. Any questions? 
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CSQ 

HOU 

CSQ 

HGU 

CSQ 

HOU 

CSQ 

HOU 

CSQ 

HOU 

Negative. I assume that this earlier AP unloading 

procedure is by the board. Is that affirm? 

Say again. 

This new reloading procedure is replacing the 

old one that we had, right? 

That's affirmative 

They are quite similar with .just 3 few changes. 

Roger, I noticed 

CSQ Cap Corn, APD 

Go AFD 

Did you receive the MI changing the power down at 

module tape loading from your site to Hawaii? 

Roger. You pass that to - up to them on rev 34, 

is that Iffirm? 

That was passed tc the crew by Hawaii at rev 34 

during the flight plan update. 

CSQ Roger, understand 

HOU Okay stsnding bJ for you CSQ. 

CSQ, Roger. 

CSY 

CSQ 

s/c 

CSQ 

CSQ has TM solid, Gemini.. Shows vehicle is GO. 

Gemini 9, CSQ Cap Corn 

CSQ, Gemini 9. We're loading writer into the water 

bottle. 

Roger, Could :QU give me the ,:un count prisr to the 

start? 
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s/c 

CSQ 

s/c 

CSQ 

CSQ 

s/c 

CSQ 

s/c 

CSQ 

s/c 

CSQ 

Yes it was 27 

Roger and that's a 132 gun count 

Roger. When they told 1% t a we started at 2715, we 

drank quite a bit, we're now at 2747. We're going 

down to 2847. 

Roger, understand. I have a module 4 loading procedure 

for you, when your ready to copy. 

OK.. We'll . . ..this and load the water bottle right 

now. 

Roger understand. 

Is this procedure different from ordinary, we know 

the regular procedure and hsve it on bortrd. 

Roger, this is a new procedure, Gemini 9. 

Okay, CSQ go ahead 

This is step one switch to catch up lode; verify 

IVI's do not drive. Step two set small numbers in 

IVI'S. Step three insert into the MDIU address 

25 ~11 zips, address 26 all zips, address 27 all 

zips. Step four push start compbIVI's should read 

zero. Five switch to prelaunch. Step six at 

55 46 00 load module 4 by the ATM automatic.Step 

seven switch to reentry mode, Step eight verify 

computer run light stays off. Step nine switch 

to prelaunch. Did you copy? 

Roger. Repeat step eight please. 

Step eight verify computer run light stays off. 
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CSQ 

s/c 

CSQ 

CSQ 

HCU 

s/c 

CSQ 

s/c 

Roger. I'd like to read them back to youreal quick. 

Go 

Number 1 - switch to catch up mde, verify IVI's do 

not drive. Set small number8 in IVI's. Set 25, 6, 

and 7 are allxeme8, Step 4 is pueh atart camp, 

IVI's at zero. Step 5 prelaunch, 55 46 00 load 

module 4 in the automatic. Step 7 switch to reentry 

mode, verify camp light is off and step 9 switch 

to prelaunch. 

That's affirmative and if you have time I have 

a flight plan update. 

Go ahead with the flight plan update md if we 

have any anomalies prior to step 6 rhould we 

continue or not. 

Standby one. 

CSQ 

s/c 

CSe 

S/C 

Houston Flight, CSQ 

Standby we're checking on it. 

We'd like to know what the anomaly is before we 

proceed past step 6. 

Gemini 9 he would like to know what the anomaly 

is before preceeding. 

Roger understand. Go ahead with the update. 

Roger. Title CSQ at 57 & 00. Computer prelaunch 

for 46-l. PR and computer update. Did you copy? 

Roger. Copied. CSQ at 57 04 00, computer prelaunch 

for 46-1, lJR and computer update. 
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CSQ 

s/c 

CSQ 

WC 

HOU 

CSQ 

HOU 

s/c 

CSQ 

s/c 

CSQ 

CSQ 

HOU 

CSQ 

HOU 

CSQ 

CSQ 

s/c 

That is affirmative 

We h:lve nothing further for you at this time. We 

show you as go. 

Roger. One question, this procedure prior to loading 

the normal weights on the ATM-is about the camp start 

distance that we had the other day? 

That is correct. That is affirmative. 

OK thank you 

OK CSQ sounds good. How does everything look on the 

ground? 

Everything on the ground is Go. 

OK. 

CSQ this is Gemini 9 

Go niner 

Question on step one. Do they want me to insert the 

srn#xll numbers in the IVI's when I go to catch up? 

Standby 

Houston Flight, CSQ 

Go ahead 

Did JOU copy his transmission? 

Yes we want to insert small numbers in the IVI's and 

then see if they go to zero. 

Roger 

Roger, you w*ant to set small numbers in the IVI's to 

see if they'll go to zero. 

Roger. They do go to zero. Understand you want me to 
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CSQ 

s/c 

CSQ 

CSQ 

HOU 

CSQ 

CSQ 

CSQ 

END OFTAP% 

verify that they do not dry. 

That is affirmative. 

OK then we've got an anomaly right there. 

Standby 

Did you copy Flight? 

I think he's confused on the step one and step two, 

he!s getting them confused. Shall I tell him that? 

Standby a minute. 

We're having dropout Flight. 

We're getting to LOS 

CSQ has LOS Gemini 
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This is Gemini Control at 56 hours into the flight. Gemini 9, a 

few minutes ago, passed out of range of the Hawaii station, is now 

swinging down toward the Equator between Hawaii and South America. 

During the Hawaii pass, we did get a crew status report and Gene Cernan 

loaded the computer with the reentry module tape. Here's the playback 

of the Hawaii pass now. 

HAW Gemini 9, Hawaii. 

S/C Go, Hawaii. 

HAW Rober, have either of you starlbed on your oral 

S/C 

RAW 

temperature yet? 

That's affirm. 

Roger. I have a little change to that ATM load- 

\ 

s/c 

ing procedure, if you'd like to copy? 

Go ahead. 

RAW Okay, we'd gust like for you to go to the catch 
UP 

up mode on the computer and then pick/the sequence 

you qlready have at number 3. 

s/c 

HAW 

HOU FLIGHT 

RAW 

s/c 

RAW 

Roger, understand. 

ORay, he's in the catch up mode now and evddentally 

they're going through the procedure. We're getting 

oral itemperature on both of them at this time. 

Roger. 

Gemini 9 Pilot, we have a good temperature on you. 

Gemini 9, Roger, and I'm starting on step 6 of 

loading the ATM. 

Roger. We've been following you down here. You're 

looking okay at this time. 
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S/C Cernan Affirmative, everything's go and we'll get you 

the rest of the crew status as soon as the 

pilot can talk -- correction -- command pilot. 

HAW Roger, understand. 

ORay, we have a good temperature on the comnd 

pilot. 

S/C Stafford Hawaii, Gemini 9, water now at 2764 and we'll 

continue drinking and.2iunping it until we have 

2847 on the,gage. 

HAW Roger, you have 2764 at this time, you will con- 

tinue until 2847. 

S/C Stafford Roger, that's to give us that 132 ounces. 

RAW Roger. Have you both been drinking about the 

same? Or is one of you thirster than the other? 

S/C Stafford Gene has had about three times now since EVA. 

HAW About three times as much since EVA? 

S/C Stafford Rog. We've each had one meal today and we're 

working on the second one. 

HAW Roger. How do you feel today, compared with 

yesterday when you decided to delay the EVA until 

today? As far as tiredness and physical feeling? 

S/C Stafford Roger, we feel about twice as good. We' both 

felt a little drowsy yesterday. 

RAW Roger, understand. 

s/c Hawaii, it appears that module 4 Alpha is going 

in. 
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RAW Roger. 

FLight, Hawaii, he's loading the tape at this 

time. 

HOU FLIGHT 

RAW 

HOU FLIGHT 

RAW 

H&J FLIGHT 

RAW 

SIC 

RAW 

WC 
RAW 

s/c 

HAY 

)rOU FLIGHT 

HAW 

s/c 

HAW 

S/C 

Roger, Hawaii, we copy. 

As he announces he has completed loading it, 

we'll send you another OEC. 

Okay. Send us a couple during that time. 

Okay, we’ve sent about three already. 

That's Sine. 

Gemini (1, Hawaii. 

Go Hawaii. 

Okay, I've got a small flight plan update for 

YOU, if you're ready to copy. 

Go ahead. 

Node 5:, 18 51, Rev 35 77.0 degrees east right 

Ascension, 19 hours 01 minutes. 

Roger, we got the node 55 18 51, Rev 35 77.degrees 

eas.t we're at Ascension 19 hours 01 minute. 

Roger, that's affirmative. 

Houston, Hawaii, our 1218 has faulted. 

Procedures copy. 

Gemini 9, Hawaii, WC: have-one minute before MS. 

Gemini 9, Roger. 

Hawaii has LOS. 

Gemini 3 module 4 Alpha has been loalicr! and O.. 

(garbled).. . . . 
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HAW Flight, Hawaii. 

HOU FLIGHT Go, Hawaii. 

HAW Roger, Just as he was going over the hill he 

said module 4 A had been loaded but it sounded 

like he said a few more words after that but 

HOU FLIGHT 

HAW 

END OF TAPE 

he faded out. 

Yes, that's just the way I read it too, Jerry, 

He aaid loaded and he faded out. 

Rog. 
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This is Gemini Control, 56 hours, 40 minutes into the flight. 

And Gemini 9 is over South Africa on its 36th revolution. We're 

in the night side of this revolution and Tom Stafford and Gene 

Cernan are conducting the S-11 airglow horizon photography exper- 

iment at this time. In the Control Center we've just activated 

the time to retrofire clock. It shows we're 15 hours, 5 minutes, 

46 seconds away from retrofire. This is Gemini Control. 

This is Gemini Control. We have a brief tape from the pass 

over the Rose Knot Tracking ship. We'll play that for you now. 

HOU RKV, Flight. 

RKV Go ahead, RKV. 

HOU Got everything you need for this pass? 

RKV Oh, roger. 

HOU Standing by. 

RKYV Roger, we have about 20 seconds to go. 

HOU He's probably going to tell you how the 

module loading went. 

RKV 

HOU 

s/c 

RIQ- 

s/c 

We have Gemini TM solid..... 

RKV, would you go with experiment's position 

and give us a read out on the hydrogen pero- 

xide pressure and temperature, please. 

Roger, we're there now and it is 60 degrees 

and 480 psi. 

Roger, copy. 60 degrees, 480 psi. 

That's affirm and the ATM, the canputer is 

loaded. It has been verified with 4 Bravo. 

He has verified the temperature - it's been 

verified with four Alpha and . . . . . 
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RKV 

WC 

RKV 

HOU 

S/C 

RKV 

HOU 

RKV 

. . . 

RKV 

END OF TAPE 

Roger. 

All procedures checked out. 

Roger. 

Roger, he's looking good from down here. 

We have nothing f'urther for you. 

Roger, thank you. 

RKV has about one minute to LOS. 

Sayagain,RKV. 

Roger . . . ..we have a minute to go to LOS. 

And they roger'd on up. 

We've had LOS on Gemini. 
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This is Gemini Control, 57 hours into the flight. Gemini 4 is 

over Burma, not quite within the acquisition range of the Coastal 

Sentry. There was a very brief conversation at Tananarive and 

we will ple;y that tape for you now. 

HOU Gemini 9, Gemini 9, this is Houston at 

Tananarive. We are standing by and we have 

nothing for you this pass. 

s/c Roger,...(garbled) 

HOU Roger. 

. s/c Roger....(garbled) * 

HOU Mnally. Gemini 9, this is Houston we have one 

minute until LOS. Have a good night's sleep 

and real good show, Gene. 3 

s/c What was the last transmission, please? 

Roger, we have one minute to LOS. Have a good 

night's sleep and a real good show, Gene. 

Roger, (garbled) 

Tananarive has LOS. 

END OFTAPE 
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This is Gemini Control, 5'7 hours end 11 minutes into the flight. 

Fourteen hours and 35 minutes awayr from retrofire. Gemini 9 is 

over the Western Pacific within range of the Coastal Sentry tracking 

ship. The spacecraft communicator aboard the CSQ has been updating 

the crew with inforlr,ation for the 46-l landing area. We'll play back 

this pass from the start now. 

CSQ CSQ has TM solid Gemini. Show the vehicle as GO 

HOU Roger CSQ 

CSQ Gemini 9, CSQ Cap Corn 

s/c CSQ Gemini 9, Go 

CSQ 

s/c 

CSQ 

CSQ 

s/c 

CSQ 

s/c 

CSQ 

CSQ 

s/c 

Roger, I h:tve a new TR time for you. 

GO 

Roger. Transmitting TR 

Your in sync Gemini 9 

Gemini 9 is counting down 2nd I'm ready to copy 

your PLA 

Roger. I have a loadto transmit. 

You are in sync. 

Standby for load 

MARK 

Load is received 

Roger. We've identified on the ground that your 110&d 

is good. Standby for a pad message. Area 46-l 

GETRC '71 46 47, REP 400K, 19 plus (garble) 

Ge:r,ini 9 CSQ Csx?p Corn 

Go CSQ 
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CSQ 

s/c 

CSQ 

s/c 

CSQ 

Area 46-1, GETRC 71 46 47, RET hOOK, 19 + 49, RETFiB 

26 + 09, take a left 50, take right 60. Do you 

copy? 

Roger 46-1, GETRC 71 46 47, 40OK at 19 + 49, 

first bank at 26 + 09, take left 50, bank right 60. 

. ' Roger, MDIU.quantities* " :. . . 

core -03-63 906, core 04-349 67, core 65-01 76 66 

core 66-34 74 3, core 07-65 41 7, core 08-40 83 3, 

core 09-15 29 4, core lo-02 75 6, core 11-28 50 0. 

Did you copy. 

This:is Gemini niner. Roger got them all and I'll 

check them. If there's any anomaly I'll check 

that. 

s/c 

CSQ 

Roger. Understand. I have your PLA update for you. 

Would like for you to stay in a prelaunch mode 

until we tell you to switch. 

Are you ready for the PLA? 

Go 

/wea 38-3, 59 54 46, RET 4OOK, 19 + 20, 25 + 27, 

area 39 delta 60 49 43, 20 + 53, 23 + 56, 

area 40-2, 62 . . . ..to 36, 20 + 42, 25 + 31, 

area 41-2, 63 59 27, 20 + 27, 25 + 17, 

area 42-2, 65 35 27, 20 + 15, 25 + 09, 

area 43-2, 67 11 08, 20 + 04, 25 + 26, 

area 44-1, 68 37 08, 20 + 10, 25 + 22, 

area 45-1, 70 11 51, 20 + 03, 25 + 32 
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CSQ 

HOU 

CSQ 

HOU 

CSQ 

HOU 

CSQ 

HOU 

CSQ 

bank angles for all areas, roll left 85, roll right 

95. Weather in all areas good. Sep maneuvers none. 

Did you copy? 

Flight CSQ Cap Corn. 

Go ahead 

I don't know how much I got into him Flight on the 

PLA update. We had LOS 

OK we'll check it %t Hawaii 

Roger his TR clock was in sync 

And you got the load in? 

We got the load in and even the MDIU print-out 

:ind we checked it with the DCS and everything checked 

out okay. 

Roger. Did you notice anything on the spacecraft? 

Everythin? loo&all right. 

Everyth'ng on the spacecraft looked good as it 

went over the hill. 

HOU Roger. 

END OF TAPE 
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This is Gemini Control, 57 hours 40 minutes into the flight 

and Gemini 9 is over the South Pacific about mid-way between 

Hawaii and South America nearing the end of the 36th revolution, 

Over Hawaii, the spacecraft communicator completed passing up 

the landing area updates and he gave the crew the latest orbital 

figures. Gemini 9's apogee is 157.5 nautical miles. Its perigee 

145.6 nautical miles. We will play the tape of the Hawaii pass 

for you now. 

HAW 

HOU 

s/c 

HAW 

s/c 

HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

RAW 

s/c 

HAW 

s/c 

HAW 

Hawaii has intermittent TM and intermittent C-Band. 

Roger, Hawaii. 

Hawaii, Gemini 9. 

Gemini 9, Hawaii. 

Roger,setting here going over the basic flight. 

What is the latest (garbled) 

Stand by and I will get the latest. 

Gemini 9, also did not receive anything after 

43-2 from CS&. 

Roger, I have the rest of that for you. 

The spacecraft has an apogee of 157.5 and a 

perigee of 145.6. 

Gemini 9, Hawaii. Okay, yourapogee 157.5, 

perigee 145.6. 

Roger. 

Okay, did you get all of 43-2? 

Roger, got all of 43-2. 

Roger, stand by for - I have two more items. 
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HAW 44-1, 6P3708 two zero plus one zero 25 plus 22 

and all the bank angles are rollleft 85,roll right 

95. The weather is good in all areas and there 

is no SEP maneuver. 45-1 701151 200 pius 03 25 

plus 32 and that is all. 

s/c Was that 45-l? 

HAW Roger, that was 45-l. 

.s/c Okay, we got them all and got the bank angles 

and weather, thank you. 

HAW Roger. 

s/c How long would you like us to leave the computer 

. on? 

' HAW Stand by. Do you want them to go ahead and power 

down the computer, Flight? 

HOU Hawaii, Houston Flight. 

HAW Go, Flight. 

HOU We are ready to power it all down. 

HAW Roger. Gemini 9, Hawaii. You can go ahead and 

complete the power down. 

s/c Roger. 

HOU Why don't you get an OBC to him, Hawaii? 

HAW 

HOU 

HAW 

HOU 

HAW 

It is on its way Flight. 

Okay. 

Flight, Hawaii. 

Go. 

Okay, we confirm less than 1/8th separation in 

this TR time. 

HOU Roger. 
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HAW Flight, Hawaii. 

HOU Go, Hawaii. 

HAW Okay, we confirm CSQ's report on the MDIU's read 

out. We check also. 

Okay, fine. HOU 

RAW Gemini 9,' Hawaii, we have one minute to LOS. 

Standing by. 

s/c 

HAW 

Roger, thank you very much Hawaii. See you in 

the morning, I guess. 

Roger, we will be looking for you. 

Hawaii has LOS. 

HOU Roger, Hawaii and it looks like that is all for 

today for you, Jack. 

HAW Roger, thank you. 

HOU See you in the morning. 

RAW Roger. 

HOU Good night. 

HAW Okay. 

END OF TAPE 
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s/c 

RKV 

s/c 

RKV 
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This is Gemini Control at 58 hours 12 minutes into the flight. 

Gemini 9 is just passing over the west coast of Africa in its 

37th revolution. Tom Stafford and Gene Cernan are just about 

to wind up the time set aside for their evening meal and at 58 

hours 30 minutes elapsed time will begin an eight hour sleep 

period. This last pass over the Rose Knot Tracking ship off 

the coast of South America will be the b.st time we will attempt 

voice communications with the crew this evening. We will not 

attempt to disturb them during the sleep period. Although we 

will continue to monitor the systems on the Gemini 9. We have 

a tape of that pass and we will play that for you now. 

RKV Gemini 9, RKV Cap Corn. 

s/c RKV.... 

RKV Roger, we would like to get this fuel cell purge 

started and we would like to start with section 

2. 

9 RKV, we would like to get an onboard reading 

of the hydrogen peroxide pressure and temperature. 

Roger, stand by. Hydrogen peroxide pressure is 

48, temperature is 64 degrees. 

Roger, copy 48 and 64 degrees. 

Okay we would like to have you turn your tape re- 

corder power circuit breaker to the open position. 

On. 

And we would like to get a . . . . . from you Gemini 

9 on that 132 ounce of water. Did you drink any 

of it. Do you know how . . . . or how much you drank 
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RKV of it? 

s/c 

RKV 

Roger, we drank out of 132, we drank a good 70 

of it. 

Roger, copy 70. 

HOU 

RKV 

HOU 

RKV 

S/C 

HOU 

RKV 
\ 

s/c 

RKV, is that equally between the two? 

Say again, Flight. 

Is that 70 about equal between the two pilots? 

I will check. 9, RKV. I would like to know if 

that was an equal amount between the both of you . 

Roger, that was about equal between the\two of 

us. 

Roger, thank you. 

Okay, as soon as we get these fuel cells purged 

we will get a . . . quantity read out and we will 

put you to bed and let you sleep the rest of the 

night: 

All right; Sounds good. We are still dictating 

on paper about the EVA activity and also the 

rendezvous. 

RKV Roger. 

HOU 

RKV 

HOU 

Flight, RKV. 

Go ahead. 

Okay, in the pump configuration he is on A pump 

in the primary mode and B pump in'the secondary. 

Okay. Thank you. 

Flight, I think we might suggest to him to also 

go to the B pump ,and the primary loop. We are 

showing that the temperatures have already started 



. 
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HOU 

RKV 

s/c 

RKV 

s/c 

RKV 

s/c 

RKV 

S/C 

RKV 

s c / 

HOU 

RKV 

HOU 
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RKV coming down almost feasibly on the ECS control 

valves. I imagine it will get pretty cold in 

there before long. 

Okay, just make that to them easy, his choice. 

Roger. 9 RKV. 

Go ahead. 

Okay, we noticed your A pump and primary loop 

temps control valves/are coming on down and . . . 

thought you might be a little cool in there in 

a bit. 

Roger, we got you. 

(Garbled) 

Okay if you will switch the fuel cell 02. 

Now we have got the ECS02 heater off fuel cell 

H2 (garbled) 

Roger. 

Okay 9, you can move your switch back to the off 

position. 

Roger, it is off. 

Roger. We are all finished with that and have 

a good night's sleep. We will be watching you 

here on the ground. 

Roger. 

RKV, Flight. 

Go, Flight. 

Tell them the Black Team will see them whey1 fhey 



. 
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HOU 

RKV 

HOU 

RKV 

s/c 

RKV 

s/c 

REV 

s/c 

RKV 

HOU 

END OF TAPE 
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get back. 

Again. 

Tell them the Black Team will see them when they 

get back. 

Roger. We will see you next rev 9, and we 

won't see you again tomorrow. 

Thanks for all the help. 

Roger, it has been a pleasure. 

How is the season down there these days. 

Well, its nights are calm and nice sunny 

days. 

9 Houston Black Flag says that they will see 

you back in Houston. 

Okay. 

We have had LOS with Gemini 

Roger, RKV. 
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This is Gemini Control at 59 hours, 10 minutes into the flight and Gemini 9 

is over the 3outh Pacific Ocean. Tom Stafford and Gene Cernan are in the first 

hour in their sleep period and none of the tracking stations are attempting to 

communicate with them. About 20 minutes ago, the pass over the Coastal Sentry 

tracking ship in the Western Pacific, the CSQ Cap Corn reported that his Flight 

Surgeon noted that neither of the pilots was moving around, but that their 

heart rates had not dropped into the sleep range yet and that they presumed 

to be still awake at that time. 

Gemini 9 is 12 hours, 35 minutes away from retrofipe. This is Gemini Control. 

END OF TAPE 
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This is Gemini Control at 60 hours 13 minutes into the flight, Gemini 9 

is over China, not quite wi thir\ the range of the Coastal Sentry tracking ship. 

All the ground tracking stations cilr,tinue to give Gemini '1 ;I go?the last 

statiorl that took a look at the pilot.s, the Flight Sur~cn -;o,?k a look at 

the pilots, the RKV, about 35 minutes ago, reported that the pilots did not 

appear to be asleep or if they were s Leeping it Was not a deep sleep. They've 

been into this period that has been net; aside for sleep about an hour and a half 

now. It's due to end at 66 hours and 30 minutes elapsed time, or about 2:15 a.m. 

Central Standard Time. We show the orbit now for Gemini 9 to he 157.3 by 

1.45.7 natuical miles. Cur clock show we are 11 hours 35 minutes away from 

retro-fire,which is set for 71 hours 46 minutes, 47 seconds of elapsed time. 

That's 726 20 Central Standard Time, this is Gemini Control. 

END OF TAPE 
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This is Gemini Control at 61. hours, 12 minutes and 20 seconds after lift-off. 

Gemini 9 at the present time is over the tracking ship Rose Knot at the beginning 

of the 39th revolution. The Spacecraft, Communicator aboard the Rose Knot reported 

to the Flight Director, here in Mission Control, that both pilots appeared to be 

sleeping fairly soundly. 

Toward the mid-point of the 38th revolution, over the tracking ship Coastal 

Sentry, the Spacecraft Communicator reported that it looked like the Command 

Pilot was asleep and that the Pilot was resting well, with a heart rate of a 

little over 80 and it was an even $&&a&&, but he couldn't say definitely 

whether he was asleep or not. 

At 61 hours, 13 minutes and five seconds after lift-off and 10 hours, 

33 minutes and 39 seconds before retrofire, this is Gemini Control. 

ENDOFTAPE 
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This is Gemini Control at 62 hours, 10 minutes and 30 seconds after lift- 

off. Gemini ') at the present time is over the Southwest Pacific, approximately 

over the area of Tahiti. During the pass over the Coastal Sentry Quebec, tiid&-? 

way through this 39th revclntion. The systems were "GO? on the ground. The 

crew apparently are still asleep. The next station which will acquire the 

spacecraft will be the tracking ship Rose Knot. Approximately 32 minutes from 

now, this will be a very low..elevation angle pass, in other words it will be 

almost over the horizon from the ship. The pass only lasts something like three 

minutes and 14 seconds. This will be the last pass of the evening over the 

Rose Knot, at which time the Fli.ght Director, Cliff Charlesworth, likely will 

release the ship for.the night. At 62 hours,11 minutes and 30 seconds after 

lift-off and nine hours, 35 minutes and 14 seconds until retrofire, this is 

Gemini Control. 

END OF TAPE 
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This is Gemini Control, 63 hours, 10 minutes and 30 seconds after liftoff. 

Gemini 9 at the present time is over the Persian Gulf and just a few minutes 

ago passed over the Canary Island tracking station at which time the Canary 

Island spacecraft canmunicator reported that the spacecraft was go on the 

ground from the telemetry readouts. The next station to acquire will be 

the Carnarvon station. It'll be a very brief pass because there's such a 

low elevation angle. In fact, they may not even be able to get too much 

in the way of telemetry data during this pass. At 63 hours, 11 minutes 

and 12 seconds after liftoff, and 8 hours, 35 minutes and 31 seconds before 

retrofire, this is Gemini Control. 

END OF TAPE 
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This is Gemini Control 64 hours 10 minutes and 30 seconds after lift-off.

Gemini 9 at the present time is nearing the end of revolution number 40,

off the west coast of South America. Early in this revolution during the

pass over the Coastal Sentry, the Spacecraft Communicator reported to Flight

Director here that the suit inlet temperature was standing at 64 degrees,

which is slightly higher than normal, but of no concern. The Flight Director

then released the Coastal Sentry, since that was the last pass of this mission

for that ship. At 64 hours 11 minutes and 14 seconds after lift-off, and

7 hours and 35 minutes and 30 seconds before retro-fire, this is Gemini

Control.

END OF TAPE
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This is Gemini Control at 65 hours, 10 minutes and 30 seconds after lift- 

off. Gemini 9 at the present time is crossing the north coast of Australia, 

toward the end or mid-point, I should say, of the 46th revolution. The orbit 

measurements at the present time stand at 157.2 nautical miles perigee, as you 

were, apogee by 145.6 nautical mile perigee. 

We've had a little culture injected into the quiet hours of Mission Control, 

here with classical music being patched into an inactive communications loop. 

At the present time a composition by Johann Sebastian Bach is on the air and just 

prior to that, we had the Russlan and Ludmilla Overture by Mikhail Glinka. 

At 65 hours, 11 minutes and 23 seconds after lift-off, and six hours, 35 

minutes and 21..... 20 seconds before retrofire, this is Gemini Control. 

END OF TAPE 



This is Ge;r,inl ZontrrJl at 66 hours 10 minutes Ltnd 30 seconds after lift-off. 

&mini 9 ic ,just, ,LI,Ir;?,tching losi :f' :: ignsl over the Canary Island tracking 

,;tntlon and ir, presently over the north central p,rtion of Africa. The 

Spacecraft Communicator at Canary said the spacecraft still looked good 

On the around. The :rew is due to :iw:tken at some 20 minutes, at which time 

'they will begin powerin? up the sp;icecraft S;L r-terns and conduct a purge of 

the fuel cells. The forecast for the prime recovery are weather stands at 

scattered ;*louds tit 15 to 20 thousand feet, visiblity at 10 miles, thei. wind is 

out 0 i ' the sout,heast at 15 knots, and save heie;ht of 5 feet. At 66 hours 

11 minutes 3ricl 25 seconds rafter lift-of'f, at 7 hours 35 minutes and 18 seconds : 

before retr:j-fire this is (*mini Control. 

ENI! OF TAPF: 
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This is Gemini Control at 67 hours, 30 seconds after lift-off. The Gemini 9

crew was awake when they came over the hill at Carnarvon station. A sleepy

sounding Tom Stafford report...responded to the spacecraft communicator's call

and the spacecraft communicator reported that the spacecraft was "GO" on the

ground. The crew of Gemini 9 conducted a scheduled fuel cell purge during the

Carnarvon pass and began their power upcheck list. They also got a flight

plan update of items to be conducted, such as the crew status report at Canary

Islands and began stowing equipment, prior to retrofire. They also have an

eat period scheduled during this time. We have had a change of pace in the

music being piped in on one of the inactive loops here in Mission Control.

Run the gamut of the four B's of music_ Bach, Beethoven_ Brahms and Brass_

Tijuiana Brass that is. We have a tape now of _he Carnarvon tracking station

pass, which we will roll for you now.

CRO Carn_rvon!hasArM solid.

HOU FLIGHT Roger. ! t
CRO Gemini 9,_arn_rvon Cap Com. Gemini 9, Carnarvon Cap Com.

SPACECRAFT Gemini 9, ready to read.

CRO Gemini 9, Carnarvon Cap Com_ we're standing by for

_ou_- fuel cell purge. Gemini is "GO" on the ground

Flight.

HOU FLIGHT Roger.

SPACECRAFT Hello Carnarvon, Gemini 9.

CR0 Gemini 9_ Carnarvon, we're standing by for yourrfuel

cell purge.

HOU FLIGHT You might let them wake up Carnarvon.

CRO Yeah, Roger.

SPACECRAFT Hello_ Carnarvon, Gemini 9.

CRO Gemini 9, Carnarvon Cap Com.
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SPACECRAFT Roger, Carnarvon. Gemini 9, how do you read ? 

CR0 Loud and clear, how me? 

SPACECRAFT Roger, we'll give you purge <just a minute. 

CR0 Roger. 

CR0 He's purging/one sectionH2 now. 

FLIGHT 

CR0 

O.K. 

Carnarvon has C-band track. 

HOU FLIGHT 

CR0 

CR0 

SPACECRAFT 

CR0 

Roger. 

Section two, H2. Section Qne, 02. 

Gemini 9, Carnarvon. 

Go ahead, Carnarvon. 

Could you give me an onboard readout of your H202 

SPACECRAFT 

CR0 

SPACECRAFT 

CR0 

SPACECRAFT 

CR0 

SPACECRAFT Roger. 

CR0 O.K., Gemini 9, Carnarvon here. Will you standby to 

pressure? 

Roger. It's about full scale here at 500. 

Rcger, copy. 

It's 60 degrees. 

O.K., section tw: purge. Gemini 9, Carnarvon Cap Corn. 

Go ahead, Carnarvon. 

O.K., when you complete your fuel cell purge, w&L1 you 

begin the power up alignment check list. 

copy a flight plan update. 

SPACECRAFT 

CR0 

Roger. For the update Carnarvon. 

Roger, item one is a node, time.68'47 45, remarks rev 

43 130 degrees west, right ascension 1.8 hours, 44 minutes. 

A second item, title Canary Island, time 67 37 40, remarks 

crew status report, then begin stowing equipment. 
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CR0 Gemini 9, Carnarvon Cap COm 

SPACECRAFT Go ahead Carnarvon, fuel cell purge is cOmplete..are 

those the cnly two items? 

CR0 Roger, will you put your gyro quantity read switch to 

ECS 02? 

SPACECRAFT 

HOU FLIGHT 

CR0 

Roger, ECS 03. 

You've got atx311t 30 seconds, Carnarvon. 

O.K., fuel cell 02. Gemini 9, Carnarvon, will you 

switch to fuel cell H2. 

SPACECRAFT Fuel cell H2. 

HOU FLIGHT Send us an LOS main... 

CR0 H2 

SPACECRAFT Roger. 

HOU FLEGHT I thought H2 was b-dsted, Carnarvon. 

CR0 Say that again, Flight. 

HOU FLIGHT I thought that H2 was busted. 

CR0 We're still looking at it. 

HOU FLIGHT 

CRC 

HC)U FLIGHT 

CRC 

What daes it say? 

006 PCM count. 

That.'s about... 

We've had LOS here. 

END OF TAPE 
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This is Gemini Control 67 hours K minutes and 30 seconds after lift-off. 

Gemini 9 at, the present tjme is over the south central Pac-ific and within 

about 15 minutes are so should be entering the contact area of the Eastern 

Test Range stations. The crew has been awake about 40 minutes now, in that 

they were scheduled to wake up about t! mtnutes before the recent pass over 

the Carnarvon station. At 67 hours 11 minutes and 4 seconds after lift-off, 

and 4 hours 35 minutes and 40 seconds before retro-fire this is Gemini Control. 

END OF TAPE 
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Gemini Control here 67 hours 40 minutes and 30 seconds after lift-off. 

The Gemini 9 spacecraft is presently in contact with Canary Island tracking 

station, they're getting ready to take some pictures in fact, they'er discussing 

with the Cap Corn at Canary, which island is the tracking station actually on. 

During the Canary pass they put the temperature probe in their mouth to get 

oral temperature measurements of both command pilot and the pilot, and they 

reported also the water usage. Both crew men have had two meals since yesterday, 

the pilot had 'j hnurs of sleep and the command pilot had 6 hours of sleep. 

After taking these photographs they plan to complete the stowage procedure, 

prior to retro-fire. Just before entering the Canary Island pass, they passed 

over the Eastern Test Range station and reported there that the platform was 

aligned and they had the stowage pretty well under way. Spacecraft Communicator 

Buzz Aldrin, here in Mission Control passed up ball scores to the crew, and 

other less significant type news. Aldrin Jokingly asked them if they wanted 

a vector 80 they ?zould go after the ATDA again... cabin pressure aboard the 

spacecraft is holding at 4.8 pounds per square inch, and in another exchange 

between Aldrin and Stafford, Stafford said that he might break training and 

smoke 

Range 

HOU 

s/c 

HOI! 

s/c 

irou 

L - 

:i cigar after recovery. We have a tape recording of the Eastern Test 

pass, let's roll that tape now..... 

Gemini (? this is Houston. 

Good morning Houston, Gemini 9. 

Roger, how's everything going up there? 

Roger prett:y good, we've got the platform align 0 0 0. 

Comput@r . . . . . . . ..a different up-date mode. The 

stowage is pretty well squared away. 

Okay, we hake a message for you on the cornput& 

problem th;t% we h:~d the other dry of that start (:om. 

F - -. L I L L L * L L. IL I e 



HOIJ 

s/c 

HO!. 

::/c 

I-IO’. 

When :in11 Eet to. . . switching into> the reentry mode, i;' 

the t?omputer running light comes on, '~1 alternate 

pro('eclure is to switch out of reentrv, to :i ,:pare 

position which is one detent, clockwi% of reentry, 

and then switch back to reentry mode, 1 second prior 

to retro-fire. 

Oka:: we've just gone to the reentry mode computer 3nc' the 

light does not come on. 

Okay, good. 

Gemini 9, Houston. 

Go Houston. 

Roger, got some ball scores if you're interested. 

Go ahead Buzz. 

Which ones are you interested in, I've got the whole 

smear here. 

Tr:] the Astros' and the Cubs. 

Ok a.‘.’ ? Pittsburgh 10, the Astro6' 5. 

YOL struck out, try again. 

Well. if T Tan read this message, it looks like the 

Red:; 5, the Reds cj and the Cubs 3. 

You better go back to sweeping the streets, you 

ctru<:b: out again. 

That's not very good? Okay had a tornado in Enid, 

Oklahoma has that one? 

We did? 

Yes. 
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s/c 

HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

How's the weather in Houston? 

Looked pretty good when I came in. 

Pretty dark out, huh? 

Can you see anything of a tropical storm, about, 

oh a little bit behind you right now. There's 

supposed to be a storm building south of Cuba 

called,... it will be called Alma if it reaches 

that strength. 

We're in darkness right now, Buzz, can you give us 

a latitude and longitude on it. 

Oh how about 85 degrees west and 18 degrees north. 

. ...85 and 18, Okay. 

It looks like we pass Just about over it next time 

around. 

On the Cubs Gene, they had a double hitter. The first 

was the Reds 8, and the Cubs 3. The second on Cubs 

won 9 to 5. 

Yfpee! On two teams I haven't got many wins this 

week. 

Say again. 

I said out of two teams I don't have many wins this 

week . . . ..Is poor Ed pulling his hair out after 

yesterday? 

Gemini 9, Houston. I didn't read your last 

transmisBSon,could you give us a propellent quantity 

please? 

1 
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S/C 

HOU 

S/C 

HOI! 

s/c 

HOU 

Roger. We're reading 0 on the gauge, Buzz, 

but we still haven't had a drop on fuel regulated 

pressure so we're not on the volkswagon tank yet. 

Okay understand. What's that pressure showing now? 

Say again. 

What is the pressure showing now? 

Roger,305. 

Good enough. Ready to get a vector to go get 

the ATDA? 

S/C 

HOU 

S/C 

HOU 

HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

S/C 
HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

HOlJ 

s/c 

HOi! 

Say again. Well we've got a little bit of fuel 

left, we might go to work on a fourth one. 

Might as well. 

We had good solid lock on the radar yesterday, of a 

170 miles on it. 

Yes, that was real good. 

Gemini 9, Houston. 

Go ahead. 

What sort of reading now are you getting on your 

cabin pressure? 

Roger. We're about 4.8. 

Roger, that's quite close to what we've got here. 

<Just below you about 4 9 or 4.8 all night long. 

Okay, very good. 

Gemini 9, Houston. 

Go ahead Houston. 

Roger, Tine. Cliff is wondering when he should get 

the cigars out? 



. 
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.: 
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HOU To light up, once you hit the water. 

s/c 

HOU 

s/c 

When he sees our smiling faces on the carrier, 

and I'll buy. 

You'll buy is that right? 

Right. Tell Chris I might even break down and 

HOU 

s/c 

HQU 

s/c 

HOU 

dC / 

HOU 

s/c 

ANTIGUA 

END OF TAPE 

smoke one too. 

I'm not sure I 

You did. 

heard that right. 

Okay. We'll be seeing you, perhaps later on this 

afternoon. 

Roger. 

Gemini 9, Houston. 

Go ahead Houston. 

Roger. Like to remind you the crew status report, 

over Canary, and put the temperature probes in 

at, oh about 1 minute. We've got 1 minute 

to LOS. 

Roger. 

LOS Antigua. 
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This is Gemini Control at 68 hours and 30 seconds after lift-off. Gemini 

9 at the present time is over the Indian Ocean and within about 13 minutes should 

be acquired again by the Carnarvon, Aufitralialtracking station. Gemini 9’s 

orbit at the present time measures with an apogee of 157.1 nautical miles and 

a perigee of 145.9 nautical miles, we have now a tape of the recent pass over 

the Canary Islands tracking station. Let's roll that tape now. 

CYI Carnary has ac aid contact. 

HOU FLIGHT Roger. 

CYI TM is solid and both systems look good, Flight. 

‘HOU FLIGHT Roger. 

SPACECRAFT Roger, water gun now reads 2925 and the . ..both crew 

members has had two meals since yesterday evening. 

GBoks like it is nice and sunny up in the Canary's 

today. 

CYI 

SPACECRAFT 

HCUJ FLIGHT 

CYI 

HOU FLIGHT 

CYI 

SPACECRAFT 

RID FLIGHT 

pilot has had six hours. 

Roger, copy. 

CYI Real good on the @ound here, Gemini 9. We'll be 

SPACECRAFT 

Yeah, it's a lovely day outside here. 

We'll snap a couple of pictures. 

Canary, Houston Flight. 

Go ahead, Flight. 

Yeu might imsk them for a sleep report, please. 

Rog. We'll do. 

Roger, the pilot has had five hours of sleep, the command 

standing by. 

Roger, we've powered up the platforms, now we're going 

to take some pictures on this pass and then finish the 

stowing 
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CYI O.K.) very good . 

SPACECRAFT canary ' s ) 9 > which Island is the tracking site on? 

CYI That's on the Grand Canary. 

SPACECRAFT Is that the big one in the middle? 

CYI. Right, that is the big one. 

CYi 

SPAClXXAFT 

We're down at the sollth end. 

Have yc;u got any trees down there? 

-HOU FLIGHT 

CYI 

C.K., go ahead. 

O.K., he':: ssill looking/g% here, has this water 

g:ai. count. position or do you want this thing broken 

jown on a crewman basis? 

HOU FLIGHT 

CY-I 

HOU FLIGHT 

KANO 

HOTJ FLIGHT 

CM 

HOU FLIGHT 

CYI 

HOU FLIGHT 

END OF TAPE 

It's o.k. 

Roger. 

Kano go remote. 

Kano is remote. 

Roger KIM. TCA , Roger ARK A..... Rog..Roger TM... 

C&nary, Cap Corn, AFD. 

Go ahead, AFD. 

Cou13 you give us some LOS OVC some? 

LOS OVC, roger. 
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This is Gemini Control, 68 hours, 10 minutes and 30 seconds after liftoff. 

Gemini 9 is just approaching the Carnarvon, Australia, tracking station; 

and hopefully, we'll be able to cut in on the conversation between the 

spacecraft and the station. Meanwhile, here in Mission Control, the 

countdown clock numbers are getting smaller and smaller. It stands now 

at 3 hours, 35 minutes and 51 seconds before retrofire. Early risers in 

the Houston area may get a chance to see Gemini 9 due south about 40 degrees 

above the horizon toward the end of the forty-fourth revolution at 6:13 CST. 

The slant range will be about 210 miles. During the final revolution, it'll 

be much nearer Houston, but there will be too much sunlight at that time to 

see the spacecraft. We're still standing by here for Carnarvon acquisition. 

We're still about two minutes away. Still no word out at Carnarvon. We 

should be hearing confirmation of telemetry acquisition momentarily. Shortly 

thereafter, the spacecraft ccmmunicator will attempt to raise the spacecraft. 

Carnarvon just reported that the acquisition aid equipment at that station 

had acquired the spacecraft. As yet, the spacecraft communicator has not 

called the spacecraft. 

CR0 

S/C 

CR0 

s/c 

CR0 

Gemini 9, Carnarvon. 

9, Carnarvon. 

Rog. We don't have anything for you. If you need anything, 

give us a call. 

Will do. Thank you, Bill. 

Flight, Carnarvon. 
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HOU FLT Go ahead. 

CR0 You're going to have to bear with us on these . . . . . . 

Well, apparently, Carnarvon station didn't have much traffic to pass up to 

the spacecraft. Wesll listen for a while longer. This pass over Carnarvon 

lasts six minutes and 46 seconds. 

CR0 

HOU FLT 

CR0 

HOU FLT 

CR0 

HOU FLT 

CR0 

HVJ FLT 

CR0 

END OF TAPE 

Flight, Carnarvon. 

Go ahead. 

OK. Should be getting our summaries now. 

Roger. How does TR look to you, Bill? 

Just getting a back room check. Stand by. OK. We're right 

with Canary. It's like about 125 of a second 

OK. 

The VW tank is still fitting a 300. 

Rog. 

We have pressure 48. 
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This ic Gemin! Ccntrol. Apparently this will be a very quiet pass over the 

Carnarvon station. So at 68 hours,, 16 minutes and zero seconds after lift-off 

and three hours, 29 minutes and 41 seconds until retrofire, this is Gemini Control. 

END OF TAPE 
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This is Gemini Control Houston at 69 hours 10 minutes into the flight. 

Last night the pilot Gene Cernan logged about 5 hours of sleep, described 

as fairly sound, the command pilot 6 hours of sound sleep. Both crew 

members have had breakfast, they were having breakfast when they came over 

Carnarvon on this last pass. Meanwhile the recovery people are stirring 

busily this morning in their room off the main floor of the Mission 

Operat,ions Control room. They've been checking in with some helicopters 

down in the 46-l landing area, and have pronounced it, pronounced the weather 

adequate for a recovery operation this morning. We have sane conversation 
. . 

between the ground and crew, fairly minimal' conversational pass, but we 

do have some conversation as they came across the states, they're now 

over 'mid-Atlantic. We'll play this for you now. 

.lOU Guaymas go remote. 

GYM Guaymas is remote. 

HOU Gemini 9, Houston. 

s/c Houston, Gemini 9. 

HOU Good morning Tom, we're standing by. 

s/c 

HOU We're not reading you to well, wait till we get 

S/C 

HOU 

!l!EX 

we knocked off 
Roger . . . ..Snrbled.... check on stowage,/the electric time 

circuit breaker for about l'second, check 

(garbled) 

a little more elevation here. 

Okay. 

Texas go remote, Guaymas local. 

Texas remote. 
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HOU 

WC 

HOU 

s/c 

s/c 

HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

s/c 

s/c 

HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

Gemini 9, Houston. You say you found your 

electronic timer circuit breaker knocked off 

for a little bit, and it'6 reset? 

Roger. I thought I better knock it off, but 

got it right back on, probably just a second 

or so off. We haven't reached that . . ..clock. 

We'll have to up-date that anyway. 

Okay. 

Houston, Gemini 9. 

Go ahead 9er. 

Roger, we should be approaching that tropical 

storm about now, we'll pitch down and see if 

we can take a look at it. 

Okay, that's the :one+ in your landing area. 

It's just a mile in the landing area though. 

Roger, we interview approaching 250 on your 

VW tank, when you get to that value, you 

might arm it. 

Roger. 

Houston, Gemini 9 we're arming the volkswagon tank 

at this time. 

Okay Tom. 

Really works good. 

Yes, we have it pressure coming up. 

HOU Houston is about a minute from LOS at Bermuda. 



. 
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ANTIGUA LOS, Antigua. 

This is Gemini Control Houston now for a close look at our weather situation 

this morning, we'll get a direct report from our meteorology section here 

in the Control Center. 

The Gemini 9 crew will'over-fly a tropical disturbance in the Gulf of Mexico, 

located near latitude 18 degrees north, longitude 85 degrees west, this 

morning., which they will be over-flying at approximately day-break and they 

will be able to sight some of the clouds in the vicinity of the disturbance. 

The out-look for the, in the mission area, in the western Atlantic, is the 

last reports we had from the carrier Wasp, indicate southeast winds, approximately 

7, correction approximately 7 knots, with 1 foot waves, some swell in the 

area; ..scattered clouds at 2,000 feet, with a higher over-cast. 

ATI OF TAPE 
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This is Gemini Control Houston, 69 hours, 40 minutes into the flight. The 

major preretro update is expected to come in the next pass across the states. 

The spacecraft, presently, passing slightly east of Tananarive, moving across 

the Indian Ocean, right now. Our fuel history Bhovs that approximately 12 pounds 

ofuseable propellant remains onboard. This is about twice the amount needed 

for the final attitude adjustment setting up the retro maneuver. 

We have some tape conversation b&k from the Canary pass, wherein Tom 

that the Stafford, himself a former...a 

Captain of the Wasp, put the b 

and Tom would come....right in 

graduate of the Naval Acadeq, suggests 

ig ship, as he put it, right on the land 

the area. Here is that conversation. 

ing point 

CYI 

HOU FLIGHT 

Cn: 

HOU FLIGHT 

CYI 

HOU FLIGHT 

CYI 

HOU FLIGHT 

AFD 

CYI 

AFD 

CYI 

HOU FLIGHT 

CYI 

HOU FLIGHT 

CYI: 

Canary's has ac aid contact. 

Roger Canary, how's it look? 

No TM yet in it. We have TM solid, Canary 

Roger. 

C-band track. Houston Flight, Canary. 

.Go ahead, Canary 

O.K., we are showing him go except for Charlie,... 

Charlie's zero three.:left suit inlehc air temp. at full 

scale high. We're checking at the groundspace. 

Roger. 

Canary's, AFD. 

Go ahead, AFD. 

That was Charlie able zero three left suit pressure. 

Negative, it's Charlie Charlie's zero three. 

O.K., fine. 

It is confirmed on the groundspace at all scale high.. 

Roger. 

Gemini 3, Canary Cap COm. 
YOU are looking good on the 

L - - 
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CYI 

SPACECRAFT 

CYI 

HOU FLIGHT 

TEX 

KANO 

HOU FLIGHT 

SPACECRAFT 

ground. We're standing by. 

Roger, Canary , we're just taking a few pictures 

here. 

Roger. Canary's has LOS. All systems are go. 

Roger, Canary. 

Kano go remote. 

Kano is remote. 

Gemini<.9 Houston standing by; 

Roger, Houston, loud and clear. 

HOUF FLIGHT 

SPACECRAFT 

HOU FLIGHT 

SPACECRAFT 

You're the same. 

Houston, Gemini 9. 

Hartley to have the 

point? 

You bet we will. 

O.K. 

Would you relay the word to Captain 

Big Ship right on the landing 

HOU FLIGHT Tom, your IV1 versus Bank angle chart is...is satisfactory 

for this orbit. 

SPACECRAFT 

HOU FLIGHT 

Roger. 

Gemini 7, Houston approaching LOS. 

Tilnanarive go remote. 

Tananarive remote. 

HOU FLIGHT Houston is one minute from LOS at Tananarive. 

This is Gemini Control. Where our orbit this morning is showing il.57 nautichl 

miles by 145.9.. .157 by 145.9, we are on the 44th revolution around the earth. 

The 46th orbit, this is Gemi.ni Control Houston. 

END OF TAPE 
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f'his is Gemini Control Houston, 70 hours into the flight, right on the 

button. Over Carnarvon a few minutes ago, the Gemini 9 crew got a reentry 

up-date, they were also advised of the weather in the landing recovery 

area, here is that conversation.... 
% c 

’ CAR 
-v 

HOU / 
i 

CAR 

. HOU 

CAR 

HOU 

CAR 

s/c 

CAR 

s/c 

CAR 

s/s: 

CAR 

Carnarvon has act-aid< contact. 

Roger, Carnarvon. 

Carnarvon has telemetry solid. 

Roger. 

All systems looking good. 

Roger. 

Gemini 9, Carnarvon. 

Go ahead Carnarvon. 

I've got your reentry information for you when 

you're ready to copy. 

Roger, coming in very weak here. 

I said we have your reentry information for 

you when you're ready to copy. 

Ready to copy. 

Okay this is for 46-1, your now in naninal Rpf's are' 

aft, 298, at down 112. Tank angle initial reflection 

at 0 is plus 189, 5 5 is plus 45, and 9 0 is 

set at 5.Pitch &nbal at &OK at 9 0. You 

want have a lighter rise in that retro but you 

will have 400 KC. Begin black-out at 22 plus 08. 

Again black-out 27 plus 05. RAT of drogue, 28 plus 

470 RAT main, 30 plus 21. Use your back-up 
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CAR 

HOU 

CAR 

HOU 

CAR 

s/c 

CAR 

CAR 

s/c 

CAR 

s/c 

CAR 

s/c 

CAR 

- ‘c 
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curves for bank angles based on 146 circular. 

Carnarvon Cap Corn Houston Flight. 

Go ahead Flight. 

Roger, in your read-up that's a 

Roger. 

minus 75, minus 75. 

Carnarvon this 46-1, understand the RVI are 298, and 

112, down range . ..depression 0 degrees plus 1 8 ger, 

at 5 5 degrees at 45, . ..9er degrees at 75, ' 

That's minus 75. 

Minus 75, Roger. and pitch gimbal is 90 degrees. 

Roger. 

Entering TRV of . . ..correction there 22 plus 0 8, 

S-bank out at 27 plus 05, and drogue at 28 47, 

and main at 30 plus 21. 

That's the sum. 

wd've got one other thing here too. 

Go ahead. 

Okay the clouds are 2,000 scattered, 'visibilty 8 miles, 

your winds are 120 at 12, the waves are 2 to 3 

feet, your altimeter is 30.12, and the aircrafts in 

the area are air-gloss one and air-gloss two. 

Roger, altimeter is 30.12, and gloss 1 and gloss 2. 

And the Wasp is in there. 

I bore he's in there. 

Have you checked your main batteries yet? 

Ab<mt. an k:zur a go, 1'11 give them another 

chpck. 
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CAR 

s/c 

CAR 

s/c 

CAR 

s/c 

.CM 

HOU 

CAR 

HOU 

CAR 

CAR 

s/c 

CAR 

s/c 

CAR 

s/c 

CAR 

HOU 

CAR 

HOU 

CAR 

HOU 

s/c 

P L 

Okay. I'd like to get the voltages off you. 

Okay, you want the reading? 

Okay number one is 22.2, 

Rog . 

Number three is 218. 

Roger. 

FOW is 23. 

Roger, got them all. 

What did you get in number 2, Bill. 

. ..24.2 

Bill did you give them that weather data? 

That's affirm. 

Looks real good. 

Carnarvon,Gemini 9. 

Go ahead 9. 

What is the . . . ..on tie hack,..... 

Roger, I'll give you a mark at 69.56.O in about 

30 seconds. Standby 3, 2, 1, Mark. 56 minutes. 

Roger, roll. 

Flight, Carnarvon 

Go, Bill. 

I’ve got TR lagging by two and a quarter seconds 

now. 

We're going to up-date that over the spacecraft. 

Oiray . 

” ._. ,. 
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CAR . ..3. 2, 1, mark. 

CAR We're 40 seconds LOS Gemini 9. 

s/c Roger. 

CAR C-Band LOS. 

END OF TAPE 
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This is Gemini Control Houston at 70 hours, 15 minutes into the Tlight. 

The Canton Islands station acquired the spacecraft at 70 hours end eight 

minutes. Ihere was no voice communications, simply a tagging up. 

will acquire Gemini 9 at 20.... 70 hours and 24 minutes into the flight &out 

nine minutes from now. The next pass around, Canton Island will be tWpri.m 
of cour8e 

station/for retrofire occuring within the Canton Cgrcle. The precis&. 

coordinates on the retrofire maneuver.....standby one moment.....one degree 

21 minutes south latitude, it@9 degrees and 19 minutes west longitude. In 

other wrds, virtually on the equator and just a few minutes wert of the 

International Dateline. 

At 70 hours snd.!66&inutes into the mission, this is Gemini Control Hourton. 

END OF TAPE 
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This is Gemini Control -tt 70 hours and 36 minutes into the flight. 

Gemini 9 is movink; Wross the Texas area. Tom Stafford has just 

armed the reentry corltrol system thruster rings. They check out 

very well. He advises in all modes he is maneuvering the spacecraft 

with these RCS rings, ring A and ring B. They do work well. They 

contain 34 pounds of useable propellant in each ring. The pressures 

are both on each ring Ire up around 2500, which is exactly what they 

should be. Here is the conversation as the spacecraft moves across 

the states. 

HOU 

GYM 

HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

's/c 

s/c 

HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

Guaymas go remote 

Guaymas remote 

Gemini 9, Houston 

Go Houston, Gemini 9 

OK we got your retro pad when your ready to copy 

Standby one 

This is Gemini 9, I'll go ahead and arm the RCS 

rings at this time. Go ahead . . ..(garble).... 

Have you armed it yet Tom? 

Not yet Neil. 

OK hold off until we get over - a couple of minutes 

here and we'll get to Texas and we'll have TM 

Give me a buzz when you want me to arm it 

OK 

Go ahead with the pad Neil 

Ok this is 46-1, GETRC y1:46:44, 400K, 19 + 52, 

RETRB 25 + 42, bank left 50, bank.right 50. I 
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HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

WC 

HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

s/c All right 

HOU OK that bank ri,!;ht was 60 degrees. It was bank left 

50, bank right 60. 

s/c 

think you've got the rest of the stuff on that 

page. 

Yes I've got it 

OK, 46-1, GETRC of 71:46:44, 400K at 19 + 52, 

first bank at 25 + 42, bank left 50, bank right 50. 

That's right. I got your MDIU stuff when you are 

ready to copy 

Go ahead 

OK. Address 03 - 64 00 6, address 04 - 31, 77 5, 

address 65 - 01 88 1, address 66 - 34 48 7, 

address 07 - 65 55 6, address 08 - 40 83 2, 

address 09 - 15 29 5, address 10 - 02 77 1, 

address 11 - 28 50 0. Go ahead 

Roger. 03 - 64 oo 6, 04 - 34 77 5, 65 - 01 88 1, 

66 - 34 48 7, 07 - 65 55 6, 08 - 40 83 2, 

09 - 15 29 5, 10 - 02 77 1, ii - 28 50 0. 

That is correct 

Do we have that load in the computer at this 

time? 

Negative , you dc not. Your computer is not 

loaded yet. 

That's bank right 60 
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HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

ciK, we're reLdy to transmit the load now, 

Are you all set.. 

We're all set. 

OK. Transmitting now. 

TEX 

HOTJ 

I ICIT 

s/c 

HOU 

SC /A 

HCU 

s/c 

Texas r;o remote 

Texas remote 

Guaymas local 

Did you cet a light on that? Did you get a light 

on that Gene? 

Affirmative. 

OK, we're ready for you to arm RCS, when your ready. 

Roger. ArmitkF RCS ncjw. 

And, we're ready f'ur you to turn the batteries on. 

Coming on. For rinc C I read 2500, ring A 2450. 

HCU 

S/C 

HOU 

S/C 

HOU 

s/c 

Hou 

Roger we agree with that. 

C batteries on and we have a light. 

OK. We'd like to have you check your peroxide 

temperature and pressure please. 

OK, Peroxide pressure seems to have dropped to 

493 , it was at 500 and our temperature is about 

65. 

Roger, we ccqly. Put your antenna select to reentry 

plezse. 

Antenna is cn reentry. 

OK. Your load loc.>ks good based onthe computer 

readout on the grcjund. 
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s/c 

HOU 

HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

s/c 

Roger. I'm checking again 

Is RCR sync Neil. 

Say again 

Ok niner we're readyr to transmit TR. 

OK, we're ready for it soon as we get the light 

OK. Looks ok on the ground. 

OK and the load checks out good 

Good 

Houston, Gemini 9. Hope RCS meets A and B checkouts 

in all control modes. 

Roger Tom. 

We have just completed . . ..(garbled)...at this time. 

Roger 

Neil old chap, is Captain Hartley guaranteeing us 

the big boats on the spot? 

We couldn't copy ,that Tom. 

Roger. Is Captain Hartley guaranteeing us that 

the big boat is going to be on the spot? 

I think that you'll know where you are landing 

better then they know where they are. 

Roger 

Houston, Gemini 9. Do you want me to leave the 

reads on or turn them off at this time? 

Yes, let's leave them up for the rest of the time. 

OK. 

AOS Antigua 

r 
i - - - L a. L c L L - L. A. A L 
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HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

sl/c 

HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

I 

s/c 

HOU 

S/C 

HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

CYI 

TAPE 199, PAGE 5 ‘1. 

Niner , Houston. Do jou want to give us a status 

report on your reentry stowage and pre-retro checklist? 

Roger. We have completed all the reentry stowage 

and we have completed the - all the pre-retro check- 

list and standing by now for TR...(garble).. 

Roger. 

Bermuda go remote 

Houston, niner 

Go ahead 

Pas;GET time hack please Neil. 

OK. GET time hack is 70:42:10 on my MARK. MARK 

70:42:10 

We're right on. 

Canary C,ip Corn AFD 

Houson, 'go ahead 

Go ahetd 

Roger. You might have CS check our water quantity 

pressure. We can't get a full charge in the gun 

anymore. 

Roger understand. You can't get a full charge to 

the ,gun. We're about to get to LOS. We'll probably 

talk to you at Canary. 

Roger. 

Canary C-2p Corn AFD 

AFD Canary go ahead 

END OF TAPE 
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This is Gemini Control Houston. We're 70 hours, 54 minutes into the 
minutes 

flight. We're 51 !.:/ and 45 seconds away from retrofire. With the 

spacecraft over Canary the flight plan calls for the crew to begin their 

pre retro check list. We suspect that Tom Stafford and Gene Cernan have 
all 

probably already completed/the items onboard. They armed their RCS rings 

across the tates last time. They steadily kept ahead of the flight plan 

by some 10 to 15 minutes. We have tape conversation as the spacecraft 

moves through Canary area and here it is. 

CYI 

HOU FLIGHT 

CYI 

HOU FLIGHT 

CYI 

s/c 

CYI 

AFll 

CYI 

AFD 

CYI 

AFD 

CYI 

Canary has AC& aid contact. Canary has C-band 

track. TM solid. All systems are go flight. 

Roger, Canary. 

He still looks good flight. 

Roger. 

Gemini 9, Canary Cap Corn. 

We have you go on the ground and we're standing 

by. 

Roger Canary. . . . . . ..(garbled) . . . . . ..Everything 

is go. 

Very good. 

Canary Cap Corn, AFD. 

Go ahead, AF'D. 

His TR should be reading 55 37 654. 

Roger, we understand. 

Okay, you can check it out on the spcecraft. 

WC, jurt updated TR. 

RW+,I . -I 
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CYI 

HOU AFD 

ax 

HOU FLIGHT 

CYI 

HOU FLIGHT 

CYI 

IOUSTON FLIGHT 

CYI 

HOU FLIGHT 

GUI 

HOU FLIGHT 

CYI 

HOU FLIGHT 

CYI 

HOU FLIGHT 

CYI 

HOU FLIGHT 

CYI 

AFL, Canary, the spacecraft is lagging by l/8 

of a second. 

Roger. 

Flight, Canary 

Go ahead, Canary. 

Okay, our PC02 is going up sort of rapidly. 

We're up to 50. We're up to 2.16, it's gone 

up from a 187 in about five or ten seconds 

here. It's up to 2.13 now, flight. 

Okay, Surgeon says he's not concerned about 

that at this time. 

Roger, understand. 

Roger, keep reporting the values to us and 
in 

get it/your post pass message. 

Roger, Flight, will do. 

2.46 flight. 

Roger. 

2.54 and he's still go. 

Canary Cap Corn, Houston Flight. 

Go ahead, Flight. 

Stand by onel 

It seems to have stabilized nar flight. The last 

three readings were 254. 

Okay. 

And we have new increase in respiratory rates. 

Okay, lets not bother the crew with it then, 

Roger. We have one minute to LOS, flight. 
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CYI Canary has LOS, Flight.

H0U FLIGHT Roger, Canary.

CYI It is _2.61 on PC02 but we don't know if

there is a drop out or not.

HOU FLIGHT We feel it may be assod_ated with the crews

closing of the tape recorder power circuit

breaker in the pre retro check list there.

CYI Very good.

HOU FLIGHT Okay, Harold, see you back in Houston. i_e_re

all done over there.

CYI Okay, Flight, thank you.

KANO Kano's remote.

HOU Gemini 9, Houston, standing by.

S/C Roger, Houston.

HOU FLIGHT Carnarvon Cap Com, Houston Flight.

CRO Houston Flight, Carnarvon Cap Com.

HOU FLIGHT Roger, Bill, EECOM wants me to advise you the

acq aid beacon is now on.

CRO Okay.

HOU FLIGHT I assume you monitored the discussion on the

PC02 sensor.

CRO Roger, they suspect the tape recorder power

circuitry.

HOU FLIGHT That's affirmative.
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CR0 

AFD 

Okay. 

Carnarvon, AFD, all we have for you now Bill 

CR0 

AFD 

CR0 

he can go. 

Rag. 

HOU FLJGHT We'll get you an MR but I just thought I'd 

CR0 

END OF TAPE 

is the timer hack-in twnety minutes. 

Rog. 
list 

The check/is completed now, rog? 

Affirmative. And they're just coasting along 

waiting. From when we copied he must be 

down to TR minus five. Its as far down a: 

brief you, since the flight plan is kind of 

goofed up, 

okay. 
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This is Gemini Control Houston at 71 hours, 14 minutes into the 

flight. We're 32 minutes and 38 seconds away from retrofire. 

Gemini 9 is over Tananarive and we have this conversation. 

CR0 AFD, Carnarvon. 

AFD Go ahead, Carnarvon. 

CR0 

AFD 

CR0 

AFD 

CR0 

HOU 

CR0 

HOU 

TAN 

HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

I wonder if you could do me a favor? Would 

you repeat the translation message for the 

last valid mode that covered the spacecraft 

and put a header on it? 

Didn't get it? 

That's negative 

What do you want on that ET Bill? 

I'd ,just like to have it sitting here 

Flight. 

Roger the crew hasn't checked it out,'we'll 

get you that copy out ASAP, 

Ok 

I was going to say if you needed anything 

fast I could give you the numbers bj voice. 

Tananarive go remote. 

Tananarive remote. 

Gemini 9 Houston standing by 

Roger Houston. We're still aligning 

plot points and taking it easy. 

Ro,:er. OK Bill, do you remember the 

MI on the OBC data that Grissom needs? 
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CRO Roger, one .... (garble) ....

HOU ......then timer hack. I guess 20 minutes is a

convenient time but we'll leave that up to you.

CRO I figure he'll probably have .....

HOU OK fine. You might just query him and ......

CRO Rog.

HOU Carnarvon we're also_smi_m_ you the translation

method.

CRO Roger.

HOU Be there shortly, Bill. I'll standby for when you get.it.

CRO Ok · want to question you about that?

I was wondering why Z didn't get the load.

H0U I've been trying to figure that Out also. But you'll have

it shortly. I think we would have sent it to you.

We had plenty of time, we'd have sent it to you if

he did not get it in here. I think we should have sent

you the translation. As a matter of fact, ....

CRO Roger

HOU _ive you the translation at least.

AFD Carnarvon, AFD

CR0 Carnarvon go ahead

HOU Roger Bill do you have that message yet?

CR0 The summary is coming in for the - ET's coming in right

now.

HOU OK fine.
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HOU Gemini 9 Houston approaching LOS Tananarive°

S/C _...garbled ....

TAN Tananarive has LOS

END OF TAPE
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This is Gemini Control Houston. It is 71 hours 24 minutes 

into this flight. Twenty-two minutes and 30 seconds away 

from retro fire. As we started to talk the Carnarvon station 

raised the spacecraft and Bill Garvan the Capsule Canmunicator 

there is talking with Gene Cernan. Let's go now to the space- 

craft and monitor this conversation. 

CR0 3, 2, 1, mark. 

s/c Roger, we are right on event timer and also 

on indicator. .We are taming down real well. 

CR0 Okay. 

s/c 

CR0 

s/c 

CR0 

HOU 

CR0 

HOU 

CR0 

HOU 

CR0 

HOU 

CR0 

. ..read it to you at this time. 

Roger. 

We don't have anything else for you. We will 

be standing by. Have a good trip home. 

Okay, thanks for all the help, Bill. 

Roger. 

Why don't you tell them you are taking out 

citizenship papers over there. 

Roger, Flight Carnarvon. 

Go ahead, Bill 

Okay, my TR differential here is spacecraft is 

lagging by 125 with an occasional 250. 

Roger. 1/8th to a quarter. 

Rog. 

That is a lag, right? 

That is lagging. 
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HOU Sounds good enough for government work. 

CR0 Roger, we got the acq aid beacon too. 

HOU Okay. Tracking C-Band? 

CR0 Not yet, takes a little while yet. 

Flight, Carnarvon. 

HOU 

CR0 

Go, Bill. 

We see the beacon that his the C-Band we 

don't have track yet. Okay, we have got 

C-Band track. 

HOU Roger. 

This is Gemini Control Houston. Apparently a rather quiet pass. 

Tom Stafford, we feel sure, is setting up his retro attitude. 

This is an attitude which means blunt end forward. He will 

be pitched down at 20 degrees at retro fire. Sixty seconds 

before retro fire he will check this attitude very carefully 

and hold it 20 degree pitch down, other rates yaw and roll at 

zero. Simultaneously Gene will press three switches on his side 

of the cockpit one to cut the fuel lines to the adapter, guillotine 

action severing the fuel lines. A second button separates the 

electrical connections, again guillotine that cuts through and 

pinches off the wires and a third button which will separate 

the equipment adapter, the after portion of the Gemini space- 

craft leaving only the retro adapter attached. At 30 seconds 

before retro fire, Stafford will arm his retro squibs, energize 

- . .._ ._ -... _ __ _ 



CR0 

s/c 

CR0 

HOU 

END OF TAPE 

i L - 
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the circuits to fire his four retro rockets. At T-10 seconds be- 

fore retro fire, Cernan will arm the automatic retro fire and 

will energize it by starting it. Precisely at retro fire Gene 

Cernan will start a stop watch and the command pilot will push 

the computer, in the start computer position. At retro fire plus 

one second Cernan should press a button which will manually fire 

the retros should any malfunction take place in the automatic 

sequence. He will take a quick check on the computer and he will 

observe the horizon very carefully during retro fire phase. 

Shortly after retro fire, we should hear from the pilots on their 

IV1 readout, their incremental velocity indicator, a digital 

clock or dial arrangement in the spacecraft and the values we 

are looking for should sound like this, aft 298, that is a Delta 

V, they are taking out the spacecraft 298 feet per second and 

the down vector should read 112, one one two. We will see how 

close we come to that, the retro fire maneuver itself is to 

take place at an altitude 153.7 nautical miles, one degree 

21 seconds south of the equator at 1.79 degrees 19 minutes west 

longitude. Very close to the Canton Island site. Present 

retro fire time is scheduled for 71 hours 46 minutes and 44 

seconds into the flight. We presently show 71 31 minutes 

and 32 seconds. This is Gemini Control standing by for any 

additional conversation from Carnarvon 

Carnarvon has one minute until LOS. 

Roger, Carnarvon. 

Carnarvon has LOS. 

Roger, Carnarvon, we will keep you briefed by 

twix. 
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This is Gemini Control Houston. We're 11 minutes and 14 seconds 

away from retrofire. That event programmed for 71 hours, 46 minutes 

and 44 seconds into the flight. 19 minutes and 52 seconds after 

retrofire, we should have reached the 400,000 foot mark over the 

western United States. The blackout period is predicted for 22 

minutes and 8 seconds after retrofire, or at an elapsed time of 

72 hours and 8 minutes, 51 seconds. The blackout period will end 

at 27 minutes and 5 seconds after retrofire. Our drogue chute 

should come out at 28 minutes, 47 seconds following the retrofire 

maneuver. The main chute at 30 minutes, 21 seconds. The landing 

itself at 34 minutes and 21 seconds after retrofire. We expect 

fairly good communication today particularly in the landing area 

because we are landing relatively close to Grand Turk Island. The 

landing point is 330 nautical miles almost due East of the Cape. 

During the latter portion of the letdown, once the crew is appro- 

ximately 300,000 feet above the surface of the Earth and coming 

over Texas, they will begin to feel some steering authority, in 

the Gemini spacecraft. The pilots look forward to this period 

of the flight not .just because it means the end of a mission, but 

it does present one of the more difficult piloting tasks. We've 

controlled all. the landing - Gemini landings - with the one 

exception of Gemini 4 which came in Mercury fashion or rolling 

reentry. This morning the computer works and the pilots are 

prepared to do a steerable landing. They will be blunt end forward 
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and heads down as they come into the steering area which extends 

from roughly 300,000 feet down to about 180,000 - 175,000 feet. 

Their maneuvers will - are planned as a bank left maneuver, 50 

degrees, followed by an immediate bank right, 60 degrees. And 

when they do these maneuvers they will feel some yaw authority 

in the spacecraft. We're now 8 minutes and 32 seconds away from 

retrofire. This is Gemini Control Houston. 

END OF: TAPE 

L L L L - - L A L. - L ~_ 
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This is Gemini Control Houston, 71 hours, 41; minutes into the 

flight. At about 30 seccnds ago, the Canton station acquired the 

communication. It's a little gravelly, somewhat better though than 

the ccmmunications were yesterday. We're one minute and 52 seconds 

away from retrofire. One minute, 23 seconds away. At the one 

minute mark, Tom Stafford will hold the rates very steadily, 20 

degrees pitch down attitude. Other rates will be zero. At the 

same time, Gene Cernan will cut the fuel lines, the electric lines, 

and finally separate the equipment adapter. Mark, 60 seconds to 

retrofire. Sep OAMS, sep elec and sep adap, Tom Stafford advises. 

Those items have separated from Gemini 9. Mark, 30 seconds from 

retrofire. Ten seconds away, 8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1 - Retrofire! 

Counting up now at 14 seconds from retrofire, we had no report 

from Gemini 9. Four good retros. Gene Cernan sung it out. Four 

good retros. 32 - 33 seconds after retrofire. 296 - his incre- 

mental velocity indicator shows. The plan was for 298. He was 

within two feet from the planned aft reading. His down indicator 

showed 125. The plan was 112. He's in excellent position. We 

still have no confirmation on retro jettison, the retro adapter 

itself. Now Stafford does confirm that the retro adapter has 

separated. We're two minutes and 13 seconds after retrofire. 

We're 31 minutes and 42 seconds from splash. Over Hawaii Tom 

Stafford is to give the Hawaii station a detailed estimate on the 

retro maneuver. He will verify again his IV1 readcuts, and he 
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will estimate his attitudes during retrofire. He will also advise 

us whether there was an auto - automatic - or a manual retrofire. 

We suspect it was automatic. Three minutes, 26 seconds since 

retrofire and no additional conversation. Hawaii should acquire 

the spacecraft in approximately 20 seconds. Cernan ad-.rises that 

the post retro check list has been completed. The post retro check 

list is complete. We're not certainwhzther that communication came 

via Canton or Hawaii. He should be moving out of the Canton acqui- 

sition area, and we are likely communicating with the spacecraft, 

or will be, via Hawaii. Now the spacecraft is over Hawaii. Here's 

how the conversation is going. 

s/c 

HAW 

s/c 

HAW 

s/c 

HAW 

s/c 

FLAW 

S/C 

Roger, we're counting now on the event timer 

but go ahead and give us a hack at six minutes, 

Hawaii. 

Roger, will do. 321 - Mark. Gemini 9, 

Hawaii. Gemini 9, Hawaii., 

Roger, Hawaii. We are inverted and we have a 

moon light horizon. 

Row-, were you with me on the mark? 

We were right on. 

Roger. Did you have an auto retro? 

Sure did. And the IVI's I passed on to 

Houston are now 2%~ aft-, 4 right, i.25 down. 

Roeer, is your attit.ude normal? 

Right on the button. 
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Over the Hawaii station, Iir. Rerry's heart scope here is 

showing Stafford with a heart rate of 80 beats per minute. Cernan's 

heart, 100 beats per minute. He had estimated that the rates might 

get up to 130 - 125 to 130 during retrofire. Of course, we have no 

valid - vital information such as heart information via the Canton 

later from onboard tapes. We'll go 

itional conversation v ia Hawai 1. 

station. That will have to come 

back and monitor now for any add 

END OF TAPE 
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HAW 

s/c 

HAW 

Gerr,;ni (1 Hawaii, We have one m 

Star:di~ng by. 

Roger TIawaii. 

Roger 

;n1 ite t.0 LOS . 

Th.is is Gemini Control. We are ten minutes away, t;cr: minllies s!.nc*e 

the retrofire maneuver and Hawaii has Loss of' Signal. The spacecaraft. has 

moved south and east of the Hawafi. ring. California should arquire at 

'[2 hours and one minute -into the flight., about four minutes from now. 

We are at, 23 minutes, 39 secc:~,~.ir; away from splash. In the recovery area 

two weather reconnaisance aircraft have returned to the carrier Wasp; they 

Teport no significant, weather disturbances in the immediate area; they 

report a thin overcast at atx!llt. %,XXJ Yeet and no indication of rain. 'This 

is GemS ni Control Ikuston. 

This is Gemini. Cont.rol Houston. We are 1.5 minutes since retrof'ire, and 

Neil Armstrong has Just put in a call t.a Gem-ini $1, via California. I?lapsed 

time is 721 hours, two minutes. i'J<l additiunal communicaticln from t.he spacecraft, 

we are pl,f:sently showing an alt.it,\&e tif 80 nautical miles, 80 nautical miles 

as it starts its final. sweep across the states. Seventeen minutes and 37 

sec"nds to splash. 

ENE OF TAPE 
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This is Gemini Control Houston. We have some minor revisions on 

some of our events to come here. The blackout period now is estimated 

to begin at 22 minutes and one second after retrofire. We presently 

show 18 minutes and 8 seconds. The next event is the end of blackout, 

27 minutes and 7 seconds after retrofire. The drogue chute should 

deploy at 28 minutes, 43 seconds. The main chute at 30 minutes and 

a seconds. Splash still predicted for 34 minutes, 21 seconds. 

Neil Armstrong our capsule communicator on this shift is advising 

Gene Cernan of the times that I just relayed to you. Present 

altitude 60 miles. Spacecraft coming across the White Sands area. 

(PAUSE) 

Sp-icecraft now is slightly below 400,000 feet. We're at 20 minutes 

\ and 15 seconds after retrofire. One and a half minutes from now 

we should begin the blackout period. 

(PAUSE) 

Stafford advises he is rollirig left 50 degrees. This will be followed 

by a roll right maneuver to 38 degrees. 

(PAUSE) 

They are coming up on the begin blackout period at 22 minutes and 

one second. We presentl<{ show 21 minutes, 30 seconds since retrofire. 

Present altitude shows 40 miles. Now we are into the blackout period. 

Twenty two minutes (22). Spacecraft is almost directly over Houston. 

(PAUSE) 

The end of blackout period is predicted for 27 minutes and 7 seconds 

lfter retrofire. Th:tt would be about 4 minutes from now. 

(PAUSE) 

After -L look at the data, Gene Kril,l :;ne Flight Direztor's assessment 

of the retrofire was "it 1o~k.s like we hsd a pretty good one." He is 
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quite satisfied with all the data he's seen, reports from Hawaii, 

additional tracking from White Sands and we look like quite a nominal 

reentry at this point. We are about 10 minutes away from splash. 

Three minutes away from the end of blacknut'period. 

(PAUSE) 

We're at two minutes away from the end of blackout. 

(PAUSE) 

The present altitude is ,ibout 30 miles. 

(PAUSE) 

This is historically one of the quietest periods during any given 

mission. Todays flight is certainly no exception to that precedent. 

Flight Dynamics again assures us that all the reentry tracking data 

looks very close to the nominal. 

(PAUSE) 

We're advised that the Wasp has established radar contact with the 

spacecraft. 

(PAUSE) 

Twenty-s even minutes, 16 seconds into the flight. The Cape downrange 

stations have acquired signal from the spacecraft beacon, still no 

voice contact. Neil Armstrong h?s put in a call and Tom Stafford is 

advising that everything went well throughout the blackout. 

END OF TAPE 
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s/c We are rolling to the left. 

He advises that he is doing another left roll. He is pulling 

four g's* We don't notice any change in his voice level and even 

under that g load. Five minutes 35 seconds to predicted splash. 

Spacecraft is about at 50,000 feet at the point where the drouge 

should be out. 

We have you on radar and can see... 

Twenty-nine minutes since retro fire. 

S/C The drouge is out. 

The drouge is out. Stafford confirms that the drouge chute 

has deployed. And on one 0:' the down range aircraft pilots in 

comminication with Gemini 9, the prediction from the spacecraft 

is they will be two and a half miles long. Gene Cernan has just 

advised one of the down range aircraft, two and a half miles long. 

Four minutes and 15 seconds from splash. Thirty minutes since 

retro fire. We are coming up on main chute one. Gene Cernan 

now revises his estimate 3.3 miles long, he indicates. Meanwhile 

Gene Kranz suggests here as soon as the main chQ$e drift takes 

effect, it will revise Gene's estimate. Thirty-one minutes since 

retro fire and since the wind is from the east the betting here 

is that the easterly wind will float the spacecraft right back 

to the aiming point. We will see how this comes out. We have 

had loss of signal from the Cape station since the spacecraft 

is now down very close to the wster. Lie aid not get a confirmation 

on main‘chute. We have a picture. ,This picture is being portrayed 
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in one of our big front displa3 screens here in the control center 

and everybody is up on his feet watching it. Tom Stafford says 

"Have you got us on sight" and one of the recovery troops advised 

they had them - they had the spacecraft in sight and suggested 

that the whole world had it in sight as well. (Pause) Stafford 

advises that he would like to remain in the spacecraft, they will 

be hoisted aboard while still in the spacecraft. Flight Director 

'now joshing the retro officer and asking him if he took into 

account that easterly wind, which apparently is going to put the 

spacecraft down very, very close to the USS WASP. (Pause) The 

WASP advises that the R & R section, the forward portion of the 

spacecraft has hit the water. (Pause) The WASP advises they 

are standing by for splash. There is splash. Thirty four hour - 

34 minutes and 14 seconds after retro fire. We would estimate 

that the splash occurred 72 hours and 14 seconds after launch. 

(Pause) The WASP is closing on the spacecraft at a speed of 14 

knots. (Pause) From the deck of the WASP we get an estimate of 

four and a half miles, 4 l/2 miles from the spacecraft. (Pause) 

From the deck of the WASP we are advised that the - they estimate 

the recovery in approximately 45 minutes. They will not approach 

the spacecraft until the collar is attached. We have just gotten 

word that we have gotten a thumbs up to the helo in the area from 

the crew. The astros appear to be in good shape. The prime 

helicopter out there this morning is being piloted by Lt. Cmdr. 

J. M. Perrengon of North Kingston, Rhode Island. The swimmers 
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are now deployed. They are in the water and will begin the 

process of attaching the flotation collar which frequently - 

which normally takes about 30 minutes. 

END OF TAPE 
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The swimmers have been in phone communication, hard line communica- 

tion, with the astronauts and they have gotten a thumbs up indication at the 

window. The second helicopter in the area , bsbbing piloted by Lt. Commander 

Gerald M. Webber, of Jamestown, North Dakota. The carrier advised that the 

collar is inflated and they estimate their present distance -- Wasp to 

spacecraft distance -- at about three miles. 

The communication' circuits are really humming from the recovery area. 

Present estimate spacecraft to Wasp is 5700 yards. Swimmers busy out 

there with the collar. Their first assignment, however, is to get a visual 

indiaation:of the conditions and they got that with two big thumbs raised 

in the air. 

The Wasp is moving now at 18 knots toward the spacecraft. The WASP 

now is presently estimating they will be along the spacecraft at 14 minutes 

after the hour, some six to eight minutes from now. 

From the deck of the Wasp, we are told that the astronauts are opening 

the hatch at this time. 

* Tom Stafford is standing up in his seat waving to the swimmers. 

This is Gemini Control Houston. Now Gene Cernan also is standing up 

in the spacecraft. The three swimmers working busily around it are Lt. 

JG Ben Bowman, Third Class Daniel Frazier, and Seaman Roger Bates. Tom 

Stafford is shaking hands with one of the swimmers now congratulating them 
good 

on the/job they've done. 

This is Gemini Control Houston, the consensus here this morning is, 

based on past missions, that these communications have been nothing short 
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of outstanding. We cannot recall a mission where we had more ccmm-lirlications, 

it was of good quality all the way in. Tom Stafford was talking to the 

ReLovery forces as he came over the east coast of the United States. He 

was in a-Lmost constant communication the last 300 miles to the splash 

point about 330 miles off the coast. And, the information flow has been 

exe e Ilent. 

END OF TAPE 
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This is Gemini Control Houston. Without searching any records, 

we suspect that the spacecraft csme down closer to the prime recovery 

ship than any previous flight - any of the previous 13 United States 

Manned space flights. This the 13th, of course. The landing point, 

somewhere between three and four miles. That will have to be refined. 

We recallthat Gordon Cooper on his first Mercury flight landed within 

five miles, approximately four and a half miles, from the carrier out 

in the Pacific also, and he was observed on main chute as he descended 

to the water. Alan Shepherd in his first manned space flight was seen 

and watched as he landed, came down main chute. Several other flights 

have been observed by aircraft and, of course, all of them have been 

followed on radar as they came in, but this appears, immediately, to 

be the closest we've ever come to the prime recovery ship. 

END OF TAPE 
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This is Gemini Control Houston, during this lull before the pickup. 

Everyone, all the Flight Controllers here in the Control Center are 

watching television like we suspect everyone else is, Someone 

just passed the word on the Flight Director's loop that the Gemini X 

simulations would begin at 3:OO this afternoon. The remark was in 

jest I'm sure but the activities for Gemini X will pickup immediately. 

Probably not before tomorrow morning though. 

(PAUSE) 

END OF TAPE 



This is Cemirli Control Houston. The sp,lcecrnf't is presently three 

hundred (300) yards off the port bow l,f the Wasp. We still don't 

have an estimate as tc> when the two will be hoisted aboard, 

(PAUSE) 

This is Gemini Ccntrol H!,uston. Our Flight Dynamics bank is 

looking again at their reentry data. Their best estimate right 

now is the spacecraft missed the exact aiming point by some 3,000 

yards. Three thc:usand (3,000) yards long, which they claim is 

pretty cl!;se for Government work. 

(PAUSE) . 

This is Gemini Control Houston. Wi:'re estimating now that the 

spacecraf't will be, hoisted aboard in approximately 12 minutes. 

Twelve ttt thirteen minutes from now. This is Gemini Control 

Houston. 

END OF TAPE 
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HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

s/c 

HOU 

S/C 

HOU 

S/C 

HOU 

S/C 

HOU 

s/c 
HOU 
s/c 
HOU 

S/C 

HOU 

AFD 

J-JAW 

AFD 

HAW 

S/C 

Coming up on one minute to retrofire. 

Roger. 

Mark, one minute. 

. . . . ..sep elec and sep adap. 

30 seconds. 10, 9 6 'I 6 5 4 3 2 1 - Retrofire! 

garble 

Roger. 

The IVI's read 296 aft, 4 right, and 125 

down. 

Roger, say again your four aft. 

Roger, 296. 

Ro;:er, 296. Sounds like a good one. 

Okay, confirm retro <jet. 

Roger, retro .jet on time. 

Thanks, Tom. 

IVl's still read 296 aft, 4 right and 125 down. 

Thanks, Tom. 

We're rolling . ..at this time. 

Roger, copy. 

Hawaii Cap Corn, AF'D. 

AFD, Hawaii. 

Okay, let me give you a RET time hack. Okay, 

four minutes, 20 seconds. Give it to you at 

30. 

Okay. 

mxlSt011, Gemini 9 Approach retro check list 

ic complete. 

_ 
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H0U Roger.

HAW Mark. Wait till I give you another one. I

thought I was going to have to talk to him

through here.

AFD Okay, 4:45.

HAW I was up 4:39 40..

AFD Go. You're on it.

HAW That 's it _,

AFD Right.

HAW Okay. We have a C-Band track and solid TM.

AFD Roger, Hawaii.

HAW Gemini 9, Hawaii.

S/C Hawaii, go ahead.

HAW Roger. If you'll set six minutes in your

elapsed tirmr I'll give you a hack on time

since retrofire. 30 seconds.

S/C Roger, We're counting now on the event timer

but go ahead and give us a hack at six minutes.

HAW Roger, will do. 3, 2, 1 - Mark. Gemini 9,

Hawaii. Gemini 9, Hawaii.

S/C Hawaii, Gemini 9. We are inverted and we have

a moon light horizon.

HAW Roger, were you with me on the mark?

S/C We were right on.

RAW Roger. Did you have an auto retro?

S/C Sure did. And the IVI's I passed on to Kouston

are now at 296 aft, 4 right, 125 down.

HAW Roger, is your attitude normal?
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S/C Right on the button.

HAW Gemini 9, Hawaii. We have one minute to LOS

Standing by.

S/C Roger, Hawaii. See you back in Houston.

HAW Roger. Hawaii has LOS.

HOU Roger, Gary. See you at home.

HAW Roger.

CAL California has contact.

·.. California go remote.

CAL California remote.

HOU Hello, Gemini 9. This is your Houston prime

contactor standing by.

S/C garble

·.. Guaymas go remote, Texas go local. California

local.

GYM Guaymas remote.

CAL California local.

TEX Texas has Gemini acquisition.

HOU Okay, Gemini 9. We're ready with the retro

update when you're ready to copy.

S/C Go.

TEX 400 K is 19 + 37- Skip down to blackout.

That's 22 + O1 in blackout. 27 + 07. Drogue,

28 + 43. Main, 30 + 08. You're down range

needle deflection + 94.

... Texas go remote. Guaymas local.

TEX Texas remote.
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S/C ...+ 07. Drogue is 28 + 43. Main is 30 +

08. Down range needle is + 94.

HOU That reflection is based on your !VI's. We'll

be getting you any other data we can from radar.

S/C Roger. We have a reflection within one second

at 400 K.

HOU Very good. Gemini 9, Houston. Got your bank

angles?

S/C Got you a roll left 50 right now.

H0U Okay, you're back - bank angles are 28 degrees

left and bank right 38. RETRB is 25 + 27.

S/C Roger, copy. Bank left 28, bank right 38 and

RETRB 25 + 27.

HOU Roger. See you after blackout. Gemini 9,

Houston. Your drogue and main times are good.

S/C How do you read me?

HOU Read you loud and clear.

S/C How easy ....fuel cells are absolutely nulled.

_OU Very good.

S/C Gemini 9. We're now at the rate and rolling

to the left.

HOU Roger, we' re with you.

S/C Three g's,still rolling left, 2 and a half g's.

garble ....Roger, Westwind. We're taking ....

and coming down. Roger, stand by.

WASP We're estimating about two miles off the target.

S/C Roger.
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WASP ..... estimating two and a half miles long,

two and a half miles from the Wasp.

S/C Roger. Two and a half miles from the Wasp.

S/C .....at 20,000 feet .....

WASP Roger, Gemini 9.

WASP Estimating three and a half miles long, 3-3

miles long.

END OF TAPE
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WASP Gemini 9 (Garbled]

s/c (G rbled)

WASP Gemini 9, this is...we have you directly ahead

of the WASP visually.

S/C Roger. Roger we got two points and we are coming

down. Give my congratulations to Captain Hartley

for being on the spot.

WASP Roger, ... welcome aboard ....

S/C Have you got us in sight?

WASP Roger,...everybody on the flight deck has you..

about two miles ahead.

S/C Hope you got us on TV...

WASP Roger, you will be very shortly.

S/C ...passing through three thousand feet.

WASP ...have them in sight ....got a chopper up here

some place.

Gemini 9, you are on TV.

S/C How about that.

Tell Captain Hartley we would like to come

aboard shortly in _the_spacecraft.

WASP Roger(Garbled)

s/c (Garbled)

WASP No. 207 ..... (Garbled) righto.

Gemini 9, what is your altitude, over.

S/C Roger, passing 900 feet.
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WASP Roger, this is Swim One and still have them in

sight. The R and R section just hit the water.

Roger, we get it.

...will pick up area upon landing, Swim Two

is going in for R and R.

This is Swim One, splashdown, splashdown.

Roger, we have you (garbled)

It was a good one. (garbled)

S/C This is Gemini 9. We are starting to leak

water_ get the ... get the swimmers over

here ASAP.

WASP ....now over the scene...roger_ out.

S/C Roger...we have got you in sight there, we

are starting to leak a little water...

WASP ....pick up that parachute, you can get

there right quick. It is just down around

the spacecraft. Over.

S/C Okay, when we hit, we kind of sprung a bulkhead

and we have a little water, and so as soon as

you get..

WASP Gemini 9...we are estimating 45 minutes until

pick up. Over.

S/C Well, we are in good shape here.

WASP (Garbled)

END OF TAPE
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This is Gemini Control Houston. While we await the pickup, still 

estimated perhaps 5 minutes from now, Gene Kranz the Flight Director 

is going around the loop and Congratulating each station, each 

capsule communicator on the ,job they've done in the last three 

days, The far Western Pacific stations of course were out of contact 

for much of the interesting part. They play a vital role leading 

up to retrofire but they don't a1wnJ.s get all of the two-way 

information as we go over the hill east of the United States. 

Gene's congratulating each one of them. We imagine that many of 

them are all even now prepsrint 5 to make the long flight back to 

Houston. We've also just been harlded a copy of a message which has 

been sent out to all the Department of Defense Forces which participated 

in this mission. It reads, "My sincerest congratulations and thanks 

to all of the Department of Defense Forces who participated in Gemini 9 

for their fine contribution to our nations latest space accomplishment,' 

We can all take pride in the hiPh degree of professionalism demonstrated 

throughout this mission. I am confident that this same proficiency 

will continue in all of' our space missions in the future." It is signed 

Lieutenant General Leighton I. Davis who is the Department of Defense 

Manager for Manned Spaceflight Support Operations. General Davis has 

been with us throughout this mi ssion here in the Control Center in 

Houston. This is Gemini Control Houston. 

END OF TAPE 
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